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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates position sense in the tongue and the role of 

kinesthesis in organizing voluntary rhythmic human finger mavcments 

and the repetition of monosyllables. 

Four experiments showed that a sense of the tongue's position 

inside and outside the mouth in horizontal and vertical planes exists, and 

is similarly accurate to that of the limbs (error: 2"). Subjects misjudged 

the position of their tongue following loading of the tongue. Anesthesia of 

the mucosa did not reliably reduce the accuracy of lingual position sense. 

The sources of positional information that contribute to position sense in 

the tongue and limb are similar: muscle, tendon. skin and knowledge of 

efference. 

Six experiments revealed that finger movements and monosyllable 

repetition entrained to an imposed, irrelevant kinesthetic rhythm in about 

30% of the data, although subjects were not instructed to entrain their 

finger movements or speech to the kinesthetic stimulus rhythms. As 

entrainment should not have arisen at all unless the organization of both 

finger movement and monosyllabic speech has the character of a system 

of non-linear oscillators, this is a powerhl finding. 

The entrainment commonly features a slight anticipation of 

antiphase of the kinesthetic stimulus using both Anger movement and 

speech tasks. Subjects entrained their speech and finger movements to the 

ii 



stimulus rhythms equally often, upholding the thesis that, at a 

fundamental level, speech and finger movements are organized similarly. 

Kinesthetic information is used lo organize voluntary limb and speech 

movemenls. 

Keywords: toneue, speech movement, finger movement, kinesthesis. 

position sense, proprioception, post-contracdon, effort, rhythm, non- 

linear oscillator 
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CHAPTER 1 

ORGANIZING MOVEMENT: INTRODUCTION 

This thesis is concerned with the question of whether speech is 

organized in the same way as are other voluntary body movemenfs. 

Cenlral to this qucstion is the extent to which sensation plays a role in the 

production of movement. We manipulate our environment by means of 

movement, while in complementary fashion, sensation informs us about 

the environment and about the position of body pans that can be 

deliberately moved to fulfil our purpose. It is reasonable to expect that a 

source that can reveal the current position of the body parts that are to be 

moved should be consulted prior to organizing the next movement. 

For this type of positional information about limb movement we 

look to kinesthesis. It is clear from experiments on human subjects who 

point their finger to targets after adapting to vision through optical prisms 

that the sensed position of a limb informs the plan for subsequent arm 

movement (see Welch, 1978). However, researchers on speech have 

nrely incorporated kinesthesis into their models of speech production, 

although they commonly acknowledge that it must help in the process of 

organizing speech movement (eg. MacNeilage, 1970; Borden, 1979; 

Gracco & Abbs, 1986). The first question that this thesis asks is whether 

the position of Ihe tongue, an important speech aniculator, can be 



perceived, and so could be used to organizc spcech and olhcr tonguc 

movements. 

It is sensib!e to suppose thal information nhout limb posilion is  

important in organizing voluntary movemcnls. In addition, when carrying 

out a series of repeated rhythmic movements, like drumming. lhc timin~ 

of one movement relative to the next should also he imp>nant (KC 

Lashley, 1951). The focus of much modern research has hccn repeated 

rhythmic movement (eg. Bernstein. 1967: Gclfand. Gurfinkcl. Tsctlin B 

Shik, 1971; Scholz & Kelso, 1989). In Ihe last twcnty-five years. 

numerous papers have demonstrated that rhythmic limh mnvcnalt can hc 

generated in lower verbbnles without refcrcncc lo scnsory inlormaton 

(eg. Shik & Orlovsky. 1961; Grillner. Buchanan. Wallcn dt Brudin. 

1988; Lund & Enomoto, 1988). This has called into qucstion the rnlu of 

sensory information, whether positional or temporal, in organizing 

rhythmic movement. 

Evidence showing that simullaneously moving limbs tend to move 

at harmonically related rhythms has increased (og. von Holst B 

Mittelslaedt, 1950:1973; Bernstein, 1967; Scholir & Kclso, 1989 and 

1990). These authors present their results as evidcncc 01 caneurrcnt 

motor rhythms influencing one another, or as cvidencc nl a single basic 

motor rhythm being used for all concurrent voluntary rnovemanl. It is 

possible that the influence is not molor-motor, bul in fact scnsory-motor. 

but this has been overlooked. If kinesthesis may guidc onc aspect of 



movement, namely limb positioning, why should it not be used to guide 

othcr aspects of the movement, such as the timing of  the interaction of 

scvcral limb movements ? It is sensible to suppose that the brain will use 

any rclcvant and available sensory information to produce movi'%=cnt that 

is tailored la the animal's capabilities and the environment's demands. 

Even if motor rhythm influences other motor rhythms. I argue that the 

rhythm of concurrent sensation may well influence the rhythm of repeated 

periodic movements. 

English speech is perceived by native speakers to be rhythmic 

(Lehisb, 1977). It is legitimate to ask whether kinesthetic information 

might influence the rhythm of speech as well as that of body movement. 

This is the other qucstion addressed by this thesis. 

Speech provides an interesting testing ground for any theory of 

movcment organization far several reasons. First, speech has numerous 

subcomponcnts which are executed in faster sequences than most other 

scrics of voluntary movements. The average speaker comfortably 

produces 20 or more different speech sounds (phonemes) per second. 

Articulation of a monosyllable (I lo 7 phonemes) can involve upwards of 

70  muscles and 8 to 10 moveable body parts, so the movements are 

complex as well as fast (Gracco & Abbs, 1986). If a theory of movement 

production is truly general, it should be valid for fast and complex 

movements, like those of speech, as well as for slow movements, like 

thosc of the limbs. 



Second, we speak without the aid or vision. Linlh movc~nvnts :ln 

commonly visually monitored, hut we monitor our own spccch by car. 

Experimentation with speech allows expansion o l  thc theoretical 

catchment area to a less commonly explored pairing or sensory 

modalities: kinesthesis and audition. 

Third, speech is used for eomrnvnicalion. Wc might supp,su thal 

the organization of speech has been tailorcd to fulfil this hugcly impr,rt:!ot 

function, which is quite unlike the funclion or movement for most hody 

parts. If so, then a theory of movement should be truly general if it is 

supported by results from experiments on spcech as wcll as those ton 

other moveable body parts. 

1.1 The Role of Kinesthesis in Organizing S p v h  

Production 

This thesis is divided into two main parts. Thc first part reviews 

the role of kinesthesis in the audy of voluntary movemunt, and dcscrihcs 

four experiments on kinesthesis in the tongue (Chapters 1 to 7). Chaptcr 

1 places the questions that the thesis asks aboul kincslhcsis against a 

theoretical background; it reviews the usc of the non-lincar oscillau,r 

metaphor and the role of kinesthesis in the study or voluntary movement. 

Those who "re already familiar wilh these ficlds of :itudy may find it 



prcferablc to proceed to Chapter 2, which reviews the evidence for the 

cxistcnce o f  kinesthesis in the tonguc. Chapters 3 to 6 describe four 

experiments on sensing Longue position, and Chapter 7 discusses the 

availability of kineslhcsis for use in organizing speech. 

Note thal linguistic models of speech production do not contribute 

to this discussion, for their concern is the translation o f  a mental 

representation of a series of m m m d s  (phonemes) into commands 

lhat could elicit muscular conlraction (eg. Fry, 1966; Boomer & Laver, 

1968; MacNeilage, 1970: Borden, 1979; Dell, 1988). rather than the 

organization of speech articulatar movements by incoming sensory 

afferencc. 

The second part of the thesis presents the argument that rhythmic 

speech movcmcnt could be open to kinesthetic influence. The research on 

sensory influences upon organizing speech movements and other rhythmic 

hody movement is reviewed in Chapler 8. Chapter 9 lays out the 

theorclical cxpeclalions for sir experiments an the role of kinesthetic 

stimulation in organizing speech and finger movement rhythm. The 

experimental methods are described in Chapler 10. The results are 

prescnled and discussed in Chapter 11. Chapter 12 concludes the thesis 

with a more general discussion. 



1.2 The Organization of Movement: DefioitL,ns 

I shall now put forward a formulalion of lhc lypus of infc,rnm:,lion 

used by the human brain lo organizc voluntary movcmunt. BuR~rc 

proceeding further, definitions of basic lcrms arc required. 

1.2.1 Kinesthesis 

Kinesthesis has been defined as the sensation of posilion snd 

movement of body parts based on input other lhan visual and auditory 

information (Howard & Templeton. 1966, p.72). Thcrc arc a nun~hcr o l  

sensations associated with kinesthcsis (see Woodworth. 1903): 

a. the felt static position of the limb 

b. the scnsalion of movement as opposed to stillness 

c. the sensations of direction, speed and aniplitudc of 

movement 

d. the awareness Ihal a movement is voluntary, rztthcr lhan 

externally imposed 

e. the sensation of resistance to movcment. 

Human subjects may report several of Ihuc scr!rations following a 

given experimental treatment (eg. Goodwin, McCloskcy & 

Matthews, 1972; Craske, 1977), and so they arc no1 mulunlly 

exclusive, and crperimenlal treatments in gcncral cannot easily 

separate them (bur for recent progress, see Horch, Clark & 

6 



Burgess, 1975; Clark, Horch, Each & Larson, 1979; Clark, 

Burgess, Chapin & Lipscomb, 1985; Clark, Burgess & Chapin, 

1986; Taylor & McCloskey, 1990; Ferrell & Craske. in press). 

1.2.2 Pmition sense 

By position sense I mean the sensed static position of an 

organ or limb, as given in section 1.2.1 above. When subjects a r e  

asked to indicate the static position of a limb, they might tap a 

source of information that directly informs them of static limb 

pasition. For a moving limb, they might deduce current limb 

position by integrating over time the sensed velocity of movement 

from a known slarting point. Thus, there is more thsn one potential 

basis for sensing position: movernont of the limb, as well as 

position might serve. However, these alternatives should not be 

equally likely; it would be sensible to interrogate the sense that 

most directly informs, that is, the sense of static position, rather 

than taking what appears to be a more circuitous option. Thus, the 

ability to sense position should be of primary Importance. 

1.2.3 Sensory 

'Sensory' refers to processes and elements in the nervous 

system that can give rise to conscious sensation. The import of this 

term is psychological, rather than physiological (see Dewey, 1896). 



Afference from the sense organs, such as the muscle spindles can 

be interpreted by the brain to yield sensation. It is worth noting that 

conscious sensation does not necessarily precedc the organiralion o l  

movement by afference from muscle spindles. Afiercncc that m y  

ultimately give rise to conscious sensation can influence movenlcnl 

execution at  lower levels of the nervous system, for examplc, in thc 

alpha-gamma loop at the spinal cord before nsccnding to :hc b r ~ i n  

(Matthews, 1972 and 1982). 

1.2.4 Motor 

'Motor' refen to an effserent pattern of discharge gcncratcd 

in the nervous sytem that can induce the movemcnt of a limb or 

organ. Previously, motor commands for voluntary movemcnts wcm 

thought to issue exclusively from the brain (eg. Henry. 1953; 

Gibbs, 1954; Dewhurst, 1967). It is now clear that movemcnts likc 

walking o n  a treadmill can be generated in lower vcrlcbralcs at thc 

spinal cord (eg. Shik & Oriovsky, !916). Accordingly. 'motor' is 

used here to characlerize efference from the brain, thc brain stem, 

and the spinal cord that results in limb or organ movement. 

1.2.5 Feedback 

Feedback here will mean afference that arises from the 

moving limb as a direct consequence of a voluntary movement o r  



o l  i a  motor cliorence, and which can provide information about Lhe 

movoment or guide subsequent movement. Thus, i i  the hand grasps 

a cup, the afforence that contributes to the sensations of contact to 

a surlacc and the sensation of a new hand position is kinesthetic 

lcrdhck. 

At thc level of the spinal cord (and the brain stem - see 

Rossignol, Lund & Drew, 1988), there is feedback from the 

spindle receptors to the alpha moloneurons, which finely tunes the 

closing o l  the grasp. It is important to note that this feedback may 

or may not give rise to conscious sensation, and may travel to the 

hrain or to some lower motor center to guide movement under this 

definition. It is likely that the motor system employs several 

leedback systems that differ in scope and function (see Abbs, 

Graeco & Cole, 1984). 

1.2.6 The corollary discharge 

There i i  good logical evidence for a copy of the motor 

commands from the brain being compared to sensory afferencc 

from thc moving limbs (Matthews, 1577; McCloskey, 1981: 

Gandcvia, 1982; Jones, 1986). The efference copy is included in 

llle meaning o l  'corollary discharge' here. 1 use the term c a ~ ! ! . ~  

lo mean a central neural discharge that remains wholly 

within the central nervous system and arises with or from a 



centrally issued motor command and is in some unknown way 

commensurate with it. The corollary discharge is a hypothetical 

constmct. 

Arguments in favor of a corollary discharge with respect to 

sensing eye and limb position have been put clearly and succinctly 

by McCloskey (1978 and 1981) and Matthews (1982). It is 

essential to know when the visual world has moved and when it is 

just one's own eyes that have moved, while the visual world is 

stable. The retinal afference is identical in the two situations. The 

spindle afference from the ocular muscles has been argued not to 

contribute prominently to sensing eye position (eg. Brindley & 

Merton, 1960). In this circumstance. one would not know when the 

eye muscles had rotated the eye, and when they had not, rendering 

ambiguous the retinal afference that implies movement. A 

knowledge of the outgoing motor commands to move the eye would 

disambiguate the afference, and so  the corollary discharge has been 

called for on logical grounds. 

With respect to sensing limb position, it has been pointed out 

(Matthews, 1982) that the afference from the limbs that might tell 

us about position is also ambiguous. Major contributors to position 

sense, the muscle spindle receptors, tire more or less strongly, 

depending upon a number of factors other than muscle length. A 

knowledge of muscle length could theoretically tell us a limb's 



position, but we would need to disentangle that information from 

the other information that the spindle firing patterns can convey 

(see below, Figure 1.3 and accompanying discussion). The most 

economical way to do this would be by matching a knowledge of 

the outgoing motor commands against the incoming afference. Thus 

the corollary discharge is again required. 

In the normal case, the afference from the moving limb 

matches the corollary discharge, producing the perception that the 

attempted movement was successful. If a mismatch occurs, for 

example, if a tendon in the limb of interest has been vibrated, 

producing afference that is not due lo voluntary movement, 

radically different sensations of position and movement can arise. 

This suggests that the matching process can be more complex than 

the simple subtraction associated with the term Efferenzkooie ("on 

Holst Br Mittelstaedt, 1950:1973). It is likely that the brain uses 

other information it may have about the motor task and consults 

other sources of pertinent sensory information, like vision, to 

compose a sensation when a mismatch between motor command 

and afference occurs. 

1.2.7 Purpose in organizing movement 

Voluntary movement is movement that is intended by the 

actor to h1161 a purpose. The fulfilment of purpose would seem to 



be a sensible reason for a voluntnry movement. Then purpose n~ay 

be said to determine broadly the type of movement, and to decidc 

which limbs wi:l make the movement. 

Purpose guides the drafting of the motor plan (Turvey. 1977: 

Salbman. 1979), particularly with respect to directing attention lo 

one or another aspect of the plan and its execution (Saltzman. 

1979). So, lor example, if one wishes to walk, this purpose should 

resull in the legs being specified as the limbs to be used. Further. 

this purpose should call forth from memory or else trigger the 

generation anew of a motor plan that will result in the translation of 

the body to a place forward while maintaining upright posture. 

This does not mean that the intention to move must be 

subject to conscious concentration in order to elicit voluntary 

movement in all cases. One's purpose is sometimes scarcely 

consciously acknowledged for well-learned movements, like those 

required for driving a car. 

We can only speculate about the forms or neural relations 

that represent purpose in the nervous system, and the relation of 

will to consciousness; these matters belong still to the province of 

philosophy. Nonetheless, purpose should be a causative precursor 

to a motor plan for human voluntary movement. 



1.2.8 The motor plan 

The motor plan translates purpose into high level motor 

commands. It elicits the efference that can ultimately induce the 

appropriate muscular contnclions to achieve the actor's purpose. 

While its may be defined, its f9U is not known and is 

treated as being abstract (eg. Turvey, 1977; Saltzman, 1979; 

Schmidt. 1982). 

To specify motor commands that will fulfil the actor's 

purpose, the motor plan must have access to sensory information, 

for example, information about limb position or about the distance 

to a visual target. Then motor commands can be drafted or tailored 

to accommodate this information. 

The motor plan probably specifies in the motor commands 

that it composes or tailors only the bmad characteristics of the 

intended movement, such as the limbs to be used (implied from 

work by Craske & Craske, 1986), and the type of movement, for 

example, walking forward at slow speed, and a command to start 

or  stop (see Turvey, 1977; Schmidt. 1982). It is now clear that 

many of the fine details of movement are specified at lower levels 

of Ihe nervous system in animals. For example, the cyclic 

alternation of stepping when a cat walks can be organized at the 

spinal cord (Shik & Orlovsky, 1976). It seems plausible that the 

human spinal cord should have a similar rype of movement 



specifier. 

Many researchers have inferred the parameters of molor 

control lo be force (eg. Gelfand et al. 1971: Turvey. 1977: 

Hollerbach, 1981; Schmidt, 1982); others have suggcslud the 

speed and direction of movement might be spceilicd in some way 

(eg. Sallzman, 1979; Schmidl, 1982). Nonethclrss. wc lack solid 

evidence about the parameters of the motor plan, and about the 

levels of command at which each parameter might be valid. 

It is not known if the molor plan must bc created sncw each 

lime that a voluntary movement is intended. It seems likcly that a 

motor plan can be stored in memory, lo be summoncd when 

necessary, since with practice, complex movements, like typing. 

can be carried out faster and more accurately. 

1.3 The Organization of Movement by Kinesthesis: 

Theory 

I argue for two functions for kinesthesis in organizing 

movement. First, kinesthesis should provide prerequisite 

information for moving a limb or organ to a spatial goal, for 

example, scratching an itchy spot on onc's back. Plainly, thc 

position of the limb and the position or the target must bc known 



befbre the next movement can be planned. 

Studies of adaptation have convincingly shown that subjects 

who gaze through optical prisms mispoint with a constant error 

(providing that they receive no sensory feedback), indicating that 

they use kinesthetic information to enable the execution of pointing 

movements, and visual information to locate the target (implied by 

experiments by Craske & Crawshaw, 1974a and 1975b; Welch. 

1978). If allowed to view their arm as it points, subjects will 

recalibrate the arm's kinesthetic system by adjusting sensed position 

so that the arm comes to point accurately at the visual target, 

resulting in an after-effect of mispointing once the prisms are 

removed. Clearly, sensory information, both visual and kinesthetic, 

can be used to plan voluntary movements. 

Second, kinesthesis is used to monitor movement that is 

occurring. During and after a movement, for example, brushing 

our teeth, we can monitor the movement of the hand with the 

loothbrush, relative to the body, even if we do not register the 

instantaneous position of the hand at every moment. 

Much has been made of the monitoring and planning 

hnctions of kinesthesis in the literahre. Given the label kinesthetic 

or proprioceptive kc&&, kinesthetic information about a 

voluntary movement that has just been executed was once 

considered to be prerequisite to the issuance of motor commands 



for the next movement (eg. Henry, 1953; Gibbs. 1954: Drwhurst. 

1967). Obviously, if movements like walking on a treadmill can 

procede without any sensory input in decerebrate animals, as Shik 

& Orlovsky (1976) have shown, then kinesthetic information is no1 

a sine qua non for organizing movement without an obvious 

purpose in a mdimentary environment. 

I see the role of kinesthetic information as t h a  of specifying 

values on some of the important parameters, such as initial position 

of the limb, for a movement that is about to be made in a complex 

envirorrment, of representing to consciousness new values on these 

parameters during and after movement, and of contributing lo the 

brain's mapping of the environment by interacting with sensory 

information from other modal ties such as vision. 

The availability of sensory information to consciousness 

should permit an animal to make practical conscious decisions 

about movements. This is valuable. We can often recover balance 

afier stumbling against an object, but only at the cost of sudden, 

unpredictable, muscular stress. Feedback mechanisms at the spinal 

cord can accomplish this. However, we prefer to maintain balance 

without incident, if possible. This we do by seeing the obstacle 

before reaching it and deciding to step over it. Kinesthetic 

information at our disposal allows us to lift a leg appropriately. 

In light of the above definitions, diagrams of voluntary 



movcmcnt organbation may be drawn up to represent how the 

following concepts tit together (see Figure 1.1 to 1.3). These 

diagrams feature: 

a. purpose as a precursor to the movement plan. 

b. a movement plan that may be drafted from scratch or 

called up from memory. It has access to sensory 

information and can compose high level motor 

commands. 

c. motor commands to the effector limbs and organs. 

d. a corollary discharge that is accessible to the motor plan 

for comparing to afference. 

c, afference from the spindle receptors in muscles that 

returns to the alpha motoneurons at the spinal cord. 

f. afference from the spindle, joint, tendon and cutaneous 

receptors that travels to the brain. 

g. a sensory map of the body's surface and the location of 

movable parw relative to the trunk. 

In Figure 1.1, we start with a purpose, may then search memory 

for a suitablr motor plan, or create one anew. It is assumed that at least 

parts of most motor plans for voluntary movements of the adult human 

are stored in memory. 

The motor plan may consult memory for values on important 



Figure 1.1 The first steps in organizing voluntary movement, 
once the purpose of the movement is known. Dashed line: 
optional path; solid line: compulsory path. 

parameters, like speed or duration of movement (Woodworth, 

1903) or force of muscular wntraction (Schmidt, 1982), that have 
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served successfully in the past to meet the demands of the task at 

hand. The motor plan should also consult the sensory register to 

find out current values on crucial parameters, like limb position. 

After incorporating the information from memory and current 

sensation, the efference that will resuit in the elicitation of limb 

movement issues from the motor plan. 

One should note that even if there is no explicit spatial target 

for the movement. knowledge of current limb position is necessary: 

if one is going io tap one's foot in time to music, one needs to 

know if the foot is already on the floor before starting to tap. If it 

is, then one lifts the foot; if not, one lowers it. 

It is impomnt to note that people who have lost sensation in 

a limb can move it to an intended position without prior kinesthetic 

information, depending instead upon vision (see Lashley, 1917: 

Sacks, 1972). It is then possible that there are default values for 

current limb position that memory supplies if current sensation is 

not available (Melzack & Bromage, 1973; Perrell et al., in press). 

These default values might be the most recently registered values, 

or learned values (in the case of experimental animals). I am 

representing the case of the normal sentient human being in Figure 

1.1. 

Figure 1.2 continues from Figure 1.1. The efference issued 

by the motor plan now courses through the brain and out into the 



peripheral nervous system. In Figure 1.2, efference is issued 

according to the motor plan's instructions. A copy a l  the ct'fcrcncu. 

in form of a corollary discharge, remains internal lo the brain and 

Figure 1.2. The interplay of movement organization and 
sensation. CD: corollary discharge. The breaks in the horizontal 
reftanales that renresent the limb and sninal cord indicate a 
separaion between afferenee and efferehce. A, B and C match 
A, B, and C, respxtively on Figure 1.3, and are explained in ~~- 

reference to it. 
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limb position and movement. 

Figure 1.3 supplies details not given in Figure 1.2. The alpha 

motor meurons at the spinal cord not only elaborate motor 

commands based on the motor information from the brain, lhey 

may also modify the motor commands upon receiving afferent 

feedback from the limb. 

Figure 1.3. The alpha-gamma Imp. 
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is matched against information that returns from the periphery (the 

four rising lines on the left of the diagram) after the intended 

movement has been carried out. 

Various pam of !he brain contribute to, or modify the 

cfference in some way, as it passes to the spinal cord. For 

example, the cerebellum and motor cortfx are known to be 

important in organizing and/or modifying movement commands 

(Carlson. 1977; Grillner. 1981). We do not know where or how 

the motor plan is represented in the brain, and so the motor centers 

have not been specified on this diagram. 

The spinal cord transmits and issues motor commands that 

cause limb muscles to contact, producing limb movement. The 

movement stretches receptors in the skin, joint, tendon and 

intrafusal muscle of the limb. Sensory information from these 

receptors rises via the spinal cord to the brain, where it can be 

matched against the comllar/ discharge and interpreted, yielding 

information about limb position andlor movement that is available 

for conscious inspection. I refer to the registry of this kinesthetic 

information as a kinesthetic map. 

It should be noted that the sensory information from the 

receptors may be interpreted without being matched against a 

corollary discharge. When movement is imposed by an external 

agent, there is no corollary discharge, yet we still are conscions of 



The efference that is sent to the periphery consists of two 

kinds: efference that will trigger entrafusal muscle contraction and 

ul:imate!y result in a limb movement (A in Figures 1.2 and 1.3), 

and efference that causes the intrafusal muscle containing the 

spindles to contract. This second type of muscular drive is called 

gamma activation, and can be viewed as a way of priming the 

sensory receptors for the voluntary limb movement, and therefore 

muscle stretch, that will be caused by extrafusal muscle contraction 

(Matthews, 1977; Clark & Horch, 1986). 

If the extrafusal muscle contraction is not appropriate for the 

level of spindle receptor firing set by gamma activation, then 

correction to the current motor commands may be made very 

quickly (within 30 ms (Cordo & Nashner, 1982)) via the reflex 

pathway from the spindle endings to the alpha motor neurons 

(Matthews, 1972; Clark & Horch, 1986). At that time, there need 

be no conscious awareness of the facts that the limb movement was 

not as expected and that a correction was made to rectify the 

problem. The rising arrow labelled C in Figures 1.2 and 1.3 

indicates the afference that will eventually take a conscious form, 

following the presumed match against the corol!ary discharge. 

Interpreting the afference from the spindle sensory endings is 

probably complicated; it should be noted that the spindles are not 

only primed by efference from the brain, but also are stretched 



mechanically by the moving limb (9 in Figures 1.2 and 1.3). lor 

moving a limb changes muscle length in the limb. Stretching thr 

extrafusal muscle causes the spindles in the inlrafusal musrlc to 

fire. The signal that arises from the spindle endings is con~plrx. 

and is not thought to be likely to give rise when considered on its 

own to a straightforward measure of limb position or limb 

movement (see McCloskey, 1978 and 1981; hlatthews, 1982). 

However, if a corollary discharge is assumed to be available 

following a voluntary limb movement, then afference from the 

spindle endings could be analysed to provide information about 

limb position and movement (Matthews. 1977; McCloskey. 1978 

and 1981). 

In any casc, most voluntary movements involve pairs of 

simultaneously stretching antagonist and contracting agonist 

muscles. The brain receives afference from the spindles in both 

members of the pair, and $e ambiguity of any one muscle's 

spindle discharge should be lessened in the presence of this fuller 

information, (Even silence from spindles in a contracting muscle 

can be useful information.) 

The diagrams do not specify some important information. 

Namely, in a sequence of voluntary movements, particularly those 

which are repeated continuously, kinesthetic information need no1 

be known prior to each successive movement. It is assumed that the 



cycle of movements might repeat under spinal cord control with 

relatively liule contribution from the brain (see Delcomyn, 1980; 

Grillner, 1981), with afference returning to Lhe spinal cord 

~roviding small and fast corrections to the movement in progress as 

necessary. These corrections, referred to in the older IiteraNre as 

reflexive, provide virtually instanlaneous adjustment of movement 

(see Cordo & Nashner, 1982; Nashner & Forssberg, 1986). 

While a limb's movement is monitored consciously, the 

ensuing kinesthetic afference may not arrive at the brain fast 

enough (time of travel: approximately I30 ms (Keele, 1982), but 

see Abbs, Gracco & Cole, (1984)) for it to correct a fast movement 

via conscious decision before it finishes. 

I shall assume that this representation holds true for the 

organization of voluntary finger movement. It should hold true with 

minor adjustments for the organization of speech movements. There 

are several theoretical questions about movement in general that I 

Nm to now, before proceeding to the application of these questions 

to finger and speech movements. 

1.4 Problems in Movement Study 

Any motor plan must meet certain criteria that have in the 

past been problematic for theories of movement organization. 
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Below, they are mentioned as the problems of degrees of freedom. 

of storage, of novelty, of accounting for the exhibition of patterned 

excitation at the spinal cord and the tendency to produce 

coordinated movement. 

1.4.1 The degrees of freedom problem 

The motor plan must be able to solicit simultaneous 

contractions of various qualities in many muscles at many joints. 

This is known in the literature (eg. Bernstein, 1967) as the degrees 

of freedom problem. It is inconceivable that the brain could 

individually and directly address each muscle of an active tennis 

player with timely commands for needed muscular contractions 

(contraction to a specific length at a certain speed and with a given 

force). The speed of nervous conduction is not sufficient for the 

wealth of information. This degrees of freedom problem also must 

apply to patterned seque;ltes of movement, like chewing or 

walking, where movements of many muscles succeed each other 

rapidly. 

It may be inferred that the brain directly specifies fewer 

movement detlils than an observation of the executed movement 

suggests are controlled. Accordingly, considerable authority is 

relegated by researchers to the spinal cord. and, in the case of 

speech, probably to the brain stem (see Lund & Enomoto, 1988; 



Rossignol et al., 1988, with respct lo chewing). This does not 

contradict the diagrams of sensory-motor organization (Figures 1.1, 

1.2 and 1.3). 

This delegation of much motor authority to lower centers 

helps also to ease the storage and the novelty problems that are 

delineated below. 

1.4.2 The storage problem 

It is not likely that all of the programs for our voluntary 

movements, replete with fine dctails, could be stored in memory. 

I assume lhat broad characteristics of a movement to be 

executed can be stored as pan of a motor plan and retrieved when 

needed. These characteristics would be items such as limbs 

involved, and limb position necessary to start the movement, and 

the force required. Current sensory information should also supply 

some of the necessary details for the upcoming movement (see 

below. section 1.4.3). 

It should be noted that some of the details of movement may 

not be programmed at any level, but are a consequence of specified 

parameters. For example, if, in squash, a great deal of power is 

specified for the next racquet stroke, and greater force than usual is 

issued, then the arm will probably be moving faster than usual 

when the racquet contacts the ball. The increase in speed need not 



be specified if there is a requested increase in power. 

1.4.3 The novelty problem 

Each time that we carry out an action on Ihe environment. 

the environment and the movements are likely to be new in some 

of the details. A person must be able to plan a movement not 

previously executed in exactly the required way, such as hitting a 

moving squash ball. Successful movement requires the 

incorporalion of sensory information (especially the spatial 

information from sight, sound, and also the sense of limb position. 

of movement, and of force) into movement plans, and so implies a 

facility that allows the translation of knowledge of the ball's 

location relative to the body into appropriate body movement 

toward the ball. 

The motor plan must also allow movements to be timed. 

Contacting a squash ball requires the ability to predict where the 

ball will be at  a certain t b  and arrange for the racquet head to 

arrive on time at that place with a certain momentum and travelling 

in the right direction. An appropriate sequence of movements must 

be organized, and must play out relative to the trajectory in space 

and time of an external object. There must be a facility that then 

registers and allows prediction of the fulure location or objects at a 

specific lime. 



Thus Figures 1.1 and 1.3 show that the motor plan has 

access to sensory information. It is assumed that only a few aspecb 

of the sensory information about the environment are actually 

relevant to a given intended action, for example, the speed, 

direction, and height of the squash ball. These should suffice to 

predict where the racquet must be in order to contact the ball with 

enough force to cause it to reach the front wall of the court before 

i t  bounces a second time. 

Many aspects of a new body movement will be familiar; 

running, stance, and the raising of the arm to swing are presumably 

represented as broad characteristics in a stored motor program. The 

novel aspect of the movement is the combination of movement 

parameter values that depend on the perceived movement of the 

ball relative to one's body, for example, the combination of a 

particular speed and direction of ~ n n i n g ,  the height of the arm 

relative to the floor (ie. degree of knee flexion) a t  stance, and 

speed, direction and force of the arm movement during the racquet 

swing. 

Even a new complex movement can be planned using old 

parts of a motor plan. There is behavioral evidence for a stored 

representation of some aspects of a motor plan for a new complex 

movement. Movements carried out by anatomically non-contiguous 

limbs tend to show similar spatial characteristics, even if the action 



is new to a particular limb. A writer produces s characteristic 

signahre, regardless of whether the limb that writes is the hand. 

the foot, or even the head (eg. Woodworth, 1903: Merton. 1972: 

Raibert, 1977), and regardless of the size of the writing (eg. 

Hollerbach, 1978). These findings suggest that the action arises in 

part from a stored representation or remembered motor plan. 

Moreover, the less variable characteristics of an action hint at 

possible parameters of motor plans (eg. Vredenbrept & Koster. 

1971). In light of these facts I consider the motor plan to be 

retrievable from memory, and b store a broad design for 

movement, one that could be tailored to new circumstances by 

changing values of the parameters of the motor plan. 

1.4.4 Patterned excitation at  the spinal cord 

Twenty years of research have confirmed that the spinal cord 

generates many patterns of movement that involve alternation of 

limbs on the same girdle, as in swimming, or walking, and 

coordination of anatomically contiguous limbs, as in walking or 

hammering (see Grillner. 1981, for a review of locomotion). Much 

of the temporal patterning of movement may then be under the 

control of the spinal cord, if humans rely on central pattern 

generators as heavily as do other species, as we might assume. It 

should be noted that the central pattern generators referred to in the 



physiology literature feature oscillatory units. 

1.4.5 Coordination 

Limbs that move repeatedly and simultaneously tend to move 

at the same, or harmonically related, frequencies and maintain a 

stable phase relationship b each other (von Holst, 1937:1973 and 

1939:1973; Klapp, 1979; Keiso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981; 

Scholz and Kelso, 1989). This is true even when the limbs are 

anatomically non-contiguous. It is harder to tap the two index 

fingers in a 3:2 or 5:2 rhythm lhan in a 3:3 or 6:3 rhythm, even 

though the latter cases require more taps. From this, we can dcduce 

that coordination of simultaneous rhythmic voluntary movements is 

a preferred policy of the nervous system. This argues strongly 

against independent control by the brain of each element in a 

sequence of movements and of each limb when limbs move 

simultaneously. 

It ought to be easier to produce 3 taps with one hand and 2 

with the other, rather than 3 taps wilh both hands, as fewer motor 

commands should be required. The fact that this is not so  tells us 

that limb movements are not always planned or executed in strictly 

serial fashion. The brain tends to time the limbs' simultaneous 

movements as though there were only one pattern of timing (Kelso, 

Tuller & Harris, 1983; Scholz & Kelso, 1989). Even for a non- 



rhythmic event, the length of time to complete simultaneous 

reaching movements of different extents by the two hands is 

virtually identical (Kelso. Southard, & Goodman. 1979). 

At the root of this motor synchronization should be a system 

that tends to organize itself. The sign of self-organization is 

patterned output, whether spatial, as in bees' honeycombs, or 

temporal, as in the interdependent lcvels of the rabbit and lynx 

populations. 

It is assumed that there is an osciliatory system capable of 

producing patterned output which would give rise to the 

synchronized movements that have been observed in humans. I 

shall now describe such a system. 

1.5 The Non-Liuear Oscillatory Metaphor 

The traditional framework for investigations of movement is 

newtonian mechanics. To illustrate this system using billiards, the 

displacement of a billiard ball to a desired position on a table can 

be brought about by the application to the ball of a particular 

amount of force acting in a specific direction. However, if we add 

another forty billiard balls to the table, moving the original billiard 

ball to the desired position now becomes an enormously difficult 

proposition. The brain must now consider interactions with many 
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intervening billiard balls. 

With very complex systems we are at a loss. We often 

cannot predict accurately what the weather will be in several hours, 

let alone tomorrow. There are simply too many factors, and their 

relative imporlance can vary as they interact. Newtonian mechanics 

often provides too simple a model for organizing the weather and, 

as I shall argue, voluntary movement. On the other hand, the 

weather is probably organized in a more chaotic fashion than are 

our voluntary movements. 

I shall assume that the timing of voluntary movement is 

organized by a non-linear oscillatory (limit-cycle) system. This type 

of system would tend lo produce coordinated and rhythmic 

movement, which a simple newtonian system would not. 

The necessary properties of non-linear oscillatory operation 

are: oscillation at a preferred frequency in isolation, non-linear 

interactions between the preferred frequencies of coupled 

oscillators. a non-linear range of frequency for coupled oscillators, 

and a driving force for the oscillatory system. I shall outline each 

property in turn. 

It should be noted from the sfart that my use of the non- 

linear oscillator is metaphorical. While oscillatory eircuits do 

control certain types of movement, for example, flight in the locust 

(Wendler. 1974), it is not known whether humans feature such 



circuits. 

1.5.1 Preferred oscillation frequency 

In isolation, an oscillating systenl will produce signals that 

can be described as oscillatory if plotted with respect to linlc. Such 

a system oscillates at a preferred frequency (the property a i  

harmonic oscillation). With regard to movement, a fish l in cxhihils 

a characteristic frequency of undulation (eg, von Holst. 1937:1973 

and 1939:1973). Humans prefer to tap their fingcrs within r narrow 

band of frequencies (Michon, 1967). This propcrty characterizes 

both linear oscillators, such as tuning forks, and non-linrrr 

oscillatory systems, such a s  a pair of mechanical clocks hanging 

next to each other on a wall. 

1.5.2 Non-linear interactions between oscillators 

Coupled non-linear oscillators with &EXCLI prcrerrcd 

frequencies will ,dl oscillate simultaneously at one Ircquency, 

and/or its harmonics. This is nn( a properly of a lincar oscillator. 

which should maintain its preferred frequency when couplcd to 

other linear oscillators. Some oscillatory systems that arc vicwcd 

for practical purposes in everyday life as demonstrating linear 

1 oscillation, such as a mechanical clock, may be shown lo khnvc  in 

i a non-linear fashion if coupled to another oscillator, for cxanlplc, 
i. 



to another mechanical clock. 

The principle of non-linear interaction is illustrated 

beautifully in von Holst's papers (1937:1973 and 1939:1973) on fin 

movement in fish. If the dorsal and a pectoral tin each undulate 

alone, each will demonstrate its unique preferred rate of 

undulation. If bath fins are allowed to undulate simultaneausly, 

they will operate at the same rate, which entails slowing down or 

speeding up of the dorsal tin. 

A consequence of the joint adoption of one frequency (andlor 

its harmonics) by many oscillating units is that the phase of any 

participating oscillator relative to the phase of any other one is 

stable. So when a parent (a driving oscillator) pushes a child on a 

swing (a non-linear oscillator), the parent pushes the swing a t  the 

same point in the swing's cycle each time, just as the swing is 

beginning lo descend from its maximum height. The relative phase 

o f  parent impulse to swing cycle is constant. 

Because non-linear oscillators, taken singly or as a group, 

have a preferred frequency, recovery fmm minor imposed 

perturbations to a movement occurs virNally immediately. The  

previous frequency of oscillation will reassen itself if the 

perturbation is small (Tuiler, Fitch & Tuwey, 1982; Kelso e t  al., 

1983). A corrected motor command from the brain would not be 

necessary. A non-linear oscillatory system resists minor 



pemrbation: the joint frequency of the oscillators is stable 

1.5.3 Driving Force 

The non-linear oscillators that I am discussing require energy 

as  input and they dissipate the energy transmitted to them. Non- 

linear oscillators have access to a driving force, which supplies 

power. 

A child on a playgmund swing (the non-linear oscillator) 

being pushed by a parent (a driving oscillator, or forcing function) 

is a good example. The parent can set the swing in motion b y  

giving a push of sufficient force in the right direction to the swing. 

Provided that the parent continues to supply a push of sufficient 

force at  the right point in the osclliation of the swing, the 

oscillation will be maintained. 

With respect to body movement, the existence of a driving, 

o r  forcing function, must be inferred. The inference is warranted 

by experimental results on the arrest of movement. Von Holst 

(1937:1973) demonstrated that a fish fin whose undulation had been 

stopped externally resumed undulation at Ihe same frequency as that 

of a concurrently undulating fin that had not been stopped. 

Moreover, the frequency of the reactivateu dorsal fin differed from 

its preferred frequency (the frequency at which it undulaled when 

no other tins were active). Since the fin began to llndulate again, it 



must have been subject to a driver. Either the drive to both fins 

was shared, or the continuously active fin drove the ia.. starter. 

In the context of human movement, the joint frequency of 

tapping the index fingers of both hands implies a driver that 

simultaneously operates both limbs, or one limb driving the other. 

1.5.4 Non-linear frequency range 

There is a limited range of frequencies within which 

oscillation occurs. Too large a driving force sends the oscillator 

outside its range of oscillation. An improperly timed impulse can 

halt the oscillation. However, I must point out that a range of 

driving impulses can be tolerated in a nablinear system, as srctions 

1.5.2 and 1.5.3 indicated above. The parent's push can vary 

considerably in force without endangering the health of the child in 

the swing, or allowing the swing to come to a stop. 

1.6 Organization Using Oscillatory Principles 

A few comments about non-linear oscillatory motion are in 

order. First, the driving force need not be an oscillator. It could be 

a continuous Force, like the wind ruffling the water into waves, or 

like gravity. Mechanical clocks can be operated by a mass under 

the driving force of gravity and an escapement mechanism. 
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Second, many different objects may an oscillator 

sysbm; the properlies of non-linear oscillation do not inhere in 

mass o r  force, in flesh or electrical discharge, but in the nature of 

"leir combination. So, a flag flapping in the breeze may serve as an 

example of a non-linear oscillatory syslem: neither the soft cloth of 

the flag, nor the rigid material of the flagpole, nor the continuous 

breeze is in its own right oscillatory or non-linear. In an non-linear 

oscillatory system, there must be a source of energy to serve as 

driver and there must be an element that can be driven. The qualily 

of the resultant oscillation will depend upon the nature of the force, 

the nature of the driven elements, and the nature of their linkage. 

I assume that the motor plan is devised by the brain, and has 

at its disposal the means to organize voluntary movement on a 

cyclical basis. The movement might be patterned in an obviously 

oscillatory way as continuous smooth movement of a limb about a 

joint, or as a unidirectional partial rotation about a joint. Thus, 

reaching for a coffee cup could be viewed as a movement that is 

organized using only part of the full cycle of arm abduction and 

adduction. 

The form of the means is no1 known. It is not necessary that 

individual independent oscillators be present in the brain. A 

program that can specify the appropriate amounl of force at the 

appropriate frequency to units that can be driven could also 



produce oscillation. 

The motor plan would probably need to specify the limbs tn 

u, thus nominating the muscle groups to be coupled, & 

*of the movement, which would be the speed of 

movement andlor the r :te of repetition, the amount of a to be 

issued, or the speed andlor amplitude of movement, and the 

setluence of limb movements, or the phase relationship between 

segment movements. These parameters have been considered 

important by students of motor organization in the past (eg. 

Turvey, 1977; Schmidt, 1982a and b; Craske & Craske, 1985 and 

1986). 

The most relevant work on humans in this regard has been 

conducted by Craske and Craske (1985 and 1986). They have 

shown that large involuntary oscillating movements of the arms 

result following muscular strain. These oscillations can be 

transferred from a limb that has exerted muscular strain to ones 

that have not. This suggests, as does the demonstration of 

handwriting with a pen in one's foot or teeth (Raibert. 1977). that 

the specification of limb groupings is at a higher level of the 

nervous system than the used muscle. The Craskes have specifically 

linked the transfer of oscillation between limbs to attention, stating 

that directing attention to a limb can open the gate for oscillation in 

that limb (1986). If attention serves as a gate, then oscillatory 



processes may well operate at the highest levels of the nervous 

system. 

In the first instance, the test of the nature of the organizing 

system should be a test of its response to patterned input. rather 

than the potentially fruitless search for any one of a multitude or 

possible forms that the oscillating system may take. If the 

frequency of a repeating movement can be shown to change 

predictably in the face of a conflicting, externally specified driving 

frequency that presumably addresses the brain. then it is sensible to 

infer that the organizing system should feature a parameter like 

frequency. Frequency is most usefully specified in a system which 

allows oscillation at a frequency, and so biasing the frequency ol  

the repetition of a movement implies (if we wish to be most 

parsimonious) an organizer that follows oscillatory principles. This 

is the reasoning upon which the thesis' experimental hypotheses 

rest. 

1.7 Advantages of the Non-Linear Oscillatory 

Metaphor 

In addition to accounting for the tendency toward coordinated 

voluntary movement, th? non-linear oscillatory metaphor offers 



several other advantages. 

1.7.1 Redudon of degrees of freedom 

The non-linear oscillatory syslem reduces the degrees of 

freedom that a motor plan must control, compared to the case of 

addressing each limb rndividually. In principle two limbs, or all the 

segments within one limb, could be controlled by one driver, which 

the motor plan could address or include. To manage the limbs in 

this fashion, the brain must be able to specify which limbs are to 

be grouped together to bc treated as a unit to be driven. The terms 

m y  (Bernstein. 1967, p.93) and coordinative stmcture (eg. 

Turvey, 1977; Fowler, Rubin, Rumez & Turvey, 1980; Kelso et 

al.. 1981) represent this idea. The nervous system must be able to 

set up a driver for segments that are not necessarily anatomically 

contiguous. 

1.7.2 Reduced demand for storage 

The tendency toward a stable frequency of oscilialion by 

simultaneously moving limbs means that many details of timing 

need not be stored separately for each limb: instead a basic 

frequency and the pattern of distribution among the limbs of its 

harmonics and their phase relations could be stored. 



1.7.3 Accounting for patterned excitation at the spinal cord 

Following a non-linear oscillatory model, one would expect 

rhythmic electrical patterns to be generated within the human 

nervous system, and these patterns to be associated with flexion 

and extension movements of limbs, as has been shown to be true 

for various animals (see Grillner. 1981). Nonetheless. it wouid be 

premature to claim that patterns in humans must be generated at thc 

brain stem or spinal cord, or that the oscillation must occur in set 

locations or the oscillating units be formed from specific materirls. 

The nervous svstem must emolov some combination of command 

StNcNre and mechanism that is in nature a non-linear osctllalory 

sstm. 

1.8 The Role of Kinesthetic Afference in Organizing 

Movement 

1.8.1 Accommodating novelty 

The non-linear oscillator metaphor can only be valid if it 

allows a place in the drafting and monitoring 

of the motor plan. Otherwise, the motor plan cannot fulfil the 

animal's purpose, for it will not be able to accommodate & 

environmental circumstances (see section 1.4.3). One wouid have 



very littie hope of contacting a fast moving squash ball and 

returning it to the front wall without knowing where one's racquet 

arm is relative to the body. 

An oscillatory model need not stand in opposition to a motor 

plan that draws on sensory information. It needs to be remembered 

that much of the research on oscillatory systems that conirol 

movement has been carried out on deafferented animals (eg. Polit 

& Bizri, 1978; Shik & Orlovsky, 1976). The capacity to organize 

leg mcvement (eg. Lashlcy. 1917) or pointing (eg. Bizzi, Polit & 

Morasso, 1976) or walking (eg. Grillner, 1981) and chewing leg. 

Luschei & Goldberg. 1981) in the absence of sensory input does 

not mean that an oscillator model should not, in normal 

circumstances, show movement planning drawing on sensory 

information. Indeed, in recent work, the subtle expression and 

substantial nature of sensory influence in motor behavior has been 

stressed (eg. Baessler, 1986; Lund & Enomoto, 1988; Rossignol el 

al.. 1988; Kae 8: Harris-Warrick. 1990). 

1.8.2 Spatial patterns 

The non-linear oscillatory metaphor allows many spatial 

parameters of the motor plan to have stable values during a 

repeated movement; these may or may not affect the organization 

of timing, which is where the non-linear oscillator metaphor would 



most clearly be relevant. So it would be plausible for a motor plan 

to specify spatial parameter values for the overall direction and 

amplitude (or force) of a set of movements, like those that 

comprise waking. However, the Atkc speed and duration of thc 

composite movements that yield the desired translation of the hody 

in space, such as knee flexion and ertcnsion, would be the reaim in 

which the non-linear oscillator metaphor should mast obviously 

apply. 

Work on spatial patterning also supports the metaphor. It is 

easiest to sign one's name with the non-preferred hand in mirror 

image if it is done simultaneously with the preferred hand signing 

normally (Woodworth, 1903). rather than in isolation. The 

programming of novel spatial manoeuvres can be facilitated, not 

impeded, by relevant concurrent movement of other limbs. 

1.9 Motor Programs vs the Non-Linear Oscillator 

Metaphor 

In recent years, movement has been modelled as arising from 

a program, such as a computer follows when operating (eg. 

Adams. 1977: Schmidt, 1982). If lhere are la be invariant 

parameters for some movements, like handwriting, then there is a 



theoretical place for a motor program that is stored in memory, 

recalled when needed, and invoked. A motor plan might well use 

some commands in sequence (a motor program), and invoke 

oscillator control for the relative timing of movements (via 

oscillation generators), for example. 

Having said that, it nevertheless must be said thut the 

sequence of computer type commands cannot substitute 

theoretically for organizing with a non-linear oscillator system. 

Devices that induce repetition, for example, loops (in models of 

motor organization that exclusively feature programs), issue 

commands continuously, instead of organizing at the outset an 

appropriate system of units that can produce an oscillating signal. 

and setting the system going. 

The oscillator view is economical. As oscillators can be 

driven by properly timed impulses, commands far patterned 

movement need not be reissued by the brain for every instance of 

repetition, All that is needed is that the brain arrange continuous 

drive or trigger an oscillator that can drive subordinate oscillator 

groups. 

Lastly, it makes sense that movements that require fewer 

organizational resources should be easier to complete successfully 

and take less time to carry out (implied by Kahneman, Ben-Ishai & 

Lolan. 1973). From the programming point of view, it would be 



expected that a movement carried out by two anatomically non- 

contiguous limbs should arise from a more complex program than 

that which directs one limb in isolation, and should be more 

difficult to perform. This argument is especially cogent if the 

movement is novel for the second limb, as closer monitoring should 

be required. The ease with which people write their name in mirror 

writing with the unpractised hand, provided that it is donr in phase 

with the preferred hand signing normally, directly counters the 

strong version of the computer program view. 

In sum, there are two views: the motor program view, in 

which mold numerous modern and traditional theoretical treatments 

of speech production are cast (eg. MacNeilage, 1970; Kent & 

Minifie, 1977: eg. Dell. 1988) and the oscillator view (Luschri & 

Goldberg, 1981; Rossignol et al.. 1988), of which the mass-spring 

model (Bizzi el al., 1976; Tye, Zimmerman 4 Kelso. 1983) can be 

considered a sub-type. Currently, in the field of movement study, 

the two views are melding; motor programs (eg. Schmidt & 

McGown, 1980) and central pattern generators (Grillnor, 1981; 

Cohen et al., 1988) are bath being incorporated into the same 

motor plan (eg. Schmidt, 1982). 

The current versions of the oscillator view, particularly the 

mass-spring approach, do not elucidate a role for sensory 

information at the movement planning stage (eg. Bizzi et al.. 1976; 



Kelsa, Saltzman & Tuller. 1986a and b). and the participalion of 

kinesthetic information in organizing movement has been 

overlooked. The concentration of work during the last 20 years on 

deafferented animals has glossed over the chasm between the intact 

animal (a complete system) and a partly destroyed one (a disrupted 

system). 

Clearly, we want mainly ro know how the imc~ animal 

works. This aim is beginning lo be acknowledged (eg. Rossignol et 

al., 1988). Work on invertebrate movements shows that a non- 

linear oscillatory system can use sensory information (eg. Katr & 

Harris-Warwick, 1990; see section 1.8). 

1.10 Conclusions: the Nou-Linear Oscillator 

Metaphor 

The non-linear oscillator system serves as a suitable 

metaphor for movement organization. The i n ~ t ~ c t i o n s  for 

movement from the brain must either be couched in terms that 

would elicit non-linear oscillatory control, or be converted into 

these terms. 

Sufficient evidence exists that complex repeated movement is 

under control that is in nshlre that of a non-linear oscillatory 



system. It can be inferred that voluntary movement of other kinds 

could arise from oscillatory operation too (eg. Kelso el al.. 1979: 

see Craske & Craske. 1986). This could mean that the oscillator is 

a valid metaphor for the whole class of voluntary movement. Its 

reach is unknown; further experimentation will cvcntually answer 

that question. 

1.11 The Movements under Study: Speech and 

Finger Movements 

Speech has traditionally been studied as a communiration 

system rather than as patterned voluntary body movement. In 

contrast, I propose to place speech at the end of a continuum of 

types of complex voluntary movement and to study it in that 

context. I am concerned with the influence of kinesthesis upon 

speech movements, and not with the communicative function of  

fluent speech. I also investigate finger movements, so as to have a 

basis for comparing speech movemenls to other body movements. 



The types of movements that I shall investigate are voluntary. 

Limb and speech movements probably include preliminary and 

reflex postural components. In addition, they may be more or less 

consciously attended. 

1.12.1 Slow vs ballistic movement 

Researchers have generally conducted experiments using, onc 

type of movement, for example, slow, voluntary movements, likc 

reaching for a light switch, or fast ballistic movements, like dart 

throwing. 

The border between the two types of movement has been set 

by reaction time, which is about 130 n s  (Kerle, 1986; but see 

Smith & Bowen, 1980: 100 ms and Abbs et al.. 1984: 50 to 70 

ms), minimally. The reason that the distinction between slow and 

ballistic movement has traditionally been viewed as being importanl 

is that slow (more than 130 ms in duration) movement should be 

corrigible by cortically mediated feedback as the nkovement 

progresses, while ballistic movement should not be open to such 

feedback (ser Dickenson, 1976). This distinction may not be 

imporlant, given the availability of fast feedback that corrects 

movement, probably before being given conscious form (eg. Shik 

& Orlovsky, 1976; Folkins & Abbs, 1977). 

English speech features both ballistic gestures, mainly for 



1.12 Voluntary Movement 

Voluntary movements are consciously willed, and may be 

contrasted with involuntary movements, which one performs 

without intending to, and imposed movements, which are imposed 

upon one's body by an external agent. The involvement of 

consciousness in voluntary movement can be minimal, for example 

when walking home, deep in thought about some abstract problem. 

Patterns of movement that are well-learned need less conscious 

attention to be successfully carried out (implied by Kahneman et 

al.. i973; see Abbs et al., 1984). 

Consciousness has been used to distinguish theoretically 

different types of movement (reflex, voluntary, involuntary 

movement), but their organization is not separate. At the disposal 

of the conscious movement planner lie mechanisms like the alpha- 

gamma motor loop, traditionally associated with reflexes. Many 

voluntary movements involve movements that may not be 

consciously purposeful (Abbs et al., 1984). PosNre is tirmly set, 

without attracting the actor's attention, kbrs the consciously 

intended movement is begun (Cordo & Nashner. 1982; Nashner & 

Forssberg, 1986). Thus, reflexes and preparatory movements, of 

which we are not normally consciously aware, can occur as part of 

one voluntary action. 
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consonant and unstressed vowel articulation, and slo'uer gestures, 

for stressed vowels. Stressed vowels can resemble posrures that are 

gradually reached (100 to 250 ms duration), while the English stop 

consonants feature plosive ballistic gestures of the jaws, lips, 

tongue or glottis (10 to 50 ms, commonly). 

Finger movements may be either ballistic or slower, 

depending upon the purpose of the movement or the dec~sion of the 

subject. 

1.13 Hypotheses 

First the existence of kinesthesis for the speech organs needs 

to be established, for the lolowledge of the position. movement and 

shape of the speech organs is logically prerequisite to planning their 

movement, as argued generally in section 1.3. If kinesthesis exists 

for the tongue then a major sensory requirement of the motor plan 

(see section 1.3) would be met. Further, that would suggest that 

speech movements could be organized similarly to othcr body 

movements. 

Hypothesis 1: Kinesthesis in speech 

Kinesthetic sensations should be available for organizing 

speech movements. 



As speech does not require visual guidance. the most relevant 

sensory information & speech is issued should bc kinesthetic 

information. that is, information about aniculator shape. size. 

position. and current movement speed and force. Traditionally. 

sensing only position, movement and forcc has intrrcstcd 

researchers inquiring about limb nlovemmt. but as one of the 

speech articulators is the very flexible tongue, sensing shape and 

size should also fall under the umbrella of kinesthesis. 

Second, following the non-linear oscillatory metnphur. I 

expect that repeated voluntary movement can be driven by a 

rhythmic stimulus, here, kinesthetic informntion. Entrainment (that 

is, adoption of a concurrent rhythm: see Chapter 8, section R.13 

for full definition, and Chapter 9 for the null hypotheses about 

entrainment], induced via kinesthesis, would at once support thc 

non-linear oscillatory and the sensory aspects of the theoretical 

vitw expounded here. 

Hypothesis 2: Entrainment of limb movement 

Rhythmic limb movements tend to entrain lo a 

kinesthetic rhythm. 

As I argue that speech movements are organized similarly to 

other types of body movement, what can be hypothcsizcd about 

body nlovement should also apply to speech movements. Thus: 



Hypothesis 3: Entrainment of speech movements 

Speech movements tend to entrain to a kinesthetic 

rhythm. 

There is already evidence that speech is affected by certain 

kinds o f  sensory rhythms, for example auditory rhythms (cg. 

delayed auditory feedback: Katz & Lackner, 1977; tracking tones: 

Klapp. 1979). 1 suspect that any conflicting sensory rhythm in  the 

monitoring channel. (for example, channels such as hearing or 

vision) o f  the produced movement will tend to serve as a driver 

(see Chapter 8, section 8.4 for arguments). 

Further to hypothesis 2, researchers have observed certain 

values o f  phase: 0'. 96,  180°, and 270° (eg. Browman & 

Goldstein. 1986; Scholz & Kelso. 1989 and 1990). In systems o f  

coupled non-linear oscillators these values o f  phase of driver 

movement relative to that of the driven object are common. 

Various researchers have shown that these phase relationships mark 

the simultaneaus movement of the limbs (eg. Krlso el al., 1981: W 

and 180"; Craske & Craske, 1986: W, 45", 90", 135", and 180"; 

Scholz & Kelso, 1989: 0" and 1807. 1 wondered whether these 

phase values would also mark entrained speech and limb 

movements. There is no obvious theoretical reason for expecting 

these phase values to characterize the organization o f  speech 



movements. 

I wish to consider a slrons lest o f  enlminmcnl, naacly. the1 

entrainment of the limhs to a rhythm arises without prompting thc 

subject. Therefore: 

Hypothesis 4: Strenglh of tendency lo enlctin 

Subjects will tend to entrain lhcit mavmmcnts lo those 

of a rhythmic kinesthetic stimulus wilhoul having hecn 

explicitly instructed la entrain la it. 

1.14 Further Implications 

I f  entrainment does occur spontaneously. the question ariscs 

whether the brain calalogues incoming sensory inlbrnldlton in tlic 

same way as i t  organizes outgoing oiolor commends. I t  would hc 

efficient for the methods of organizing inconling and outgoing 

information to be similar or identical. I f  i t  could he shown that the 

oscillatory character of coordinated movement also marks the 

interpretation of afferent information, the reach or oscillalury 

control would be enhanced. 

Entrainment may well be induced by ccrlain qualilics ol'the 

sensory stimulus rhythm. For example, lhc organ addrcsscd hy the 

kinesthetic rhythm may prove important: the skin, lhc musclus, and 

the tendons. These questions are new and arc discussed at grcalcr 



1.15 Concludmg Remarks 

In order to liken speech to limb movemenl, it is essential to 

show that there is common sensory ground, that is, a faculty for 

kinesthetic mapping. Thus, the hypothesis about kinesthesis in 

speech is fundarnenlal. Without knowing what sensory information 

about the speech articulalon is available, it would not he sensible 

to investigate the bases for non-auditory sensory rhythms. In 

consequence, the next 6 chapters of the thesis consider position 

sense in the tongue (Chapters 2 t o n .  

Exposition of entrainment will confirm that limb and speech 

movements are organized in accordance wilh non-linear oscillatory 

principles. Moreover, it will indicate that the oscillatory principles 

am relevant for the organization of sensory input. Such a 

demonstration would proclaim that the oscillator has a much deeper 

meaning for the organizalion of behavior than has yet been granted. 

Chapters 8 to 11 examine the hypotheses about entrainment of 

speech and limb movement and the nature of the stimulus that 

induces entrainment. The thesis is concluded by a general 

discussion in Chapter 12. 



CHAPTER 2 

POSITION SENSE IN THE TONGUE: 

INTRODUCTION 

An animal must know where its limbs are located relative to its 

body i f  i t  is to be able to act in any purposeful way upon its cnvironmmt. 

When we idly scratch an itchy insect bite on our back, we arc relying 

upon this knowledge, or posilion sense: we know both the localion o f  lllu 

irritation upon the skin on uur body surlace, and the location. relative to 

the trunk, o f  the fingers that will relieve the itch. 

This iensory capacity is crucial lo normal motor function. Chapler 

1 argued that accomplishing a spatial lask effiricnlly requircs that thc 

motor plan have access to knowledge o l  the current position of body 

pans. Although vision can stand in for kinesthetic sensation for activities 

in our visual field, the logical need for an intrinsic sense o f  position in 

movable body parts is not vitiated. Vision cannot substilute for 

kinesthesis for the tongue, and so the existence of accurate posilhln scnsc 

for the speech articulators is critical. 

I t  follows from the above that it is inconceivable that the 

articulators could be directed with the precision that speech extorts i f  wc 

could not sense imposition, particularly when we learn to produce new 

speech sounds. This tenet has been recognized by numerous researchers 



i n  sprcch-related fields (eg. MacNeilage, 1970; Perkell, 1979; Lowe, 

1981; Sheldon & Strange, 1982; Starkwealher, 1983). 

While there is cvidence that speech production is no1 likely lo be 

organized as a series of commands to muscles to  move articulators to 

particular points i n  space (eg. Folkins & Ahbs, 1973, a set of 

spatial-acoustic mappings is logically required at some levcl o f  speech 

produclion. Thc corrcspondeoces between the shape and volume of the 

vocal lract and the sound that results f rom Ihe different vocal tract 

configurations must be known, if one is to produce speech sounds 

rcliably. Theories of speech produclion that propose that motor 

commands address higher-lcvel structures than the muscles, namely 

coordinative structures, musl ultimately refer to a spatial-acoustic map. 

This must he true, even thwgh the represenlation of sp-ce by the motor 

commands might be couched in  terms that do not refer directly to spatial 

targets that must be contacted, o r  lo particular organ postures that must 

bc adopted. 

2.1 Definition of Position Sense 

There is a host of sensalions that accompany movement and the 

adoplion o f  a posture. A s  yet n o  taxonomy of such sensations has been 

more than sketchily drafted; it i s  rare to  see even a skeletal delimitatiol~ 

o f  the sense. I accept that most published work does not consider 
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separately the abilities l o  sense movement, speed and extent o f  

movement, and resistance to movement (but see Woodworth. 1903). A 

good question is: which sensations are the primitives, and which the 

derived, o r  can the brain create them all with facility and precision (in 

which case atlention might choose which is temporarily to be thc first 

among equals) ? 

Recently, researchers have shown that a scnsu o l  static position and 

a sense o f  movement a r e  available for the finger. the knee and the anklc 

joints (eg. Horch el al.. 1975; Clark e l  a!., 1979; Clark cl al. 1986: 

Taylor & McCloskey, 1990: Ferrell & Croskr, in press). I expect that 

these sensations should also be available for the speech arliculamrs. if the 

motor plans for speech and limb movement rely on the same kind of 

sensory matrix. 

I have chosen to look a t  what is likely to bc the simplest u s e :  

sensing stalic position. The term position means, in my  usage. the placc 

occupied. The nature o f  the sensation of segment position remains 

ambiguous. It is possible that position sense i s  a derivative o f  information 

arising from movement sensations, or vice versa, as indicated in scction 

1.2.2 in Chapter I. As much research on kinesthesis silcnlly assumes thnl 

the important capacity is sensing position (eg. Gelfan &Carter, 1967; 

Gwdwin et al., 1972), 1 shall concern myself with sensing static position, 

remembering that other sensations may supercede or generate a sense of 

position. 



2.1.1 Part work an movement and position sense 

Whcn exploring position sense, researchen have usually tested 

slow movcmenls, that is, those lasting longer than 100 ms (eg. 

klclmhollz, 1867l1925; Mach, 1886f1959; Goldscheider, 1889 and 1898; 

Goodwin cl al., 1972; Clark el al., 1985). Slower movement allows time 

lor kineslhctic sensation arising from the movement to he registered at the 

eortcx, affording subjects whose Lask is to point their limb the 

opportunily to check kinesthetically the intended limb position against the 

achieved limb position. Likewise, I shall test fairly slow movements of 

thc speech articulators. 

2.2 The Articulator: The Tongue 

Many segments participate in speech, and of these one of the most 

important and most mobile i s  the tongue. As it is able lo move in three 

dimensions, curl and change shape, it Is of inlerest to students of 

movement; within the reach from the tongue's root (about 80 mm a1 

rcst), the tonguc tip can occupy at will virtually any place within the 

hurcal cavity and between the lips. This freedom of deliberate movement 

about an anchor of flesh is unique on the human body. If cver a sense of 

position wcre an advantage, It should be so  for Ihe tongue, which can 

assume so many postures. Moreaver, speech demands some of the finest 

movements in the body's rer-rtoire. I was inlerested to show that the 
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lhcoretically requisite lingual position sense indeed existed and was 

precise. 

2.2.1 Extrapolation from other organs to the tongue 

What we know about position sense generally is htsrd hrgely on 

investigations of limbs, which are rigid segments, and of the eyc, which 

is a system that bears only one load. Extrapolation from position scnsc in 

the limb to that of the tongue must be embarked upon with care. Unitkc 

the limb, the tongue is not a constant length and has no joint. Unlike th~. 

eye, the tongue bears varying loads. The tongue is unlike the limb and 

eye in structure: it is a muscular hydrostat. That is, it changes shape and 

position (relative to the head) by squeezing fluid-filled cells of constant 

volume (Smith & Kier, 1989). As both structure and function of the 

tongue are different from those of limb and eyc. I was concerned to 

discovcr the extent to which position sense nilght differ in these different 

kinds of moveable organs. 

2.2.2 What is known ahout lingual position sense 

There is a long-standing controversy in the literature about the 

existence of lingual pasition sense. Some have claimed that it does not 

exist for the passively moved tongue (Goldscheider, 1898: Mcrton, 1960 

or  is weakly present (Carleton, 1938). Others have accepted or implied 

that there is a role for kinesthesis in speech production (eg. MacNeilage, 



1970; Borden, 1979: Sheldon & Strange, 1982; Starkweather. 1983). 

Originally, it was thought that the tongue did not have position 

sense (Goldscheider, 1898). The mucosa of the tongue were thought to 

sense touch, but the existence of a muscular sense of position was denied 

(Carletan. 1938). Her finding. that Ihe position of Ihe human tongue was 

not sensed well under anesthesia of the mucosa, war refuted by Adatia 

and Gchring (1971), who found that eleven of twelve subjecta whose 

lingual nerves had been blocked with anesthetic (lignocaine) could sense 

the direction in which their tongues were moved by an external agent (see 

below, section 2.3.2). This indicates clearly that lingual position sense 

exists and is not mediated purely by the mucosa. 

Recently, Siegel and Hanlon (1983) conducted a distance estimation 

experiment using the tongue which implied very clearly that lingual 

kinesthesis (movement sense) was available and precise for the actively 

moved tongue, with errors in judging distance across the palate of less 

than I mm (calculated from their results). In sum, recent wc,k suggests 

Ihat, at least for the voluntarily moved tongue, change i n  position is 

detected. However, it must be noted that these last two experiments d o  

not tell us directly about sensing Q&QLI. 



2.3 Sources of Position S e n s e  

2.3.1 Sources of positionnl information in the limb and eye 

Over the years. views about the sources of kinesthetic sensation 

have swung back and forth. During the yean when the general opinton 

was that joint receptors conveyed positional information (post Shrrrington 

to Goodwin et al.. 1972). it would not have been conventional to supposc 

that the tongue's position could be sensed, as the tongue has no joint. 

As position sense that draws on afference from muscular receptors 

now is an orthodox idea again, it is time to ask whether lingual position 

can be sensed. How position is sensed is a question that can be panly 

answered by the demonstration of the existence of position sense in the 

tongue. Obviously, if lingual position sense exists, joint receptors are not 

the exclusive mediators of kinesthetic sensation for the body. 

The sources of kinesthesis in the limb include afference from the 

spindle receptors in the limb muscles (Goodwin el al.. 1972: Craske, 

1977; Clark et al.. 1985). the Golgi tendon organs (McCloskey. 1978; 

Proske. 1979), and the skin over the limbs (Clark et al.. 1986), as 

represented in Figure 1.2 of Chapter 1. Joint receptors in the limbs. 

which might supply kinesthetic information (Ferrell & Smith, 1988) are 

not relevant for the tongue. Also, various researchers have put forward 

sound arguments far a coroilary discharge that must contribute to 

kinesthesis (Sperry, 1950; von Holst & Mittelstaedt, 1950l1973; 
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McCloskey & Torda. 1975; McCios~ey, 1978 and 1981; Gandevia, 

1982; Matthewr. 1982). 

2.3.2 Sources of positional information in the tongue 

The tongue shares certain features with the limbs and eyes. Like 

limb muscle, it is richly innervated with spindles (Cooper, 1953). 

Anatomical investigators have consistently maintained that the spindles in 

the tongue muscles could relay the tongue's position (Langworthy, 192% 

Tarkhan, 1936; Cooper, 1953; Bowman, 1971). 

Nonetheless, the view that longue position is no1 strongly 

perceptible, except via the mucosa, remains widespread (eg. Menon, 

19613, due perhaps partly to the pre-1972 view that muscular receptors 

do not convey positional informalion, perhaps also to papers on oral 

sensory deprivation that could not definitively estimate the separate 

contributions to lingual position sense of elements other than skin, and 

perhaps because sensation does not appear to be necessary for intelligible 

speech production in the short term. 

It should be noted that the afferent pathways from the spindles of 

the tongue to the brain have not been determined in detail (Lowe. 1981): 

the most straightforward possibilities are the hypoglossal (XII), trigeminal 

(lingual branch) (V), and glossopharyngeal (IX) nerves (Carleton, 1938). 

Recent work (eg. Adatia k Gehring, 1971; Lowe, 1981) suggests that the 

hypoglossal nerve carries afferenl information from the rnman lingual 



spindles, but that information about touch Irom Ihc mucosn may fravcl via 

the lingual nerve. Thus, unless ail threc or these cranial ncrvus have beell 

blocked with anesthetic, anly the loss of the scnso of touch may be 

investigated i n  definite fashion. No position sense cxperiment, to m y  

knowledge, has involved a nerve block o f  all thrce eranirl nerves i n  

humans. 

Gammon, Smith, Daniloff & K i m  (1971). Scott & Ringcl (19711, 

and Ringel & Steer (1963) could not judgc the role o f  thc musclcs and 

corollary discharge in  sensing tongue position because thcy could no1 hr. 

cerlain u f  which elements their nerve block had disabled, and in any cusu 

they d i d  not black branches o f  the hypoglossal nerve. Pulnam and Ringcl 

(1976) did allot a role to the spindles in conveying position scnsc, but 

inexplicably remarked that the resulting propriaccplivc scnsntion wils ~nol 

available to consciousness. 

Weddell, Harpman, Lambley, and Young (1940) claimcd lo havc 

eliminated proprioecptive sensation i n  the human tonguc by infiltrating 

branches of the trigeminal nerve with novocainc. As tho hypoglossal 

nerve was not blwked (see above), this is not a justifiablc claim. 

Further, their tests fnr proprioception on their human subjccts arc not 

described, so i t  is not possible to judge what typcs of kincsthelic 

sensation were diminished or lost. The deterioralion i n  speech producliun 

which they noted was similar to  that associated with thc loss o f  lactilc 

sensation alone (eg. results obtained by  Ringel &Steer, 1963; Gammon 



ct al., 1971; Scott & Ringel. 1971). The benefit of the doubt has fallen to 

the skin sources as potential sources of position sense in speech 

production. Generally, the muscles and tendons have not received due 

consideration. 

If thc joint receptors play a si&~:lficant role in kinesthesis in the 

limbs. it can be expected that under some circumstances our sense of 

tongue position will differ in some respects froni kineslhcsis in the limbs. 

since the tongue has no joint. 

Next to nothing is known about the contribution that tendon organs 

in the tongue might make to position sense. However, it is worth keeping 

in mind their supposed role in sensing limb position, for they may well 

scrve in the tongue too, particularly for sensing resistance to movement. 

Thc skin of the tongue is highly sensitive and could signal tongue 

position, either at contact with structures, such as the teeth, or following 

deformation of the mucosa, for example, following stretch of the tongue. 

For the tongue, a meaningful contribution from taction seems very likely. 

A preclse sense of contact is required for tke production of consonants 

such as Is/ as opposed to I;/. This can be inferred from the minor 

blurring of the distinctions between various consonants when the oral 

cavity and tongue surface are anesthetized (Pumam & Ringel, 1976). 



2.3.3 Summary: sources of lingual position sense 

While anesthesia of the skin, joint or musclc spindle rcrcptrrts 

reduces kinesthetic sensitivity (Clark et al.. 1985; Clark el al.. 1986). thc 

relative contributions of each source vary with the joint or limh 

investigated and the exprimental procedure (eg. McCloskey. 1978: Clark 

et al., 1979). With respect to the tungue, work on thc effcrt of uncsthusin 

of the elements other than the mucosa in the oral cavity has proved 

inconclusive due to doubts about which elements the anesthclic blocked. 

In sum, anesthesia of the mucosa of the tongue might reduce kincsthclic 

sensitivity in a minor way, but if tongue position is sensed similarly to 

limb position, we should expect muscular and tendon afference and a 

knowledge of efference to suffice to calculate tongue position. 

A contrary stance to the above would be la argue that for the 

tongue, the validity of position information from spindles is uncertain. 

The tongue's capacity to change shape could mean that a knowledge of 

muscle length might not suffice to convey tongue tip position very well. 

for the organ can bend and curl, flatten and shorten. On the othcr hand. 

the capacity to bear a varying load (the bolus of food1 could mean that 

spindle afference might need to carry more information about tongue 

position than is the case for the limb, since there is no joinl in the tongue 

to provide positional information that is untainted by the exertion of 

force. 



2.4 General Hypotheses: Lingual Position Sense 

I wished to investigate position sense in the tongue. Based an the 

above, my hypotheses were: 

a. The position of the tongue can be sensed. 

b. Sensing lingual position would be as accurate as sensing 

limb position. 

c. The contributors to lingual position sense would overlap 

with those that serve limb and eye position sense, namely 

muscles, tendons, corollary discharge and skin. 

Contrary b previous research. I expected that the mucosa of 

the tongue would not be wholly responsible for furnishing lingual 

position sense. 

2.5 General Methods 

Position sense in the limb ,nd eye has been investigated in 

intact animals using several methods. The experimental task 

commonly requires the subject to point at a target with a treated 

limb, or to indicate the treated limb's perceived position. There are 

various types of treatment, for example, the administration of 

anesthetic to the limb, loading lhe limb with a weight, or 



imposition of movement on the limb. Thus one sttrmpa to monitor 

the perceived limb position during or after a narrow range of 

treatment conditions. I used the above methods and sought lo 

compare my resula to what is already known about the tongue. and 

about the eye and limb. 

I wished to use direct mcasuremcnt to 3ssr.s~ the sense of 

tongue position and to discover whether a bias could h~. induced on 

the judgment of tongue position similar lo the biases obscrvrd in 

association with muscular strain ~n the eye. and under certain 

circumstances of strain in the limb. 

2.5.1 The pointing task 

Traditionally, research on position sense has exploited 

placement tasks, for example, point~ng one finger at a targct o r  

matching one finger's position to the sensed position of another 

(eg. Slinger & Horsley. 1906; Menon, 1961). 1 used the task of 

pointing the tongue at  an extension of the finger tip. 

Such tasks give a mismatch, or combined error: in traditional 

experiments it has been assumed that the position of the pointing 

limb and the position of the target limb are each known with a 

certain error (eg. Merton, 1961). 

The  positions of a target limb and that o f .  .e indicdtor limb 

o r  eye are known with about 4' of error (see Goldscheider, 1898 



(wrist); Slinger & Horsley. 1906 (arm); Mertan, 1961 (finger and 

eye); McCloskey, 1973 (elbow); Horch et a]., 1975 (knee): Clark 

et al., 1963 (ankle);). I f  this error is partitioned equally between 

target and indicator, then the position of & organ is presumably 

known with about 2" of  error. 

2.5.1.1 Hvoothesrs &erred bv ~ointine task. 

The hypothesis that the position of the tongue can be sensed 

((a) above) can be addressed by a task where subjects point their 

tongue tip at a kinesthetically defined target. the finger tip. If the 

tongue tip position corresponds reliably to finger tip position, then 

it is likely that the tongue's position can be sensed. 

I can also verify the accuracy of lingual position sense 

(hypothesis (b) above) with a pointing task. The error of tongue 

placement, in degrees of lingual angle, should be similar to the 

crrors i n  limb and eye placement recorded i n  the literature, i f  

tongue position is sensed similarly to limb and eye posilion. 

With respect to the third hypothesis, the contribution of the 

skin lo lingual position sense can be separatzd out by comparing 

judgment of longue position during surface anesthesia of the tongue 

lo judgment in absence of anesthetic treatment. 



2.5.2 The loading treatment 

In other studies of sensory systems, the after-effect of effort 

or strain against a load has been a useful tool in inferring 

underlying process. It allows comparison with after-efiects in olhcr 

organs. since both eye and limb are known to exhibit good position 

scnse under a range of conditions. but to exhibit marked d~ffcrcnrus 

in the accuracy of position sense under load. This has in lurn led to 

hypotheses about the differing sources of kinesthesis in limb and 

eye. 

2.5.2.1 Position sense followine Insdim. 

The eye, like the tongue, has no joint. and so the potential 

sources of kinesthelic sensalion are fewer than those available in 

the limb. Under load, misjudgments of eye position, in error by as 

much as 90°, occurred (Skavenski, Haddad & Steinman. 1972). 

Errors of this magnitude have never been observed in the loaded 

limb, even with muscle vibration. It is possible that the magniludc 

of the error for the eye is due to the lack of calibration of cyc 

position for the amount of force exerted to turn the eye. or bccausc 

it has no joint receptors. 

I was interested to know whether such large effects might 

also be associated with loading the tongue. Like the eye, it has no 

joint, but like the limb it is accustomed to bearing a load. 

The evidence that effortful muscular uaork influences 



perceived joint angle or judged distance between fingers is not 

immediately compelling, in view of the intimate involvement of 

muscle in position sense. Under normal circumstances, the muscles 

must increase their tension to overcome a force, for example, 

gravity, o r  to maintain a limb's position, or to move the limb and a 

mass from one position to another. There is plenty of research to 

show that exerted force and adopted limb position are normally 

sensed accurately and independently (see Rymer & D'Almeida. 

1980), although the sense of effon may influence the perception of 

position (see McCloskey, 1981). 

There is nonetheless some evidence to suggest that under 

special conditions muscular strain can be associated with 

misjudgments of position. Misjudging the porition of the arm may 

depend on the type of strain and expectations about the work to be 

accomplished by strain. Bxperimenls which require the exertion of 

force but which do not allow calibration of that force against 

position are rather unnatural. While Watson, Colebatch & 

McCloskey's subjects (1984) were allowed to check visually their 

finger positioning frequently, it is not clear that they were allowed 

at any time lo check visually the position of their finger tip while 

straining against Ihe springs. To the extent that position sense is a 

muscular phenomenon, it is not surprising that errors in judging 

position occur when subjects have not been given the chance to 
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the direction opposite to Ihe one in which the limb is straining 

(McCloskcy. 1973). Perhaps most directly relevant to work on the 

tonpuc is the large, but directionally unspecified, bias in sensed eye 

position during loading observed by Skavenski e l  al. (1972). 

Rclamd positional biases are displayed in the illusion o f  

impact and thc scrics elfccts outlined by  Hollingworth (1909). 

Howard & Tcmplcton (1966) have speculated that persistence o f  

muscular tcnsion, sensory adaptalion, and/or central processes 

might cach have a role lo play. More recently, spindle response 

facilitalian, motoneuronal pool polentiation and muscle fiber twitch 

polentiation have been proposed as contributors lo the bias (Hutton. 

Enoka & Suzuki. 1984; Gregory. Morgan & Proske, 1988). 

The spindles in  a muscle that has just borne a load continue 

lo discharge for a1 least 50 seconds (humans: Hutton et al., 1984) 

lo several minutes (other animals: Hutton, Smith & Eldred, 1973). 

I t  is not fully clear how the accompanying mislnterpretalion of 

position arises: whether the spindles alone are affecled, whether the 

corollary discharge associated with willed movements after relief 

from the load might also contribute lo the bias, and to what extent 

allereas other than the spindles might be affected (Hutton el  al., 

1973). 

The evidence for these biases is drawn from work on eyes 

and limbs; from the current stale of knowledge about position sense 



the inference to be made is that these effects arise at least in pan 

from biases in afferent information from the muscres. 

Consequently, to the extent that the tongue uses kinesthetic 

mechanisms that are based on muscle, we would expect to find 

normally good position sense in the tongue that can be h~ascd by 

previous loading. 

-used bv the losdine treatment. 

Evidence for the first hypothesis, that lingual rosition sense 

exists, will be forthcoming if, before strain, subjects are able to 

place their tongue tip in a given location consistently. A further 

indication that it exists would be that, afler strain, the tongue tip is 

placed in a new location. showing that the sense of its position has 

been biased by loading. 

The sources of lingual position sense can be partly 

disentangled by investigating the after-effect of loading. As the 

after-effect in the limb is considered to have a mainly muscular 

cause, its presence in the tongue would suggest that the tongue 

muscle contributes to lingual pasition sense in some way. Given the 

past emphasis on the role of the skin by those who study speech, it 

will be interesting to see whether the skin contributes positi~nal 

information that can override a muscular bias in the calculation by 

the brain of tongue position. A study of the after-effect of strain in 

the presence and absence of anesthetic should :reat the third 



hypothesis, for it should reveal whether muscular afference can 

convey posilional information. 

2.6 Conclusion 

Chapters 3 to 6 contain the reports of experiments based on 

the hypotheses described above. The object of investigation was the 

sense of the tongue's position. I wished to lest the accuracy of the 

sense, for the sense exists inasmuch as it is demonstrably accurate. 

Two spatial dimensions explicitly provided the testing arenas, the 

horizontal (Chapters 3 and 5). and the verlical (Chapters 4 and 5). 

I also wished to obtain some insights about the sources of 

lingual posilion sense from the experiments. In consequence, the 

accuracy of position senre was explored when the skin could 

conlribute information and when it could not, due to anesthesia 

(Chapters 3,4, 5. and 6). The accuracy of lingual position sense 

following movement of the tongue imposed by an external agent 

(Chapter 5) and following active tongue movement (Chapters 3. 4, 

and 6) were tested. The muscles could be presumed to signal 

posilion less accurately when relaxed (see Craske & Crawshaw, 

1975a). Also. position sense was tested under conditions when 

positional information from the muscles should be biased (atler 

strain. Chapter 6). and when i! should not be (chapters 3, 4 and 5). 



CHAPTER 3 

HORIZONTAL POSITION SENSE IN THE TONGUE 

People should be able to perccive the actively adopted posilion of 

their tongue. This chapter investigates the perception of tonguc position 

in a horizontal plane. 

If the tongue's position could be perceived. I expectud that it would 

be most accurately known for a region which had been mapped in detuil. 

calibrated by physical contact, and whose mapping was mosi continuously 

updated. In a region still within the bounds of the sensory map of the 

tongue's range, but less familiar to the tongue, the mapping might hc 

coarse, or  out of date more often. Imprecise and inaccurste mapping 

could be the costs of fleeting acquaintance with a space. 

In fact, whether the accuracy of position sense extrapolates over a 

relatively unfamiliar space is not known. Accordingly. two regions, onc 

familiar to the tongue (inside the mouth), and one that was held to bc less 

familiar to the tongue (outside the mouth beyond thc lower lip, where the 

tongue also moves purposefully (to lick the lips, for example)) were the 

experimental spaces. 

People should be able to move their tongue tip deliberately to a 

given point in these spaces. I decided to test this with pointing tasks. If 

the tongue can be pointed accurately at an object, such as a fingertip, or a 



2. Subjects should be able to perceive the position of their toneuc wllcn 

it points at targets both inside and outside Ihe mouth. Purccption ul' 

tongue position should be more accurate inside the mouth. as I 

presume that the sensory map for this arca is morc thoroughly and 

continuously calibrated than that for the area oulsidc thc mouth. 

The targets for the positioning tasks were the location of 

stimulation on the gingiva at the top three gaps bctwccro Ihc uppcr aeth 

and three positions, indicated by the subject's upright fingcr, along ;t 

horizontal wire guide beyond the lower lip. 

3.1 Method 

The experiment measured subjects' error in pointing at largcts with 

their tongue. The two independent variables were the expcrimcnlal 

region: insideloutside the mouth, and availability of tactile information 

from the surface of the longue: anesthesiatno anesthesia. 

To preclude improvement due to the subjecls' rceciving infonealion 

about their success at the task, a barrier was introduced betwccn thc 

target and the tongue tip, preventing relevant contact. 

3.1.1 Subjects 

Two female and one male paid, and one female and one mrlc unpaid 

subjects aged between 22 and 50 with no history ol' spccch impairmr,nt ur 
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tooth, then it can be inferred that the positions of the large1 object and the 

pointing tongue are known. 

Such tasks give a mismatch, or combined error (eg. Merton, 1961: 

see section 2.5.1). There is as yet no basis for dividing this ermr 

unequally between the pointer and the target. It seemed reasonable to 

assume that each segment, tongue and finger tip, is equally in error, until 

we havc evidence otherwise. 

If tongue position is perceived as accurately as is limb position. 

then the combined error (for both tongue and fingertip) should be no 

larger than the combined errors reported for positioning tasks in the 

literature. Further, the error associated with the finger pointing task here, 

after partitioning the compound error, should not be larger than the error 

that can be ascribed to it (after equipartition of the combined error) in 

reports of pointing at seen targets (eg., between P and 5': Merton, 

1961). 

I I. 19 also interested to know whether the skin of the tongue was 

vital lo conveying position sense. To test this, the pointing tasks were 

performed in both the presence and absence of anesthesia of the mucosa. 

From the above argumena the expectations were that: 

1. Subjects should be able to percei>'e the position of lheir tongue, and 

should therefore be able voluntarily lo point their tongue accurately 

at kinestbetically defined targets, both in the presence and absence 

of tactile information from the surface of the tongue. 



motor disorder participated. Otlly the two unpaid subjects (S4 and S5) 

participated in the anesthetic conditions. The three paid suhjuels had  no 

opportunity to practice the tasks before the expcrimenl. 

3.1.2 Materials 

In all experimental conditions, a hesdrcst incorpomting a padded 

nose bar, chin rest and head strap was used lo kcep thc suhjcct's herd i t )  

position (see Pigure 3.1). 

The tidueial mark on the tongue was a flour-water pastc stripc 

approximately 1 mm wide painted down the center o l  the uppcr surlarc 

of the tongue and over the tongue tip, using as landniarks the sulcus 

medianus on the upper and lower surlaces o l  the tongue and the 

narrawing of the tongue to a point at its apex. 

One low-light laboratory video camera was positinncd at about 2 5  

to each side of the subject's mid-saggital plane to capture a horizonlal 

range of about 4 cm at the teeth or lower lip on one side of thc mouth. 

The magnification afforded was 5:l. 

Certain pieces of apparatus were used only in particular 

experimental conditions. Smooth soltcned chewing gum coaled thc hack 

and lower edges of subjects' central eight upper teeth lor the tests on 

tongue positioning inside the mouth in the absence of anssthetic. This 

covering precluded meaningful feedback about the accuracy or tonguc 

positioning. 



Figure 3.1 The headrest used in the horizontal position sense 
experiments (outside the mouth condition). A: The plastic curves 
attached to the pointer. B: The wire guide. C: The plastic scale. 
(Based on a photograph by Jack Martin) 

For the conditions outside the mouth, a steel pointer was tapered to 

fit snugly into three notches 18.5 mm apart on a wire guide that stood 5 

mm outside the subject's lower lip (see Figure 3.1). The front side of the 

pointer was glued to the outside of a curve of plexiglass. A similar curve 



of plexiglass was glued to the back of the pointer directly below Ihe first 

curve. The upper plexiglass curve sat directly on top of the wire guide. 

while the lower plexiglass curve lay against the wire, preventing 

movement of the pointer in the notch. 

Certain materials were used to calibrate the apparatus. For the 

conditions inside the mouth a millimeter scale that copied the curvc of thu 

upper teeth was videotaped for 20 seconds in the position that the upper 

teeth would occupy during the experiment. For the conditions outside thc 

mouth a scale on the headrest was videotaped (see C. Figure 3.1). 

3.1.3 Procedure 

In all experimental conditions, the headrest was adjusted to tit the 

subject comfortably. The experimenter strapped the subject's head into 

the headrest. Subjects kept their eyes closed whcnever they were in the 

headrest. 

In each block of trials thc experimenter indicated Ihe three large1 

positions in predetermined order to the subject. As each target was 

indicated, the subject aimed at it with the tongue. On completion, the 

subject left the headrest, and wiped the flour paste off the tongue. When 

the subject was ready, a new flour paste stripe was applicd, the subject 

entered the headrest, and a new block of trials commenced. In total, thcrc 

were six blocks of three trials in each condition. The subjects underwent 

the different conditions in different orders. No subject participated in 



more than one condition on the same day. 

Cenain procedures were followed in specific experimental 

conditions. In Le experiment inside the mouth in the absence of 

anesthetic, the suhject covered the back of his eight central upper teeth 

with softened chewing gum. 

Then the experimenter painted a flour paste stripe down the center 

of the subject's tongue and over the tongue tip, and the subject then 

entered the headrest. 

In each trial in the inside the mouth condition, subjects everted and 

retracted their upper lip, and the experimenter touched the subject's 

gingiva directly above one of three gaps benveen the upper six teeth with 

a paintbrush which had been dipped in the flour paste. The central target 

was defined as the gap between the subject's front incisors. The other 

IWO targets were defined as the gap between the second and third upper 

teeth on each side of the central target. The subject's task was to place 

the center of the tongue tip against the chewing gum that covered the 

bottom edges of the teeth directly beneath the place thal the paintbrush 

had touched. 

In the conditions outside the mouth, the following procedure was 

used. The central notch of the wire guide was placed in the mid-saggital 

plane of the subject's head, as nearly as the experimenter could judge. 

The experimenter painted a flour paste stripe down the center of the 

subject's tongue and over the tongue tip. Then the subject entered the 



headrest. The experimenter placed the pointer in Ihe subject's hand, such 

that the index finger lay along the shaft. Then the experimenter guided 

the subject's hand so that it held the pointer upright against one of thruc 

notches in the wire guide. The notches used were the central onc and the 

two that fell 18.5mm on each side of the central notch. The subiect's task 

was to place the center of the tonsue on the tap o l  the plesiglass curve 

directly above the shaft of the hand-held pointer (see Figure 3.1). 

The anesthetic sessions were conducted in the same manner r b  the 

nan-anesthetic conditions, with the following exceptions. Doses of 30 mg 

of Xylacaine were sprayed' as required on to the upper and lowcr 

surfaces of the anterior two thirds of the tongue before subjects cntrred 

the headrest. Testing showed that this was sufficient to ensure that they 

could not sense touch or pressure on the tongue. 

The chewing gum was not applied for the condition inside the mouth 

in the presence of anesthetic, as the subjects could not detect the gaps 

behveen their teeth once the anesthetic had been administered. 

3.1.4 Measurement 

Subsequent to the experiments, measurements were taken from the 

videotape by stopping it when the tongue contacted the chewing gum 

'I am ereatlv indebted to Dr. Henrv Manson. Anesthesioloav. Pacultv - ,  
of Medicine, for hts assstance uilh and advice on all aneqthet~c 
procedures folloaed In thlc Ihesls. 



(i.e., in the condition inside the mouth in the absence of anesthetic), or 

the lower edge of the upper teeth (i.e., inside the nloulh in the presence 

of anesthetic), or the top of the plexiglass curve on the pointer (i.e., 

outside the mouth). The image from a television screen was reflected in a 

horizontal half-silvered mirror such that it appeared to rest on the surface 

of a position transducer board (see Figure 3.2). 

The positions of the images of the target and the center of the 

(approximately I mm wide) stripe on the tongue were touched by a 

pointer. These positions were digitized and stored by computer. 

Calibration readings representing 2.5 mm of real space were also taken in 

this fashion from the scales. The error in my data due to imprecision of 

probe placement on the teledeltos board and to translating points on a 

curve to points in a plane was generally less than 0.5 mm (0.4O of lingual 

angle). To check for potential imprecision in muasurement due to tongue 

tremor and to locating the center of the flour paste stripe on the tongue, 

inter-rater reliability checks were carried out on data from two subjects 

for two conditions, yielding I > 0.99 in each data set (total N = 48). 

One of the two raters was naive as to the experimenlal hypotheses. 

A small number of trials for most subjects and an entire session for 

one subject failed to provide measurable data because the tongue tip 

curled upward, obscuring the view of  contact between the tongue and the 

lower edge of the upper teeth. 



Figure 3.2 The measurement apparatus. TD: Teledeltos board. M: 
Front surface mirror. TV: Television monitor. 

Since the errors in horizontal tongue position were measured at two 

distances from the root of the tongue, two different measures in mm 

represent identical angular errors. The correction factor to convert errors 

in mm to lingual angle for the data from the outside the mouth condition 

was 0.83. This is the ratio of tongue length at the teeth (based on the 

argument that the tongue can be treated as a pointer (tip to root) and is a 



standard length. 80 mm long (from cadavers collected by Kahane. 1982) 

and extensible to 96 mm long at the wire guide. Errors in positioning are 

presented both as errors of angle and as horizontal errors. 

The data were normalized; I allocated the value of 0.0 to the 

average position (for each session) of the central gap between the front 

incisors. Each subject's non-anesthetic data were submitted separately to 

multiple regression analyses. The position of the tongue was regressed 

upon the target position. Also, the absolute difference belween tongue 

and target position was regressed simultaneously upon vectors for 

proximity to tongue mot (the insideloutside the mouth vector), lateral 

target position, the interaction between these two vectors, and the square 

of the target position. A 1 test tested the difference between the anesthetic 

and non-anesthetic data for the two subjects who had undergone the 

anesthetic treatments. 

3.2 Results 

The subjects were able to use their tongue to point at the horizontal 

targets accurately. For each subject, the proportion of the variance in the 

position of the tongue that can be attributed to the position of the target is 

statistically significant. Target location accounted for over 60% of the 

variance in tongue location for each subject, and for over 90% of the 

variance in the data of two naive subjects. These findings were 



statistically significant for every subject (Q < O.WI1. Subjects clearly 

h o w  where the target positions are and can indicate them accurately with 

their tongue, demonstrating that they perceive tongue position. 

I assume that the location of a punctale stimulus on gingival skin is 

perceived with little error, since there is no evidence in thc lileralurc that 

normal skin shows a drift in established position sense. As a result, the 

error in tongue placement inside the mouth can be viewed as bcing duc in 

large part lo the only movortble component. namely, the tongue. Thc 

mean absolute difference between larget location on the gingiva and 

tongue position was 2.1" (2.9 mm) at the teeth for the unnnesthetized 

tongue, and 2.0" (2.8 mm) in the anesthetic trials. 

However, in the data from outside the mouth. rrra1.s in positioning 

have two sources, perceived tongue and perceived finger position: both 

tongue and fingertip have many degrees of freedom and both presumably 

rely on kinesthesis for positional information. Accordingly, in what 

follows, I have paRitioned the error in aim at the handheld target equally 

between tongue and fingertip. 

The absolute error in positioning the tongue outside the mouth then 

is 2.0' (2.8 mm) in the unanesthetized tongue, which is not significantly 

different from the size of errors inside the mouth for any naive subject 

and is similar lo errors that previous research has associated with 

positioning the limbs (eg. Slinger & Honley. 1906; Merton, 1961; Horch 

el al.. 1975; Clark el al.. 1985; Clark el al., 1986). A statistical test of 



the standardized &La values associated with the insideloutside the mouth 

vector indicated that one non-naive subject positioned the tongue more 

accurately inside compared to outside the mouth (B = 0.33, df per 

subject: 4.31. p < 0.01). These results suggest that position sense in the 

tongue is at least as accurate as kinesthesis in the limb. 

Table 3.1 Mean error in horizontal position of the non-anesthetized 
tongue (degrees of lingual angle). 

W. Positive values for signed error reoresent errors to the rieht of the 
pointer. Pointer positions were approxi&ately 18.5 mm apart. = 4 
subjects for the data from inside the mouth: N = 5 otherwise. 

The administration of anesthetic to h e  mucosa did not affect the 

accuracy of the two subjects who were anesthetized. Their mean absolute 



errors in tongue positioning were uniform in the control and anesthetic 

data, being 2.0" (2.8 mm) at the teelh and 2.1" (3.6 mm) beyond the lip. 

The comparison did not produce a statistically significant difference for 

either subject. I conclude that structures that were not affected by the 

anesthetic can account for position sense in L e  tongue. 

The absolute difference between tongue and pointer position was at 

its largest for trials on the lefl side outside the mouth, resulting in a 

statistically significant interaction for 314 subjects in the non-anesthetic 

condition (mean B = 0.30, ef per subject: 4.31, p < 0.02).It can be 

seen from Table 3.1 that the perception of the tongue's position is highly 

accurate in the center of the mouth. The data in the column are 

generally close to 0,  which represents perfect performance. These larger 

errors belong to a consistent trend toward increasing error in positioning, 

the further the target was from the center, and the further the target was 

outside the mouth. Indeed, the mean absolute error in tongue positioning 

tends strongly to increase with the square of the lateral distance from the 

center of the mouth (mean B = 0.59. ef per subject: 4.31. p < 0.01 for 

415 subjects. p < 0.10 for 1 subject). The reason for the decrease in 

accuracy with greater deviation from the mid-saggital plane at the mouth 

is not known, but has been previously remarked with respect to the mid- 

saggital and mid-transverse planes for kinesthesis in the limb (Slinger & 

Horsley, 1906; Merton, 1961). 

Due to procedural difficulties of target placement, the mean target 



position for the data gathered beyond the lower lip was 1.4" (2.0 mm) to 

the left oithc central gap between the subjects' teeth, so the extreme 

target positions were not, on average, perfectly symmetrical about the 

central gap between the subjects' front incisors. In fact, the left taqet 

was 2.9" (4.0 mm) more eccentric than the right target. From the 

Foregoing. therefore, it is not surprising that the errors in positioning 

were largest for attempts at the left target outside the mouth, given the 

exponential increase in error with greater eccentricity. 

3.3 Discussion 

A sense of tongue position exists. Subjects are able to perceive the 

position of their voluntarily moved tongue in horizontal planes both inside 

and outside the mouth with similar accuracy, about 2'. This accuracy is 

in line with that reported by other authors for kinesthesis in the limb. 

The argument for the muscular origin of the sensory information is 

strong, since subjects received no relevant tactile information about the 

target and anesthesia of the mucosa did not diminish the perception of 

tongue position, indicating that elements other than the skin of the tongue 

must be able to confer knowledge of tongue position. However, it is 

equally valid to posit a role for suitably calibrated motor instructions. 

The hypotheses that were laid out in Chapters 1 and 2 have been 

supported. People perceive tongue tip position as accurately as they do 

90 



the position of the limbs and the skin is not the only organ that conveys 

the relevant sensations to the brain. 



CHAPl'ER 4 

VERTICAL POSITION SENSE IN THE TONGUE 

Chapter 3 demonstrated that subjects can sense the position of their 

tongue after active movement. 1 wished to investigate further the question 

of map calibration. Thorefore I conducted an experiment in which 

subjeccs were givan the opportunity of correcting or calibrating their map 

of lingual position. A comparison of performance before and after 

subjects were informed of their errors would furnish evidence about 

updating the map. 

I speculated that the accuracy and extent of any sensory map might 

be improved by providing subjects with information about their success at 

moving to a goal in an unfamiliar region. In sum, the positioning of the 

tongue was expected to be at first somewhat inaccurate over the 

unfamiliar range and to become more accurate after information about the 

success of movements was given, thus allowing the sensory map ro be 

calibrated. 

A space somewhat unfamiliar to the tongue was required. 

Consequently, I used vertical targets outside the mouth, in the median 

saggital plane of the head. An experimental range of 30 mm in a vertical 

plane at 5 mm beyond the lower lip represented a space which could be 

expected to fall within the bounds of the sensory map of the tongue's 



range, since this range intersects with that used outside the mouth in 

Chapter 3. As in the experiment in Chapter 3, I used a kinesthetic target. 

an extension of the finger tip. Also, as in Chapter 3. 1 rcasoned that the 

errors in tongue positioning could be partitioned equally, supposing that 

the knowledge of fingertip position is as imprecise as that of tongue 

position. 

The expectations: 

I .  Subjects should be able to point their tongue at kincsthetieally defincd 

targets, demonstrating that they could sense tongue position. 

Pointing of the tongue should be accurate to within a few degrees 

on average, as was the case outside the mouth in a horizontal plane 

(Chapter 3). 

2. The sense of tongne position in a relatively unfamiliar region might 

be initially crude, but should improve after the subjects are given 

information about their success at contacting kineslhetic targets. 

It was important that the subject not receive any information about 

her success at this task in the first instance, and so a barrier was placed 

between the finger and tongue tip to preclude contact initially. 

4.1 Method 

I measured the pre- and post-treatment position of the untrained 

tongue in a vertical plane outside the mouth. The treatment comprised 



trials that informed subjecls of their tongue height relative to their index 

finger height. 

4.1.1 S u h j d  

One unpaid female aged 30, two male and seven female paid 

volunteers aged between 18 and 35 with no history of speech impairment 

or motor disorder participated in this experiment. Two of the paid 

subjects and the unpaid subject had also participated in the experiments 

described in Chapter 3. No paid subject had any oppar~nity to practice 

the experimental task before participating in the experiment. The unpaid 

subject (CG) had carried out the experimental tasks approximately twenty 

times over several weeks before participating in the experiment. 

4.1.2 Materials 

A headrest incorporating a padded nose bar, a chin rest and a 

headstrap was used to keep the subject's head in position during all trials 

(see Figure 4.1). A scale was suspended from the headrest so that it stood 

nearly vertical in a frontal plane 5 mm beyond the subject's lower lip, 

facing away from the subject. Attached to one side of the scale was a 

copper wire notched at 10 mm intervals. On the headrest, a shelf for the 

subject's wrist stood at the height of the center of the mouth. Two steel 

knitting needles with a collar at 17 mm (one needle) and 24 mm (other 

needle) from the point were used as pointed extensions of the Rnger tip. 



R w r e  4.1 Headrest used in the vertical mi t ion  sense exmriment 
(based on a photograph by Jack  arti in): The flour paste. stripe is 
shown for ease of exposition as being on the side of the tongue 
contralateral to the pointing tineertip. In the experiments it was on 
the ipsilateral side. 

A fiducial stripe of paste made with 4 parts flour lo 3 parts water 

was painted down one side of the subject's tongue, terminating at the tip. 

midway behveen the top and bottom of the tongue. The experimenter 



used the same landmark when painting the stripe each time, namely the 

border between the smooth tissue on the inferior surface and the papillae 

on the superior surface of the tongue. 

A video camera was mounted at approximately 25' to the 

mid-saggital plane in front of the subject and was set to capture more 

than the vertical 30 mm defined as the experimental range at 5 mm in 

front of the subject's mouth. This allowed a magnification of 5:1 and 

precision of reading the scale to better than 0.5 mm. Experimental 

sessions were recorded with a laboratory low-light camera and a video 

cassette recorder. A television was used for play back. 

4.1.3 Procedure 

The headrest was adjusted to fit subjects comfortably. Subjects 

moved their tongue outside the mouth as far upwards and downwards as 

they could comfortably go to define the center of the experimental range. 

The scale was centred in this range. Subjects kept their eyes shut and 

their head was strapped in place whenever they were in the head rest. 

The experimenter painted a flour paste stripe along the edge of the 

subject's tongue ipsilateral to the preferred hand. The subject then entered 

the head rest. The experimenter placed the steel pointer with the collar at 

17 mm in the subject's hand so that the subject's near-horizontal index 

finger pointed along the shah toward the point. The subjects placed their 

wrist upon the shelf such that their hand rested next to their mouth. Then 



the experimenter guided their hand so that the pointer slid into oile of the 

notches in the wire beside the plastic guide, wilh the collar minimizing 

the pointer's movement. 

During each block of trials the subjects' task was to let Ihc 

experimenter guide their hand so that the pointer lay in each of the four 

notches in a predetermined order, and, after each movement of the 

pointer to a new notch, to protrude their tongue so that the horizontal 

center of the tongue tip contacted the plastic strip at the height of the 

pointer extending from the finger tip. Between blocks of trials, subjects 

left the headrest, wiped the stripe from their tongue, and a new stripe 

was painted on. Each block comprised four trials and there were in total 

4 blocks, making a total of sixteen trials per subject per session. The 

order of trials within each block was varied so that four different heights 

were attempted in each block, and no height was attempted in the same 

serial position twice. 

In the first experimental session, subjects were kept in ignorance 

of their accuracy, so the metal pointer with a collar that prevented it from 

extending beyond the edge of the scale was used, thereby precluding 

contact with the tongue. The back and sides of the scale provided no 

tactile landmarks which would have given the subjects information. In a 

second session, the procedure described above was followed again, except 

that the pointer with the collar 24 mm from the tip was used. This pointer 

extended 5 mm beyond the edge of the plastic and subjects knew they 



were successful when their tongue contacted the pointer. In this second 

session, each trial ended only when the subject had contacted the pointer 

with her tongue. The third experimental session mimicked the first 

session exactly and immedialely followed session 2. Sessions 2 and 3 

took place at least 24 hours after session 1. All sessions were videotaped, 

but measurements were taken only for sessions 1 and 3. 

4.1.4 Measurement 

The heights of the center of the flour paste stripe on the tongue tip 

and of the pointer held in the subject's hand were read off a television 

monitor to the nearest half millimeter (0.3'of lingual angle) from the 

scale. 

For two subjects' attempls at the extreme targets, a total of 11 

values over four sessions had to be estimaled, rather than measured, 

because the tongue contacted the scale too low or too high to allow the 

stripe to be fully visible. The tongue position greatly exceeded the range 

previously defined by the subject as being comforlable, and was well 

beyond the pointer. 

A reliability check was used that required two analysts to estimate 

the height of the center of the flour paste stripe on the tongue in one of 

the sessions with estimated values. The correlation between the hvo 

analysts' measurements of 16 pairs of attempts by Ihe tongue yielded r = 

0.99. 



Each subject's data were submitted to regression analyses. Tonguc 

height was regressed on pointer height. Partitioned absolute error was 

regressed upon a vector representing pre- versus post-treatment, and 

partitioned signed error was regressed upon pointer height. 

4.2 Results 

The results show that the ability to perceive vertical tongue 

position is sufficiently accurate to allow subjects to direct the tongue tip 

successfully to a kinesthetically defined target. The nine naive subjects 

were able to point with accuracy at the four differcnl target heights across 

both sessions mefore and after being informed of their success at 

positioning the tongue), with the proportion of the variance in position of 

the tongue largely accounted for by the height of the pointer in the hand. 

This effect was statistically significant for each subject, with mean 

standardized B = 0.73, hf per subject: 1,30. p < 0.01. 

Information about the actual height of the hand-held pointer, 

provided in session 2, did not significantly improve the naive subjects' 

accuracy in session 3. In the pre-test session, the mean absolute error in 

tongue positioning for naive subjects was 2.5" (4.2 mm), while in the 

post-test session it was 1.9" (3.3 mm). This improvement of 0.6' (1.1 

mm) did not reach the 0.01 level of statistical significance for any of the 

8 subjects who showed the improvement: mean B = 0.17, hT per subjeck 
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1,30, e < 0.01 . 
A comparison o f  the nine naive subjects' results with those of the 

practised subject revealed that thc practised subject positioned her tongue 

marc accurately overall than did any naive subject. Substantial practice 

(or motivation) appears to allow for more refined calibration than does 

thc relatively short session wherein subjects received information about 

their accuracy. 

A clear pattern of errors (mean signed error in tongue positioning) 

is evident in all subjects' data (see Table 4.1). 

Table 4.1 Mean signed error in vertical tongue posilion (degrees of 
lingual angle) 

W. N = 9 (naive subjects only). Pointer heights were appronimalely 
10 mm apart. A negative error represents the case where the tongue was 
lower than thc poinicr 



Within both experimental sessions the targets were undershot. permitting 

the reasonable assumption that Ihe center of the experimental range 

served as a starting point for excursions of the tongue. This correlation 

between the direction of error and the height of the target is statistically 

significant for 7 of 9 naive subjects. mean B = 0.66, hf per subjccl: 

1.30, p < 0.01. Pointer placement was highly accurate and scarcely 

varied; the error lies in tongue placement. 

4.3 Discussion 

I expected that the naive subjects' sense of tongue position would 

be fairly accurate. The mean absolute error in tongue positioning of 2.1" 

(3.5 mm) across both experimental sessions for the naive subjects squarcs 

with that expectation. 

The vertical and horizontal experimenls involving fingertip an4 

tongue as target and pointer, respectively, produced virtually identical 

errors in positioning the tongue, both revealing mean absolute differences 

between tongue and pointer position of about 2", afler partitioning the 

error between tongue and fingenip. 

It is interesting that there was no significant improvement in 8 of 9 

naive subjects' accuracy following the provision of information about 

fingertip and tongue positions provided in session 2. The initial positional 

calibration of the tongue by the naive subjects was fairly accurate. 



CHAPTER 5 

SENSING IMPOSED LINGUAL POSITION 

It is important for an animal to know whether its body parts are 

being moved by an external agent, and where they are being placed. 

Otherwise, recovery of balance after stumbling over an unseen obstacle 

would be extremely difficult. Sensing a limb position impased by an 

external agent is called sensing imposed position. 

The earliest examinations of lingual position sense investigated 

imposed, rather than active, position sense in the tongue, for they sought 

to separate the contribution to sensing position of the muscular elements 

from that of knowledge of the outgoing commands to the muscles, or 

efference. Clearly, if an organ is moved by an external agent, and the 

subject does not resist or aid the movement, no commands to move can 

have been issued, and so any sense of position must be due to afference 

arising from imposed movement. It should be noted that procedures to 

verify that the subject has not abetted or  hindered the imposed movement 

have not generally been applied in past experiments (eg. Goldscheider, 

1889; Carleton, 1938; Adatia & Gehring, 1971); this remains a problem 

in modern work. 

Early lats of kinesthesis in the externally manipulated tongue 

produced unclear results: only one of Carlelon's (1938) eight subjects was 



able to nominate perfectly the direction of imposed tongue pull when the 

surface of the tongue was anesthetized. There are indications that her 

procedures may have been uncomfortable. a problem which is known to 

affect the clarity of kinesthetic sensation (Goldseheider. 1889). and that 

the large doses of anesthetic she used infiltrated the proprioccptivu 

elements in the muscles (Adatia & Gehring, 1971). 

Carleton's work stands alone as an experimental study that 

suggested that the ability to sense imposed tongue movement might no1 

exist. Adatia and Gehring (1971) on the other hand found that eleven of 

their twelve subjects had no difficulty determining the direction in which 

their externally manipulated tongue had moved after the lingual nerve had 

been blocked with lignocaine and adrenaline. 

I wished to test for the presence of kinesthetic sensation when the 

tongue was moved by an external agent. I used vertical and horizontal 

targets in the median saggital and transverse planes of the mouth, as in 

C h a p e n  3 and 4. 

I wished to use an experimental range comfortably accessible to the 

tongue. My experimental range o f  20 mm in vertical and horizontal 

planes at 5 mm beyond the lower lip represented a space which could be 

expected, based on Chapter 3's and 4's results, to fall within the bounds 

of the sensory map of the tongue's range. I expected evidence of ability 

to sense an imposed tongue position to be forthcoming over this range. 



My hypothesis: 

A subject should be able to sense the direction in which the tongue is 

being moved by an external agent, both in the presence and 

absence of lactile information from the surface of the tongue. 

This would reveal the existence, and to some extent, imply the nature, of 

kinesthesis when voluntary control of the tongue is at a minimum. 

5.1 Method 

The experiment sewed as a refined replication of Carleton's 1938 

experiment. She tested whether subjects could correctly nominate the 

direction in which their tongue was being moved by an experimenter after 

its surface had been anesthetized with cocaine. I used Xylocaine and 

sought to avoid the influence of deep pressure sensations on kinesthesis 

and the distracting effect of introducing large objects such as pliers into 

the mouth. To this end I used an unobtrusive lightweight plastic cap 

sucked onto the tongue tip; by means of thread this could easily b e  

manipulated at some distance by the experimenter. I conducted the 

experiment under four conditions: with and without anesthetic, and with 

horizontal and vertical tongue movement. 



5.1.1 Subject 

One adult female with no known history of speech or motor 

problems was used in both conditions. The subject (CG) had no practice 

at the task prior to the experiment. 

5.1.2 Materials 

A piece of light nylon thread 150 mm long was threaded through 

the tip of a plastic pen cap 17 mm long and glued inside the tip. The 

anesthetic used was a 4% solution of Xylocaine. 

5.1.3 Pmeedure 

The sessions were conducted in the following order: horizontal 

control, horizontal anesthetic, vertical anesthetic, vertical co~ttrol. The 

anesthetic conditions were imposed on the samc day. At least 24 hours 

elapsed between the control and anesthetic conditions. 

A total of 50 mg of the 4% solution of Xylocaine was sprayed on 

the upper and lower surfaces of the tongue'. Once the subject could no 

longer sense contact between the tongue and an object placed in the 

mouth the experimental task commenced. 

The subject sucked the plastic cap securely onto her tongue tip and 

'I am greatly indebted to Dr. Henry Manson, Anesthesiology, Faculty 
of Medicine, for his assistance with and advice on all anesthetic 
procedures followed in this thesis. 



held her mouth open, producing an aperture of about 30 mm between 

upper and lower teeth, such that the tongue al:d cap did not contact the 

mouth or teeth. The subject kept her eyes shut throughout. The 

experimenter was careful to avoid contacting any pan of the mouth with 

either the cap or the tongue. The experimenter then moved the tongue tip 

by pulling the string attached to the cap upwards or downwards, to the 

left or to the right of the subject. 

Three different tongue tip positions were used for each movement 

condition. For the vertical conditions these were the positions: 

approximately 10 mm above horizontal, horizontal, and 10 mm below 

horizontal. At horizonfal, the tongue tip protruded midway between upper 

and lower teeth. For the horizontal conditions the three positions were: 

approximately 10 mm left of center, center, and 10 mm right of center. 

At center, the tongue tip occupied the mid-saggilal plane. The order of 

tho positions varied randomly. There were seven trials at each position 

for a total of twenty-one trials per condition. The trials took three 

minutes for each condition in total. 

The subject's task was to communicate the perceived location of 

the tongue tip at the end of each trial. She did this by gesturing with her 

index finger in the appropriate direction: upwards, horizontal or 

downwards, left, center, or right. The procedure for the control condition 

was exactly the same as that described above, except that no anesthetic 

was administered to the subject. 



5.2 Results and Discussion 

The subject made no errors in nominating the position of the 

tongue tip in either anesthetic condition and found the task very casy. Shc 

made hvo errors in the venical control condition and none in the 

horizontal control condition. 

While the subject indicated by upward movements of her index 

finger that she sensed the upward movement on the two erroneous trials. 

she failed to show that the high tongue position was ultimately adopted. 

The subject's nearly perfect performance indicates a well-developed 

ability to sense the position of the tongue, even when not the main agent 

of its movement. 

It is of course possible that the subject might have involuntarily 

abetted or resisted the imposed movement to a minimal extent, in which 

case a small amount of involuntary efference might have arisen. 1 have 

assumed that this unknown source of efference has contributed negligibly 

to the results, if at all, as have previous workers in the area (eg. Craske 

8: Crawshaw, 1975a) and so conclude that the subject probably has 

access to, and interprets, sensory afference that arises from the imposition 

of tongue movement. The problem of unintentional muscular contraction 

during imposed movement tasks has been recognized elsewhere (Goodwin 

et al., 1972; Craske & Crawshaw, 1975a). 

This result is similar to Carleton's results from one of her eight 



subjects and to Adatia's and Gehring's results from eleven of their twelve 

subjects. It suggests that subjects can sense the position of their tongue 

well when the method of tongue manipulation is quite unobtrusive. 

Carleton's technique of pulling the tongue about with a pair af pliers may 

have elicited sensations of deep pressure which obliterated, masked, or 

took precedence over, any sensations of tongue position. This would 

explain the great variation in her results and at the same time account for 

the ease of the task for the subject here. 

These data support arguments in favor of muscle and tendon 

afference providing kinesthetic information about tongue position. 

Muscular afference is a likely candidate for signalling the tongue's 

position, for nomination of position was perfect after the mucosa were 

anesthetized, eliminating tactile sensation. There was presumably little or 

no corollary discharge, since the movement was imposed. 

On some trials it was observed that the subject must have 

monitored her tongue movement and/or position continuously, for she did 

not always wait until the end of the trial to indicate that its final position 

would have to be above or below horizontal, or to the left or right of 

center. This ability to monitor change in position and direction of tongue 

movement suggests that at least the sense of direction of movement is 

likely to be accurate even over small distances, for the vertical range of 

movement here was in total approximately 20 mm. 

It is not valid to consider this range as necessarily revealing the 



accuracy of the sense of tongue position itself, rather than a sense of 

movement. Thus, the subject might hare needed only an accurate scnse ol' 

direction of movement and the ability to sense the straight ahcad to 

produce the above results. Nonetheless, these too are sensations that 

deserve the label kinesthetic (see Howard & Templeton. 1966). and could 

furnish a basis for deducing lingual position. 

A more precise matching procedure could provide clearer rvidcncc 

of the precision of sensing imposed tongue position, as impl~cd in 

reference to a test of sensing the direction of finger movement that is 

similar in some respects to the experiment here (eg. Ferrell et al.. in 

press). For example, if more numerous tongue positions were used as test 

positions, subjects would have to judge, and indicate position more 

precisely. 



CHAPTER 6 

THE AFTER-EFFECT OF LOADING THE TONGUE' 

This chapter describes an experimental investigation into the 

existence of lingual position sense and the nahlre of the underlying sense 

Irgans. To the extent that the tongue uses kinesthetic mechanisms that are 

based on muscle. I would expect to find normally good position sense in 

the tongue, which can be biased by loading the tongue causing it to strain 

against a force, as Chapter 2 explained. By d I mean the effortful 

maintenance of a limb or tongue position against a force. In what 

follows, the strain by the tongue is in the direction opposite to that of an 

externally applied force. 

By examining the effects of loading on position sense in the normal 

and surface-anesthetized tongue, I should have evidence concerning the 

role of the cutaneous sheet as a sensory source of lingual kinesthesis. 

Given the articulatory imprecision evident during topical lingual 

anesthesia (eg. Scott 4 Ringel, 1971), I asked whether normal tactile 

sensation would reduce any after-effect by overwhelming the sensations 

based on muscular afference that might contribute to it. An experiment 

'The contents of this chapter have appeared in published form as a 
paper entitled: The effect of loading on position sense in the tongue 
(Grover & Craske, 1991). 



was designed m answer these questions, which are formulated as 

hypotheses: 

I .  Straining the tongue against a horizontally acting force should product 

errors in judging the straight ahead with the tongue. Subjecls 

should tend to gdae their tongue in the direction of previous effort 

or strain, thus indicating that they pcc&e the tongue to occupy a 

position farther in the direction opposite to that of the previous 

effort than is objectively the ease. 

2. The skin of the tongue may contribute important information about 

tongue position, in which case errors in tongue positioning should 

be smaller when the lingual mucosa are not anesthetized. 

The pattern of decay of the after-effect should also be examined. 

There is, to my knowledge, no detailed information in the literature on 

the trend of the decay of the after-effect of loading a limb. As this 

information might prove to be interesting, it will be sought. 

6.1 Method 

An after-effect of muscular strain was solicited by loading the 

tongue with a 29.5 g weight for 30 seconds. 



6.1.1 S u b j d  

Five female and five male adults aged 18 to 50 participated. The 

eight naive paid subjecfs completed all non-anesthetic conditions, one 

unpaid subject performed in all four conditions (CG), and the other 

unpaid subject took part in three experimental conditions. The naive 

subjects were not aware of the experimental hypotheses. 

6.1.2 Materials 

A headrest incorporating a padded nose support, chin rest and head 

strap was used to keep the subject's head in position during the 

experiment (see Figure 6.1). 

The headrest supported a flat plastic sheet 75 mm wide and 39 mm 

deep in a horizontal plane. This scale nearly abutted the subject's lower 

lip. It was marked in degrees of arc for later use in measuring tongue 

position from videotape. A range of 20' of lingual angle, centered about 

the mid-saggital plane. was represented. Following Kahane (1982), 

lingual angle was calculated assuming a tongue length from root to the 

lower teeth of 80 mm. 

A brass mass of 29.5 g was atlached with a piece of lightweight 

nylon thread to a truncated plastic cap 17 rnm long through a small hole 

drilled in its side 3 mm from the base. This mass hung freely when 

suspended over a small pulley on the headrest. 

A 20 mm square front surface mirror was attached to a wedge of 



Figure 6.1 The headrest for the loading experiment. A: Scale marked 
ill degrees. B: M a s  suspended over a pulley. C: Mirror on forehead. 

adhesive-backed sponge. This was fixed to the center of the subject's 

forehead, and remained there throughout the experiment. It reflecled an 

arrow of light onto a section of wall marked in degrees of arc relative to 

the head. The experimenter maintained the subject's head in position by 

ensuring that Ule reflected light remained within a pair of demarcations 



on the wall denoting 0.5' of head rotation in a horizontal plane. 

The fiducial mark on the tongue was a semi-permanent dark dot made 

with a non-toxic felt pen and a flour pas@ (4 parts flour to 3 parts water) 

dot overpainted on this with a size 00 paintbrush. This coincident pair of 

dots was in the center of the upper surface of tho tongue tip and served as 

the visible mark for the video camera. 

A low-light video camera was positioned in the subject's mid-saggital 

plane so that tongue movement against the background of the plastic scale 

could be videotaped with a magnification of 5:l. The position of the 

tongue in half degrees of lingual angle was easily read off from the 

magnified image. 

6.1.3 Procedure 

The logic of the experiment was as follows. ludgments of tongue 

position before and after loading were to be compared. Accordingly, 

three blocks of control trials (before loading) and one block of 

experimental trials (after loading) were conducted. 

There were three blocks of control trials, rather than one, in order 

to ensure that effects associated with the experimental trials were indeed 

due lo the horizontal load and not merely to the exertion of effort 

required simply to protrude the tongue straight ahead. Thus, in the first 

and third && control blocks of trials, the subject judged the straight 

ahead by positioning the tongue. In the second gwtsmh control block of 



trials the subject protruded the tongue for 30 seconds before judging the 

straight ahead with the tongue. 

The order of blocks of trials follows: 

I. Control trials 

a. Judgment of the straight ahead with the tongue. 

b. Protrusion of the tongue straight ahead for 30 seconds, lollowcd 

by judgment of the straight ahead. 

e. Judgment of the straight ahead with the tongue. 

2. Experimental trials 

a. Protrusion of the tongue straight ahead, the position being 

maintained against a horizontally applied load for 30 seconds. 

followed by judgment of the straight ahead after the load had 

been removed. 

Each experimental condition comprised 4 blocks of 10 trials in lhe 

above order. The order of blocks did not vary. Subjects participated in 

the experiment one at a time, and rested between each block of trials. 

Once the headrest and the accompanying apparatus had been 

adjusted so that the subject was comfortable. the subject left the headrest 

and videotaping commenced. The experimenter made a dark dot with the 

felt marker in the center of the upper surface o l  the subject's tongue tip. 

This dot did not fade during the course of the experiment. Before each 

block of trials the experimenter placed a dot of flour paste on top of it. 

The subject entered the headrest and the experimenter fastened the 



headstrap around the subject's head. Subjects shut their eyes at this point 

and kept them shut throughout all trials. Subjects opened their mouth so 

that the lower jaw was stationed on the chin rest and the nose on the nose 

bar. They maintained this position throughout each block of trials. The 

experimenter placed her hands on the subject's head to keep it in 

position. Then she instructed the subject to judge when the tongue felt to 

be straight ahead, using the method of adjustment. When the 

experimenter called out "IeR", for example, the subjects protruded their 

tongue from the leti side of the mouth, moved the tongue to the right 

until they were satisfied that it was straight ahead, and then dropped it 

gently anto the plastic scale, and knocked on the table to indicate that the 

tongue was straight ahead and on the scale. Then they retracted the 

tongue and the next trial began. 

Trials starting fmm the two sides of the mouth alternated, for a 

total of 10 trials per block. Trials each took about 3 seconds, on average. 

After completing a block of trials, subjects exited the headrest, wiped the 

flour paste off the tongue and rested. 

Blocks I and 3 proeeded in this fashion. In block 2 (protrusion 

control), the subjects protruded their tongue straight ahead for 30 

seconds, taking care not to touch it to the plastic scale. The experimenter 

then painted a flour paste dot on top of the dark dot on the subject's 

tongue and subjects judged the straight ahead 10 times, as before. The 

subject then leti the headrest and wiped the flour paste off the tongue. 



Before block 4 (the experimenlal block). the subject sucked the 

plastic cap onto the tongue tip and entered the headrest. Thrn the subject 

protruded his tongue and the mass was gently released over the pulley. 

The subject's task was to maintain the tongue straight ahead for 30 

seconds without letting it rest on the plastic scale. Once the 30 seconds 

had elapsed, the experimenter released the suction. removed the cap from 

the subject's tongue, and painted on a flour dot. Subjects judged the 

straight ahead 10 times. 

All conditions were composed of sets of these four trials. The 

various conditions were: performance with anesthesia of the mucasa, 

performance without anesthesia of the mucosa, performance following 

loading on the right side of the subject - due to a weight pulling thc 

tongue to the d&, and eliciting strain to the left, and performance 

following loading on the left side of the subject - due to a weight pulling 

the tongue to the MI, and eliciting strain to the rieht. The subjects 

underwent the various conditions in different orden, with at least a day 

between participation in any two condilions. 

Two subjects took pan in the anesthetic conditions in an earlier 

version of this experiment. These conditions were similar to the 

non-anesthetic conditions described above. Procedural differences were as 



follows. Anesthesia of the mucosa'- was induced before any trials were 

conducted. The mirror on the forehead and the dark dot on the tongue 

were not used. In their place, head position was monitored by recording 

the position of a flour paste stripe on the lower lip directly before every 

block of trials. Also, the flour paste dot was repainted in the same place 

an the tongue each time using landmarks, including the central sulcus. 

Lastly, trials occurred at timed 3 second intervals and subjects did not 

need to knock to indicate when they felt the tongue to be straight ahead. 

A dosage of M) mg for one subject, and 90 mg for the other, of a 

4% solution of Xylocaine was administered to the upper and lower 

surfaces of subjects' tongues. Testing ensured that this was sufficient to 

eliminate sensations of contact and pressure between the tongue and 

objects placed in the mouth. 

6.1.4 Measurement and Analysis 

The videotaped sessions were played back on television. 

Measurement of the straight ahead of the subject's head in the anesthetic 

condition was taken by stopping the videotape when contact between the 

lower lip and the plastic scale was seen to occur, and reading off from 

the image of the scale the location of the center of the stripe on the lower 

'I am greatly indebted to Dr. Henry Manson, Anesthesiology, Faculty 
of Medicine, for his assistance with and advice on all anesthetic 
procedures followed in this thesis. 



lip to a half degree of arc. 

For the anesthetic condition judgments with the tongue of the 

straight ahead were measured by stopping the videotape when the tongue 

tip was seen to protrude to iU furthest point and reading off to a halr 

degree of arc the location of the center of the dot on the tongue tip with 

respect to the markings on the scale. Changes from an arbitrary zero 

indicated by the lower lip marker were subtracted from the measure or 

tongue position for each trial of a block. 

For the non-anesthetic condition, head position was kept constant, 

so the position of the flour paste dot was read directly from the scale off 

the vi:lsotape when the subject's knock was heard. In cases where the 

flour paae had been inadvertently smeared, it was often possible to 

discern the position of the dark dot and so that was used for measuremcnt 

instead. 

In total, then were 828 measurements of the tongue's position to 

analyse. One subject's data had to be discarded due to her failure to 

follow instructions. Another subject was not available for one session 

with the anesthetist for reasons unrelated to the experiment. 

The occasional trial could not be measured due to failure of the 

tongue to contact the plastic scale or due to smearing of the flour paste. 

The other trial in the left-right pair was then also removed fmm analysis. 

For 6 data sets there are then 38 instead of 40 trials per subject. 

A reliability check on data measuremcnt was conducted on one 



subject's data from one session, using an analyst naive as to the purpose 

of the experiment. The correlation between the two analysts' 

measurements was r = 0.93. 

Within each subject's non-protrusion control data in the non- 

anesthetic condition, the mean judged straight ahead was set to 0, and the 

slandard deviation then calculated across all subjects' normalized data to 

yield a mensure of the precision of the judgment of the straight ahead. 

The statistical treatment was repeated measures multiple regression. 

The analysis required several steps due to the complex control trials. It 

was desirable to adopt one procedure for analysing all the data, and so all 

subjects' data were considered together, iastead of being separated, as 

elsewhere in the thesis. Thus, the deviation of the tongue from the 0" 

(arbitrary) straight ahead was regressed upon the type of control trial 

(basic o r  protrusion), then upan the experimental versus combined control 

trials, considering each direction of strain separately. The variance due to 

the subjects vectors was removed from the regression equations before 

any effects were examined. The anesthetic data were compared to the 

non-anesthetic data for two subjects by means of l tests. 

6.2 Results 

First, I considered only the control trial data. Judgment of the 

straight ahead during the basic control trials did not differ significantly 



from judgments after protruding the tonsue straight ahead for 30 seconds: 

for the non-anesthetic data. B (standardized Beta) = 0.05. E (1.520) = 

2.24, = 0.13, and for the anesthetic data, B = 0.12, E (1.87) = 3.33, 

Table 6.1. Mean deviation of the tongue from 0" and SD in the nun- 
normalized data (degrees of lingual angle) 

Note. M: Strain Leftwards by the tongue arises against an external force 
pulling the subject's tongue to the I&. The Ulree control blocks 
preceded strain. A positive value indicates that the tongue was to the right 
of 0" on the plastic scale. 

e = 0.07. The mean deviation from 0' on the plastic scale (arbitrary 

straight ahead) and standard deviation were calculated. These statistics are 

presented in Table 6.1. The data from the three blocks of control trials 



are reasonably uniform. Consequently, I collapsed the protrusion and 

basic control data so as to compare judgment of the straight ahead after 

loading the tongue to judgment of the straight ahead in all the control 

trials. 

Table 6.2 Mean deviation from C: Data from Subject 6 (non- 
anesthetic condition: straining rightwards with the tongue) 

I assumed that in the control trials the subjects would select a 

tongue position as being straight ahead and continue to select that 

position, relative to the scale. The scale was placed with the W mark 

approximately straight ahead of the subject (within 5' about the 

mid-saggital plane of the subject's head). Although the scale's zero is, 

strictly speaking, arbitrary, the consistent judgment of straight ahead as 

being centred at -0.55' (left of center) with a standard deviation across all 

normalized data of 1.6'within that central So implies U~at subjects know 

where straight ahead of the tongue is. A sense of the tongue's psition 

exists and is reliable and accurate. 



Horizantal strain by the tongue altered the sensed horizontal 

position of the tongue tip. After straining against the weight with the 

tongue for 30 seconds, during the judgment of straight ahead the tongue 

was placed further in the direction of the previous strain, as prcdicted. 

One subject's data is shown by way of example in Table 6.2. Most 

subjects perceives the tongue to occupy a position further in the direction 

opposite to that of the previous effort than was objectively the case. For 

example, the tongue was placed further to the left after straining to the 

left, implying that the tongue was perceived as being further to the right 

after the strain than it actually was. This trend is clear from Table 6.1: 

for the non-anesthetic condition after straining to the right: B = 0.16. E 
(1,342) = 19.1, p < 0.001 (after removing variance due to the subjects), 

and after straining to the left: B = -0.13, E (1.346) = 16.7, p < 0.001. 

For the anesthetic data the same effect holds (see Table 6.1): after 

straining to the right, B = 0.72, E (1,38) = 40.6, p < 0.001, and after 

straining to the left B = -32, E (1,75) = 33.4, p < 0.001. This finding 

supports the hypothesis that muscular effort biases the sensed position of 

the tongue, such that the tongue is perceived to be further in the direction 

opposite to that of the effort than is true. This result conforms to previous 

data for other kinesthetic systems. 

I inspected the decay of the effect of straining with the tongue. 

There was no statistically significant linear trend within the non-anesthetic 

data gathered after loading the tongue for either direction of strain: after 
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figure 6.2 The dany of the en& of loading on judgment of the 
straight ahead for all subjerts in the non-anesthetic condition. The 10 
judgments per subject were made over approximately 30 see after the 
load had been removed from the tongue. 

straining to the right, (1,78) = 0.63, p > 0.05, and after straining to 

the left, E ( 1 ,  80) = 1.45, p > 0.05 (see Figure 6.2). The weakness of 



the trends is due to the large variance in the data. Nonetheless, the trends 

in the two directions of strair. were significantly different: E (1.168) = 

10.1, p < 0.01 (regression of the interaction of order of samplc and 

direction of strain, after removal of variance due to subjects). 

To judge by the results above for the non-anesthetic data, the skin 

does not maintain the accuracy of position sense after the tongue has 

strained. Consequently, I expected that anesthesia o f  the mucosa would 

have little effect upon kinesthesis in the tongue, as strain against the 

weight should involve the muscles, and not the skin of the tongue. My 

results are inconclusive with respect to this question. A comparison of the 

effect of strain in one direction with and without anesthetic for the two 

subjects whose tongues were anesthetized produced conflicting results. 

No reliable trend was apparent. 

Overall, the after-effect of the strain is similar to that observed 

elsewhere: from the previously judged straight ahead, a mean deviation of  

about lo in the direction of previous strain. 

6.3 Discussion 

The tongue displays accurate position sense. The placement a f  the 

tongue in the pre-strain control trials was straight ahead or the subject. 

Subjects consistently judged to be straight ahead a tongue position 0.6" to 

the left of the line set by the experimenter as being approximately in the 



mid-saggilal plane of the subject's head. 

An after-effect due to effottful strain against a weight was elicited, 

as predicted. There are two possible interpretations of the after-effect, 

which are not muhlally exclusive. The first explanation is that, aRer 

straining, the subject retains her knowledge of where straight ahead is, 

for example with respect to body parts other than the tongue, but 

misperceives the position of the tongue, perceiving it to be further in the 

direction & to the previous strain than is objectively the case. 

Consequently, to place the tongue such that its perceived position aligns 

with the straight ahead, she must place it further $ the direction of the 

strain than she did in the control trials. 

The second possibility is that, after strain, the subject considers 

straight ahead to be at a different lingual angle to the head, compared to 

that during the control trials, namely, further h the directioa of strain, 

away from the mid-saggital plane. At the same time as the perceived 

straight ahead is shifted in the direction of the previous strain, tongue 

position is veridically perceived, and so the tongue is placed in the 

direction of the previous strain. It is also possible Ulnt both the straight 

ahead and tongue position are misperceived. 

The first explanation is preferable, given the results from matching 

tasks during and after load. In experiments where the subject's task is to 

place one arm at the same engle as the other loaded arm (eg. McCloskey, 

1973). there is no reason to propose that the position of the unloaded arm 



is misperceived, and good reason to expect the position of the loaded am, 

lo be misjudged (see Chapter 2). Namely, the muscular discharge from 

the loaded arm can be presumed to differ from the unloaded (normal) 

circumstance. With respect to the experiments here, it is most economical 

to consider the perceived position of the loaded tongue to have been 

biased, resulting in erroneous positioning at a true straight ahead. Under 

this inlerpretation, I would not expect the straight ahead to be misjudged 

by other organs than the tongue following strain by the tongue. 

The first explanation is consistent with the idea that muscular 

afference contributes to lingual position sense. The strain presumably 

influenced the afference from the muscle of the straining tongue, and/or 

biased iu interpretation. However, it remains possible to claim that the 

perceived straight ahead has shifted, as in explanation 2 above. To be 

precise, this claim should be made Q& in reference to judgments by the 

loaded tongue, and therefore with respect & to lingual position sense. 

The bias is not reliably affected by anesthesia of the mucosa. 

Therefore, the skin is not such a prominent source of positional 

information that it overrides the sense of the straight ahead furnished by 

muscle and tendon afference and the corollary discharge when the tongue 

bears a load. 



CELMTER 7 

DISCUSSION OF LINGUAL POSITION SENSE 

7.1 General Hypothesis 1: Existence o f  Lingual Pos i t i on  

Sense 

My results show that subjects are able to sense the position of the 

tongue. Clearly, subjects are able to sense the position of their voluntarily 

moved tongue on the left-right dimension in horizontal planes both inside 

and outside the mouth (Chapter 3), and on the vertical dimension outside 

the mouth (Chapter 4). Feedback about tongue position did not 

s i~nihantly improve the accuracy of positioning the tongue in the shoR 

term (Chapter 4). The placement of the tongue in the pre-strain trials of 

the loading experiment (Chapter 6) was a g o d  approximation to straight 

ahead. 

The tasks described in Chapters 3 and 4 fall into the class of 

position matching tasks lhat Ferrell & Craske (in press) have claimed 

should lap position sense as opposed lo movement sense. However, the 

subject may have completed the horiizantal and vertical pointing tasks 

described in Chapter 5 (a replication of Carleton's experiment) by 

consulting a sense of direction of movement in addition to bowing where 

straight ahead was. Nonetheless, it is clear that the subject could sense 



the position of her tongue following the imposition of movement by an 

external agent. Generally, although subjects were asked to judge langue 

position, they may have relied on information about movement as well 

as, or even instead of, positional information. 

7.2 General Hypothesis 2: Accuracy of Lingual Position 

Sense 

The accuracy of lingual position sense is similar to that for the limb 

and eye. In comparison with other kinesthetic systems. I note that 

position sense in the limb is normally accurate to within 2" of joint angle 

if errors a n  partitioned equally between the two limbs whose positions 

are being matched (Goldscheider. 1889; Slinger & Honley, 1906: 

Merton, 1961; Horch, Clark & Burgess, 1975; Clark et al., 1986). 

Lingual position sense is equally accurate inside and outside the 

mouth, if the error in pointing the tongue at the hand is considered to be 

due to sensing target (fingertip) as well as pointer (tongue) position. My 

data from inside and outside the mouth show similar error for the tongue. 

about T (Chapters 3 and 4). It appears that the regions both inside and 

outside the mouth are mapped accurately, even though much of the 

tongue's activity occurs inside the mouth. Thus, it is possible that limited 

activity in a region suffices to calibrate its map, or that accurate 



extrapolation of the sensory map into less frequently visited regions is 

possible. 

My mean absolute error of 2.I0 (2.9 mm, Chapter 3) inside the 

mouth seems larger than would be expected from Siegel's & Hanlon's 

(1983) work. However, their experimental range was only 20 mm, 

centered at the mid-saggital plane, whereas mine was 36 mm. I suppose 

that my errors would have been smaller over their range, given that the 

size of error increases with target eccentricity. Indeed, my value for 

mean absolute difference between cenhal target and tongue position inside 

the mouth is 1.3 mm, which may not be significantly different from the 

Siege1 & Hanlon error of about 1 mm. 

The superior accuracy evident in the central region inside and 

outside the mouth and the undershooting of eccentric targets may have 

several causes. Given the greater accuracy in the center region, the 

problem is arguably one of calibration, which harmonizes with Slinger's 

& Horsley's (1906) proposal that ease of movement and frequency of 

prior experience might underlie the better accuracy of limb position sense 

close to the mid-saggital and mid-transverse planes. I speculate further 

that precise control of tongue position is required particularly in the 

mid-saggital plane inside the mouth for the articulation of numerous 

speech sounds in most languages, and so the sense of the tongue's 

position is calibrated most accurately for this region. 



7.3 General Hypothesis 3: Sources of Lingual Position 

Sense 

Muscular strain biases the sense of the tongue's position, strongly 

implying a role for muscular afference in lingual position sense (see 

Chapter 6). The direction of pointing the tongue that is perceived to be 

straight ahead is shifted in the direction of the previous strain. 

In the tongue pointing tasks (Chapters 3. 5, and 61, position sense 

is good even in the absence of tactile information from the surface of the 

tongue, suggesting that muscle and tendon afference and efferencc 

contribute to lingual position sense. Anesthesia of the mucosa did not 

significantly reduce the ability to point accurately with the tongue, nor, 

for one subject, to indicate imposed tongue position. 

In the investigation of the after-effect of straining with the tongue, 

information hom the unanesthetized mucosa of the tongue should have 

provided veridical information, based on sensed deformation of the 

tongue surface, that might have reduced the bias (following strain) in 

judging the straight ahead, compared to the anesthetic condition. In fact, 

biases in judging the straight ahead with the tongue in the presence and 

absence of anesthesia of the tongue surface were of similar magnitude and 

identical direction. In the presence of misleading muscular afference and 

an unwilled motor discharge, the tactile aflerence fmm the deformation of 



the unanesthetized surface of the tongue fails lo correct for the bias. This 

afference either fails to provide clues about tongue position, or is not 

attended to in this non-speech task. Elements other than the skin deserve 

a prominent place in discussions of lingual position sense. 

My results are congruent with results from recent work on 

alter-contraction m humans (Gregory et al.. 1988; Hutton et al., 1984). 

The bias that I observed could be viewed as pan of the aftersontraction 

effect. Gregory el al. (1988) observed human subjects matching the 

position of one arm, whose biceps (or triceps) they had previously 

contracted, to that of the other untreated arm. The following bias arises: 

after contraction in a flexed position the arm is perceived to occupy a 

position that is further into extension than is the case after contraction in 

an extended position. This suggests that, after contraction, the spindles 

continue to supply afference. 

Hutton et al. (1984) found that aAer large voluntary muscular 

contractions, humans underestimate for at least 50 seconds following 

contraction the force that they are producing with the previously 

contracted muscle (or overestimate the force of the previous contraction, 

which they attempt to match). If that afference is interpreted wrongly to 

provide an inaccurate reading of current position, my results for the 

tongue would be predicted. 

While efference, in form of the corollary discharge, might also 

have informed the brain of the position in which the tongue tip was being 



placed during the positioning tasks, it is likely that the motor system 

cannot send the tongue to a place without first determining current tonguc 

location. Accurate information about tongue position must be accessible 

to the subject. 

I think that it is very likely that the corollary discharge is also a 

prime contributor to the observed bias. The following argument is 

speculative, due lo the fact that it may be improper to consider the tonguc 

to operate as a set of flexors and extensors. In the loading and protrusion 

conditions in my experiments, the entire tongue stiffened, and so one 

cannot speak of stretching and contracting muscle antagonists in the same 

fashion as for the limbs. The following argument argues in terms of  two 

sides of the tongue, one which strained and one which did not. It may be 

valid for the intrinsic muscles which I suppose to have strained against 

the load. 

I assume that the main protruder of the tongue in my experiments 

was the genioglossus, and that principally the intrinsic musclcs pulled 

against the load (see Lowe, 1981). In  agreement wilh Hutton et al. (1984) 

and Gregory et al. (1980, I assume that Ihere is a motor after-discharge 

of unknown duration in the intrinsic muscles on the side of the tongue 

that principally strained against the load previously. This would result in 

movement of the tongue in the direction of the previous strdin, movement 

of which the subject would be possibly unaware. 

If I assume further that this aftercontraction discharge continues 



as subjects move their tongue from the side of the mouth to the straight 

ahead, then the corollary discharge associated with this willed movement 

will continue to underrepresent the extent of actual movement :n the 

direction opposite to that of the previous effort. Thus the corollary 

discharge should play a role in sensing position. 

7.4 Coucludiig Remarks 

It IS of interest to discover that the tongue's basic principles of 

kinesthetic operation seem b be similar to those of jointed structures. The 

muscles, tendons, skin and corollary discharge probably provide rich 

information about tongue position. Knowledge of tongue tip position 

implies knowledge of tongue shape, subsuming length or width and 

tongue curvature. Knowledge of muscle length alone, for example, of the 

genioglossus or the intrinsic muscles' length (probably the important 

muscles in my experiments, see Lowe, (1981)), would be ambiguous in 

the tongue: theoretically, a particular muscle length could mean that the 

tongue is aiming to the right, or is curled, or is long and pointing straight 

ahead. Presumably, a knowledge of many muscles' length and of 

commands to the muscles would supply these pieces of information. I 

would also allow that in the normal case, afference from the skin about 

skin stretch is informative, It is not, however, likely to be crucial. 

I did not explicitly as t  subjects' knowledge of tongue length, 
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shape, or curvature, but argue that these must be known quantities 

prerequisite to knowledge of tongue position. Normally experiments on 

limb position sense do not explicitly consider knowledge of limb length; 

it is, however, always a necessary component for the analysis of position 

(see Crasne, Kenny 5. Keith, 1984). Given my results an the tongue. I 

would be surprised if limb muscle and the corollary discharge could not. 

in appropriate circumstances, also supply informatbn about limb Icnglh. 

It is already clear that the sensory map of the skin allows the recording 

and updating of such knowledge (Craske el al.. 1984). 

The similarity of position sense in tongue and limb is confirmed 

by the pattern of positional errors that my experiments revealed. The 

undershoot errors in aim are similar to those found in work on limb 

positioning (eg. Slinger & Horsley, 1906; Ferrell & Craske, in press) and 

eye positioning (Craske et al., 1975) in that the position of more 

eccentric targets tended to be underestimated. 

Also, the direction and size of the bias that I elicited by loading the 

tongue concur with those mentioned in previous research on other organs. 

My mean shift in positioning the tongue after straining against a weight is 

about ID, whereas Craske et al. (1975) found a mean shift of 0.84' in 

centering the eye after straining the eyes to one side. Clearly. the bias 

induced by loading is similar for the tongue and eye, if judgments of 

position are taken following strain or following the lateral deviation of the 

eyes. 



Larger biases have been elicited during the exertion of force in one 

direction (2S0 for the forearm, calculated from McCloskey (1973), and 

up to 9 for the eye, Skavenski et al., (1972)), and so one could 

speculate that eliciting judgments about tongue position the 

exertion of force might produce a larger bias as well. 

In the case of the tongue, contact with structures of the mouth, for 

example, the teeth, or lips, after the load has been removed could have 

provided information which allowed recalibration of position sense. 

Contact with an immovable familiar object informs one about what 

muscle lengths, what corollary discharges and tendon states must be 

achieved to attain a cenain position. It is all the more surprising that a 

measurable bias in tongue position persists using the method of 

adjustment, which allowed contact with the sides of the mouth before 

judgment of straight ahead. 

It is possible that the constant demand for precise tongue 

placement imposed by speech results in maintenance of lingual position 

sense. Likely roles for position sense include provision of a kinesthetic 

map of the realm of the tongue for the motor system to use in issuing 

speech production commands. Once calibrated, the map could be used as 

a basis for speech commands in the absence of feedback, thus maintaining 

the long term integrity of speech, as in the case of deaf speakers. 

It would be difficult to account for a predictable bias in judging 

direction (Chapter 6) without allowing for a kinesthetic map. If there 



were no map, and knowledge of the motor command issued were tmc. 

then the straight ahead should have been correctly nominated. The bcst 

explanation is bias in sensed tongue position, which is registered on a 

map that is then used to direct movement (wrongly). 

I suggest that lingual position sense is available for use in sperrb 

production. Kinesthesis should be required for vowel production. 

particularly for vowels such as lo1 and lul, which invnlve little or no 

contact between the tongue and any other articulators (Bowman. 1971). 

My targets in the vertical experiment have a very rough 

correspondence to vowel targets, in that they were in the mid-saggital 

plane, and taction and vision did not provide useful positional 

information. I have shown that kinesthetic information is available for use 

in non-speech lingual tasks. It is reasonable to suppose that it is also 

available for the motor system to use to produce speech. 

The precision of tongue positioning required for speech sound 

production may only be estimated, in view of the lack of experimcntal 

data on this question. The best indication so far is that a standard 

deviation of about 1.5 mm is associated with tongue placement against the 

palate in the pronunciation of Is1 (Flege. Fletcher, & Homirdan. 1988). 

I do not know how long the calibration remains true. One could 

speculate that the map is first calibrated for speech during babbling (see 

Borden, 1979) and can be recalibrated later as the need arises, for 

example, during growth of the oral cavity and the teeth. In the absence of 



conflicting feedback it might be years before the accuracy of the acoustic- 

kinesthetic cross-calibration of the map of the tongue deteriorates. This is 

clear from the speech of the people who have become deaf as adults. In 

the presence of conflicting auditory feedback, subjects can learn to rely 

on kinesthesis and Llction to produce normal speech for at least three 

days (Butollo & Maly, 1967). Experiments by Wcddcll, Harpman, 

Lambley, and Young (1940), and Putnam and Ringel (1976) using 

anesthesia of the tongue muscle also suggest that kinesthesis is not 

necessary for intelligible speech production in the short term. 

Speech may well be organized similarly to other motor behavior. 

In this respect, it may be argued that kinesthesis in the tongue could 

provide the spatial information prerequisite to the proper direction of the 

various forms of the tongue's motor activity. 



CHAPTER 8 

ORGANIZING SPEECH MOVEMENT 

This chapter reviews the research that bears on the hypotheses from 

Chapter 1, and intrduces new theoretical questions about the role of 

kinesthesis in organizing movement. 

8.1 Hypotheses 

Chapter 1 proposed that speech should be organized as are body 

movements. The pertinent hypotheses from Chapter 1 that remain to be 

addressed are: 

Hypothesis 2: Entrainment of limb movement 

Rhythmic limb movements tend to entrain to a 

kinesthetic rhythm. 

Hypothesis 3: Entrainment of speech movements 

Speech movements tend to entrain to a kinesthetic 

rhythm. 

Hypothesis 4: Strength of tendency to entrain 

Entrainment to a sensory rhythm tends to arise without 

explicitly requesting subjects to entrain to the stimulus. 

It is clear, based on the first half of the thesis, that kinesthetic 



sensation is available for at least one important speech articulator, the 

tongue. Now the question is whether this sensory information helps to 

organize volunlary speech articulator movements within a non-linear 

oscillatory framework. Before proceeding further, definitions of commonly 

used lerms are required. 

8.2 Defmitions 

8.2.1 Sensory rhythm 

The source of a sensory rhythm is the temporally patterned 

recurrence of a perceptible quality. The temporal pattern is perceived, 

and the events lhat yield the perceptible quality are interpreted as 

belonging to a sequence. So when we listen to drumming, we perceive 

the beats as a sequence of events occurring at regular intervals. Also, we 

can Q,E& the time of occurrence of the next events in the sequence. If 

we can accurately predict the time of occurrence of the next events, then 

it must be the case that the patterning of the previous events in the 

sequence was recognized and served as a basis for extrapolation of the 

pattern into the future. Thus, accurate prediction of future events is one 

test of sensing the rhythm of the events. 

Body movements can give rise to a sensory rhythm. A rhythmic 

sequence of sounds can result from clapping; for the deaf, the rhythmic 

sensardns would instead be those of striking the hands together. A 
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sensory rhythm may be immanent in movement, but the important thing 

here is its apprehension by the senses, which allows prediction of when 

the next beats of the pattern will occur. 

There is a strong tendency to perceive rhythm when physical 

isnrhrPnJL (uniformity of interval between physical events) is present in 

the stimulus (Fraisse, 1963). 

8.2.2. Rhythmic movement 

The regular recurrence of physical events during movement 

defines rhythmic movement. For example, the attainment by a limb of 

its point of maximum excursion in a given direction relative to the body 

could be viewed as a physical event. In a rhythmic activity such as 

walking, the attainment of maximum excursion of the left foot (relative 

to the hip) in front of the body could serve as a recurring physical 

event, on the basis of which one could define the rhythm, or period, of 

walking. I am concerned specifically with recurring physical events that 

can be perceived or measured. In the general case, to be perceived as 

rhythmic, at least one perceivable physical aspect of the movement 

must recur at a regular interval. 

The way that we currently judge the rhythmicity of movement is 

by sensing it. Thus, we are thrown back upon our definition of sensory 

rhythm (section 8.2.1), for we look for regular perceptible events in the 

movement sequence, and these are what determine for us whether the 



movement is rhythmic. So when speaking of rhythmic movement, I do 

not mean to imply that the person making the movements !JIXS be 

aware of the patterning of her movements, or have deliberately planned 

them to be patterned; the judgment of rhythmicity arises from 

measurement by the b&!&, who may or may not be the moving 

person, and could be a computer. 

A sufficient quality to yield rhythmic movement should be 

isochrony of at least one recurring physical event (Fraisse, 1963). 

However, strict physical isochrony is not always necessary for the 

perception of rhythm to arise. Music can be played with mbato, or 

fairly louse adherence to a timekeeping beat, and still be considered to 

conform to the beat (Shaffer. 1982 and 1984). It is unlikely that the 

departures from the strict beat are random, for musicians can repeat 

hheir performances precisely, introducing elasticity into the rhythm in 

particular places and fashions (Shaffer, 1984). There are many complex 

rhythms, for example, in jazz music, but I shall restrict my enquiry to 

simple isochronous rhythms, as has generally been done in the field of 

movement sNdy. 

It should be noted that the physical circumstance that gives rise 

to the perception of rhythm need not be event-like or punctate in 

character, despite the use of the word 'event' in the definition of 

rhythmic movement above. People also can interpret as rhythms stimuli 

whose character is osciliatory, for example, a sound that alternately 



rises and falls gradually in pitch with respect to time. 

Sequences of events that are perceived as rhythmic can arise 

from physical oscillation. The osciliation may be a sudden periodic 

alternation of two physical states, like turning a light on and off 

Figure 8.1. A simple oscillation. The broken line indicates the 
border demarcating the on and Q@ states. 

~~ntinuously, or it may be a more gradual oscillation, as indicated 

above. For the purpose of later experimental exposition, note that a 



state (on or OM may be achieved during a gradual, smooth movement, 

as shown in Figure 8.1. Even though the curve is smooth, it is possible 

to interpret it as a sequence of alternating stales. The dashed cut-off 

Time 

Agure 8.2. A periodic sequence of events. The broken line indicates 
the border demarcating the on and Q@ states. 

line in Figure 8.1 indicates how a periodic succession of event-like 

movements could be derived from the smooth movement. Figure 8.2 



shows that the event-like quality is maintained when the same type of 

cut-off line is applied to a sequence of punctate events. The similarity 

f igure  8.3 The phase angle dimerence (relative phase). 

of interpretation of continuous and punctate data is important in the 

analysis of the data presented in Chapter 10, and so is introduced here. 



The terminology that will be used to describe rhythmic movement in 

this thesis derives from the study of periodic oscillation. The oscillation 

has a (and frequency) and an am&&. It also has a phc.  

a&, which is the value of the abscissa corresponding to a point on 

the curve, relative to the period (Asehoff, 1981). In Figure 8.3, the 

phase angle for X on curve A is calculated by dividing the time elapsed 

from the start of the cycle (X = 1) by A's period (4), yielding 25% 

(90"). Commonly, the phase angle is given as a fraction of the period 

(Aschaff, 1981). Mathematically, it is most economical to eaieulate 

proportions or percentages, so phase is given here as a percentage of 

the period. Thus, the phase angle difference values mentioned in 

Chapter 1 as being of theoretical interest, namely CP, 9W, 18W, and 

270" (relative to 3W), are presented in the rest of the thesis as O%, 

25%. 50% and 75% of the period. respectively. AIi measures that 

derive from phase angle, for example, relative phase, have also been 

treated as percentages for ease of mathematical manipulation and 

consistency's sake (see Appendix 3: Measures). 

I shall be concerned with the relationship between two 

oscillations, or two rhythmic movements, and so phase angle difference 

(relative ohase in Kelso et al:s (1981) terminology) is also important. 

Relative phase refers to the difference between two corresponding 

phase angles in two coupled oscillations. It is illustrated in Figure 8.3. 

The relative phase of curve A to curve B is calculated by 



subtracting the phase for a point on curve B from the phssc lor thc 

same point, but relative to curve A. The phase of point Z on rurvc A is 

75% (or 2703, since Z = 3, and the period of A is 4. Point Z is at 

the start of a cycle of B, and so relative to curve B has a phase of 0%. 

The subtraction of the two phases yields 75%, and curve B may be said 

to lag curve A by 75%. It should be noted that the value of -25% (-90") 

may also legitimately represent the relative phase here, as curve B 

could alsc be said to lead curve A by one qu~rter of A's cycle. The 

method of calculating relative phase for the experimental data is eivcn 

in Appendix 3. 

8.2.3 Rhythm in language 

It has been remarked that many stress-timed languages, like 

English, display rhythmic properlies (khiste, 1977). Thesc rhythmic 

properties of language shall not be discussed further here. From the 

point of view of the thesis it is important that movements of the speech 

articulators provide evidence of non-linear oscillatory organization; the 

particular biological function of those articulatory movements should 

not preclude the marshalling of non-linear oscillators to organize the 

movements. Rhythm in fluent spoken language does not necessarily 

concern the thesis closely because the thesis is not primarily interested 

in communicative functions. The analogy between limb movement and 



speech articulator movement that is at the heart of the thesis may not be 

properly maintained if ianguage wilh its overriding communicative 

function dictates the form of the speech used here. 

Rhythm in normal, fluent spoken language is nonetheless 

intriguing in that normal speech is perceived as rhythmic in some 

respects, despite the fact that it has a communicative function. 

Arguably, communication might not be served especially well by the 

presence of prediclahle, and therefore, potenlially informatively 

redundant, rhythmic movement. In sum, the existence of rhythm in 

fluent spoken language could support the thesis, but is not crucial to the 

main analogy. 

8.2.4 Entrainment 

When an oscillating object is coupled to another oscillating object 

(the driver) and the two come to move at the same frequency, or one 

object moves at a frequency that is an integral multiple of the other's 

frequency, then the objects may be said to show entrainment (Aschoff. 

1981). Figure 8.3 provides an example of entrainment of two 

oscillations whose relative phase is 75%. Typically, entrainment in 

biological systems has been found within a limited range of frequencies 

(see Chapter 9). 



8.3 Review of Past Work on Sensory Influences on 

Rhythmic Movement 

The hypotheses presented at the beginning or the chaplcr can now 

be discussed in light of the literature. 

8.3.1 Kinesthetic influences on rhythmic limb movement (hypothesis 

2)  

Past research has shed relatively little light upon the hypothcsis 

that voluntary rhythmic body movement entt.ains to o kinesthetic 

rhythm. It is becoming clear from work on non-human animals that 

afference can drive rhythmic movement (eg. Rossignoi et al.. 1988: 

Katr & Harris-Warwiek, 1990). However, the research on the inlluencc 

of kinesthetic sensation in producing rhythmic limb movements in 

humans is ambiguous. The main problem is the failure to scparalc 

motor influences from purely sensory influences, which is referred to 

herb as the sensorv-motor confound. 

In experiments on entrainment, cammonly the subjects mdy be 

observed to move two limbs voluntarily in phase and they find it 

dlfticult to do otherwise (eg. Kelso el al. 1979; Kelso et al.. 1981; 

Klapp, 1981). It is not clear whelher the observed entrainment n f the  

two limbs' movements is purely motor, that is, whelhrr the molar plan 



is directing the limbs as one unit, while ignoring the kinesthetic 

information that arrives at the brain from the moving limbs. The 

kinesthetic information is also a potential driver for the limb 

movements. 

A punctate kinesthetic rhythm should arise when tapping the 

linger against a surface, for tapping gives rise to a clear sensation of 

contact, and finger tapping has commonly been one of the tasks in 

experiments on rhythmic movement (~hrlich,'1958; Klapp. 1979: 

Klapp, 1981; Klapp et al., 1985; Smith et el., 1986; Hary & Moore, 

1987). Tapping adds the signal from a punctate event to the array of 

kinesthetic information that is sent to the brain. This sensory-motor 

confound marks the work on simultaneous limb movements even when 

no tapping is involved, as in work b;. Kelso et al. (1981) and Scholz 

and Kelso (1989 and 1990). Normal movements elicit spindle firing in 

the muscles, and so give rise to afferent kinesthetic messages to the 

brain. Cutaneous and spindle afferent information could be employed 

by the brain to drive the rhythm of the movements. 

The solution to this dilemma would be to provide (external) 

rhythmic sensory information that conflicts with the internal rhythmic 

kinesthetic information arising from movement. If h e  rhythm of the 

externally introduced conflicting sensation is adopted, then sensation 

(whose source is external) can be said to drive movement rhythm, and 

kinesthetic information arising from me's own voluntary movement 



will not be the sole sensory driver of movcnlent rhylhnl. 

The separation of sensory and motor would bc valid cvm i f  Ihe 

conflicting externallv sunolicd rhythmic sensory infotn~alion is 

introduced kinesthetically. The main pain1 is lhat unless the erlernally 

imnosed sensorv rhvthm conflicts with thc inlcrnal kinesthetic rhvlhto. 

i t  is not possible to judge whether it is thc motor side o f  lhe human 

motor plan that drives the movement rhythm. or whcthcr sunsrrry 

information might be partly responsible for the patterned mavumcnt. 

Interpretation or much otherwise polcnlially rulcvsnt wark (cg. wark 

by Klapp and Kelso and their coworkers) is handicapped hy this 

ambiguity o f  ~nterpretation. h sum, it is not clear whcther the non- 

linear oscillatory character of movement is forged solely hy the malor 

side of the molor plan or by sensation as well. To address this 

problem, a stimulus rhythm that continuously changcs, taking a lrund 

different to that which the subject ptcfcrs, could servc cxperimenally. 

I f  i t  induces enlrainment o f  the subject's rhythm. then anc may claim 

that entrainment eharaetcrires the organization o f  movement. 

The second problem with studies or enlrainmcnl or l imh 

movements is lhat the experimenters commonly rcqucsl 3s part of fhc 

experimental task that the subjects synchronize thc movcmcnls o f ~ m c  

limb to an external rhythm (eg. Klapp, 1979: Klapp c l  al.. 1985: Hary 

& Moore, 1987; Scholz & Kelso, 1989 and 1990). or lo mavemcnls of 

anolher limb (eg. Kelso el al.. 1981). 11 is no1 possihlc to concludc that 



sensation is mcw& or necesJarilv relevant to motor organization if 

subjects have been specifically instructed to make it relevant. It is 

conceivable that rhythmic kinesthetic information might be ignored by a 

movement planner, particularly if the information can be vieued as 

irrelevant to the success of the current movement. A convincing 

argument for a role for kinesthetic rhythm in movement 

organization can be put forward only if kinesthetic rhythm is consulted 

either a) when it conflicts with the purpose of the subject, or b) when 

it is irrelevant to the success of the movement. It is for these reasons 

that hypothesis 4 was introduced into the thesis. 

8.3.2 Kinesthetic influences on rhythmic monosyllabic speech 

movement9 (hypothesis 3) 

Very little unambiguous information speaks to the hypothesis that 

speech movements entrain to a kinesthetic rhythm. The most 

informative work in this area has been conducted by Smith. McFarland 

and Weher (1986). Nonetheless, the same motor-sensory confound (see 

section 8.3.1) that pervades the work on limb movement organization 

also marks work on speech atficulalor organization, including that by 

Smith et al. Experiments that require subjects to repeat a monosyllable 

while moving a limb at the same (or at  a harmonically related) 

frequency cannot separate efferent and afferent (kinesthetic) influences 

on movement organization (eg. Smith et al., 1986), as explained above 



with reference lo limb movemea (section 8.3.1). 

Nonetheless, if it can be shown that a limb and the spucch 

aniculators can be moved simultaneously at different rates. then we 

have a strong argument against the & of nan-linear oscillatory 

organization, in either the motor or the sensory part of  the movement 

system. There is no evidence of  this from unpractised subjectr making 

rimultaneour limb movements (see section 8.3.1), but the eonelusion is 

less firm when speech articulators are the moving parts. 

Smith el al. (1986) and Kelso et al. (1983) have requestrd that 

their subjects repeat a monosyllable and move their finger at 

rates. Kelso et al. (1983) claim that their subjects entrain under these 

conditions, while Smith et al. (1986) remark that there is a tendency to 

entrainment, with the rate of preferred monasyllshle repetition bcing 

maintained, and the preferred rate of finger movement changing lo that 

of the speech (or to its multiples). 

In fact these remarks are open lo argument. In Kelso el a1.k 

(1983) Figure 7-10 , the synchronization of speech to finger movement 

is not clear, and the ratio of events is between 4 and 5 syllables to I 

fmger movement cycle. It is clear from Smith et al.'s data that thc ratio 

of the period of syllable repetition to that of the finger movements 

tends to be fairly close to a perfect integer ratio, which is oRen other 

than 1:l (synchrony), for example 2:I, 3:1, and even as high as 7: 1. 

but is not usually a perfect integer ratio. Smith et al. suggest quite 



appropriately that the coupling of the speech articulators to the Anger 

can be weak. This is the most relevant piece of information that the 

literature provides with respect to the nature of the entrainment that can 

be expected to arise in the speech experiments here. 

The rate of speech is possibly not maintained as strongly aa 

Smith et al. (1986) suggest. once simultaneous finger movement is 

begun. Table 2 in Smith e t  al. (1986) shows 3 of 8 subjects preserving 

their monosyllable repetition rate rather than their finger movement rate 

(or one of its multiples). The remaining 5 cases show considerable 

change in both finger and speech rates. 

It is worth remembering that in an assembly of non-linear 

oscillators, we should not expect fired dominance from one movxug 

system. such as the speech articulators (Kelso e t  al.. 1983). W e  might 

expect the f m c h  of the movement to dictate which moving parts 

should set the preferred rate, with the (temporarily) most important 

function setting the rate to which other moving parts become entrained. 

If this is so, then provided Ulat the function of speech is not vicwed by 

subjects as more important, the rate of speech should b e  changeable in 

such synchronization experiments. 

There have been no explicit tests of kinesthetic influences on 

speech rhythm, although Fry (1966) claimed that kinesthesis had a 

major role in controlling the timing of speech movements. 



8.3.3 Relative phase of kinesthetic rhythm to movement 

Results from the literamre tend lo bolster the relative phase 

relationships that characterize simultaneous limb movements (eg. 0% 

and 50%: Kelsa el al., 1979; Kelso el al.. 1981; Kelso. 1984: Scholr 

& Kelso. 1989 and 1990). 

With respect to simultaneous monosyllable repetition and limh 

movements, the most thorough paper in the field, by Smith et al. 

(1986). showed more variable relative phase values and Figure 7-10 of  

Kelso el al:s work (1983) on this topic docs not clearly show 

entrainment, and so detracts from Kelso et al:s claims about standard 

phase values (eg. 0% and 50%). There appears to be a very arong 

tendency for simultaneous limb movements to be synchronired (that is. 

to show 0% relative phase); the evidence is somewhat weaker for 

monosyllable repetition and finger movements, but is still evident. 

With respect lo Ihe main thesis, there is in any case no clcar 

evidence about which phase relationships should be expected if a 

kinesthetic rhythm &JE drives voluntary limb or speech movements 

(see section 8.3.1). 

8.3.4 Other sensory influenecs on rhythmic limh und speech 

movements 

There are no studies on the influence of externally introduced 

kinesthetic rhythms on organizing voluntary movement. The only 



information available comes from experiments using other sensory 

rhythms (other than kinesthetic). On logical grounds (see section 8.3.1) 

a sensory rhythm that conflicts with the subject's movement rhythm is 

required to address hypotheses 2 and 3. What we know about other 

sensory rhythms that conllict with the subject's rhythm of movement 

may suggest by way of analogy what to expect if a kinesthetic rhythm 

is externally introduced. 

Tasks are carried out more successfully by humans if external 

sensory information and consequent voluntary movement may be 

organized on a cycle. Humans can press keys and repeat syllables such 

that the speech sounds and the key presses are in phase with two 

simultaneously presented sequences of external sensory stimuli whose 

frequencies are harmonically related, for example, sequences of visible 

lights and audible [ones @lapp, 1979 and 1981; Klapp et al., 1985). In 

contrast. people have difficulty performing the same tasks if the 

external sensory stimuli have unrelated frequencies (Klapp, 1979 and 

1981; Klapp et al.. 1985). 

The disharmonious frequencies have a deleterious effect on 

perception. Recurring sensations arising from external events are most 

efficiently interpreted if they can be organized on a cyclic basis (Klapp 

el  al., 1985). We might then infer that -1ovement might be most easily 

planned if the bases, both sensory and motor, for all limbs were 

harmonically related. 



Studies on perturbation of rhythmic movements are germane to 

the thesis. However, they do not directly address the hypotheses herc, 

for  one cannot judge whether sensation drives a process i n  the normal 

case by observing that sensation may disrupt it. Nonetheless. 

experiments that pcrturb subjects' movement over valuable evidence 

thal speech movements are organized similarly lo limb movemcnts. md 

they indicate non-linear oscillatory principles for both movenlcnl types. 

Studies o f  perturbation introduce a sudden unpredictable 

resistance to the rhythmic movement of one of two synchronized limbs 

(or speech articulators). The patlern o f  movement o f  the other 

bLccated and synchronized) segment is also disrupted, usually o n  the 

same o r  the following cycle o f  movement (Folkins & Abbs. 1975: 

Kelso et al. 1981; Scholz & Kelso. 1989). Here the disruption is both 

sensory and physical. These results show that entrainment may be 

disrupted and reasserts itself, as could be expected in  a non-linear 

oscillatory system (see section 1.5.2) 

I t  has been claimed that the anomalous movement b y  the non- 

treated limb may be a farm o f  compensation for the unsuccessful 

planned movement by other perturbed limbs in  the synergy: this - 
conceivably might arise when movement cannot be conducted as 

planned i n  a non-linear oscillatory system aid the energy required to 

overcome a physical impediment by the slopped l imb is also gated 

through to other limbs in the same synergy (see Folkins & Abbs, 1975; 



Kclso & Tuller, 1983; Tye, Zimmerrnan & Kelso, 1983). 

This motor explanation receives some supporl from Craske & 

Craskc (1985 and 1986), whose findings imply that oscillatory 

processes can be directed to other, previously unmoving, limbs i n  a 

synergy by directing one's attention appropriately. Gating o f  energy to 

a l imb that is already moving should be possible, given that oscillation 

can be transferred lo a non-moving limb. 

I t  is plausible also to suppose that the kinesthetic afference 

arising from the physical pcrturbalion might elicit predictive adjustment 

lo the movement commands to the unperturbed limb, possibly at a low 

lcvel i n  the motor system, since recovery f rom disturbance to posture 

is known to be fast (Cordo & Nashner, 1982; Abbs, Gracco & Cole, 

:984). The motor plan allows for fast reactive correction to motor 

commands to a limb, and in  principle, should simultaneously allow 

predictivc adjustment to the commands lo move the next limb in the 

planned sequence (see Figure 1.3. Chapter 1 and accompanying 

discussion). 

Work on posture would lead one to expect fast predictive 

adjustment to be possible (eg. Cordo & Nashner, 1982). I n  many 

everyday circumslances, predictive adjustment would be very useful, 

for example, if a person stumbles w i th  one foot against a step, the 

other foot should not slumble against the step as well, resulting in  the 

body falling l a  the ground. However, the fact remains that more 



than one explanation for the pattern o f  recovery iroln cxpcrin~cov~l 

physical perturbation exists, one motor, one aficrent, and one thsc is 

both motor and afferent. 

The resulls from perturbation studies on m;mdiblc movcmunts (cg. 

Folkins & Abbs, 1976), simultaneous nlonosyllable rupulilian and fingcr 

movement (eg. Kelso & Tuller, 1983). and simullmeous finger 

movements (eg. Kelso el al., 1983) are similar. They are vrluihle hcrc. 

for they show that rhythmic limb and speech arliculalor movemen1 arc 

similarly disrupted by, and recover from, perlurhntian. Thosc lindings 

uphold the central thesis that speech movcmenl and nlhcr voluntury b<dy 

movements are K~anized similarly using nnn-linear oscillatory 

processes. 

8.3.5 Summary of evidence about the main hypotheses 

The main evidence is this: subjects find il difficull to mnvc two 

limbs simultaneously, or a limb and the speech articulators, unless the 

movements have the same period, o r  one segmcnt's pcriod is a muliiplc 

of the other's. The entrainment should have a sensory basis, given 

Klapp el  al:s (1985) finding that subjecls find it casier lo monitor twcr 

sequences of stimuli if they can be organized an a cyclc. Currently. 

most experimenlal reporh intertwine sensory and motor contributions lo 

molor organization, and commonly further confound the intcrprcvation ol 

results by instrucling subjects to make externally supplicd sensory 



information relevant. 

No experimental results have been found to contradict the 

hypotheses, yet the data from Le most reliable experiment on 

simultaneous monoryllable repetition and finger movement (eg. Smith 

et al.. 1986) unmistakably suggest that the coupling of speech 

movements to finger movements is not as powerful as the coupling of 

finger to finger movements. It should be the case in a non-linear 

oscillatory system that simultaneous movements are synchronized 

wilhin a certain range of frequencies; that is the crucial criterion in the 

classification of a moving system as having a "on-linear oscillatory 

character, questions of sensory or motot bases aside. 

It is possible that people award speech the greatest imporlance, 

even if it temporarily serves no communicative [unction, as would b e  

the case in Smith et al.'s experiment. Then it might be the case that 

people would tend to preserve the speech rate and not allow speech to 

synchronize to limb movements. This is a goal reason for requesting 

from subjects speech and limb movement in isolation, rather than 

simultaneously, given that the two functions might potentially compete 

for consideration as 'most important function', and thus the function to - 
preserve unchanged, relative to performance in isolation. 



8.5 The Driving Sensory Rhythm 

The hypotheses present new questions. It is not known what 

factors would permit a sensory rhythm to impinge upon the rhythm of 

movement. The md& of the sensory information relative to the 

function of the movement might or might not be imporlant. If one is 

monitoring the products of one's own movement, for example, listening 

to one's own piano playing, an external rhythm of sound, diffrrunt 

from the rhythm that one is playing, introduced into the audilory 

(monitoring) channel would seem to be a more plausible candidate fur 

modifying the movement than would be the same external rhythm 

i~~trcduced into some other sensory modality. The incompatible rhythm 

is relevant in that it usurps a channel normally important to success 1 

the task at hand, performance at the piano. The relative effects of 

presenting in different sensory channels sensory information that 

competes with, or replacer. the feedback from a concurrent motor task 

are not known. 

Studies of disruption of rhythm provide pertinent information 

althohoilgh_ they do not specifically address the hypotheses about 

entrainment (see section 8.3.4). Certainly, feedback in a relevant 

channel leads to interference in organizing movement. The debilitating 

disruptions in speech that ensue upon hearing one's own speech at a 

delay of about 200 ms (delayed auditory feedback; see Fairbanks. 
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1955) may hc pervasive hccause disruptive feedback about speech rhythm 

is prescned in a relcvant modality. We perccive speech by car, and the 

hnclion olspecch is to communicate by sound, which of course is also 

perceived a d  monitored aurally. Had the rhythm of the subjects' speech 

hcen presented lo them in r different modality, for example, as variations 

in the intensity of  light, thcrc might have been lcss disruption of the 

rhythm of their speech. 

Very lillle has been proposed about the essentizl qualities that a 

scnsory driver might have, if one exists. I suppose that entrainment 

should be induced b j  certain qualities of thc kinesthetic rhythm, in 

accorJance with the remarks in section 8.2.2 above. Two hypotheses can 

hc rnrmulaled. 

8.4.1 llypothesis 5: Punctate character of stimulus 

Past experiments have commonly used a simple, event-like 

stimulus, likc a metronome (eg. Klapp, 1979 and 1981; Hary & Moore, 

1987: Scholr & Kclso, 1989). This clean temporal character may be an 

csscnlial ingredient in driving a motor rhythm. Kincsthet:~ afference is 

probably not always tldy in this way. While contact with the skin may be 

punclalc or continuous, the afference from the moving limb is not likely 

a have an onlolf character. 



Hvoothesis 5 

If the temporal patlern of the driving rhythmic n~ovcaent 

must comprise clearly delineated punclate events, then kinesthetic 

sensations arising from a conlinuous brushing hackwards and 

forwards aver the skin should be a less successful drivcr than the 

kinesthetic sensations arising from a sequence of  sudden laps on ~ h c  

skin. 

8.4.2 Hypothesis 6: Sources of stimulus atTerence 

If afference from more numerous sources is present, then more 

sensation should result. Thc sensation might be more intense, or more 

convincing than if the afference arises from a single source. and so be a 

better driver. 

Hvwthesir 6 

A stimulus that elicils afferent information from numcrous 

sources should more forcefully drive the rhythm of a movement. 

h c & d  drive could result in long-lasting adherence by the moving 

subject to the stimulus rate, or entrainment directly in or out of 

~hase .  



8.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has reviewed the literature and formulated the 

hypotheses to be tested. Chapter 9 presents the hypotheses in 

experimental terms. Chapter 10 describes the methods used to test them. 

and Chapter 11 the rcsulls. Since the experiments are methodologically 

similar, and comparisons between their results important, it seemed more 

sensible la present them together, rather than devoting a chapter to each. 

as was done with the experiments in the first half of the thesis. 



CHAPTER 9 

EXPERIMENTAL FORhtULATION OF 

ENTRAINMENT HYPOTHESES 

The main aims of this chapter are to convert hypotheses 2 to 6 into 

a form that will permil experimental investigation and numerical analysis 

of the data that arise. 

9.1 Experimental Formulation of Hypotheses 2 and 3 

(Entrainment) and Consideration of Relative Phase 

It is appropriate to consider the effect of a rhythmic kinesthetic 

stimulus with a continuously changing period upon a subject's concurrent 

praduction of speech or limb movement at a rhythm that he prefers. This 

avoids the pitfalls outlined in Chapter 8. The kinesthetic stimulus rhythm 

should generally conflict with the subject's preferred period of 

movement, and be irrelevant lo the success at completing the movement. 

The logic behind the experiments is as follows: a rhythmic 

kinesthetie stimulus should cause the subject to change his limb or speech 

movements such that they entrain to those of the stimulus, or to a 

submultiple or multiple of the period of the stimulus cycle. Sh,. :ing that 

the subject's preferred period changes as predicted, namely, as the period 



of the stimulus movement changes, should be the clearest evidence of 

effect. This implies I'  at the subject must have established a preferred 

period of movement before the stimulus, which has a different period. is 

introduced. 

Now it is time to consider what should constilute evidence of 

entrainment, and what should not constiNte evidence of entninment. 1 

shall present the argument in terms of periodic subject and stimulus 

movement: the theoretical argument in erms of the actual tasks and 

stimuli used would be identical. 

9.1.1 Graphical presentation of hypotheses 2 and 3 (entrainment) and 

of the question of relative phase 

First, the subject's mean period of movement should become very 

similar or identical to that of thc stimulus after a certain period of 

exposure to the stimulus, and remain entrained for some time. To ensure 

that the subject's preferred period of movement differs from that of the 

stimulus, the stimulus period can be made to change continuously, 

following a trend opposite to that of the subject. The demonstration of 

entrainment will be fortified if the subject's movements remain entrained 

even though the stimulus period changes. This is represented by the 

transition in the subject's period from time (b) to time (c) to time (d) in 

Figure 9.1. 



Time 

Figure 9.1. Amplitude versus time plot or subject movement and 
stimulus movement showine entrainment. Solid line: subiect 
movement. Dashed line: sthulus movement. (a): su~ieciestablishes a 
preferred period of movement. (b): stimulus begins to move. (c): 
subject begins to entrain to stimulus rhythm. (d): subiea ceases to 
entrain. fe): subject continues to move, establishing a (new) preferred 
period. 

Figure 9.1 shows that after time (b). the subject is abandoning the 

period initially preferred at (a), and is slowing down in the presence of 



the slower stimulus. By point (c), the subject and stimulus period are 

becoming similar, and at the lime halfway between (c) and (dl the 

relative phase stabilizes at 50%. The subject's period continues to change 

with the stimulus period up to point (d), when the subject period remains 

unehangcd, as  the stimulus speeds up. After stimulation stops, the subject 

continues to move his finger until the preferred period has again 

stabilized (e). We should consider the behavior between (b) and (d) lo 

show a tendency to entrainment. 

A few words should be added about the format of Figure 9.1, for 

many of the graphs in the remainder of the thesis take this form. The data 

are presented in similar form to those in Figure 8.2. The period can be 

calculated as the interval between two successive peaks (see Enright, 

1981). In terms of movement, the peaks could represent maximum 

excursion; for example, the peaks in the subject's movement could stand 

for the bottom of the swing of the subject's finger (solid line peaks), and 

the peaks in the stimulus movement for the bottom of the trajectory of an 

object (a solenoid) that taps on the skin of the arm (dashed line peaks). 

The peak would be shown as occurring at the time at which the solenoid 

makes co_ntact with the arm. Thus, both continuous movement, such as 

swinging the finger, and stimulus movement that is experienced by the 

subject as punctate, such as the descent of an object to tap briefly on the 

arm, can be represented similarly and adequately for the purposes here. 

The method of picking peaks from continuous dala is described in 



Appendix 2. 

In the graphs of this chapter the units of time and smplilude arc 

largely arbitrary, and have been included only lo makc the derivation ol' 

Time 

Figure 9.2. Mean period versus time plot o f  the data shown in Figure 
9.1. Solid curve: subiect's movement. Dashed curve: stimulus 
movement.(a): subjGet's preferred period has hwn established. 0): 
the stimulus has commenced, and the whject's period is bednninc lo  
lengthen. (c): s u b i d  begins to entrain to stimulus rhythm. (d): 
sub$& begins to ;band& entrainment. (e): subject eitablishcs a 
(new) preferred period. 



thc pcrid-time graphs from the amplitude-time graphs more transparent. 

The information in the amplitude-time graph of Figure 9.1 can be 

morc compactly represented in a period-time graph, as Figure 9.2 shows. 

The period of the subject's movement alters under the influence of the 

stimulus movement within a limited range of periods. Mean period versus 

time plots will commonly bc used for data presentation in the remainder 

of the thcsis. In Figure 9.2 the subject period values in the middle section 

o l  the graph appear to lag those of the stimulus slightly. This was done to 

show thc two trends more clearly, and is not a theoretical necessity. 

Figures 9.1 and 9.2 illustrate the confirmation of hypotheses 2 and 

3. A rhythmic stimulus induces the subject to change the preferred period 

or her movement such that it becomes more similar to that of the 

stimulus. Moreover. the relative phase of the stimulus and subject 

movements is stable. 

9.1.2 The null hypotheses for hypotheses 2 and 3 (entrainment) 

Now it is necessary to have a clear idea of subject behavior that 

could refute the hypotheses of entrainment. There are several obvious 

possibilities. I f  the subject's rate of movement doer not change as 

predicted upon exposure to a stimulus with a contradictory rhythm, then 

it would be plain that entrainment was not occurring. This is shown in 

Figure 9.3. Either the subject maintains her initial rate (curve a), o r  her 



period of repetition continuously shortens (curve b) as that of thc stimulus 

(curve c) lengthens. 

4w 'I-? Time 

Figure 9.3. Plot showing lack of entrainment between subject and 
stimulus movement. Curve a: subject's preferred period does not 
change in the presence of a stimulus. Curve h: subjecl's preferred 
period takes the opposite direction to the stimulus period. Curve c: 
stimulus period. 

Figure 9.3 represents a number of important points. First, the mean 

periods of the subject and stimulus movements do not stand in an integer 



relationship. except b$hance. This can be readily seen from thc ratios of 

the subject to stimulus period in Table 9.1, which represents the graphical 

Table 9.1 Ratio of stimultls to subjeci period for the data in Rgure 
9.3. 

W. The letters (a). (b) and (c) refer to the curves in Figure 9.3. 

information of Figure 9.3 numerically. Perfect integer relationships 

characterize entrainment. Thus, hypothesis 2 (or 3), about entrainment, 

i$et in only one sample of five. Moreover, the relative phase is 

unstable.-If the subject and stimulus movement periods are not the same, 

their relative phase will vary. Figure 9.3 the11 demonstrates a first step in 

formulating the null hypotheses for the major hypotheses 2 and 3: If the 

mean period of the subject's movement does not change to become 



similar to that of the stimulus. then enlrainmcnt has not occurred (scr 

section 8.2.4). If entrainment does not occur, a stable rriativc phasc 

cannot arise either. 

:e;+ 
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Figure 9.4. Theoretical submultiple and multiple cases. a: sub,ject's 
period (half that of the stimulus). b: subject's period (double that of 
the stimulus). c: stimulus period. 



9.1.3 Submultiple and multiple relationships 

Submultiple relationships between the subject and stimulus periods 

o;ight also arise and should count as examples of legitimate entrainment. 

Two such cases are shown in Figure 9.4. The subject might entrain at 

double (curve b) or half (curve a) the stimulus period (curve c). As these 

multiple integer ratios of periods are theoretically possible, but have been 

reported only occasionally in the literature (eg. Kelso et al., 1983; Smith 

et a1.,1986), they are probably less common than the 1:l entrainment 

shown in Figures 9.1 and 9.2. 

9.1.4 Mean period versus frequency or amplitude 

I have presente:' 'he hypotheses in terms of periods in order to 

preserve in a transparent way the presence of &m wherever possible in 

the exegesis. Other workers, namely Smith et al. (1986), have presented 

their research in terms of frequency, or as amplitude variation over time 

(eg. Kelso et al, 1981; Kelso et al.. 1983). Amplitude versus time is not 

economical, particularly for graphical presentation, as is evident from a 

comparison of Figures 9.1 and 9.2. Frequency involves conversion of 

time to its inverse, and so is a less transparent measure. 

9.1.5 Assumptions about variablility of the period 

The forfeiture of the detail in amplitude-time plots in favor of mean 

period values has a price, namely, blindness to variability. The crucial 



assumption here is that the mean period of the subject's preferred pried 

of movement does not vary greatly. Unless this assunlption is upheld. thc 

mean period and the mean relative phase are misleading measures, os 

Figure 9.5. Case of lack of entrainment that would yield mean 
periods f i r  subject and stimulus movement and a mean relative phase 
wrongly implying entrainment. Solid curve: subject move-rent. 
Dashed curve: stimulus movement. 

Figure 9.5 demonstraw. It is possible for th. subject's period to vary 

greatly, producing a mean period value identical to that of the stimulus 



movement, and a mean relative phase of 25%. as Table 9.2 shows. 

Table 9.2. Mean periods and relative phase values for the data shown 
in Figure 9.5 

m. Order: order in the sequence of completed peak to peak intervals. 
The phase of the final peak in each interval of the subject's data is given 
relative to the enclosing stimulus period (see Appendix 3) in the relative 
phase column. 

In Table 9.2, the relative phase represents the time of occurrence 

of the peak in the subject's movement relative to the period of the 

stimulus aata. It can be seen from Figure 9.5 that the peaks in the subject 

movement occur alternately perfectly in phase (0%) and perfectly out of 

phase (50%) with the stimulus peaks. The perfect integer rclalionship 

behveen the mean periods of the subject and stimulus data over the full 



sample, and the mean relative phase of 25% would lead wrongly to the 

conclusion that the subject had entrained to the stimulus in the predicted 

way. Further dclails of relative phase and variance calculations are given 

in A,,pcndix 3. Ir, consequence, it will be necessary to verify that the 

variability ofthe period of the subject's movement is low, and that the 

relative phasc does no1 pattern in this way, before considering the null 

hypalhescs. 

9.1.6 Expected range over which entrainment occurs 

There are still a number of ambiguities lo be resolved. How does 

one know the range of periods within which to expect entrainment ? 

Smith et al. (1986) set their limits arbitrarily. If their subject's preferred 

frequency of movement changed to be within 25% that of the stimulus, 

thc dala were counted among the evidence for entrainment. On the other 

hand, Wendler (1974) showed that by driving one of a locust's wings 

externally, one could drive the rhythm at which a locust beats its 

remaining wings, but only within 15% of the preferred frequency of wing 

beating. 

Enright (1981) points out that decisions made by researchers in this 

field about what constitutes acceptable variability about a summary 

measure of rhythmic behavior are largely arbitrary. This point also holds 

good for decisions about the expected range within which entrainment 

should occur, although Enright does not go so far. The decisions about 



the expected range of the stimulus period that can induce entrainment arc 

usually based upon observation and common sense (eg. Kelso el 31.. 

1981; Smith et al., 1986; Scholz & Kclso, 1989 and 1990). 1 shall adopt 

the range of +I5% of the subject's preferred period as the approximale 

range over which entrainment is to be expected, as this is conservative 

with respect to the range over which entrainment was said to occur in thc 

literature that is closely relevant to the work here (ie. Smith et al.. 1986), 

and also seems appropriate on intuitive grounds. 

T o  be certain of determining the limits of the range of mlrainmcnt 

it was advisable to start the stimulus at a period oulside of *I55 of the 

subject's preferred period. Figure 9.2 shows the initial stimulus period to 

be  ionger than the subject's by 20% of the subject's prelerred period. 

9.1.7 Control conditions 

The natural tendency of the subject's movement is also a matter af 

concern. Subjects' preferred periods of movement may change naturally 

over time, even in the absence of experimental manipulation. 

Accordingly, a control condition was required to capture the subjects' 

preferred rate over the time that the experiment would take. 

The trend of the subject's preferred period of movement can be 

said to be influenced by the stimulus period only if, in absence of the 

stimulus, that trend fails to appear. Not only must the subject's preferred 

period be  seen to change in a predictable fashion in the presence of the 



stimulus, but the preferred period must fail to change in that fashion in 

the untreated case. Figure 9.6 illustrates this type of possible failure to 

entrain. 

Time 

Figure 9.6. Case of lack of entrainment: congruent control and 
experimental data. x: (experimental mndition) subject movement in 
the presence of an external stimulus, short dashes: the stimulus 
movement. long dashes: (control condition) subject movement in the 
absence of an external rhythmic stimulus. 

Although the trend in the subject's preferred period of movement 
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leaves the impression that entrainment has occurred after eompnrison to 

the stimulus period (curve x versus the stimulus curve), it is apparent 

upon inspection of control data gathered in absence of external 

stimulation, that in fact the subject might not have been influenced by 

t h ~ m u l u s  at all. The control condition then serves as a baselinu. Thus. 

a second null hypothesis with respect to hypotheses 2 and 3 ran bc 

formulated: If there is no difference in the trend of the subject's pnl'crrcd 

period of movement in the presence and in thc absence of an external 

stimulus, then entrainment has not occurred. 

In section 8.3, it was argued that any externally imposed rhythm 

should initially conflict with the subject's movement rhythm if subsequent 

synchronization of subject and stimulus movement is to be taken as 

proper evidence of entrainment. T o  ensure that subjects adopted a 

movement tale that was not influenced by the experimental sensorv 

rhythm, subjccrs needed to be permitted to settle on a preferred period 

before the externally supplied rhythm began. Initial intervals thus were 

required, during which subjects should not be exposed to an external 

rhythm, but would nonetheless move at their preferred period. These 

intervals.may be viewed as  control trials that accompany each 

experimental trial. 

The first interval permitted the subject to settle on  a preferred 

period of movement and allowed the experimenter to observe the 

subject's period and consequently to set the stimulus period to be 



different from the subject's. A similar final interval was also introduced. 

It allowed the experimenter to compare the change in the subject's period 

in the absence of a stimulus rhythm in the experimental and control 

conditions. This was not specifically required by the hypotheses or in 

light of previous literature, but was considered potentially useful, should 

unusual behavior be exhibited. 

9.1.8 Advantages of a gradually changing stimulus period 

Also important to testing the hypotheses was a gradually changing 

stimulus period. Entrainment in its fullest sense is a continuous coupling 

of two movements. Uninterrupted adherence to a rhythm is the 

most forceful evidence of the continuous nahlre of coupling. The adoption 

of an external frequency that is presented in increasing or decreasing 

steps (eg. Scholz & Kelso, 1989 and 1990) is a less sensitive indicator. 

The subject might dmg to change her movement rate when she is 

alerted to the noticeable stepwise change in the stimulus rhythm, and 

otherwise be uninfluenced by the rhythmic sensation. Then we could 

conclude that entrainment is not -, only w. 
Hqwever, if entrainment is only voluntary and the change in 

stimulus period is very gradual, then a lapse of attention on the subject's 

part should result in her movement rate showing a plateau as the stimulus 

rhythm changes. Thus, using a gradually changing stimulus period I 

should be able to discriminate more surely the degree to which 



entrainment is fundamental to the organizatton of nlovumcnt. If 

entrainment occurs when the subject does not atlcnd rloscly to the 

stimulus, a good case can be made for non-linear oscillation as an 

imponant factor in the organization of movement. 

Further, gradually changing Ihe stimulus period should more 

precisely sh-w the limits of the range of entrainment than chsnging the 

stimulus period in sieps may do. 

9.1.9 Enhancing the contrast betwcen the null and alternative 

hypotheses 

The inclusion of a control condition enhanced the contrast belwccn 

alternative and null hypotheses. Evidence in favor of the alternative 

hypotheses would be all the more powerful, if the subject entrained to the 

stimulus when the trend of the stimulus period took the noaosite directivn 

to the subject's natural trend. The experimental stimulus period was 

purposely altered in the opposite direction to the subject's natural w n d  in 

the control condition in order to demonstrate treatment effects more 

transparently. So, if a subject tended to slow down d during thc 

control condition, during the experimental conditions, the stimulus sped 

up. Thus, the data from an entrainment experiment should take thc form 

shown in Figure 9.7, if entrainment occurs, and the form shown in 

Figure 9.8, if entrainment does not occur. In Figure 9.7 the subject's 

period in the experimental condition follows that of h e  stimulus closely. 
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Figure 9.7. Data confirming the experimental hypotheses. long 
dashes: control condition. short dashes: stimulus. x: experimental 
condition, subj& movement. 

and contrasts sharply with that of the control condition, while in Figure 

9.8 the subject's period mimics that of the control condition, and does not 

follow the stimulus trend. 

There is no guarantee that subjects will produce a linear control 

trend, or even the same curvilinear trends. In Figures 9.7 and 9.8 the 
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Figure 9.8 Data confirming the null hypotheses. long dashes: control 
ccndition. short dashes: stimulus. x: experimental condition, su4iecl 
movement. 

control trends have been shown as curvilinear, because generally lherc 

are changes in the direction of the trend of the period across samples. 

even though overall, a consistent direction (lengthening or shortening of 

the period) is plain. It is not possible to specify the trend of the subject's 



period in the control condition a priori. In consequence. the control 

trends shown in the figures of this chapter are fundamentally arbitrary. 

They are presented because they illustrate important possible and 

probable trends, based on pilot work. 

It is worth noting that a limiting control trend for any experiment is 

a horizontal line. I speak of the control trends as having a &w&n (see 

section 9.2.31. Direction is delermined by the difference behveen the 

subject's initial and final period in the control condition. If the subject's 

final period is shorter than her initial period in the control condition, then 

the direction of the control trend is referred to as downward, and the 

stimulus period will be set to lengthen over the course of the experiment. 

If the final period is longer than the initial period, then the stimulus 

period will be made to shorten over the experiment. Thus, a value of no 

difference between initial and final subject periods In the control 

condition is the limiting value for a control trend, given a stimulus that 

lakes a particular direction (lengthening period, for example). This is 

represented as a straight line where relevant (for example, in Figure 9.9). 



9.2 Numerical Formulation of Null Hypotheses uhout 

Entrainment 

Let us now give numerical form lo the null hypothcscs about 

entrainment (hypotheses 2 and 3). 1 shall refer to the cast whcrc the 

stimulus and subject period are of the same order. hut thc arguments also 

are valid for submultiple and multiple relationships. 

It is well worth noting that statistical tests for the exisancc of 

entrainment do not exist in the behavioral literature (rg. Kelso et. al.. 

1983; Smith el al.. 1986; Baldissera. Cavalleri. Marini & Tassonc. 

19911. Smith el al. (19861 present mean frequency ratios and their 

standard deviations (per subject per experiment), a practice similar to that 

whlch I shall follow in the Results section (Chapter 11). except I use a 

measure based on period ratios. They do  not conduct any inferential 

statistical tests on their data, because the data are not susceptible to such 

tests. The problems with variability that I encounter in this area am 

similar to theirs. and I outline them below. 

While Kelso and co-workers conduct inferential statistical tests (cg. 

Kelso et al.. 1981; Scholz & Kelso. 1989 and 1990). they instruct 

subjects to adopt a particular pattern of entrainment to a stimulus (their 

control condition), administer a treatment, and then look for changes in 

the pattern. By instructing subjects, they eliminate the potential variability 



that is problematic hpre, and so are in a better position to conduct 

inferential tests, but at the same time they have lost the logical ground for 

claiming that entrainment is natural, rather than forced, a sacrifice that I 

am unwilling to make. 

Other authors have presented their data as frequencies, whereas I 

present periods. There is a some difference between dealing with a 

number and its inverse, but no researcher has claimed that frequency. 

rather than period, must be the relevant measure. Consider Wendler's 

(1984) figure o f f  15% for the range of frequencies over which 

entrainment occurs. A subject with a preferred period of 1603 ms moves 

at a frequency of 1 Hz: 15% of that defines a range from 0.85 to 1.15 

Hz. This range translates to a range in period of 1176 ms to 869 ms 

( I N 1  + 176. -131 ms). The resulting average deviation about {OM) ms is 

153 ms. The range of 4 1 5 %  of the period would be 1OOO ms &I50 ms. 

which is virtually identiial to the average deviation in frequency d 

&IS% about 1 Hz. I have chosen a symmetrical range about the period, 

since the period is a more basic measure. Frequency, if I were to use it, 

would have to be derived from the period. I could find no theoretical 

grounds for preferring frequency. 



9.2.1 Null hypothesis (a) about entrainment: subjecl period in the 

experimental condition versus stimulus period. 

The relationship between the stimulus period and the subject's 

preferred period should be Wcmd from a perfect illleger relationship. 

except by h m x .  

Two concepts, not entrained (with respect to difference between 

periods from a perlect inteser relationship) and &KS, requin: numerical 

formulation. The control trend of the subject's period is crucial to the 

question of &mw in particular. 

The numerical definition of not entrained is imponant, but to some 

extent arbitrary. Smith et 31. (1986) imply that for the stimuha 2nd 

subject periods, only ratios differing by more than +25%, constitute 

behavior that is beyond the limits of normal variability for entrained 

behavior. Periods related as 1:l.Z would be treated as entrained, under 

Smith et al.'s definition. This range is, in my opinion, too liberal to be 

admissible. Two data sets whose periods differ by 25% do not have the 

appearance of being influenced, one by the other, or by a common drive. 

I shall restrict the label W&ed to cases where the subject and stimulus 

periods differ by less than *lo%, casting as not entrained the remainder 

of the field. This way, it is quite unlikely that entrainment should be 

imputed to occur when in f&ct it does not. 

There is a point of potential confusion: the limits within which 

entrainment should arise. I have suggested (section 9.1.6) that 



entrainment should ensue when the stimulus frequency is within k l J %  of 

the subject's preferred frequency (or of one of ih multiples). Clearly, it 

wouid not be possible to judge whether entrainment is or isn't occurring 

when the two periods differ by IS%, if the difference between periods 

that we permit in the definition of entrainment is greater than a 15% 

difference between the stimulus and subject periods. The difference 

between subject and stimulus periods that can be attributed to normal 

variability in entrained periods rn7,st be less than the difference in periods 

at the limits within which entrainment is likely to arise. So a 25% 

difference in periods (as in Smith el al., 1986) would be too generous an 

allowance for variability, given the range within which I expect 

entrainment (15% about the preferred frequency). A difference between 

periods of less than 10% seems suitable. 

Defining the chance of the occurrence o: a particular trend in the 

experimental period relative to an standard control trend is not possible in 

numerical terms, because the shape of the conhol condition cannot he 

restricted on theoretical grounds (see section 9.1.7). 

The most sensible way of coping with the possibility of these 

curvilinear control trends is to abandon the traditional methods of luoking 

at average counts or values based on single points, and instead to 

consider a succession of points. 

The event of interest here is the occurrence of ratios of the subject 

to the stimulus periods differing from unity by less than 10%. (The ratios 



of I:I and 1:l.l differ by 0.1 (1.1 - I), and so by 1 0 s . )  By chance. two 

samples in succession might produce data within the limits (10% 

difference in mean period) that I allow for possible variability in 

entrained data, but three sampies in succession should not do so, unless 

entrainment truly is occurring. (It is possible theoretically. but the 

curvilinearity observed in pilot work control conditions was usually 

shallowly curvilinear, not deeply so. See Figure 9.10 and accompanying 

discussion below.) It was decided to check subjects' control data to verify 

that they did not produce curvilinear control data so sharply curvcd as to 

refulz this assumption. 

The three samples in succession that should show entrainment are 

those taken when the stimulus and first (control or experimental) subject 

periods differ by less than 15%, that is, the samples taken at the times 3. 

4 and 5 in Figures 9.7 and 9.8, representing stimulus versus initial 

subject period differences of -lo%, 0% and 10%. The maximum absolute 

difference between subject and stimulus periods that we should see over 

these three samples if entrainment is truly occurring is 20% (absolute 

value of -1096, plus 0, plus lo%), based on Figure 9.9. This is shown by 

the ratios for the limiting linear control trend c' in Table 9.3. 

Figure 9.9 represents the circumstances in which a stimulus whose 

period lengthens is required. Only control conditions showing a 

downward (shortening) trend will require a stimulus that rises (whose 
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Figure 9.9. An illustration of the null hypothesis: stimulus versus 
subjeft period. c and c' are two possible trends for the subject period 
in the control (or experimental) &ndition. 

period lengthens). Thus horizontal c' is an example of a limiting control 

trend. Curve c provides an example of the maximum range that is 

expected. In pilot work, the range of the subject's period in the control 

condition usually did not exceed L2W ms of the initial preferred period. 



In Figure 9.9, the stimulus and subject periods approach each other 

closely only where they cross. If the subject and stimulus movumcnls art. 

sampled a total of five times (when the stimulus period differs frani the 

initial subject period by -2O%, -105, OW, 10% and 20%: times 2, 3. 4. 

5 and 6, respectively, on the graph), then in only one of five cases should 

we expect, based on the control trend, to have a ratio of subjcct to 

stimulus period equal to unity. The actual ratios that would be oblrinud 

from this data are given in Table 9.3. 

Table 9.3 Trends eanfirming the null hypothesis. Ratios for the data 
shown in Figure 9.9. 

The ratios of I.1:I and 0.9:1 for samples at times 3 and 5 mean hat 

there is in each case a 10% difference between subject and stimulus 

period. At time 4 there is no difference between the periods, for the ratio 
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Figure 9.10. The curvilinear control trend (c"). 

is I:I. Summing the differences over the 3 poinls, we obtain 20%. Note 

that a control trend that has the shape actually expected (based on pilot 

work), namely c in Figure 9.9. will yield a total greater than 20% if the 

the null hypolhesis is accepted. For curve c, the only sample that 

provides a ratio that connotes entrainment is that taken at time 4. The 



other four ratios are different from unity from more than 0.1, which 

results in a greater difference than 20% between subject and stimulus 

period over the three middle samples. 

If the null hypothesis is lo be accepted, the three experimental 

samples obtained at times when the stimulus period is set to differ from 

the firSI sample of the subject period by 10% (2 samples) or not at all (I 

sample) should yield ratios between the subject and stimulus period that 

Table 9.4. The ratios in the data shown in Figure 9.10. 

differ from unity by less than 20% in total. If the difference in the ratios 

is less than 20% over the three points, then I shall have good grounds for 

claiming that entrainment occurs (see Enright, 1981). This formulation 

requires that curvilinear control condition trends be checked for the shape 

and steepness of slope (see sections 11.1.1 and 11.1.2). Particularly, 

control trends must be checked to verify that Uley do not assume the form 



shown in Figure 9.10, which would vitiate the null hypothesis as 

presented here. In Figure 9.10, more than one sample of the two periods, 

those at times 4 and 5, will yield a ratio that meets the entrainment 

criteria of less than 10% difference, as Table 9.4 shows. 

9.2.2 Null hypothesis (b) about entrainment: subject period in the 

experimental condition versus stimulus period. 

A second possibility that must be considered is that entrainment 

might occur over three points other than the central three. This occurred 

in pilot work, and so should be investigated. As argued above, it will be 

important to investigate a sequence of data, so three samples in 

succession again will serve. To be acceptable, the difference from a 

perfect integer ratio of periods must be less than 10%. If any three 

samples in succeSSiPB should show a difference in subject and 

stimulus periods that is less than 1056, then this would also seem to be 

reasonable grounds for claiming that entrainment is occurring. There are 

no cases where this condition is met in the null hypothesis data shown in 

Tables 9.3 and 9.4. 

As a OUU hypothesis, then, for any three samples in succession of 

the five experimental data, the difference between the subject and 

stimulus periods in each sample should be 10% or greater. The sequence 

of three ratios with the lowest values will represent each subject in each 

condition. For both null hypotheses outlined above, a simple count of the 



number of subjects per condition whose dala refute the null hypothesis 

will be conducted. & ssubjecls should show evidence of mlrainmenl by 

accident, for I have defined entrainment narrowly, so that by accident. it 

should not arise. 

In this, I heed the admonitions of Enright (1981). Hc argues that 

hypotheses about entrainment are most appropriately couched as  logical 

arguments against the arising of entrainment at all. His arguments rely 

upon entrainment taking a very specific predictable form that would 

seem, intuitively, very unlikely to arise by chance. If the expected 

behavior in the experimental condition can be clearly defined, then the 

difficulty of defining an average expected behavior in a control condition 

is not problematic for conclusions based on logic. There is no point in 

definlng the expected behavior in the control condition for the 

experiments here on any basis other than pilot work, which has simply 

shown that excursions of more than 200 ms from the initial period arc 

unlikely. 

Obviously, the method of calculating ratios will be extremely 

imporlant to the analysis. This is described in Appendix 3 in detail. 

9.2.3 Null hypothesis about stimulus effect congruence of diredion 

test. 

If we were lo accept the null hypothesis, the M of the period in 

the control condition and that in the subject's experimental data should be 



the a. 

The pattern of the length of the period, hat is, lenthening or  

shorlening, is the matter of interest. Pilot work showed that subjects' 

initial preferred periods could vary considerably across days, by as  much 

as ZM) ms. However, subjects did tend to repeat a pattern. For example. 

a subject who started moving at a fast rate (short period) and then slowed 

over several minutes tended to repeat this behavior. The trend of the 

subject's period tends to translate to higher or lower starting values 

across days. The subject cannot undergo the experimental and control 

conditions simultaneously, and so some difference in the control and 

experimental data from each subject is likely. 

The dkcticg of change of period will he used as the way of 

quantifying the term sgme. If the control and experimental trends assume 

the same shape, then the same pattern of lengthening (positive slope or 

direction) and shortening (negative slope or direction) of the period 

should characterize both the experimental and control data. Looking at 

direction of change in period at once eliminates the need to consider the 

translation in the trend across sessions, and allows for the occurrence of 

curvilinear trends. I expected the number of positive and negative 

changes in the period to be the same in the control and experimental 

conditions. Figure 9.11 illustrates this formulation graphically.Let us 

suppose that I samples of the subject's movement are taken at the regular 

intervals. At the end of the first interval (points (a) and (a')) and at the 
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Figure 9.11. Comparing control and experimental data that confirm 
the null hypothesis. x: experimental data. (a): end of first intervnl 
(time of seeond sample) of experimental data. (a'): end of lirst 
interval of control data. 

end of all subsequent intervals, it is possible to say whether thc pcriod 

has lengthened or shortened over the interval. In Figure 9.11 it has 

lengthened before (a), and also before (a'). 



To accept the null hypathesis, intervals in the two data sets should 

show the same overall direction of period change, as is indeed the case 

hcre. Each subject can be given a score for the number of intervals 

showing the same direction of change as the overall trend in the control 

condition, out of the total possible, and these scores may be submitted to 

stalistical analysis. 

The overall trend of the control condition is downward in Figure 

9.11, since the period at the 7th sample is shorter than that at the 1st 

sample. Both the control and experimental data shown in Figure 9.11 

would receive a score of 4 out of 6, for the 4 intervals showing an 

decrease in period out of a total of 6 intervals. The difference behveen 

the scores, subtracting the score for the experimental data from the score 

for the control data, is 0. This indicates congruence of trend behveen the 

control and experimental data. This test is referred to as the mngumcg 

of direction test. It tests the extent to which the direction of the 

experimental data is congruent with that of the control data. Under the 

null hypothesis, there should be no difference between a subject's score 

for the control condition and that for the experimental condition. If the 

average difference in scores is statistically different from zero, then there 

will be statistical grounds for proposing that the rhythmic stimulus has 

produced an effect. A trend in period which is unlike that of the control 

will be more like that of the stimulus period, for the stimulus perid will 

be set to take the opposite direction to that of the control trend. 



I t  seemed reasonable lo prcsumc a normal dislriht~lion for thu 

scores, and so repeated measures regression and ! (cs~s could he csrricd 

out an these data. 

9.2.4 Consideration of relative phnse 

A priori, relative phase values from 0 to 99% shouhl occur mluolly 

often in  the entrained data. However, therc is a wcalth ufc~npir icr l  

findings showing a disproportionalc occurcncc o f  rulalivc phasc vsluuh 01 

0, 25, 50 and 75% in entrainment experiments. 

The besl way of invcsligating relative phase is hy inspecting 

hislogrdms of relative phase valucs. Most slalislical mcthals cannot hu 

used because they presume indepcndcncc of ramplus. Herc, il is la hc 

expected that some sub,iecu should cntrain more often than olhcrs, or 

over a greater range of periods. Thus, suhjcms will probahly he 

unequally represented in  the entrained data from which mlalivc pQse w i l l  

be calculated. Sampling cannot he said lo  be indcpcndcnt. 

Nonetheless, in the histograms we should bc able lo scc which 

values o f  rclalive phase arc most common. A rclalive phasc valuc might 

vary naturally to some extent. This may bc inferred from Ehrlich's 

(1958) study of entrainment, i n  which subiecls wen: instrurtcd to cnlrnin 

to a series of stimuli whose period increased or dccrcased. Based an his 

results, I calculate the relative phase o f  the suhject to thc stimulus period 

to vary naturally by approximately 5% o f  thc stimulus period. Hcm, lhcn 



I shall consider relative phase values, lor example 0 8 ,  k5. 

The relative phase values that so commonly surface in the empirical 

literature, O%, 2546, 50% and 75%, might be expected to occur 40% of 

the time just by chance (relative phase values of 0% k5, 25% k5, 50% 

+5,  and 75% &5). If the relative phase values W) of 0%. 25%. 50%. - 

and 75% characterize 70% or more of the entrained data. then I would 

consider my resulls to concur with previous findings that show 

entrainment to occur. 

It has been demonstrated (section 9.1.2) that entrainment is a 

prerequisite to considering relative phase. Thus, the investigation will 

follow steps. The first is to establish that entrainment arises, and the 

second, to examine the particular form that it takes, that is, to ses which 

values of relative phase tend to arise. 

9.2.5 Remarks about the null hypotheses 

It should be clear from the above that inferential statistical 

treatments cannot be applied to much a1 the data. First, my interest is not 

in individual. independent samples that may produce average values. The 

average values are not important; only Ihe ~ !L I  can be said to have 

meaning. Even with summation over a succession of samples, difficulties 

arise, due mainly to the multitude of shapes that the control condition 

data may take. Summing over a curvilinear trend also produces 

meaningless averages. Summing across subjecU is problematic, for some 



subjects may entrain at 2:l period ratios. and others at 13 .  Average 

values taken there wouid obhscate the pattern. 

The counting measures that I have proposed wiii not unveil the 

richness of the data; much of interest will be ignored by these tests. 

Therefore it seemed wise also to carry out investigations that wouid not 

necessarily lead to statistical tests, but would nonetheless enlighten. The 

ideal method of analysis here is to submit the data from subjects in each 

experiment to individual anaiysis. This will be dose. 

9.3 Hypotheses about Instruction, Task and Stimulus 

Type (Hypotheses 4, 5 and 6) 

9.3.1 Hypothesis .I: instruction 

It became clear in Chapter 8 that subjects should not be instructed 

to entrain. The implications of entrainment for motor organization are 

only strong if entrainment arises spontaneously and when it would be 

possible to organize other behavior instead. Accordingly, the instructions 

to subjects were to perform movements such tho1 they were comfortable. 

NO instructions were given about the regularity or lack of regularity of 

movement, or about any movement rate. It was stressed only that the 

subject's movement or repetition should always be comfortable. Also. 

subjects were not informed that the period of the imposed rhythm would 



change. 

9.3.2 Hypothesis 5: punciate versus wntinuous stimulus 

In Chapter 8, 1 asked whether a sequence of regular, well-defined 

punctate events might drive the subject's period of movement more 

forccfully than would a sequence of regular, gradual changes in a 

continuous stimulus. We might see a longer-lasting adoption of the 

stimulus period, or entrainment mure directly in or out of phase, or a 

larger change in movement rate. 

I selected different types of kinesthetic rhythm to test. Accordingly, 

a rhythm of pwmc taps on the skin at regular intervals ( t h e w  

rhythm) and a rhythm of continuous brushing backwards and forwards on 

the skin of Ule forearm (the bwb rhythm) was used. The brush changed 

its direction of brushing at regular intervals. To conclude, I expected to 

see more evidence of entrainment from the solenoid treatment than I did 

from hhe brush. What counts as evidence for entrainment has been 

defined above (section 9.2). The solenoid treatment should produce more 

perfect or near perfect integer ratios of subject to stimulus period and 

yield a larger difference in scores between experimental and control data 

for the congruence of direction test, in comparison to the brush treatment. 

Relative phase in the two conditions can be investigated by inspecting 

histograms. 



9.3.3 Hypathesls 6: stimuli that elicit afference from one a s  apposed 

t o  multiple sourns 

In Chapter 8 I propased that a stimulus that clicits affcrcnl 

information from numerous sources should morc forcefully drive the 

rhythm of a movement, compared lo a stimulus that produccs al'fcrcnrr 

from one source. 

Two types of stimulus were chosen to test this hypothesis. A lie111 

brushing back and forth on the skin should elicit afrerencc from only onc 

source, the skin (the hmb condition). Externally irmaul movclnenls o i  

the arm, on the other hand, should produce affcrenl encil;ltion fruni a 

variety of kinesthetic sources (the arm condition). Thc affcrcnce wising 

regularly here would be rich: cutaneous afference due to skin slrclcll at 

the elbow, spindle afference due to muscular stretch in thc biceps nnd 

triceps, excitation of joint receptors, and afference from thc tendon 

organs due to stretch of the tendons. The richer harrage of  information 

from the arm, compared to that from the bmsh, should more pawcrfblly 

influence the brain. 1 expected to receive more evidcnec of cnlrainment 

from the arm treatment than from the brush. Data from the imposed arni 

movement experiment should show mare evidence of inlcgcr ratios of 

subject to stimulus period, and larger positive scorcs on thc congrucncc 

of direction test, compared to data from the brush expcrimcnt. 

It is important that the brush and treatments bc similar in 

certain respects, specifically, they should both involve continuous 



stimulation. The latter requirement is not in doubt for the brush, but the 

arm treatment requires a few words of clarification. 

I propose to fix the subject's upper arm in one position, and 

alternately to abduct and adduct the subject's forearm about the elbow in 

a horizontal plane (see section 10.2.5). The kinesthetic stimulation that 

would arise from these cyclic arm movemenlr is probably continuous 

over each half cycle of movement for half of the musculature and skin. 

To be specific, the stretch of skin, of opposing muscles and tendons, 

which gives rise to afference, occurs only over one half of the cycle of 

movement. For example, when the arm is flexed about the elbow, the 

triceps is stretched, and the skin at Ihe inside of the joint is slack. When 

the arm is extended, the biceps is stretched, and the skin at the inside of 

the joint is taut. Thus, d. stimulation is continuous, even if 

particular muscle spindles are silent for half of each cycle of movement. 

9.3.4 Finger movement versus spwh movement 

The thesis is that speech and finger movement should be similarly 

organized. Thus, the results from the experiments that involved limb 

movement will be compared to those that involved speech movements. 

Under the a h m i y e  hypothesis, the congruence of direction tests 

described in section 9.2.3 should yield similar effects for the finger and 

speech. The null hypothesis is that the effects should differ. D would not 

be acceptable statistical practice to entettain a null hypothesis of 



difference here. Thus, lhe discussion of this topic with respect lo the data 

will be founded on logical, rather than statistical grounds. 

9.4 Task Function, Form and Measurement 

The thesis is that organizing speech and other body movements 

follows similar principles. It then makes sense to consider the type o l  

speech and body movements upon which this analogy rests, as far as the 

experiments are concerned. The functions of the two tasks from the point 

of view of the subject should be comparable, and the aspects that arc 

measured by the experimenter should also be comparable for the 

hypotheses to be fully legitimate. 

The common experimental tasks in the field of entrainment study 

are voluntary continuous oscillation of n limb or segment, usually the 

index finger (relevant for hypothesis 2), and repetition of a monosyllable 

(relevant for hypothesis 3). First I consider finger movemenls and then 

nlanosyllable repetition. 

9.4.1 The finger movement task 

It was important to reduce the amount of afferent information 

arising from the subject's movement that might be used to formulate a 

kinesthetic rhythm. For this reason, finger swinging was used rather than 

tapping (see arguments in section 8.3.1). 
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Continuous finger movement up and down in a vertical plane can 

furnish a straightforward example of oscillation, like that pictured in 

Figure 8.1, and should be most economically organized using oscillatory 

processes. 

9.4.2 Thc monosyllable reptition tazk 

Speech has been explored in experiments on entrainment (eg. Kelso 

et al.. 1983: Smith el al.. 1986j, always in the form of monosyllable 

repetition. This task is also of interest here because subjects should retain 

the speed and complexity of speech movements shown in normal 

communicative speech. At the same time, their rhythm of speaking should 

not be influenced by linguistic factors, for example, by the use of stress 

(accent) on words to convey their importance in a message, or alternation 

of stress between stressed and unstressed syllables. 

Monosyllable repetition should be a more complex task than 

continuous finger movement. Movements must be made by more 

segments and organs, estimated to number at least 70 (Gracco & Abbs, 

1986). and including at least the mandible, tongue and the cartilages 

attached to the vocal cords. 

One might ask, why not make subjects move the speech articulators 

without requiring speechlike behavior ? When people raise and lower the 

jaw without speaking, the movements describe an oscillation similar to a 

sine wave (Ortry, Cooke & Munhall, 1987), as is also found when people 



speak (Folkins & Abbs, 1975). However, this type of rcrluest ducs not 

necessarily elicit fast coordinated movenlenls of  many aruculntors all sl 

once, which is whal makes organizing speech mavcnlcnls such a 

demanding and interesting proposition, aside from the queslion of 

planning the linguistic aspects of  speech. With spccch. one can bc ccridin 

that numerous articulators are moving simultaneously in coordinalcd 

fashion. 

9.4.3 Comparability of  speech and finger tasks 

The tasks of finger movement and monosyllablc repctilion used 

here are comparable in that they do not servc any usual lunclion in 

everyday life, and lhey generally yield approximalcly isocllrnnot~s 

rhythms, even in isolation (eg. Kelso el al.. 1981; Fawlcr, 1983; Kclstr ct 

al., 1983: Smith et al., 1986; Scholz & Kelso, 1989). 

Past work suggests that the generally preferred ralc of  volunlary 

rhythmic movement should be in general about I acl per 0.5 see. with a 

range i n  period (across people) of  0.2 sec lo 2.0 sec, lor bolh spccch and 

finger movements (based on data from Smilh ct al., 1986). The cffece of 

a kinesthelic rhythm on the rates of monosyllablc repctilion and lingcr 

movement should be directly comparable. 

Restriction to the simple rhylhm of a succession or monosyllables 

sharply limits the scope of any findings. I t  offers no ground for spccilic 

inferences about Ihe way purposeful, fluent natural spcech is orgmiaed. 



although it may suggest basic principles that deserve future consideration 

in discussion of fluent speech. 

9.4.4 Measurement 

There is one important theoretical question about measurement that 

needs to be addressed. I intend to measure similar aspects of the finger 

and speech movement tasks. It is legitimate to wonder how this can be 

done, if for Anger movement, the moment of attaining a particular finger 

position (the bottom of the movement cycle) is recorded, while for the 

speech task, sound is recorded. Why is the type of measurement not 

uniformly applied, and how do these two methods produce results that 

can be compared ? 

The main reason that speech movements are usually not measured 

in the same fashion as body movements (eg. Kelso et al., 1981: Kelso et 

al., 1983; Smith et al., 1986) is the relative inaccessibility of the speech 

articulators, although this is rarely admitted. Only the mandible is easily 

accessible for measurement. Ostry et al. (1987) observed that gestures of 

the mandible were similar in speech and non-speech movements, but 

evidence of this kind is rare. It is particularly difficult to observe vocal 

cord movement. 

The measurement devices that have been used to measure tongue 

movement are either potentially harmful to the subject (eg. 

cinefluorography, Tye et al., 1983) or record a limited range of 



movement (eg. ultrasound shows the height of only the back of the 

tongue, Ostry. Keller & Parush. 1983; Oslry et al.. 1987). Both devices 

presume relatively stable head poslure from the subjects, and for that 

reason are not suitable to entrainment experiments, where other body 

parts move simultaneously with the speech organs, and head movemcnls 

occur naturally. 

Most researchers have opted to record speech, on the tacit 

assumption that important measurable aspecls of the speech arise from 

particular movements, or phases of movement of the speech articulators 

(eg. Kelso & Tuller, 1983; Kelso et al., 1983; Smith et al., 1986). This 

is a largely justifiable assumption in the normal case. Forcing air through 

a certain vocal tract configuration will result in a particular pattern of 

amplified frequencies that correspond to particular speech sounds, like [ul 

or [bol (see List of Abbreviations). 

A particular vocal tract configuration is achieved by moving the 

speech articulators appropriately relative to each other. For example. to 

produce the syllable mu], the mandible rises and the lips close. The lips 

then abruptly open, releasing the air pressure that has built up behind 

them, and the vocal cords begin to vibrate, producing the plosive [bl 

sound. While the lips are opening, the back of the tongue rises toward the 

soh palate, and the lips are kept forward and rounded. As long as this 

posture is maintained and sufficient air flows through the oral cavity, [ul 

will continue to sound. Frorn the speech sound in the types of 



monosyllables used here one can presume the relative postures of the 

speech articulators lo a considerable extent. 

Many workers look at the integrated speech waveform or the 

smoothed and rectified acoustic signal (eg. Kelso et al., 1983: Smith et 

al., 1986). Maximum acoustic energy (a derivative of amplitude) of the 

vowel has commonly been the measure used in studies of timing and 

rhythm in simple speech as well (Morton. Marcus & Frankish, 1976; 

Fowler, 1983). 1 use maximum smoothed and rectified intensity, a 

derivative of amplitude. 

The time of maximum displacement of the finger and the lime of 

maximum amplitude of the vowel are the events of interest here. The 

maximum amplitude of the vowel can be taken to stand for the adoption 

of a relatively consistent and stable tongue posture that lasts behveen 80 

and 250 ms, as the tongue articulates the stressed vowel. The maximum 

amplitude of vowel sound serves as an approximate correlate of the shape 

and position of the tongue in the mouth. In the example above, the back 

of the tongue should be high when the sound [u] is at its loudest. 

Provided that no unusual objects or  perturbations are introduced into the 

subject's mouth during speech, the measurement of sound and 

presumption of corresponding movement and/or position should be valid. 

Thus, just as the maximum displacement of the finger can be 

considered to be a cyclic event, so the maximum amplitude of the vowel 

can indicate the adoption of a stable posture by the tongue, and should 



also be a cyclic marker. 

In this study, the time at which the finger reachrd the bottom of 

its swing was recorded. Informal observation of people repeating a 

monosyllable while swinging the linger showed that speech tended to 

coincide with the bottom of the swing. Kelso el al. (1983) present 

evidence of subjects alternately choosing the top and botlom of the swing 

within a sequence as the basis for synchronization, and so the dccirion is 

to some extent arbitrary. 



CHAPTER 10 

ENTRAINMENT EXPERIMENTS: METHODS 

The aim of this chapter is to describe the methods of 

experimentation and data analysis. Before proceeding to the description of 

the methodology, let us review the basic design of the experimenfs. 

There were two experimental tasks, finger movement and 

monosyllable repetition, and three types of rhythmic kinesthetic stimuli. 

Subjects performed one type of task while being exposed to one type of 

kinesthetic stimulus. The form of the experimental trials was: the subject 

performed the task alone. Then the stimulus was introduced. Its period 

changed gradually and then it stopped. The subject continued to perform 

the task for a short time. Each subject also performed the task when not 

exposed to an experimental stimulus (the control condition). 

Now that the theoretical aspects of the experiments have been 

discussed, I shall introduce practical details. While the essential points 

about data analysis are presented at the end of the methods section here, 

Appendices 2 and 3 contain further useful explanatory discussion. 



10.1 Subjects 

Fifteen subjeca. 9 male and 6 Itmale university undcrgr;~dunlcs. 

aged 18 to 28 participated in 6 cxperirnents. One of tlicsu suhjccts ;dm 

participated in the experimena described in chapters 3, 5 and 6. All 

subjects were naive lo the hypotheses that undcrltty the expcrinicnls and 

were paid for their work. 

The main criteria for choosing subjecls wcrc: a) [hat Ihc person llUl 

have extensive musical training or be a professional musician, hl tllel thc 

person find the experimental treatments acccplablc, c) that thc pcrson hc 

a fluent speaker of English, and d) that the person lollow the 

experimenter's instructions. 

Twenty people underwent at least one experimental Ircalnicnl. Fivu 

were rejected as potential subjects on one or more 01 the above four 

grounds. The remaining 15 completed all 6 experiments and 2 contml 

conditions described in this chapter. 

10.2 Materials 

In all experiments and the control conditions a cassetlc lapc pldycr 

played white noise to the subject's ean at aboul 80dB through padded 

headphones. The noise prevented the subject lrom hearing her own voice 



or the opelation of experimental equipment 

10.2.1 The speech experiment materials 

A set of syllables chosen by the experimenter served in the syllable 

repetition task. These cansanant-vowelsonson~nt (CVC) syllables shared 

the fallowing properties: 

I. They began with a voiced stop consonant [b], [dl, or [gl (see 

List of Abbreviations.) 

2. Their vowel came from a subset of English vowels: 

[>I1 [XI, [€I9 Or [A]. 

3. They ended with a nasal consonant whose place of articulation 

differed from that of the initial stop consonant: [ml, or [II]. 

The following properties inhered in this subset. They had a 

compact, well-delined onset that was picked up cleanly by the recording 

equipment. The main concentration of energy lay in the vowel. The final 

nasal finished the syllable smoothly. The syllables could not be run into 

one another without an audible break, even by the fastest speakers, and 

the vowels resisted disyllabification well. 

In the speech experiments a microphone with cardioid response was 

suspended by a cloth collar around the subject's neck so that it hung 

about 130 mm from the subject's lips. The output of the microphone was 

recorded in one audio channel of a video-cassette recorder. 



10.2.2 The finger exprimenl materials 

A finger board with a padded elbow rest, wrist support and finger 

rest supported the subject's left forearm in the finger experiments (see 

Figure 10.1). The subject's moving finger, encased in a black corduroy 

finger glove, passed between an infra-red light source and an infra-red 

light detector that were mounted on the board (L in the figure). 

Figure 10.1 Equipment for the finger movement experiments. L: light 
detector system. 
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10.2.3 The solenoid experiment materials 

The subject's right forearm lay in a cloth and foam-limd piaster 

cast. It was fixed in the semi-prone position by a padded stop at each side 

of the wrist (see Figure 10.2). This prevented movement of the right arm 

relative to the terminal disk of the solenoid that would contact the arm. 

Figure 10.2 The equipment for the solenoid experiments. 6: terminal 
disk of solenoid. Sp: spring. F: foam rubber. The cloth that covered 
the east is not shown, for ease of exposition. 

The 12 V DC push solenoid was mounted vertically on laboratory 

jacks on an optical bench that was screwed to a table that was completely 

isolated from the subject. The solenoid coulf be raised or lowered into 



position, so that its terminal delrin disk (10 mm in dianlder). S in Figure 

10.2, stood 3 mm above the semi-prone surface of the sul~iiecl's Ibra~rm. 

about 50  mm distal to the inner elbow. In operation the solcnoid disk 

depressed the surface of the subject's arm by approrimillcly 2 nlm. 

The solenoid rate was controlled by a function gensntor  using an 

asymmetrical square wave duty cycle. A gating circuit (scc Appendix 1) 

gated noise to the recording apparatus simultaneously wil!! the iunclioo 

generator triggering the solenoid push downward. 

10.2.4 T h e  brush expriment materials. 

The subject's right forearm rested in the plaslcr cart dcscrihcd in 

section 10.2.3 and war fixed in semi-prone position a1 tho wrist by 

padded stops. The board supporting the piaster east was inclinod at an 

angle of about 10" to the horizontal (see Figure 10.3). so that thc supuriur 

surface of the semi-prone forearm at the wrist was at appraxitnalely the 

same height relative la the floor as the superior surfacc of Ihc forclrln ill 

the inner elbow. The brush could then brush evenly over the 

approximately horizontal semi-prone surface of thc rorearm. A motor 

with a maximum torque o f  0.27 kg-m (24 Ib-ins) that opcratcd ut varinbls 

speed (in box M in Figure 10.3) was connected Lo a dclrin shan thill 

moved in a horizontal plane. The stroke of  the shan was scl l o  100 mm 

for the brush experiments. A padded, cloth-covemd delrin disk 30 mm in 



Rpre 10.3 The equipment for the brush experiments. &rows show 
direction of motion of motor 0 and brush (B). L: light detector 
system. 

diameter was fixed to a delrin rod that slid vertically in a slot at the end 

of the shaft. This piece of equipment is called Lkblxsb (B in Figure 

10.3). 

When the motor operated, the brush travelled back and forth over 

100 m a  of the subject's forearm, in contact with the skin from about 70 

mm from the wrist to about 50 mm from the inner elbow. Both the motor 

and the supports for the delrin rings that guided the shaft were isolated 

from the subject. 



A light detector system was fixed to one of thc supports [or 

the delrin guiding rings (see Figure 10.3). Thc light dcluctor 

system was set so that the top of the brush rod, which bore a black 

corduroy collar, broke the infra-red bcam twice in each cyclc af 

travel over the forearm. 

10.2.5 The arm movement experiment materials 

The motor that drove the brush also served to drivc lhc right 

forearm about the elbow in the arm experiments. Thc motor shali 

was lengthened to produce a 130 mm stroke. The dclrin rings the1 

guided the horizontal shaft were mounled on an optical bench that 

was screwed to the main table surface (see Figure 10.4). Thc shan 

terminated in a fixture that contained pans of two heavy duly snap 

closures. The subject's arm was linked at the wrist lo the shdR. A 

padded and stiffened cloth wrist band attached at thc subject's wrist 

to the shaA via the snap closures (see Figure 10.4). The superior 

external surface of the wristband attached via two more heavy duly 

snap closures to closures suspended via wire and a turnbuckle 

(which is not shown in Figure 10.4) from a girder above the 

ceiling. In Figure 10.4, the superior snap closures 



Figure 10.4. The equipment for the arm movement experiments. M: 
motor box. L: light detector system. C: cloth sling. 

on the wristband are depicted as disconnected for ease of portrayal of the 

apparatus. 

This ceiling-wristband-shaft set of connections ensured that the 

motor moved the arm directly, smoothly, comfortably and safely. If 

necessary, the subject could break the snap closures to the ceiling wire 

and the shalt by decidedly adducting the forearm. Stiffening and padding 

the wristband ensured that the subject could not feel any judder due to the 

motor if it happened to occur, and would not be adversely affected by the 

momenNm of the freely dangling hand, particularly at the higher motor 

speeds. 



A cloth sling (C in Figure 10.4) padded with a cloth-covered 

curved cushion supported the upper arm. It was suspended from a girder 

above the ceiling by two aircraft cables that passed through turnbuckles 

(not shown). Padded stops fixed to two upright posts fixed the sling in 

one position, immobilizing the upper arm, while the forearm was rotated 

about the elbow by the motor drive at the wrist. 

The motor was powerful enough to drive the arm smoothly, 

provided that the full weight of the arm did not impinge upon it. Thc 

motor was chosen SO that subjects would be able to arrest it by 

intentionally resisting the movement of the shaft. This ensured the safcly 

of the subjects, and clearly relieved the anxiety of many of those whose 

early visits involved an imposed arm movement experiment. 

The corollary of this safety feature was that the speeds of the motor 

could not be precisely predicted from the scale on the motor controller. 

especially for larger male subjects. The motor had to work harder to 

displace their heavier and larger forearms, which resulted in slower drive 

at any point in the scale. The range of experimental rates ovcr which the 

arm experiments were conducted was increased by 10% or  more, as 

necessary, at either end of the scale to allow for this imprecision. So the 

a t e  of arm movement possibly covered up to 9 0 %  of the subject's 

preferred period of repetition or movement. A light source and detector 

system was used to monitor the arm movements (L in Figure 10.4). 



10.2.6 Recording equipment. 

A Sony video cassette recorder was used to collect the data. The 

microphone was used to record the subject's speech, and when the finger 

movement task was performed, or any of the stimuli used, the finger or 

qtirnulus movement through a light detector system caused noise to be 

record&. This was accomplished by gating devices which gated noise 

from a noise generator into an audio channel of the video-cassette 

recorder when the light beam was broken as the finger, brush, or arm 

passed between two light detectors during a portion of their movement 

cycle. 

The sound arising in association with the task was fed into one 

audio channei of the videocassette recorder, while the noise triggered by 

the stimulus movement was recorded in the other audio channel. The 

schematics of the recording and gating devices are provided in Appendix 

1. 

In the solenoid experiments, the gating devices were connected 

directly to the function generator that controlled the solenoid, rendering 

unnecessary the light detector system, but the principle of gating noise 

still applied, this time directly to the output of the function generator. 

The speeds of transmission to recording tape from the light detector 

system and from the microphone were checked. There was no reliable 

advantage for either system. 



10.3 Instructions and Information Available to Subjects 

Subjects were instructed lo move their finger (or repeat a syllable) 

such that they were comfortable. It was stressed that at all timer they 

should feel comfortable. They were told that about a nlinute after they 

had begun to move the finger (or repeat the syllable) the stimulus would 

be presented, and that it would continue for about 5 to 7 minutes before 

being Nrned off. They were told to continue at the task until the 

experimenter tapped on their shoulder, which would be about a minute 

after the stimulus had stopped. 

It was also stressed that they should not tap their toes, or nod their 

heads, or move any part of their body in accompaniment to the 

experimental task. Further, they were told to desist from imposing 

patterns on their repetition of syllables or finger movement, and if they 

should find that they had innocently slipped into a pattern, to eradicate 

the pattern immediately. 

10.4 Procedure 

10.4.1 General procedure: control and experimental conditions 

The experimenter told subjects on their first visit of the general 

procedure for all of the experiments, and what the different experimental 



treatments were. Then the equipment for that day's experiment was 

adjusted to fit the subject comfortably and its operation demonstrated. 

Subjects were given their instructions. 

Then subjects put on the headphones. For the experimental 

conditions, their right arm was strapped into the appropriate arm rest. 

For the finger movement experimenls and the finger movement control 

condition, the third finger of the left hand was fixed in position on the 

finger board, and the left elbow placed on the elbow rest. For the speech 

experiments and speech control condition, the microphone was worn 

about the neck. Once the subject was comfortable, the noise (at about 80 

dB) was turned on through the headphones, and the subject shut her eyes 

and began the task, either movement of the left index finger o r  syllable 

repetition. Subjects kept their eyes shut during the experimental and 

control conditions, except when drinl;ing from the glass of water 

provided for their comfort. 

J0.4.1.1 The control condition. 

The control condition results dictated some details of the procedure 

of the experimental conditions. The trend of the period in the control 

condition dictated the direction in which the stimulus period would b e  

changed during the experimental condition. If the subject's period was 

longer in the 7th minute than in the 1st minute, then the subject was 

considered to have slowed overall over 7 minutes. Othenvise, she was 



viewed as speeding up overall. 

The control conditions were imposed on the subject's third visit. 

rather than in the first session, because subjects became noticeably more 

relaxed in the later sessions as they became accustomed to the tasks and 

familiar with the experimental apparatus. For the control condition to 

yield reliable data, the subject had to have dismissed any doubts about 

what the tasks involved before participating in it. 

In the control conditions, the subject was not exposed to a rhythmic 

stimulus, and performed the allotted task until tapped on the shoulder (7 

minutes from the start of performance of the task). Their right arm resad 

on the table or on the arm of the laboratory chair during the experiment. 

As an aside, it is worth noting that the term control condition is 

used throughout to refer to the 7 minute control session described above. 

The term conlrol reiers to the initial and final minutes of the 

exoerimental condition, during which subjects were not exposed to a 

rhythmic stimulus. 

10.4.1.2 The exoerimental co*. 

I shall present the procedure for a subject who slows down in the 

control condition. The procedure for those who sped up in the control 

required the opposite trend for the stimulus period in the experiment. 

It could not be assumed that subjects would always adopt the same 

starting period of syllable repetition o r  finger movement, and so control 



portions were included in all of the experimental conditions. The initial 

and final minutes of finger movement, which preceded and followed 

exposure to the sensory stimulus, served as control trials within each 

experimental session. 

The initial period depended upon the subject's preferred 

period in this initial minute of any experimental trial and upon the trend 

of the control condition. If in the control wxUm, the subject's period 

had lengthened over the 7 minutes, then the experimenter would plan to 

set the stimulus period to be long initially, and to become shorter 

gradually over the experiment. However, the actual starting period for the 

stimulus could not be set until the subject's period had settled during the 

initial minute of the experimental condition. Aher 20 seconds ;he 

experimenter measured the a~bject's preferred period, using the second 

hand on a wristwatch, and calculated from that what the starting stimulus 

period should be, knowing that it needed lo be 30% longer (shorter) than 

that of the subject. Aher a check to make sure that the subject's period 

was indeed stable, the stimulus period was set for the stimulus controller 

and the stimulus introduced. 

In the experimental conditions, the stimulus was introduced after 

about 30 seconds. Its period was longer (shorter) than the period of the 

subject by 30% of the subject's period. The stimulus period shortened 

(lengthened) over approximately 5 minutes until it was 30% shorter 

(longer) than the period of the subject had been in the control portion at 



the beginning of the experiment. The intention was lo change the stimulus 

period s o  gradually that it would be vimaily imperceptible to the subject. 

The &30% ensured that the subject would have bccame aceuslomud to 

the presence of the stimulus by the time that the stimulus period had 

shortened such that it differed from the subject's initial period by 20%. 

the first point at which the experimental data were sampicd. 

After 5 minutes the stimulation ceased. Between 30 seconds to I 

minute after termination of the stimulus, the experimenter tapped the 

subject on the shoulder, and the subject ceased moving the finger (or 

repeating the syllable). The experimenls usually lasted seven minutes. b a  

nine minute experiments were common for subjects who dozed 

intermittently. Subjects received the same experimental treatment twice in 

the first two sessions (see below for explanation, section 10.4.3). The 

two control conditions for speech and finger movement were imposed 

during the third visit. In the last four sessions, subjects were exposed to 

the experimental treatment once. During the first three visits, subjects 

were given a 5 minute break before the second experimental runthrough 

(or control condition). 

10.4.2 Procedure for patticular experiment5 

For  ail speech experimenu (speecharm (SA), speech-brush (SB), 

or speech-solenoid (SS)), the subject's left forearm rested on the table or 

on the chair arm. A glass of water was placed within easy reach so that 
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the subject could have a drink during the experiment. The microphone 

was suspended around the subject's neck. 

The experimenter assigned a syllable to the subject from the set 

described in section 10.2 (Materials), counbrbalancing syllables across 

subjects. Subjects repeated the same syllable in their first speech 

experiment and the speech control condition. In the later speech 

experimenls, subjects were permitted to choose their syllable from the 

given set. Favorites were lbznl, ldrml, Ignnl and h l .  

For all finger experiments (finger-arm (FA), finger-brush (FB), or 

finger-solenoid (FS)), the finger board supported the subject's left 

forearm. A cushion supported the elbow, and a padded post supported the 

wrist. The third digit of the let7 hand was bent at the proximal 

interphalangeal joint and attached to a padded inclined post by a cloth 

collar (See Figure 10.1). The left index finger moved through an angle of 

approximately 90" from the venical, between the infra-red light source 

and light detector. 

In the solenoid experiments, the solenoid disk was positioned 3 mm 

above the semi-prone surface of the right forearm before the experiment 

began. The experimenter altered the rate of the solenoid disk to arm 

contacts by slowly changing the frequency setting on the function 

generator. 

To activate the brush in the brush experiments, the experimenter 

s tand  the motor. Its speed was changed slowly and after about 5 minutes 



it was turned off. 

In the imposed arm movement experiments, subjects were told to 

relax their right arm, and especially the right shoulder, and to allow the 

motor to move the arm freely. They were instructed not to resist the 

motor, and not to assist its movement either. Subjects could quite ensily 

resist the motor. It was evident from the relatively small standard 

deviations of the motor rates in the data that resistance, if it occurred at 

all, was insubstantial. 

The supports for the guiding rings were screwed to the main table 

surface. This resulted in a tiny juddering movement, barely perceptible to 

touch, of the table surface when the motor shaft changed direction of 

horizontal motion. T o  prevent the subject from sensing it, in the finger- 

arm condition the finger board rested on quilted cloths on the main table 

surface. In the speech-arm condition, subjects were told not to place their 

free left arm in direct contact with the main table surface. They were 

allowed to rest this arm upon a thick, folded cloth, or upon the cushion 

of the finger board, or upon the arm of the laboratory chair. 

10.4.3 Organization of the set of experiments 

The order in which the 20 potential subjects underwent the initial 

two experiments was counterbalanced. The first 2 sessions always 

comprised one of the speech experiments (SA, SB, SS) and one of Lo 

finger experiments (FA, FB, FS), except for one subject. Due to 



malfunction of equipment in session 2, his first finger experiment 

occurred in session 3 (and his control condition in session 4). 

The control conditions for speech and finger movement were 

presented in the third session, with their order counterbalanced across 

subjects, except for the one subject just mentioned. As the trend in the 

subject's period in the control condition was not known until afler the 

third session, it was necessary to conduct all experiments in the first w o  

sessions twice. Consequently, in the first two sessions, the subject 

accomplished the experimental task twice, once with the stimulus period 

lengthening, and once with it shortening. 

The subject took a five minute break before repetition of the 

experiment in the first w o  sessions. In the third session, a five minute 

break occurred between the two control conditions. Later sessions 

required only one run of the experiment. All subjects completed their 

final four experiments in a different order. Subjects never performed in 

two different experiments on the same day. 

10.4.4 Exceptions to general procedure 

Twelve experiments had to be conducted twice, 8 due to procedural 

error, and 4 due to malfunction ot the equipment. One subject was not 

available for the single re-run of the speech-solenoid experiment required 

of him for reasons unrelated to the experiment. 

All experiments were conducted as described above with the 



following exceptions. Some subjects spoke or moved their fingers at ljrt 

rates that would have required stimuli, particularly arm rnovcmcna. to bc 

imposed with an unsafely short period. Accordinply, for salty 's  sake. 

1he.e experiments were conducted a second time, using a multiple of the 

subject's preferred period. Four of the experiments that were run twice 

fell into this class. The second runs of these experiments covered a range 

of approximately f 30% about double the subject's preferred period. 

Several experiments on robjeets who moved their finger at raas too 

slow to permit smooth operation of the motor were conducted the sccond 

time over a range that was *30% of half or a quarter of their prcferrcd 

period of repetition. For the purposes of comparison, several experiments 

on subjects whose movement rates fell close to the median preferred 

period were also run at &30% of half or double their preferred period. 

10.4.5 Calibration of finger movement. 

It was important to know when the finger was at the highest or 

lowesr position of its cycle. This was essential for accurate data analysis, 

since the bottom of the swing was the event that demarcated the period of 

cycle from the point of view of measurement. 

The light detector system was set so that the finger generally spent 

less time below the light detectors than above them, resulting in less time 

between two passes through the light beam when the finger went through 

the bottom of its cycle than when the finger traversed the top of the 



cycle. However, subjects were able lo shift their hand positions during 

the experiment so as to avoid cramps, and occasionally dozed off, both of 

which changed the position of their finger relative to the light detector 

system, so calibration of the system during the experiment was required. 

The experimenter calibrated the finger movement through the light 

detector system every 30 seconds during both control and experimental 

conditions by connecting the microphone to the audio channel of the 

videocassette recorder normally used to record stimulus movement and 

saying "down" when the finger was at the lowest position in its cycle of 

movement. 

The input from the microphone temporarily overrode the stimulus 

input into the audio channel. The finger movement data were 

simullaneously recorded in the other channel. So the time of occurrence 

of the recorded word "down" could be matched against the time of 

occurrence of gated noise, marking finger movement. 

10.5 Data Measurement 

The first task here is to establish reliably the time at which a 

particular event occurs in every cycle. I have supposed that a cycle can 

be adequately represented by one repealing event, represented by a space- 

time coordinate. The event is attainment of a certain position after 

travelling in a given direction, and should not be mistakable for any other 
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Figure 10.5. Recording the finger movement or the nimuius 
movement. on: the noise pate is open and noise is rmrded. OW the 
noise gate is shut. (a): the point at which the finger breaks the light 
detector beam. (b): the point at which the Iinger ceases to break the 
light detector beam. (c): the boitom of the finger movement cycle. 



about entrainment, accurs exactly halfway inlo the narrower interval 

between two M bars. 

Note that this procedure means in essence selling cut-off marks lo 

distinguish on and off slates. For the solenoid data, a single cut-OW was 

applied, as depicted in Figure 8.2, resulting in one bar for each oontacl 

of the solenoid's terminal disk lo the subject's arm (at the maximum 

e~cursion of the solenoid rod). One bar was considered to be sufliciunlly 

reliable for the solenoid data, because the period sut by the function 

generator is very stable, and there were no obvious ways for the subject 

to alter the solenoid period. However, where the motor or the finger 

rhythm was being measured, there was potential for variability. For thc 

data to be acceptable. Ule two bars in each narrowly separated pair had to 

have the same width, implying that the motor's or the finger movement 

was symmetrical about the excursion of interest in the cycle. (All 15 

subjects' data met this criterion.) In other, similar experiments on finger 

movement (eg. Kelso et al.. 1981; Kelso et al.. 1983; Scholz & Kelso. 

1989 and 1990). the finger movement was clearly sinusoidal, and 

appeared to be so here. The light detector system was set to produce as 

narrow a gap as possible, while still reliably yielding two bars. 

Commonly, the interval between ban in a narrowly separatcd pair was 30 

to 90 ms for the fastest movement in a dala set. 

It was assumed that the solenoid bar was symmetrical: at half the 

interval represented by the single bar, half of the interval of contact with 



the arm should have elapsed. Speech sound was recorded onto 

videocassette directly as sound. 

10.5.2 Sampling procedure. 

It was desirable to obtain samples of behavior in the circumstances 

that were expected to produce entrainment, and in those that would 

probably not yield evidence of entrainment. Also, sampling should be 

regular, lo avoid bias. Accordingly, I decided to take five samples of 

experimental data from the videocassette tapes when the stimulus period 

was 20% longer than, 10% longer than, the same length as, 10% shoner 

than, and 20% shorter than the subject's period in the initial control 

of the experimental condition. The initial and final control 

portions of the experimental condition also yielded one sample each. This 

sampling procedure has been implied in many of the figures in Chapter 8 

and 9. The control condition data were sampled during the first 30 

seconds. and then every 60 seconds thereafter, for a total of 7 samples. 

The intervals between samples in the control condition data were chosen 

because they were regular, and were similar to the intervals between 

samples in the experimental data. 

In the experimental data, sampling began when the subject's period 

had become relatively consistent. The first sample was nearly always 

taken in the first 30 seconds after the start of the recording. The 

succeeding samples were taken at intervals of about one minute. Samples 



were taken at longer or shorter (but non-overlapping) intervals than this 

when necessary: when subjects dozed off, or sneezed, or took a drink of 

water, for example. Thus, the intervals between the experimental data 

samples and those of the control condition are not necessarily the same. 

Samples 15 seconds long were taken using a computer which 

transformed the data and stored it. Some data from subjects whosc ratcs 

of repetition or finger movement were very slow (S9 and S7) required 

longer samples to catch even a small number of cycles. Samples 20.5 

seconds and 25.5 seconds in length were taken from their data, whcrc 

necessary. 

10.5.3 Digltization 

The data were taken from the video-cassette tapes using the video- 

cassette recorder, an amplifier, and a computer. Computer programs (sec 

Appendix 2) were used to pass 15.4 seconds of sound (that is, one 

sample) simultaneously from both channels of videocassette tape through 

an analog-to digital board (a Labmaster board) into an Apeo Turbo 

computer. 

The amplitude of the data was digitized using the appropriate 

computer program from the set: @&a.u (for simullaneous finger 

movement and light detector data), & (for speech and light detector 

data), SQlr (for speech and the solenoid data), and mlfku (for finger 

and solenoid data). The sampling rates, smoothing procedures, and 



intensity calculations are described in Appendix 2. 

TI,= computer sampling rate was approximately 7200 Hz, and 

produced amplitude-time data as shown the upper portion of Figure 10.6. 

figure 10.6. Ampliiude-time and intensity-time data: The repetition 
of a monosyllable. Upper trace: amplitude-time. The mean absolute 
value in every successive scan of 128 data points (18 ms) is platted. 
Lower trace: smoothed intensity-time. Total time represented: 2.3 sef. 

The data were then smoothed and converted by a squaring procedure to 

yield a measure of intensity. The important task of these data 

transformation procedures was to preserve the relative t i m i m a  
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m ~ l i t u d e  oeaks in the soeech &I, while reducing the number of data 

points from over 65,500 to 512 for each 15.4 second sample. With 

respect to the other types of data (finger and stimulus movement). thc 

relative times of the offset and onset of noise needed to be maintained 

unchanged through any data transformations. It may be seen from Figure 

10.6 that the relative timing of the peaks of the speech was faithfully 

preserved, for the peaks in the intensity data occur at the same timc. 

relative to the beginning of the data and to each other, as do the 

amplitude-time maxima and minima. 

10.5.4 Determining the period 

The interval between repetitions of the same events determined thc 

period. So identifying the time of occurrence of the relevant events was 

the first analytical task. The computer program picked peaks in the 

smoothed intensity-time data. Figure 10.7 depicts the subsequent peak 

picking. For speech, the peak fell where the vocal energy was greatest 

(over a minimum of 60 ms), on the vowel (see Figure 10.7, upper trace). 

For the finger movement data, and the brush and arm treatment data, the 

peak was assigned lo the midpoint between every pair of midpoints for 

two narrowly separated sections where the noise had been gated on (see 

Fig 10.7, lower trace). For the solenoid, the peak was assigned to the 

midpoint of the section where the noise had been gated on. The times at 

which the peaks occurred was raved in datafiles, and basic descriptive 



statistics were calcuhted by computer program (see Appendix 2). 

Figure 10.7. Peak picking in intensity-time data. Upper t ram 
monosyllable repetition. Lower trace: the imposed arm movement 
data (cv': centivolts squared). 



10.6 Data Analysis 

The observation of trcilds required a numerical scslc that is easier 

to manipulate than are ratios. I devised a scale, called the entrainnient 

index, that had the necessary properties. Trends in data were investiglud 

using the new scale. 

The stimulus and subject periods were set in proportion to each 

other by rules that are given in Appendix 3. The scale is similar to a ratio 

scale, but it has the advantage of representing multiple and submulliple 

relationships between two periods in the same way. So for example, a 

value of 0 on the scale can stand for the perfect integer relationship 

between any of the following pairs of periods: IOOO and 500 ms, I000 

and 1000 ms, and IMX) and 3000 ms. At the other end of the scale, 50 

stands for a relationship that is as far as possible from perfect. implying 

for example, pairs of periods: 1WO and 1500, and lWO and 667. The 

arguments in favor of this scale and supporting examples are furnished in 

Appendix 3, and the essentials are repeated here. 

The index represents the proportional difference from a perfect 

integer ratio. The procedure is to: 

a. divide the longer period by the shorter; 

b. discard the number to the !& of the decimal, and keep the 

(number to the right of the decimal); 

c. multiply the result by 100 (for convenience); 



d. if the number is belwcen 51 and 99, subtract 5 0  from it, and 

then subtract thal result from 50. (If the number is less than 

51, do nothing.) 

Thc possible argument (the part of the number to the right of the 

decimal) values rangc from 0 to 50. If there is no difference between two 

periods or they are relaled as perfect multiples, then the entrainment 

indcx valuc is 0. 11 arises thus: (a) lWOllOOO = 1.00: (b) loss of the 

number left of the decimal yields .W; (c) multiplicalion by 100 yields 

0.00. This is the main valut that I expect to see if entrainment occurs. 

Periods whoso ratio is far from perfect produce scale values that 

are closer lo 50. So, for periods 10W and 1600, 

a. IMX)IIWO = 1.6 

b. Of 1.6, the argument is kept: .6 

c. . 6 *  100 =60 

d. 50  - (60 - 50) = 40 

A few points are worth a mention. First, the a p g n ~ ~ I  is the most 

imparlant par1 of the quotient that step (a) produces, from my point of 

view. I1 shows the departure from a perfect integer ratio, and is  the part 

of the ratio that was represented in the sums featured in the formulation 

of the null hypotheois. Second, the scale wraps around at the 0 mark, 

unless correclion is made, as in step (d). Step (d) allows the scale to be 

folded upon ilself about 50, which is the value that indicates thal the ratio 

between the two periods differs maximally from a perfect ratio. (A pair 



of periods such as IWO and 667 yields an index value of 1.5,) 

The salient points about this index follow. Values close 80 zero 

indicate entrainment. Based on section 9.2, entrained will be indicated by 

index values of Jess than IQ, which means a difference of less than 10% 

between the subject and the stimulus periods. Values close to 50 suggca 

that no entrainment is occurring. 

The sum of entrainment index values over the middle 3 samples 

(samples 3, 4, and 5 )  of each data set was calculated Also, the lowest 

entrainment index value from the 3 possible continuous sequences of 3 

samples (samples 2 tu 6) was recorded. 

With respect to phase, the usefulness of the measure of relative 

phase (or lag) of the subject relztive to the stimulus depends upon its 

consistency. Taking the data that showed entrainment, I checked the 

variance of the relative phase to construct a data set with stable relative 

phase before investigating relative phase values. 

With respect to the congruence of direction test, the scores for each 

subject's control and experimental trends were calculated (see section 9.2) 

and submitted to repeated measures multiple regression and paired j tests. 



CHAPTER 11 

ENTRAINMENT EXPERIMENTS: RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION 

This chapter presents lhe results of the experiments whore purpose 

and methods were described in Chapters 8. 9, and 10. I am concerned 

mainly to show the extent to which entrainment marked the data and 

whehcr subjects performed differently at the speech and finger tasks. 

First, I present the control condition results. then the comparison of 

experimental and control condition results. Following that the hypotheses 

about entrainment and the effects of the different stimu!i and tasks are 

considered. Results are discussed as [hey are presented, due to the large 

number of hypotheses. the nesting of hypotheses, and the paucity of 

statistical tests. 

11.1 T h e  Control Conditions 

The results of the control conditions for the finger and speech tasks 

are provided in Tables 11.1 and 11.2, respectively. 

11.1.1 The finger movement mntml data 

The column entitled h s  in Direction in Table 11.1 gives the 



number of changes in the direction of the period over the 7 minuas of un 

experimental session. The subjects changed their period or  finger 

movement over 7 minutes, in of any stimulus rhythm. The 

pattern of the period tended to be markedly curvilinear. A value of I or 

greater in the Chaneer in Direction column implies a curvilinear pattern 

of the period across the session. For example. a change of direction v;llur 

of I could mean that the subject initially lengthened her period, and lhcu 

at  some point began to shorten her period and continued tr do so lor thc 

remainder of the 7 minutes. Thus there would be one change in the 

direction of period trznd, out of a possible 5 changcs. (Figure 9.11 shows 

a control conditi6.1 that would have a value of 2 for change in the 

direction of the period.) 

The overall trend in the control condition is defined as the ovcrall 

direction of the period in the cantrol condition. This was dctermincd by 

subtracting the period from the first sample, taken at time TI.  from the 

period from the last sample, taken at time T7. A positive value meant 

that the period had lengthened overall, and that the subject's fingcr 

movement rate had slowed. The asterisks in Tables 11.1 and 11.2 show 

the direction of the change in each subject's period. Approximately half 

the subjects slowed their rate of finger movement over the sevcn 

measures (* in t h e m  column), and half accelerated. Note that thc 

range of  the period is larger than was expected, based o n  pilot work. Thc 

maximum increments and decrements relative to the period in the first 



Table 11.1 The finger control condition results. 

W: S: Subject Number. Change in Direction: Number of changes of 
direction in the period. TI: Mean period at the time of the first sample. 
Max +: largest increment in period relative to period at TI .  Min -: 
largest decrement in period relative to period at T I .  In the Min and Max 
columns. * indicates overall direction of the control trend (if in Max+, ' 
means a lengthening period). Congruent Intervals: Number of changes in 
period (between successive samples of the period) that took the direction 
congruent to the overall change in period. Periods are given in ms. 



sample, which are shown in the kk&d and Min columns, sumn~ed to 

more than 400 ms for 4 of I5 subjecc. 

The range of the subject's period is thought lo be prcdicluhle to 

some extent from the subject's mean perlad (Allen. 19751. and thc dam 

here reinforce that proposition. Tables 11.1 and 11.2 show thal longer 

periods tend to be associated with a greater range. 

Mort of the changes in period between two samplcs in succeasicn 

did take the same direction as the overall trend. This can bc seen front 

the preponderance of values greater than 3 in the Conerucnt Intervdls 

column. The largest score possible is 6. The value of 4 for Subjccl 6 (Sb) 

indicates that the period lengthened between 2 successive samples (an 

interval) in 4 cases out of 6. so in over half of the data. 416 is the muln 

score across subjects. Further, the relative scarcity of values without an 

asterisk in the U and &jk columns shows that the initial sample at 

TI  commonly provided the longest or shortest period, implying a trend in 

a particular direction, rather than variation about a starting value. 

The data for the two subjects who did exhibit periods both longer 

and shorter than the initial period at TI ,  SI and S11, were inspected 

closely. In the case of SI I ,  the trend in period is fairly smooth, and docs 

not pose a problem for the null hypotheses. However. the data from SI 

substantiate the problem of defining the null hypothesis that was discussed 

in Chapter 9.  section 9.2. Figure 9.10 represents. with some 

exaggeration, Sl's finger movement pattern. Hypothetical enlrainrncnl 



index values were calculated using the periods in Sl's control data and 

the thcoretieally appropriate stimulus periods, and neither of the null 

hypotheses outlined in section 9.2 could be rejected. 

Generally, suhjects displayed a fairly smooth, coainuous trend in 

the period of their finger movement, which took a single, clear overall 

direction; each subject did not lend to speed up and slow down to a 

similar exlent relative to the starting period. Thus, their data validate the 

formulation of thc null hypotheses in Chapter 9, section 9.2. A stimulus 

rhythm that takes the opposite direction to the overall trend of their 

period (in the control condition) should provide the circumstance for a 

suitable tesl af the hypotheses about kinesthetic influences on 

cnlrainment. 

11.1.2 The monosyllable repetition mntrol data 

Subjects produced similar results when repeating a monosyllable 

and nioving a finger, but there are several minor differences worth 

pointing out. Table 11.2 is organized in the sanie way as Table 11.1. 

First. the Chance in Direclion column shows that there were fewer 

changes in direction of the period of monosyllable repetition, compared to 

the finger movement control condition. Whereas the mean number of 

changes in direction in the finger control data was 2.93 per subject of a 

possible 5. the mean number for speech is 2 per subject. This means that 

subjccts tended either to lengthen or shorten their period of monosyllablr 



repetition more consistently than was the case for finger movement. 

Nonetheless, the pattern of the period is curvilinear over the cuntml 

session for all subjects except S8. whose pattern is lincar. 

Subjects tended to slow their monosyllable repetition over 7 

minutes. Thus, thr overall trend of the period was an increase in pcriud. 

By way o f  evidence. the majority (121151 o f  asterisks are found in 11.. 

column rather than in  the & colunm. The nrst mensurc o f  the 

mean period o f  syllable repetition (at T I )  is similar to that for finger 

movement, with subjects inittally repeating syllables slightly faster on 

average (1290 ms) than they initially swiug their finger (1362 ms). Over 

all 7 samples, 4/15 subjects produced periods whose range was grcatcr 

than the 400 ms predicted. This may he deduced from the sum o f the  

W a n d  & values for each subject. 

The subject's period tended, between each pair of successive 

samples (interval), to take the overall direction of  the period. Thc overall 

trend was determined as above (section 11.1.1). The maintenance o f  

trend can be inferred from the Coneruent Intervals column o f  Tahls 11.2. 

where most values are greater than 3 o f  a possible 6. The mean Score pcr 

subject is 4.516, again reflecting the consistency in the speech data o f  the 

trend to lengthen (or shorten) the period over 7 minutes. The diffcrencc 

i n  these scores in the finger and speech control data was asted 

statistically using a t test for matched differences. The difference in  

congruence did not differ statistically far speech and the finger control 



Table 11.2 The speech control condition results. 

b. S: Subject Number. Change in Direction: Number of changes of 
direction in the period. TI: Mean period at the time of the first sample. 
Mar +: largest increment in period relative to period at TI. Min -: 
largest decrement in period relative to period at Ti. In the Min and Max 
columns, * indicates overall direction of the control trend (if in Ma::+, * 
means a lengthening period). Congruent Intervals: Number of changes 
(between successive samples of the period) that took the direction 
congruent to the overall change in period. Periods are given in ms. 



data, t(14) = 1.33 (! crit. = 1.76. p = .05, one tail tea). 

Few subjeels varied their period about thc starling pcritxl (TI) .  :!?; 

shown by the general absence of values without uster~sks in  thu hI. .u 

and U k  columns. This implies consislcncy in thc pallurn ol'rllimgr. in 

this data. The initial period was commonly thc longcsl or slnlnesl. as one 

would expect for a consistent trend. The pattern o f  pcrinls I r r  sul>jjeels 

12 and 13 were eramtned more closely, as thuy showed chi!ngcs i n  lhc 

direction apposite to those o r  thc overall trcnd. potentially vi1i:tling the 

null hypotheses proposed in  section 9.2. 

SI2's data were unproblemutic, for the contrary lenglhcning of Ihu 

period was minimal. However, S13's speech conlrol t a l a  vh,lrlc thv 

assumptions underlying the null hypothesis proposed in section 9.2. ill 

that entrainment indcx values that sum lo lcss lhan 20 could arise in  l l~c  

3rd, 4th. and 5th samples, i f  the subject were lo repeal thc m~mosyllahlc 

in the presence of the stimulus the samc way as shc did in  its ahscnce. 

The assumption underlying the second major null hypothesis is not 

violated: 3 samples in  succession would not creh produce an cntrainnxcnt 

index value of less than 10; only 2 would do so, il the subj~vt pcrli,nncd 

identically in the experimental and the control conditions. 

Otherwise, the subjects' pe r ids  described fairly consislent trends 

across 7 minutes. The periods of Anger movcmmt and mannsyllabk 

repetition follow similar trends ~n the nbscncr of an crernal rhythmic 

sensory Limulus. The null hypotheses were conaidcrud tcnilhlc, cneepl for 



the hypotheses about speech that involved the entrainment index fo r  S13 

(section 9.2). 

11.2 Performance in the Control vs Experimental 

Condition 

According to the null hypotheses the subject should behave 

similarly in the presence and absence o f  an external rhythmic sensory 

stimulus. 

T h e  most basic test of similar behavior in the control and 

experimental conditions is the test o f  congruence o f  direction, as outlined 

i n  section 9.2. I n  the speeeh and Rnger control data, the subject's period 

lengthens or shortens congruously wi th the overall trend across 4.3 of 6 

intervals on average. If, in the experimental data, there are fewer than 

4.3 of 6 changes in period that take the same direction as the overall 

control trend. then it w i l l  be reasonable lo argue that the stimulus has had 

a n  effect. By design, every interval between samples of the 

rhythm shows a change in period opposile to that o f  the subject's overall 

trend in the control condition. I n  theory, the stimulus should drive the 

subject's period in the opposite direction to the overall direction o f  the 

control trend. 

On average, the subject's period look the overall direction o f  the 



control condition in 1.06 W intervals in the sir exp'riments than in 

the control condition: E (17. 71) = 57.0, p < O.WOI. [This test used 

Table 11.3 Congruence of direetian results. 

&@: Expt: Experiment (FS: Finger-Solenoid: FA: Finger-Arm; FB: 
Finger-Brush: SS: Speech-Solenoid; SA:  Speech-Arm: SB: Spcrch-Brush) 
d: mean difference between number o f  intervals in thr? control data whose 
period is congruent with the overall trend and the number of congruent 
intervals in the exgrimental data (see text). df: degrrcs of frrcdorn. 4: 
standard deviation of the difference. Critical f(14) = 2.62. p < 0.01 
(one tail). 

repeated measures multiple regreasion and was parformcd after the 

variance due lo the subjects' vectors had been removed.) The subject's 

period lengthened or shortened with the aimuhs period. Thcrcforo, the 

diremion o f  the change in period aver each interval between rumples 

became more congruent with the direction of the change in the sthm!!~ 

period. This result is not sulficient lo indicate that entrainment DlllU 



chamclerize the data, but is supporlive of that hypothesis, and a 

statistically nan-significant finding in this lest would have suggested that 

entrainment was probably not strongly present, if at all. 

In each experiment. !he subject's period wss less freauently 

canpruenr with the overall direction of the control session than had been 

the case in the control condition. The finding does not reach the level of 

statistical significance in the brush experiments, as Table 11.3 shows. A 

conservative slatistical significance level of Q = 0.01 has been adopted 

for lhese one tail ! tests, resulting in critical values of t(14) = 2.62, and 

L(13) = 2.65. The mean dilference between the numbers of experimental 

and control intervals in which the mean period was congruent to that of 

the control trend is given in column 9. 

11.3. Perfurmanee in the Experimental Condition 

Section 11.2 indicates the presence of rudimentary signs of 

entrainment. Now I shall consider the null hypotheses from section 9.2, 

first with respect to the finger movement experimenb, and then with 

rcspcct to speech. There was an interaction between the task (speech o r  

finger movement) and the stimulus type (solenoid tap, brush or arm 

rnovcmcnl) in Ihe entrainment index results, and so the finger and speech 

rcsults are presented separalely. 

Thc measure used in this section, the entrainment index, arises 



f rom the ratio o f  the subject's period lo the stimulus p e r i d  (see 

Appendix 3). The pattern o f  variability o f  the subjects' periods wns 

checked b y  inspecting the pattern of the lag within raeh sanlplc (are 

Appendix 31. None of the subjects' dola revealed the pruscnee of uncqu:ll 

intervals between successive movements (PE in Figure 9.5). and so the 

entrainment index (El) values given here are considcrud to hu valid. 

11.3.1 The finger experiments 

There is considerable evidence for subjects entraining them 

movement t o  the stimulus rhythm. The pertinent entirinmunt indcr valuer 

for the finger movemcnl experiments nre given i n  Table 11.4. 

The firs1 nul l  hypothcrir was that the middle three cxperimcntal 

samples should not yield a total entrainment indca value less than 20 (see 

section 9.2). The total entrainment value far thc middle samples (73, T4 

and T5) is given i n  Table 11.4 i n  the columns lahellcd .d. The 

maximum sum possible is 150. The asterisks indicate a refutation ol thc 

nul l  hypotheses. The bottom row o f  the table gives the total numher o f  

subjects whose data refuted the null hypothesis. Four o f  l ihcrn subjects 

entrain when erposed to the arm movement lreatmcnl and the brush. and  

5/15 do so when exposed to the solenoid, as they move thcir finger u p  

and down. 

The second formulation o f  the null hypothesis, namely, that the 

subject's movement wi l l  not produce 3 entrainment index values less than 
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Table 11.4 Entrainment index (EI) value for finger dala 

W. S: Subject number. Experiments: FS: Fingeraolenoid: FB: Finger- 
brush; FA: Finger-arm. Mid: Sum of the entrainment index (El) values 
from the middle three samples. Best: Sum of the entrainment index values 
from the sequence of three samples with the lowest total. *: refutes the 
null hypothesis. $: one (borderline) EI value of 10 included in the sum. 
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LO in succession over the five middle samples. is addressed by the data in 

the columns in Table 11.4 that are labelled &. These give Ihe lowest 

sum of the entrainment index values over 3 successive samples from T? 

to T6 in the experiment. $indicates that one borderline entrainment index 

value of 10 contributed to the sum. 

Much the same result as that just mentioned arisen here too. Thruu 

subjects of Fifteen entrain in the finger-brush condition, whilc 4/15 do su 

in the arm experiment, and 1:; i ~ ~ ~ h e s t  number, 6115, change thcir period 

of finger movement so that it becomes similar to lhat of the solenoid. 

The subjects entrained their finger movement to a rhythmic sensory 

stimulus in approximately one third of the experiments. Entrainment is 

not mandatory, but is a very prominent type of behavior, given that there 

was no instruction to enlrain. On both M and &g measures. the 

solenoid yielded the strongest evidence of entrainment, and lhc brush the 

weakest. 

11.3.2 The rnonsyllahle repetition erperimenti 

The two null hypotheses just entertained with respect to finger 

movement will now be considered with respect to the speech enpcriments. 

Table 11.5 presents the relevant data in the format used for Table 11.4. 

S5 did not participate in the SS experiment, and so his values are 

missing. 

First, note S13's results. S13 was the only subject whose trend in 



Table 11.5 Entrainment Index @I) values for speech data 

W. S: Subject numher. Experiments: SS: Speech-solenoid; SA: 
Specch-arm: SB: Speech-brush. Mid: Sum of El values from the middle 
three samples. Best: Sum or El values from the sequence of three samples 
with Ihe lowest total. *: refutes the null hypothesis. 5: one borderline El 
value of 10 included. !: two El values of 10 included. 

S 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Experiment 

SS 

Mid Best 

53 24 

17- 7% 

96 65 

25 4- 

- - 

45 22 

4* 4- 

52 15 

94 69 

32 23 

125 113 

44 33 

SB 

Mid Best 

59 24 

15% 15' 

45 31 

30 11% 

2016 20! 

65 35 

13' 13 

45 28 

54 29 

38 26 

76 76 

62 56 

S A 

Mid Best 

15' IS* 

11' 5* 

50 31 

17' 17 

205 20' 

42 6' 

3 3' 

28 14* 

101 76 

25 13' 

15% 15$ 

42 26 



the control condition. i f  repcatd in the crperimcnts, could hare 

(wrongly) implied a refutation of the null hypotheses. Hcr data yiclrle~l 

lSW 1 Speech S8ihi.i 

4 - T r r m 7  
Sample  Number  

Figure 11.1 An example of entrainment from S7 i n  the speech- 
solenoid eswriment. 

low entrainment index values, as expected hased on hcr control condition 

data, but none that have been counted in the bottom line totals as reluting 



the null hypothercs. 

The subjects synchronize their monosyllable repetition to some 

extent with the brush and solenoid movements. Three subjects entrained 

their s!llabh repetition to those stimulus rhythms over the middle three 

samplcs tT3,  T4 and T5). The data frum one of these subjects. 57, is 

displayed in Figure 11.1. (In fact. S7 entrained his mono~yllable 

repetition to the solenoid rhythm throughout the experiment.) Generally. 

the arm movemmt treatment had a more powerful effect. inducing 7/15 

subjects to entrain aver the middle samples (see Table 11.5). 

Looking at the entrainment index values from any sequencr of 

thrcc sampler fmm the central five (the BeLt data), one sees similar 

rvsulls. Entrainment in the brush experiment is reduced, with 2/15 

subjccLs entraining. The results for the solenoid treatment are similar, 

with 3114 entraining. The imposed arm movement induces 8/15 subjects 

lo entrain, and 2 more produced borderline results. This is clear evidence 

of a tendency toward entrainment. 

Evcry experiment, feahlring either task, yielded some evidence of 

entrainment, with at least 2/15 subjects synchronizing their movement to 

that or a stimulus over at least 3 samples (approximately 2 minutes). The 

cascs with asterisks in the Mid columns of Tables 11.4 and 11.5 and a 
!QEU El values in the &I columns (eg. S4 for FB and FS) show that 

subjects entrained aver 4 o r  5 of the 5 samples taken when a stimulus 

was active. 



Entrainment arose in every experimental condition, and wss 

exhibited by 12115 subjects in at IemSI one experiment. This is o powrrRI 

result. given that entrainment could not be expected to arise :it all undcr 

my formulation o f  the null hypotheses. Clearly, entrainment 1s un 

important kind of behavior. Given that there was no inslruclion to 

produce the entrainment. and no reason to suppose that it lirnhcrrd thc 

subjects' guals in any way, it seems likely that the lendcncy to cnlnin to 

scnsory stimuli is basic in  the organizatton of finger and speech 

movements. 

The speech task produced more extreme results than the linger 

movement task. Fewer subjects synchronixd their monosyllable rcpclltinn 

(compared to their finger movement rhythm1 lo thc brush and the 

solenoid rhythms. but more subjects entrained their speech lo the arm 

movement rhythm. This interaction is discussod below (section 11.71. 

11.4 Relative Phase 

Having found good evidence of entrainment in the data, i t  is now 

possible to investigate relative phase. Here. I give the relative phasc as s 

percentage (see section 8.2.2). The slability of the entrainmenl in all data 

that produced low El values was verified against the appropriate vat ,e in 

the table of relative phase variances given in Appendix 3. Those wit11 

variances that were large enough to suggept that the relative phase values 
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might be unstable were removed from the relative phase data (see section 

9.1.5). 41.5% of the data ure rejected on these grounds, leaving 103 

Table 11.6 Fraction relative to total of commonly observed relative 
phase values in the data with low EI values. 

W. S: Subject number. S9 contributed no data to this analysis. FS: 
Finger-solenoid. FB: Finger-brush. FA: Finger-arm. SS: Speech- 
solenoid. SB: Speech-brush. SA: Speech-arm. 



cases with very stable low entrainment index valucs. 

A prior;, one would expect the rclative phase values of 0% 

(synchrony). 25%. 50% (antiphase). and 75% to occur no mow 

frequently than any other relative phase values. These valucs, i 5 ,  shcruld 

not occur in more than 40% of cases, on average. The number o f  relative 

phase values that fell about these commonly obtained values l f51  WAS 

noad.  Each subject contributed one fraction per experimenl. 

The special values of relative phase that commonly m~rk 

entrainment in the literature. 0%. 25%. 50% and 75%. occur no marc 

frequently than other values, on average. Table 11.6 displnys the 

frequency of the values of 0%.  25%,50%, and 75% 01 rclative phase. In 

42% of thr samples the relative phase values 01 0%. 25%. 50% or 75% 

W) arose, a percentage scarcely different from the 40% valuc of  

chance. Even when a subject provided a sequence of samples with low El 

values, for example, S2 in all experiments, the chance value is hardly 

exceeded by much: S2's sum is 9/18; only half his entrained samples 

show the commonly reported relative phase values. 

This is not to say that all phase values are equally well represented 

in the data. The histogram of the relative phase across all experiments 

(Figure 11.2) indicates that the relative phase values arc not randomly 

distributed over the range. There are clusters of common values with a 

broader base than L 5 .  Moreover, the clusters are offset in a reliable 

fashion from the values that the literature reports; they are in advance of  

these relative phase values by 10%. 
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Thc subjecl's movemenl tends lo anticipate the end of the cycle of 

stimulus movement slightly, or Ihe hall, quarter, or three quarter cycle of 

Figure 11.2 The mean phase OF the subjed movement relative to the 
stimulus movemwt, as a percentage. -50 and +SO represent 
movement that is directlv out of ohase (-180' and +180". or  the half 
cycle); -25 and 25 repre&nt the ihree quarter and quaner cycles. 
respectively; 0 repmenls in phase naovement (the lull cjcle). Subjecu 
are unequally represented in these data. 

its movement. The major peak occurs at -W%, and includes data that 

were directly out of phase (the shoulder of the peak, at -50%). The 

subject tends to be 10% in advance of the halfway point in the stimulus 



cycle. The neaI largest peak is at -102,  indicatinp that the suhjcct tcndcd 

to say the syllable 10% in advance of the endpoint of h e  stin~vlus cycle. 

Table 11.7 Most common values of relative phase (90). 

M. Phase: Phase of subject's movement relative to the stimulus 
movement. FS: Finger-solenoid; FB: Finger-brush: FA: Finger-arm: SS: 
Speech-solenoid; SB: Speech-brush; SA: Speech-arm. Every phase valuc 
represents at least 3 data. 

A peak at 2010 also suggests a tendency to speak or complcte a 

movement slightly in advance of the quarter mark of the stimulus cycle. 

Every experiment produced a mode at a valuc in anticipation of, ot 

on, the quarter, three qumer, half or full cycle of the Dimulus. Table 

11.7 shows the main values of relative phase per experiment. For each 

type of experiment (FA, SA, etc.) a histogram of phase values wa 

compiled (see Figure 11.3 below for example). If there were 3 o r  more 

15 second samples whose relative phase fell in an interval, then thc 

midpoint of that interval war ~ntered into Table 11.7. The pertinent 



intervals are relative phases of 0 +5, 25 2 5 ,  -50 2 5  (50 *5 ) ,  and -25 

+ 5  (75 +5). Only two values that indicate the subject lagging the - 

Table 11.8 Proportion of entrained samples that lead and lag the 
stimulus. 

W .  Stimulus Change (#S): Direction of the stimulus change over the 
experiment (longer or shorter period), and the number of subjects for 
which each direction of stimulus change was applied. Lead: The 
proportion of entrained samples in which the subject peaks preceded the 
auarter. half. three-auarter, or full cvcle mark of the stimulus movement 
by 10% of the stimuius cycle or less. On: The proportion of entrained 
samples in which the subject data peaks occurred exactly at the quarter, 
half, three-quarter or full cycle mark of the stimulus movement. Lag: The 
proportion o t  entrained samples in which the subject peaks lagged behind 
the quarter, half, three-quarter or full cycle mark for the stimulus 
movement by 10% of the stimulus cycle or less. (N): total number of 
entrained samples. F: Finger movement data. S: Speech movement data. 

stimulus commonly occurred, both arising in the brush experiments 

(a: -20, and SB: 30). All other must frequent values are either in 

advance of one of the commonly observed relative phase values, or are at 

one of these phase values. 
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Why the offsets rhauld be so regularly anticipatory is not clrnr and 

is discussed in the conclusions (section 11.11), but their patterning docs 

strongly suggest entrainment-like behavior. One could assume that thc 

subject is in effect treating the stimulus as though il is perfectly periodic. 

which it is not. If this is so. the subjects should constatttly adjust their 

period of movement as that of the stimulus changes. A suhject then will 

commonly anticipate the slowing stimulus slightly, entraining to it by 

lengthening her period only after the stimulus slaws. Subjects lor whom 

the stimulus period lengthened tended to anticipate the stimulus strongly. 

and those for whom the stimulus period shortened tended to lead the 

stimulus less strongly, but the effect is slight, in comparison to the 

strength of the general tendency to lead the stimulus, as Table 11.8 

shows. The tendency to lead the stimulus is pronounced and consistent 

across the finger and speech data and the two directions of  stimulus 

period change. (It is not legitimate to conduct an inferential 6' t a t ,  due to 

the unecual contributions by subjects to the proponions in the table. 

Multiple and unequal representation violates the sampling assumptions.) 

There is no obvious theoretical reason for the clear tendency to lead the 

stimulus. 

The relative phase data suggest that an entrainment-like process is 

occurring. The subjects did lend to produce cerlain values of relative 

phase that were approximalely one quarter or one half cycle (25% or 

50% of the stimulus cycle) apart: -60%. -10%. and 20%. Surprisingly, 

these main values were not on the quarter, three quarter, half and full 



cycle of the stimulus, but instead fell about 10% of the stimulus cycle in 

advance of those landmarks. 

11.5 The Stimulus Type: Punctate vs Continuous 

Now let us consider hypothesis 5: that a punctate stimulus will tend 

to induce entrainment to a greater extent than will a continuous stimulus. 

For the finger experiments. Table 11.3 (the congruence of direction table) 

shows a fairly small difference between the solenoid and brush effects: 

the solenoid treatment yields slightly more evidence of entrainment than 

does the brush treatment (on average, 0.3 more intervals in the solenoid 

data showed the subject's period taking a direction that differed from that 

of the control condition). In the monosyllable repetition experiment this 

effect is stronger: 1.0 more intervals in the solenoid experiment showed 

the subject's period taking a different direction from the control trend, 

compared to the brush experiment. The predicted effect occurred in both 

experiments. It is weak when the finger movement is the taskt(14) = 

0.8. p > 0.025, and statistically significant when speech is the task, ((13) 

= 2.44. Q < 0.025. (Alpha is split between the simple main effect tests 

(Pedhazur. 19821.) Thus, a punctate stimulus like a tap on the wrist tends 

to cause the period of the subject's movement, particularly speech 

movement, to change to become more like that of the stimulus. A 

continuous, smoath stimulus, like a brushing rhythm will also produce 

this effect, but less strongly. 



The power of the solenoid as an entrainer when lhc finger moves is 

indicated in Table 11.4. In the finger experiment. the solenoid induced 

more subjects to entrain over the 3 middle samples (Mid columns) than 

did the brush, but the difference is small: 5 cases for the solenoid. and 4 

ior the brush. The difference between the effrcls of thc two typcs of 

stimulus is more pronounced in the data which required a scqurnuc or 

data from 3 intervals. each with an El value less than 10 (!its! columns): 

in 6 cases, the solenoid induced entrainment. but the brush Ircatmem 

yielded only 3 cases. This suggests that when the finger is moved in the 

presence of the solenoid, entrainment is maintained far longer than with 

the brush, and begins or ends quite commonly oulside the middle 3 

samples. Thus the range over which the solenoid induces entrainment 

may be greater than that which applies when the brush is the stimulus. 

In the speech experiments, less entrainment arose due to either the 

solenoid or the brush, compared to the finger experiment. Also, both 

stimuli produced similar effects, even when the bcst sequence from 5 

samples was investigated (the columns of Table 11.5). However, the 

rank ordering of the speech and finger results is the same: the brush 

experiment can be viewed as having produced the least entrainment for 

both. 

The finger experiment produced the stronger result with respect to 

entrainment, while the speech experiment yielded the stronger result on 

the congruence of direction test discussed above, which measures the 

strength of the attraction of the stimulus rhythm for the subject, relative 



to control condition performance. The two tests measure different aspects 

of behavior. In the speech data, the subject's period changed to take the 

direction of the stimulus more h than occurred in the finger 

experiment. However, the average mag&,& of the clrange in the 

direction of the stimulus period is greater in the finger experiments. The 

greater magnitude is what is required to produce low EI values, and can 

account for the different strength in the two results. 

When both the entrainment results (Tables 11.4 and 11.5) and the 

congruence of direction results are considered, it is proper to consider the 

solenoid to be a more potent entrainer than the brush. The brush appears 

lo be the least effective driver on all measures, when either the speech or  

the Anger movement task is used. However, the difference in effect due 

to using a punctate, rather than .. continuous, stimulus is not large. 

Further experimentation would b; needed to confirm the effect. 

There might be differences in relative phase if the solenoid is the 

stronger entrainer. The solenoid and brush show similar numbers of 

occurrences of the predicted phase values (096, 2596, 5096, and 75% of 

the stimulus cycle. k5): 16/34 (.47) for the solenoid, and 15/30 ( .5)  for 

the brush (see Tablel 11.6). Thus, the solenoid and the brush nlovements 

are very similar in terms of the rigidity of their phase relationship with 

the subject's movement. 



11.6 Stimulus type: Sources of Affereuce 

Hypothesis 6 was that afference that arose from a number or 

sources should more powerfully induce entrainment. The brush and 

imposed arm movement experimental results speak to this topic. The arm 

treatment yielded more evidence of entrainment, as predicted. The 

Interpretation is complicated by an interaction between the task type 

(speech versus Rnger) and the stimulus type (arm versus brush). 

Froni Table 11.3 it was calculated that in the arm experimenls. 

there was an average increase of 1.6 out of a possible 6 intervals showing 

the subject's period taking the direction of the stimulus, relative to the 

control condition. For the brush, the change in direction of the period 

towards congruence with the trend of the stimulus period occurred in only 

0.5 intervals on average. In the finger movement data. the change uf 0.73 

intervals represents a small effect on the borderline of statistical 

significance: t(14) = 1.98, 0.025 < p < 0.05 (one tail test). The 

difference between the arm and brush treatments is much larger in the 

speech experiment: 1.33. s(14) = 3.84, p < 0.005 (one tail test). Thus, 

the subject tends to change the direction of his period toward that of the 

stimulus more often when his arm is being moved externally, compared 

to the frequency of direction change when the brush is applied. 

The entrainment data from Table 11.4 weakly support t h ~  

observation that the arm treatment yields the more powerful entrainment. 

When the finger movement task is used, imposeu arm movement is 



slightly better than the brush at inducing ent?ainment, b judge by the one 

case advantage for the arm treatment in the Best column (4 for the brush. 

5 for the arm). Over the central 3 samples (the Mid columns), there is no 

advantage for either treatment. 

For speech, however, the evidence is clear-cut. Seven cases of 

entrainment (the W columns of Table 11.5) mark the arm movement 

data, and there are only 3 in the brush experiments. As above in section 

11.5, the pattern under consideration appears in more exaggerated form 

in the &sj columns. Bigh: cases of entrainment arose when the arm WAS 

moved, and only 2 when the brush was applied. 

Both finger and speech experiments show a superiority for the arm 

treatment, even though the effect is much stronger in the speech 

movement data than in the finger movement data. Exposure to a rhythm 

of imposed arm movement yields entrainment more commonly than does 

exposure to a brush moving on the skin. 

Afference that arises from numerous sources then induces more 

entrainment. The difference between brush and arm effects in the &I 

columns suggests that with the arm treatment, entrainment may begin 

tarlier and end later, or occur over a larger range of periods, relative to 

the subject period. 

It is interesting that the -1 columns in Tables 11.4 and 11.5 show 

a in the number of entrained cases associated with the brush 

treatment, relative to the Mi4 column data. When the brush induces the 

subject to synchronize, the brush and subject periods tend to be very 



similar over one or two samples, but not commonly over three. On the 

other hand. the style of entrainment associated with the arm treatment 

tends to be longer lasting, with low EI values being maintained over 3 or 

more samples, as shown by the higher numbers of entrained subjects on 

the measure, compared to the measure. This is a more common 

outcome than near zero El values being pmduced over fewer samples. 

It is worth asking whether the pattern of the phase relationship of 

subject to stimulus movement distinguishes the effect of the arm treatment 

from that of the brush. The phase relationships of 0 5 ,  252,  50% and 

75% relative to the stimulus cycle marked the arm data less frequently 

than the brush data: in 0.3 versus 0.5 of the entrained samples, 

respectively. This is due largely to the heanomalously low proportion of the 

samples from the speech-arm experiment that show these phase values, 

0.20 (see Table 11.6). The anticipation of the stimulus that was 

mentioned above in section 10.4 is very noticeable here. Thus, the failure 

of the speech-arm data to show the phase values commonly reported in 

the literamre does not imply a random distribution of phase, but rather a 

very decided tendency to anticipate, by about 10% of the stimulus period, 

the half, three quarter, quarter, or full cycle mark of the stimulus, as 

Figure 11.3 shows. Fully .65 of the phase values fall into the categories - 
65 to -55 (before half cycle), -35 to -25 (before the three quarter cycle), - 
15 m -5 (before the full cycie mark at O), and 15 to 25 (before the 

quarter cycle). The expected proportion is .40 (see section 11.4). There is 

a possible reason for this anticipation (see section 11.11), and it is 
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On the measures mentioned here, the finger and speech tasks are 

associated with the same kind of effect, although the speech task is 

reliably associated with a more powerful effect. In the phase data, the 

speech-arm results, which appear at first glance lo betoken weakness, in 

fact merely imply narrower ranges of the relative phase values common 

in the other experimental data. 

On all measures of entrainment, congruence of direction, and the 

EI value sequences, the imposed arm movement produces an effect that is 

at least as powerful as that of the brush, and so there are grounds for 

concluding that the number of sources of afference that are excited is a 

factor in determining the strength of entrainment. It is particularly 

important when a monosyllable repetition task is used. 

11.7 Speech vs Finger Task 

The !s!l hypothesis uras that the speech and finger movement tasks 

should yield &iffam results. This renders problematic the use of 

statistical tests that assume a null hypothesis of similarity. So no 

slatistical test for the congruence of direction in the speech data versus 

the finger data was performed. 

The mean congruence of direction values are susceptible to an 

obvious interpretation, in any case. The number of intervals in which the 

subject's period changed direction, becoming more similar to that of the 



stimulus, was virtually the same in the speech and the finger movement 

data, and the rank order of effects for each stimulus type was the somc 

for both tasks. Thus, for both the finger movement and the speech tasks. 

imposed arm movement yielded the strongest evidence of entrainment. the 

solenoid was the next most effective stimulus, and the brush had the least 

effect. Table 11.3 provides evidence. The mean change per subject 

toward congruence with the stimulus trend in the monosyllable repetition 

experiment is 1.1 intervals, while in the finger data it is 1.03 intervals. 

The difference between these two values, or the difference in effect 

associated with the task, is 0.07 intervals on average, a miniscule and 

insignificant advantage for speech. 

Next, Tables 11.4 and 11.5 indicate virtually identical proportions 

of entrained cases across speech and the finger experiments: 13 of 45 

experiments for the iinger movement task, and 13 of 44 experiments for 

the monosyllable repetition task. The interactions between task and 

stimulus in the entrainment results (Tables 10.4 and 10.5) have been 

noted in many of the sections above. The solenoid treatment is most 

effective when finger movement is the task, and imposed arm movemcnts 

drive the subject's period most strongly when syllable repetition is the 

task. 

It is important to no8  two points about the entrainment data. First. 

the brush treatment is least effectual in association with both tasks. 

Second, the differences in t h e m  data for the solenoid and arm 



treatments derived from Table 11.4 may not be important, as they are 

fairly small. The difference is I case out of 15 in the Mid data, and 2 

cases out of 15 in the &data. 

If a trend is to be drawn from all of the data, it should be that of 

the congruence of direction tests. There, for hnth speech and the finger 

movement tasks, imposed arm movement is the most potent driver, 

followed by the solenoid. This trend is repeated in the speech entrainment 

data shown in Table 11.5. It is likely that the sum of EI values across the 

3 stimulus types is a veridical indicator of the effect of task type for & 

soeech emgcimms. The one anomalous trend is in the entrainment data 

that arose from the finger-arm movement experiments. There are good 

grounds for asking whether the imposed arm movement rhythm was 

deliberately resisted in the tinger-arm experiment, yielding fewer cases of 

entrainment than might have been the case if the imposed rhythm were 

less salient. 

Many subjects stated that the arm rhythm was extremely difficult 

to ignore when they moved their finger. At least two subjects, S14 and 

SI , consciously attempted to resist the rhythm of arm movement when 

moving their finger (see below, section 11.10). No other experimental 

manipulation elicited such comments. Accordingly, I judge the trend 

shown in the finger-arm experiment entrainment data to be less 

trustworthy. 

The propoRions of entrained cases for speech and finger 



movement, based on the brush and solenoid experimental results. are 

fairly similar: 0.21 for the speech-solenoid and speech-brush cxperimmts. 

and 0.3 for the finger-solenoid and finger-brush experiments (see thc MM 

columns, Tables 11.4 and 11.5). This is a fairly small difference. At the 

most, the difference is 0.17 versus 0.3 (the Lks columns). On the other 

hand, the finger-solenoid data revealed a effect than did the 

speech-solenoid data, according to the congruence of direction results. In 

sum, the results cannot decide the question of which task, speech or 

finger movement, is more open to kinesthetic drive. Both appear to be 

similarly susceptible. It is possible that the finger movement task might 

produce more cases of entrainment than did the speech task, if subject 

attitude could be controlled in the finger-arm experiment. 

Overall, for both speech and finger data, the proponion of 

entrained cases is 0.3. Both measures thal were based on the entrainment 

index (shown in the Mid and Bss! columns) yielded this proponion. 

The remaining matter is relative phase. The finger and the speech 

movement experiments yield similar frequencies of the relative phase 

values (42%) ofOW, 25%, 50% and 75%, as Table 11.6 shows. The 

important point here is that the relative phase results for the speech and 

finger tasks were the same, across the experiments. 



11.8 Submultiple aud Multiple Ratio Results 

Six arm and six brush experiments were conducted on seven 

subjects using r stimulus period tbat would be expected to yield 

entrainment at some ratio other than I:1. In five experiments, the subjects 

produced submultiple data, that is, their period was at most half that of 

the stimulus, and in the remaining seven, the subjects produced a period 

at least double that of the stimulus. These experiments caused same 

subjects lo vary their period radically across successive samples, but did 

not bring about contiauour entrainment far any subject over the tested 

range. Entrainmcnt is more readily achieved with a stimulus period that 

stands in a ratio of approximately unity to the subject period, rather than 

with higher integer ratios. 

One subject (S9) moved her finger and repeated her syllable 

extremely slowly, as Tables 11.1 and 11.2 show. The stimuli were 

presented at half or a third or a quarter of her control trial period. 

Apparent entrainment in her data occurred by chance alone and she 

contributed no low EI values to the phase data. 



11.9 Patterned Speech Results 

Some subjects innocently lapsed into a rhythmic speaking pattern. 

especially if they relaxed lo the point of dozing or were no lonbvr 

Figure 11.4 Patterned speeeh data Rom ,311. 

vigilant. Although they eradicated the pattern when they noticed it, often 

it escaped their attention. Noticing the pattern was difficult as they were 
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not able to hear their own voice. 

Both subjects for whom patterning was a common incident 

organtzed their syllable production around the breathgroup (6 to 10 

seconds long). One drew breath either every four, five, or sir syllables 

quite consistently within an experiment. The other used a two bar pattern, 

with inhalation being the eighth beat of the second bar. Her data are 

shown in F i~ure  11.4. It depicts one of the basic rhythmic patterns in 

English speech described by Martin (1972): the '"Old MacDonald had a 

farm" patarn. 

This virtually unconscious behavior occurs when the need to 

breathe occurs at one's intended moment of syllable articulation. This 

occurs at high repetition rates (shon periods). The orsanizalion of 

syllable production around inhalation gave rise in Sll 's  data to list 

intonation, manifest as regular energy differences between successive 

syllables, falling pitch on the last syllable in the group, and a pause for 

inhalation after articulating a group of syllables. Some subjects expanded 

their syllable into two feet. One, a subject whose data were discarded, 

added a final vowel. [a]; others changed the vowel from a pure vowel to 

a diphthong. 

The self-organization may be an indicator of the forcefulness of the 

stimulus rhythm. The period of Sll 's  patterned repetition became more 

like that of the imposed arm movements in the speech-arm experiment 

(see Table 10.9. Monosyl!able repetition is probably comfonable only 



aver a restricted range of periods, compared to thC pussihly largcr r a q u  

of comfortable finger movement periods. This is n rcasonahlc 

proposition, since finger movement is not so directly powercd hy hrcalh 

as is speech. There was no evidence of pauerning in the finger nrrvenlunl 

data. 

11.10 Subjects' Impressio~~s 

Commonly, subjects' performances did not match lheir 

impressions. This argues against the subjecs' having successfully 

entrained or resisted entraining due to intention. No suhiccl claimed 1,) 

have deliberately entrained. Sin subjects of the 13 who spokc ahout lhcir 

strategy attempted, during at least one experimcnl, lo mainlain a specilir 

rate, although they all said that they had not counted inamally at any 

time (Ss 1, 4,  5, 9, 10, and 14). Four suhjccls (4, 9, 10, and 14) 

attempted to maintain a rate consistently within each expcrimcnt. 

Of the 6 subjects who attempted to maintain a consislcnl rhythm. 2 

remarked that eventually, they could not be sure what their originally 

preferred rate of movement had been (Ss I and 9). The imposed arm 

movement treatment was the most salient for those subjects. Two subjccls 

(Ss 8 and 14) remarked in astonishment that the imposed arm movements 

thoroughly distracted their mind and their bg movements; one subject 

(S14) who had decided to keep to one rate of movement throughout 
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each experiment was certain that he had not been able to do so in the 

finger-arm experiment although he claimed (incorrectly) to have 

maintained his preferred rate without interference from the stimulus 

rhythm in all the other experiments. OF.& 612)  said that the arm 

movements made it easier to move the finger and that the finger felt 

heavier once the imposed arm movements ceased. 

These subject impressions confirm the power of the imposed arm 

movement to drive the rhythm of the subject's finger movement. Since 

the subjects were so explicitly aware of their tendency to fall in with the 

imposed rhythm when the finger-arm combination was used, it probably 

was the experiment which provoked the most deliberate resistance to the 

stimulus rhythm. Thus, the results from the finger-arm experiment may 

underestimate the true power of the imposed arm movement rhythm to 

induce entrained finger movement. 

It is surprising that some subjects believed that none of the 

experiments affected their rate of speech, when in fact both finger and 

speech entrained, and the speech task was associated with a stronger 

tendency toward entrainment than was the finger task in the arm 

experiments. 

In addition, there was a common impression among subjects that 

the solenoid was practically insensible and had probably not influenced 

them. A number said that they did not notice it after the first minute or 

so. The solenoid provided many of the striking examples of entrainment. 



It is safe to say, that regardless of the subjects' intentions, ;hey tended 

cnmmonly to be affected by the stimuli in the predicted ways. There wns 

only one subject (S12) whose data did not show any influence of the 

treatments and whose period in the experiments tended to become more 

like that of the control condition. Clearly, when subjects were less 

forcibly aware of the kinesthetic stimulus rhythm. they were more 

susceptible to its influence. 

There were clear and important differences between subjects. Some 

entrained in several experiments (S2. S4, S6, S7, S8, SI I ,  S14 and SIS). 

Generally, the subjects who dozed off or who were clearly relaxed tended 

to entrain, with one counter-example. S15, who was a very twitchy 

subject. The later experiments produced more evidence of entrainment. 

which was probably because subjects became more relaxed with every 

session. 

11.11 Conclusions 

Subjects tend to alter the period of their finger movements and 

syllable repetition so that they become more like the period of a 

concurrent kinesthetic stimulus in the absence of instruction to entrain to 

the stimulus. Entrainment arises in approximately 30% of all cases. 

Overall, the effects of the ptimuli upon the production of 

monosyllable repetitition and finger movement are similar, as predicted. 
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Virtually the same proportion of the subjects' periods in the speech and 

finger experiments changed to become more like the stimulus period. 

Speech and finger movement yielded the same numbers of cases of 

entrainment. The same proportions of the relative phase values of 0%, 

25%, 505, and 75% occurred in the stably entrained speech and finger 

movement data. The one anomaly, the strong evidence for entrainment in 

the speech-arm experiment, compared to the finger-arm experiment, is 

attributable to anomalous subject attitude in the finger-arm experiment. 

A punctate stimulus on the skin yields more entrainment than a 

continuous stimulus on the skin, but the effect is not large, and should be 

replicated to verify its importance. The brush movement over the arm 

very consistently produced the least evidence of entrainment. However, 

the effect of the solenoid is not consistently much greater than that of the 

brush, across ail measures used. 

The stimulus that should have excited s large amount of afference 

induced more entrainment than a stimulus that could be presumed to be 

arference-poor. Imposing rhythmic arm movements tended to drive the 

subject's rhythm more strongly than brushing the skin. The effect was 

most pronounced in the speech experiments. 

When the subject is instructed to move two or more body pate, at 

different rates, theoretically the movements should move at harmonically 

related rates, and Kelso et al. (1981) provide evidence in support. 

However. Smith et al. (1986) have shown that entrainment between 



simultaneous monosyllable repetition and finger n~avement nerd a arise. 

They showed synchrony in I case of 8 ,  and when the cases with ~.losc to 

harmonically related frequencies were included. 9/16 cases of entrainment 

(using their more liberal definition of entrdinment). 

When I paired voluntary movement of one limb (or of the speech 

organs) with involuntary (imposed) movement upon another limb, but did 

not instruct subjects to avoid entrainment, etttrainmcnt arose in 3/15 to 

8/15 cases, depending upon the specific combination of task and stimulus. 

The differences between the experiments were in the instructions 

and the use of imposed rather than voluntary limb movement. E V L ~  when 

subjects are instructed n ~ !  to entrain (eg. Smith et al., 1986). they may 

entrain. Even when subjects must plan movements for only one group of 

body parts (eg. my work), they may entrain to concurrent movements of 

other body parts, without being instructed to do so. Despite the 

differences in methodology, my results and those of Smith et al. (1986) 

both show that speech movements and body movements can be weakly or 

strongly coupled; the strength of the coupling can be controlled by the 

subject. 

It is worth noting that the coupling of finger and arm movements 

can be weakened more than Kelso et al. (1981) allow. Subjects certainly 

felt their tinger being powerfully drawn to move at the rate of the 

imposed arm movement, but were able to resist entrainment. I suspect 

that resisting entrainment successhrlly required close vigilance in the 



finger-arm experiment. 

The perceptual salience of the finger-arm combination deserves 

further investigation. An appropriate test of perceptual salience would be 

to conduct an experiment that included a condition in which subjects 

attempted to maintain a particular rate of movement, and another 

condilion in which subjects concentrated closely upon the stimulus and 

attempted to maintain a particular rate of movement. Subject ratings for 

salience of the stimulus would also be required. That way the confound in 

interpreting the finger-arm experimental results (due to the subject's 

whims about resisting the stimulus rhythm in certain experiments) might 

be avoided. It is not a simple matter to inculcate in subjects identical 

attitudes to a task, particularly when one does not wish to instruct 

subjects to produce a particular type of movement as pan  of the task. 

The entrainment seen here differs in character from that reported 

by Kelso and co-workers (1981; 1983; 1989; 1990) and by Baldissera, 

Cavallari, Marini & Tassone (1991), for the relative phase values 

reported in the literature an simultaneous voluntary movement are not 

pre!~onderant. In particular, the relative phase of 0% (or synchrony), seen 

and emphasized as being fundamental in so much of the Kelso groups' 

work, is less common than phase values at antiphase (50%). It is worth 

noting that in Klapp's data (eg. 1981), antiphase seems to be the phase 

relationship most conducive to organizing -. 
The prominence of phase values about antiphase for the arm and 



bmsh stimuli is not surprising. At antiphase, the arm movement would bc 

at the changeover point between forearm adduction to abduction, surcly a 

salient and important event for a perceptual system to note. Thc brush 

would also be changing direction at antiphase, from movement toward thc 

elbow, to movement toward the wrist. Only with the solenoid would there 

be no event-like change to be noted at antiphase. Nonethelcss, in the 

finger-solenoid data, the modal value is at antiphase. Even in the absencc 

of an external event that could give rise to afference, antiphase is still 

important. 

It is possible that interpretation of antiphase stimuli is easier than 

interpretation of in phase stimuli (based on Klapp et al.. 1985). B is also 

possible that subjects were less aware of having entrained to stimuli that 

were directly out of phase with their movements. Those who did not wish 

to entrain might have avoided moving in phase with the stimulus. 

Clearly, more research is needed to discover whether the phase does 

depend on the sensory or motor nature of the task, and what part subjccl 

altitudes play. 

Anticipation of the phase values of 0, 25, and 50% of the stimulus 

cycle is marked, and this has not previously been reported as being 

systematic, although it is clear from Ehrlich's data (1958) that subjects 

tend to anticipate a nimulus whose period changes predictably. All 

experiments except the speech-solenoid experiment showed that the phase 

commonly was in advance of one of the values commonly observed by 



other researchers. The most frequent phase value in each solenoid 

experiment was not anticipatory, and was one of the $x&@ phase 

values, 5 5 ;  FS: 50%, and SS: 0%. 

I speculate that it may be relatively easy to predict precisely the 

time of punctate periodic events like a lap on the wrist, but with a more 

gradually changing stimulus one may respond to the early clues rather 

than wait until the changes have terminated. So, for :xample, when the 

forearm muscles begin to stretch or have stretched to a certain exlent, one 

responds, rather than wait until the moment of maximum stretch, which 

would occur a1 the half or full cycle of arm movement (0 and 50%). This 

would make sense in adaptive terms; our senses facilitate purposeful 

action. They allow us to predict upcoming changes in the environment 

and to act to avoid or enhance their effect. 

There has been considerable variation in the choice of measure in 

speech entrainment studies (eg. Morten et al., 1976; Fowler, 1980; Kelso 

& Tuller, 1984) and much arzument from some workers (eg. Fowler, 

1980). It has been tacitly assumed that one's measure might be 

theoretically important if peaks in the data align with the peaks that arise 

from other non-speech events, like a metronome tick. That son of 

empirical validity has been achieved here, given the modal phase of 0% 

in the speech-solenoid experiment, and the general lack of difference 

between the finger and speech phase value patterns. 

Past work on monosyllable repetition has noted that speech&&, 



rather than perfectly, entrains to a rhythmic stimulus (eg. Smith r t  al.. 

1986), although Kelso's work implies perfect entrainment of speech to 

finger movement (eg. Kelso el al., 1983). The results here not only show 

that speech need not entrain perfectly to a rhythmic stimulus, but also that 

finger movements need not do so either. 

I have c?ncentrated on the evidence for entrainment, but the 

remaining two thirds of the data are informative as wcll. Suhjccls who 

did not entrain (according to the definition here) did tend to chrnge thc 

period of their movement to be more like that of the stimulus period, nr 

their period followed the stimulus period rather intensely, but briefly, and 

they did not generally adhere U, the pattern of their control trend. Thesc 

subjects are partly responsible for the strength of the results on the 

congruence of direction tests, even if their sequences of entrainment 

index values did no1 refute the null hypotheses. 

The conclusions of this chapter arc pul into the context of the broad 

thesis in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 12 

CONCLUSIONS 

In Chapter 1, I asked whether finger and speech movements were 

organized similarly, and according to non-linear oscillatory principles. 

The first hypothesis broached was that the capacity to sense position in 

the moving organs should be similarly accurate. 

12.1 Kinesthesis in the Tongue 

Sensing tongue and limb position appears to be similar in quality 

and source. This thesis has demonstrated the followin,e with respect to 

lingual position sense in Chapters 2 to 7: 

1. Lingual position sense is available. 

2. The sense of the tongue tip's position is as accurate as the sense 

of position displayed by other body parts. It is accurate to 

within 2'. 

3. The tongue's position is sensed both when people voluntarily 

move their tongue, and when their tongue is moved by an 

external agent. 

4. The organs that convey position sense in the tongue probably 

include receptors in the tongue muscle and tendon. Previous 



research has indicated a role for the skin. The bias in 

position sense induced by loading the tongue points to a 

possible role in lingual kinesthesis for the corollary 

discharge. 

In Chapter 7, it was pointed out that although the experiments on 

lingual kinesthesis probably tapped position sense, it is possible that 

instead the subjects analysed sensed tongue movement. From the point of 

view of the thesis, this ambiguity is interesting, hut not crucial. It is thc 

existence of lingual kinesthesis that matters; the psychological primacy of 

one kind of kinesthetic information, say, positional information, as 

opposed to another, for example information about extent of movcment, 

is of secondary interest, as long as one sensation. say, of position, may 

be derived from another sensation, or directly from muscular afferencr. 

Afler all, a laxonomy of sensations has not yet been disentangled for even 

the more thoroughly explored kinesthetic sensations of the limbs, like 

position sense. Recent work shows that with slow (Z0/minule) imposed 

movement, finger position may be sensed even when movement is 

imperceptible, so movement sense and position sense should be distinct 

(eg. Clark et al., 1986; Taylor & McCloskey, 1990; Ferrell el al.. in 

press). I did not look at such slow movements. 

The second point to note is that position sense has been 

demonstrated for a new class of moveable organs. The tongue is unlike 

the bony segments or the eye, more common objects of kinesthetic 



investigation. Yet the enormous number of degrees of freedom for 

moving the tongue lip is monitored with similar accuracy to the accuracy 

associated with sensing limb movement and position, and the muscular 

bias that arises under load is no larger than that for the limb. The mur.de 

spindles must be a reliable and trusted source of positional information. 

for subjects were biased in their judgment of the straight ahead after 

straining with the tongue muscles. Presumably. they need not have relied 

on the erroneous positional information from the tongue muscle, for 

contradictory and veridical information was presumably available from 

the mucosa of the tongue. Muscle may take on  great importance as  a 

source of information because there is neither joint nor rigid skeleton in 

the tongue. 

I investigated lingual position sense following active and imposed 

tongue movement in horizontal and vertical planes, following tongue 

protrusion under a load, and during anesthesia of the lingual mucosa. My 

experiments demonstrated that in these various circumstances, lingual 

position sense was as accurate as  sensing kinesthesis limb position. 



12.2 Entrainment of Speech and Finger Movemeuts tu 

Rhythmic Stimuli 

In consequence of the similarity of kinesthesis in tongue and limh. 

it was parsimonious to expect the movement of the tongue lo be governed 

by similar principles as limb movement. It could bc expeetcd that sensory 

afference of various kinds should affect the organization of limb 

movements and speech movemenu in the same way. Chapters 8 to 11 

demonstrated the following with respect to the organization of rhythmic 

finger and speech movements in the presence of a rhythmic kinesthetic 

stimulus. (Subjects were not instructed to synchronize their movements lo 

those of the stimuli.) 

1. The period of the subject's movement became more like that of 

a rhythmic kinesthetic stimulus lo which the subject was 

exposed. 

2. Entrainment to the kinesthetic stimulus occurred in 113 ofthe 

experiments, and occurs commonly outside the range of 

+ 15% of the subject's preferred period in a control trial. - 

3. A relative phase slightly in advance of 50% (slightly in advance 

of 180") of the stimulus cycle endpoint was the most common 

relationship between the subject and stimulus movement 

cycles. The subject's movement teded to be in advance (by 



10% of the stimulus period) of the relative phase values of 

01, 25% and SO%, which have often been observed in 

entrainment experiments. 

4. The punctate stimulus, such as a Lap on the skin, attracted the 

subject's period of speech movement more than did the 

continuous stimulus, such as brushing the skin. The 

difference between the effects of the punclate and continuous 

stimuli is small. 

5. The stimulus that gave rise to afference from numerous sources 

(imposed rhythmic arm movement) attracted the subjects' 

period more strongly than the stimulus that excited one 

source of afference, (brushing the skin). The effect of the 

imposed arm movement upon the period of monosyllable 

repetition was especially notable, on all measures. 

6. Speech and finger movement rhythms tend to be influenced 

similarly by the rhythmic kinesthetic stimuli. 

The two main hypotheses have been upheld: entrainment commonly 

occurs, and speech and finger movement rhythms were similarly 

influenced by the different kinds of kinesthetic afference. Rhythmic 

movement is organized by kinesthetic sensation similarly for speech and 

Rnger movements. 

There was one difference between speech and finger movement: the 

extent of entrainment in the finger-arm and speech-arm experiments. 



Chapter 11 (section 11.10) indicates that three subjects sensed that the 

rhythm of their finger movements was being strongly atlraelcd by the 

rhythm of Ihe imposed arm movements, and six admitted lhat they hsd 

attempted at some point in at least one experiment to maintain a 

consistent rhythm, resisling the imposed rhythm. 

The sense of unwilled attraction to the kinesthetic rhythm did not 

mark the speech experiments or the other finger movcmcnl experiments. 

It is not surprising that subjects were so strongly aware of the tcnduncy 

of their finger and arm movemenu to synchronize, and were less aware 

of any impinging of the stimulus rhythm upon monosyllable repetition. 

The imposed arm movements may yield affeerence for organizing finger 

movement that the subject considers highly relevant (see Hasan & Stuarl, 

1988), even if the two arms are not working as a pair on a particular 

motor task. Even though the moving arm and finger were on different 

sides of the body in the experiments here, they are part of a pair of 

limbs. In what follows, a pair of limbs refers to two limbs that attach 

symmetrically about the mid-saggital plane of the body, correspond in 

struchire, and that commonly work together to achieve a goal, for 

example, the two arms. The afference due to both would be similar in 

kind, arising from arm and finger muscles, skin and tendons, and the 

locations of its origin would be nearly symmetrical about the mid-saggilal 

plane. In normal circumstances, afference from one limb of a pair might 

well h e  interpreted in the light of afference from the other member o f  the 



pair, since they so commonly work together to hold and lift objects. The  

very strong coupling betwezn organizing voluntary movements of the two 

arms (eg. Kelso et al., 1979; Kelso et at.. 1981) would lead one to expect 

that coupling between voluntary and involuntary movements of the arms, 

and therefore coupling of the afference from both might also be 

particularly strong. 

It is strange that the attraction of the imposed arm movement 

rhythm was not sensed as being at all peremptory in the organization of 

speech movements, since about half of the subjects entrained in the 

speecharm experiment. The findings suggest that a stimulus' salience, 

and the attention paid to it, may not be reliable indicators of its ability t o  

induce entrainment. Attention here probably sewed to elicit resistance t o  

entrainment. 

It is probably the case Ulat for tasks requiring simple rhythmic 

movements attention is not always needed to organize movement once the 

task loses its novelty. Afference due to an external stimulus can organize 

the rhylhm of repeated volr;ntary movement in the absence of will. This 

susceptibility to environmental stimuli should he an advantage for any 

animal. A responsive motor-sensory system is useful. It allows us to 

adapt to unforeseen changes in the environment, and to accommodate 

many relatively familiar environmental contingencies without thinking 

about them. It allows us to drive a car over a familiar route without 

paying much attention, stopping at  the red traffic lights, and passing 



through the green ones. The stimulus rhythms in my experiments may 

serve as environmental contingencies for the subjects. 

At the same time, it would not be useful to an animal for its motor 

system to b e  enslaved by incoming afference. Then the animal would no  

ionger be free lo act, or to decide to move for a reason. Thus. voluntary 

movements must be able to be planned independently of concurrcm 

sensory rhythms when the animal so requires, but should otherwise be 

open to their influence, If Ule motor planner can incorporate into or 

exclude afferent rhythm from the motor plan, then the results that I 

received can be explained. Entrainment to a rhythmic stimulus need not 

occur, but will tend to arise as the default behavior when the movement 

task does not preclude it. This is precisely the interpretation that fits 

Smith ct al:s (1986) results as well. Inescapable entrainment to every 

rhythmic sensory stimulus might not serve the animal's purpose when the 

animal has a specific goal for its actions. 

It is important that the sensory aMrence arising from the stimulus 

need not be relevant in any obvious way to performance of the task for it 

to induce entrainment. This is one of the major findings oflhis thesis. 

This result powerfully implies pervasive application of non-linear 

oscillatory principles to interpretation of sensation for the purpose of 

organizing movement. The stimulation that arises from the rhythm of the 

solenoid, brush o r  imposed arm movement is not in any obvious way 

relevant for speech production. There is no  likely benefit to the subject 



fmm entrainment, other than ease of movement organization. Yet, the 

rhythm of monosyllable repetition was strongly affected by the imposed 

arm movement rhythm. I suspect, in keeping with what others have 

proposed (eg. Baldissera et al., 1991) that ease of organization is an 

imporlant factor in rhythmic movement tasks. 

12.3 Findings in Reference to Previous Work 

These resuhs permit a clearer interpretation of previous work. In 

the main, previous work (eg. Kelso et al., 1981; Kelso et al., 1983; 

Smith et al., 1986; Scholz & Kelso, 1989 and 1990) has not kept separate 

!he sensory and the motor influences on movement. The experiments here 

have carefully rectified that imprecision. 

Equally importantly, employing kinesthetic rhythms has broadened 

the acknowleged reach of afferent influences on movement organization. 

Many investigations of entrainment use standard auditory rhythmic 

sources, such as metronomes (eg. Hary & Mwre, 1981, Scholz & Kelso, 

1989 and 1990; Baldissera et al., 1991). The successful introduction of 

kinesthetic rhythms into the field widens the scope of future work, and 

deepens the significance of past results. Clearly, the relationship between 

afierence and movement organization is both intimate and pervasive. It is 

intimate in that movement rhythm can be organized by afference without 

the conscious subject being aware of it. It is pervasive tw:  just because 
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normal speakers apprehend speech by ear does not mean that sound alonc 

can manipulate speech rhythm. Kinesthetic afferencc can drivc the rhythm 

of syllable repetition. 

Entrainment of a moving limb to a sensory stimulus or to a 

simultaneously moving body part has been discussed in one pulse or 

another for some time (for example, as problematic interference: eg. 

Hircock & Chipuer, 1986; as due to limited resources far movement 

planning: eg. Klapp, 1979: Klapp el al., 1981; as a showcnsc for non- 

linear oscillatory principles at work: eg. Kelso et al.. 1981), but very 

limited discussion of the necessary and sufficient aimuli for enaainmcnt 

has ensued. With the investigation of punclate and continuous stimuli, and 

of afference-rich and afference-poor stimuli here, a proper start has hrcn 

made in that area. 

While all stimuli induced entrainment to somc extent, the aff~.rcnce- 

rich imposed arm movement treatment clearly yielded the strongest 

perception on the subjects' part of their finger's unwilled allnction loo 

the stimulus rhythm, and also the most evidence for entrainment in 

association with the speech task. Hasan & SNart (1988) proposed that 

afference from passive antagonist musclcs was likely to be as important 

as that from the active movers. The data provide material for stronger 

claims than that, for the afference in the imposed arm movement 

experiments arose from pdssive muscles in other body parts (not the 

speech organs), and monosyllable repetition nonetheless entrained. 



The following points about entrainment can he made. First. 

synchrony is difficult Lo avoid when two limbs of a pair are voluntarily 

moved simultaneously by the subject (Kelso et al., 1981, the discordant 

&b task). Second, synchrony is not mandatory when speech 

articulators and a limb are voluntarily moved simultaneously (Smith et 

al., 1986). Thus, the rigid synchrony that was claimed to mark 

simultaneous limb movement in general (Kelso et al., 1981) may be 

particular Lo the cases of voluntarily moved paired limbs performing tasks 

with similar Functions. Third, synchrony is not mandatory, but is 

common when the subject moves the speech articulators voluntarily while 

arm movement is imposed. In the absence of instruction, kinesthetic 

sensation induces entrainment of monosyllable repetition somewhat less 

forcefully than does concurrent voluntary limb movement, to judge from 

Smith et al.'s (1986) results. 

The phase relationship of subject to stimulus movement was not as 

Kelso and coworkers predicted (eg. 1981, 19831, but rather more in line 

with Klapp and coworkers' findings (eg. 1981, 1985). Klapp el al. found 

that an antiphase relationship (50% or 18W) yielded the fewest errors in 

his subjects' monitoring of two rhythmic slimuli. The tendency toward 

antiphase relationships in Klapp et al:s data and my data does not yet 

have a good explanation. Klapp el al. (1985) have rejected processing 

restrictions as a reason. 

This thesis used data analysis techniques that improve upon those 



of previous researchers in speech entrainment studies, particularly those 

of Smith et al. (1986). The improvements are described in Appendix 3. 

12.4 Non-Linear Oscillatory Principles and the Motor 

Plan 

The central thesis has been upheld. The non-linear oscillatory 

metaphor holds for finger movement and far speech movements. The 

evidence of entrainment to a kinesthetic rhythm makes a potent argument 

for the timing of repeated movement being organized in accordance with 

non-linear oscillatory principles. Were movement under regulation by 

linear, rather than non-linear, oscillators, subjects would have performed 

without variability in the control conditions, would not have unknowingly 

altered the period of their speech and finger movements to agree more 

closely with those of the stimulus, nor would they have acknowledged 

any attraction to the rhythm of the stimuli. Of course, if mnvemcnt wcre 

not oscillatory at any level, the rhythm of the stimulus should not have 

influenced the subjects' rhythms. 

It is possible to think in terms of default parameterization of the 

motor plan. Let us accept that the default is to couple the two moving 

systems of interest, for example. the finger and the speech articulators. It 

should be possible for the subject to specify that the coupling is to be 



weakened. From the foregoing, we might speculate that the subject finds 

it easier to weaken the coupling if the main members do  not belong to a 

pair o r  are anatomically contiguous. Future experimentation could help to 

decide whether this anatomical factor is important. 

The motor system should, by default, allow sensory afference to 

organize the rhythm of movement. The coupling might then be stronger 

when the sources of sensory afference are numerous, as in the speech- 

arm experiment, and/or when the afference seems potentially relevant, as 

in the finger-arm experiment. Further experiments on subject attitude and 

entrainment using limbs that are members of a pair, and those that are not 

would be required to understand what constitutes 'relevant'. 

It is in any case unlikely that subjects have a rigid internal 

timekeeper. The period of the subjects' monosyllable repetition and finger 

movement was fairly variable in the control conditions, and across days. 

The ability to vary one's rhythm is no doubt beneficial to us as animals, 

for it allows adaptation. Movement would become inefficient if its 

rhythmic basis could not be Nned by internal constraints, such as 

inhalation, or  by external limitations, such as the speed of a conveyor belt 

in an assembly line, or the size of a bolus of food. Cruse, Dean, Heuer 

& Schmidt (1990) have stated that sensory information may define the 

time axis on which a motor program operates. The data here support that 

remark. One of the parameters of the motor plan should be period (or 

frequency). 



The motor plan exploits rhythm. Far example, it might use a 

central pattern generator or a set of coupled non-linear oscillators (Gracco 

& Abbs, 1986; Bock, 1990). In addition, the motor plan may hold open 

the afferent floodgates to the rhythm generators, whatever and whcrcvcr 

they may be. Theoretical relegation of afferent information to reflex 

channels with purely peripheral effects is not defensible. given the resulls 

here. The solenoid tap on the skin, in order to induce entrainment of 

speech movements, must surely act via high level sensory afference. Onc 

of the few models to recognize the long reach of afferent influence in the 

organization of movement is that of Kafz & Harris-Warrick (1990). 

Although this model is derived from physiological experimentation on 

decapod crustaceans, its essence is the flow of afferent information from 

the periphery into a series of central coupled rhythm generators. The 

work here provides human behavioral evidence that concurs with the Idea 

that the afference influences the generation of rhythm, at whatever level 

of the nervous system the pattern generators may be found. 

From the above, the contributors to the motor plan would include a 

sensory-motor register of the body surface and limb location relative to 

the trunk, or of tongue location relative to the head. This register would 

be open to change via afference. It seems likely that spatial information 

would be registered, and that it should be available to the motor plan for 

organizing movement. The bias induced in tongue positioning after 

loading strongly suppons this suggestion. 



The rhythmic source that is at the disposal of the motor plan for the 

purpose of timing movement can be influenced, or possibly set up, by an 

incoming sensory rhythm. Memory should also be required generally for 

organizing movements. Contributors to a motor plan from memory 

include the plans for previously successful movements, as Chapter 1 

argued. 

In sum, kinesthesis provides information to help plan a voluntary 

movement, and is available to regulate rhythmic movement while it is 

being executed, altering movement control parameters as necessary. The 

strength of its influence is under the control of the subject to some extent. 

When kinesthesis exerts a very powerful and attention-grabbing influence, 

as in the case of simultaneous rhythmic imposed and voluntary movement 

of limbs that comprise a pair, then vigilance and intention can help the 

subject to weaken the influence of kinesthesis on the movement. 

12.5 Implications for Stuttering Therapy 

It may be the case that a congruent rhythm restores fluency to the 

disfluent. Stutterers are thought to have trouble with timing a succession 

of speech events (van Riper & Emerick, 1984). One of the professional 

treatments recommends vivacious gesticulation by the stutterer as an 

accompaniment to speech (eg. Wingate, 1976; Garcia-Moreno, 1984). 

This approach represents a way of achowledging or setting up bodily a 
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rhythm that allows the stutterer to organize fluent speech. The normal 

speaker must be presumed to be able to specify unthinkingly the rhythmic 

basis for fluent speech. However, the stutterer may need to set up a 

rhythm for speech in more deliberate fashion or complement a 

fragmented or frangible rhythm with accompaniment from the rcpertoire 

of (presumably more fluent) body movements. If this is so, then 

gesticulation as such is not the quintessence of the solution. Rather, 

accompaniment with any fluent rhythmic body movement pattern should 

suffice. 

This argument has implications for the interpretation of the speech- 

arm experiment results. I have assumed that the considerable evidence af 

entrainment that the speech-arm experiment provided was not due to any 

special strength of the speech-arm combination, hut to subject altitude 

having lessened the effect of the finger-arm treatment. It is also possible 

that the speech-arm combination is especially potent, for the imposed arm 

movements did describe a fluent rhythm, and would be the son of body 

movement, but under voluntary control. that a therapist might recommend 

to a stutterer (see Wingate, 1976). It would be worth knowing whether 

imposed limb movement a d  voluntary limb movement do reduce 

shlttering, and whether the voluntary or involantary movement is the 

more effective. 



12.6 The Units Used by the Motor Plan 

The unit of movement that the motor plan uses remains unknown. 

Some subjects occasionally moved their fingers in cycles that clearly 

began and ended at the bottom of the swing; others sometimes halted at 

the top of the swing. The form of thr finger movement does not suggest 

any one unit that the motor plan might favor. Other research also fails to 

find consistency in the form of voluntary l inb movement that might 

suggest an underlying unit of production (eg. C ~ s e  et al., 1990). 

Subjects' speech also exhibited different patterns. Often the vowel 

varied, and sometimes the consonant changed, or disyllabification 

occurred. Thus, even if, as Kozhevnikov & Chistovich (1965) and Fowler 

(1983) claim, the consonant-vowel pair is a basic unit of programming in 

speech, that unit is not stable in production. Here, one subject, whose 

data were discarded, appended [a] to each monosyllable. Other subjects 

on occasion created a diphthong from the vowel. 

The apparent elasticity of the monosyllable in production and the 

favoring of different endpoints in the finger movement cycle suggest that 

the subjects may have the unit of programming at their disposal, within 

limits. The same type of movement may have different functions, 

depending upon the task at hand, as Chapter 1 pointed out. When there is 

no particular function for a simple movement, the subject possibly 

organizes the movement so that it is as easy to execufe as possible. The 



criteria for 'easy' may change over seven minutes, or the subject may 

become bored with the movement and seek a change just for variety. In 

any case, the motor system seems to be flexible. Either it can plnn using 

various units, or, if the units are fixed, it can introduce a new. 

subordinate meter in the production of the unit. I favor the first 

possibility because diphthongization of a vowel would seem to require the 

propagation of a new, h level of unit from a higher one. The case for 

the other possible explanation, a dormant diphthong in the mansyllable. 

seems weak. 

12.7 Summary 

Ten experiments, four on lingual position sense, and six on the 

entrainment of speech and finger movement to kinesthetic rhythms. 

supported the thesis. The position of at least one speech articulator, the 

tongue, can he sensed as accurately as limb position is sensed. The 

kinesthetie organs in the tongue and limb, particularly the muscle, 

tendons and corollary discharge, may operate similarly to convey 

position. The thesis that speech movements and finger movements could 

be organized similarly was upheld with respect to a spatial aspect of 

movement planning, position sense. 

With respect to organizing movement timing, syllable repetition and 

cyclic finger movement demonstrated similar susceptibility to influence 
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from a kinesthetic rhythm. The subjects entrained their syllable repetition 

and finger movement to the kinesthetic stimuli in one third of the 

experiments. A punctate stimulus, like a tap on the skin, tends to induce 

more entrainment than does a continuous stimulus brushing back and 

forth on the skin, but the difference in effects is small. An afference-rich 

stimulus (imposed arm movement) induces entrainment more frequently 

than does an afference-poor stimulus (imposed brush movements over the 

skin). The speech and finger movement tasks were associated with similar 

amounts of entrainment. 

These experiments have major import for lhree basic reasons. First, 

they show the pervasive grasp of sensory information upon movement 

planning and control, which counters the view that motor patterns are 

blind to sensory influence. Second, they at the same time support the 

non-linear oscillator as a central tenet of movement organization. Third, 

they suggest that speech and voluntary limb movement are similarly 

organized, and should not necessarily be treated separately by students of 

movement. 

Most importantly, the demonstrations of the availability of 

kinesthetic sensation in the tongue, the influence of kinesthetic rhythm on 

the rhythm of monosyllable repetition greatly bolster the argument for the 

susceptibility of speech to organization, at least in part, by kinesthesis. 

Clearly, voluntary speech movements in monosyllable repetition are not 

exempt from kinesthetic control, and do not need to be accorded special 



theoretical status with respect to this non-linguistic level o f  movement 

organization. Organizing &m~ speech may require some unique 

theoretical provisions, notwithstanding. 
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APPENDIX 1 

SCHEMATICS OF EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

The apparatus for recording the solenoid, arm, brush and finger 

movement cycle endpoint is given in Figure Al.1. 

The output of the light delector gated noise from thc noise 

generator into the amplifier. From there the amplified noise was recorded 

onto videocassette tape. When the solenoid was used, the output of thc 

function generator gated the noise from the noise generator to the 

amplifier. 

A comparison of the reponse times for the light detector system, 

the solenoid tap, and the microphone was carried out by recording with 

the microphone the sounds made by the solenoid striking an object at full 

extension, and an object passing the center of the light detector at the 

speed of the finger. The recordings of the sound via the microphone and 

of the event via the gate box system depicted above produced 

simultaneous onsets (within the 30 ms window of the analysis programs. 

for example, s& (see Appendix 2)). 



Figure Al.1 Recording Apparatus for all stimulus rhythms and the 
finger rhythm. LS: Light Source LD: Light Detfftor PB: Photo Box 
GB: Gate Box FG: Ebndion Generator NG: Noise Generator AA: 
Audio Amplifier VCR: Video Cassette Recorder. The arrow 
represents the movement of the arm, brush, or finger through the 
light detector system. 



APPENDIX 2 

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES AND COMPUTER 

PROGRAMS 

A2.1 Analytical Procedures 

The analytical procedures described below were follawcd by using 

computer programs. Programs &I (or &&.at, snl, or selfin. as 

appropriate) collected 15.4 seconds of amplitude-time data from thc audio 

chaMels of a videocassette recorder, smoothed it, converted it to intensity 

data, picked out the peak intensities in the speech, and calculated the time 

of the maximum excursion of the finger or stimulus movement. The times 

of the speech peaks or the maximum excursion of the finger or stimulus 

movement were saved in datafiles. 

Program &.q calculated the mean period and standard deviation 

for each 15.4 second sample of subject and stimulus movement, using thc 

datafiles produced by d. From the mean periods, the preliminary form 

of the entrainment index was calculated (see Appendix 3). Mean relative 

phase and its variance were also calculated. 

hogram &n.&I allowcd the playback of 2.2 seconds of data and 

was used to check thc data when there were any concerns, for example, 

about the presence of background noise, or about the presence of 



coughing or sneezing, rather than monosyllable repetition. Small also 

served to ensurc that the conversion of amplitude to intensity did not 

result in displacement of the data peaks in the two sets of data with 

respect to each other. 

A2.1.1 Amplitude and intensity 

Amplihlde is the commonly employed measure in rntrainment 

experiments (eg. Kelso el al., 1981; Smith el al., 1986). I wished to be 

able to compare my resulu in a straightforward way to those in the 

literature. Finger movement and speech results are susceptible to 

relatively transparent comparison if the measure is amplitude or its 

derivative. 

Intensity was calculated from the amplitude values. It produced a 

compressed scale that virtually eliminated unwanted noise at the low end, 

while enhancing peaks at the high end of the amplitude scale. The 

relationship between the amplilude contour and the derived intensity 

contour is shown in Figure 10.6 (output of program W. 

A2.1.2 Sampling procedures in spl 

AZ.1.2.1 Dieitization. 

The amplitude data were calculated, using &. by taking a sample 

every 30 msec of I28 voltages coming in each channel of the analog to 



digital board. Two mean values, one for the data in each channel, wcrr 

calculated immedialely, producing one amplitude datum per channel 

before the next 128 voltages were digitized. Essentially, this served to 

reduce the data and smooth it, preliminary to manipulation. Sampling 

every 30 ms per channel allowed the reliable derivation of a smooth 

intensity envelope. Occasional checks of the original amplitude data 

against the intensity envelope were conducted by playing back 2.2 second 

sections of digitized speech through a loudspeaker, using mal l .  Small did 

not reduce the amplitude data during digitization, and used the same 

method as a to derive the intensity envelope. 

Amplitude data were smoothed by moving across the data one paint 

at a time, averaging across 3 consecutive amplitude data and replacing the 

middle (second) datum with the new mean. This was carried out twice for 

all amplitude data. The smoothing reduced the height of the steep narrow 

peaks associated with the onset of stop consonants, while preserving Ihe 

location of the amplitude peaks on the vowels. 

AZ.1.2.2 Conversion to inlensitv values 

The digitized, averaged, and smoothed amplitude data were 

converted to units of intensity (centivolts squared). The equation fon 

converting amplitude to intensity is: 



P = (A I 8)' (1) 

where P represents intensity value in centivolts', and A the amplitude. 8 

is the constant divisor required to ConveR the amplitude value from the 

analng-to-digital board lo centivolts. 

Gated noise represented the finger, brush, arm, and solenoid 

movements. It was collected and digitized as described above. The actual 

intensity values for the gated noise dam were not of interest. The 

maximum intensity value was substituted for every datum over the 

sections where the noise was gated on. 

A2.1.2.4 Peak oickim 

The maximum intensity value in every sequence of 2 or more non- 

zero intensity values (M) ms) between 2 intensity values equal to 0 

defined a peak in the speech data. In the non-speech data the peak 

represented the maximum excursion of the finger (brush, arm) movement 

cycle. This peak was Inferred to be at the point equidistant between the 

midpoints of each narrowly separated pair of data bars (that is, where tho 

noise has been gated through to the videocassette tape). The midpoint of a 

data bar was calculated as the point equidistant between the first and last 

non-zero values for intensity. Figure A2.1 demonstrates the placement of 

midpoints (a) and (b) for two bars, and the subsequent placement of the 

peak representing the maximum excursion (c). 

For the solenoid, calculating the time of occurrence of the peak 



indicating maximum excursion required calculating the midpoint of the 

single bar that resulted from the gating of noise. 

To maximize precision in the data with paired bars (finger, brush 

and arm experiments), the light detector systeni was set to allow about a 

three sample (90 msec) gap between a pass back and forth at thu expected 

top speed of the stimulus or subject movement. The precision was 

Time 

Figure A2.1 Calculation of the time of occurrence of peaks in the 
data from the light detector system (finger, brush and arm dala). (a) 
and (b): rn idpoi~~a  of bars. (c): midpoint between (a) and (b). 



generally g o d ,  as Figure 10.7 suggests. The brush and arm movements 

were equally fast approaching and leaving the point of furthest travel, so 

error in determining the time at which that point was reached should be 

small. The speed of finger movement was symmetric about the battom of 

the swing. 

In data checks conducted after smoothing and conversion to 

intensity units, variation in the relative temporal lotziians of the peaks 

across digitizations of the same recording was small, on average 

15 ms. This is the minimum difference that could be expected, given that 

the digitization procedure segments the speech at different locations 

during each digitization. 

These peaks were the basis for all calculations of perid.  The hue 

of of the maximum intensity in speech data, and of the 

midpoints in or between noise sections in the non-speech data was the 

essential matter, and the times of occurrence were recorded in datafiles. 

& calculated statistics from Ulese. 

A2.2 Programs &J, &g, 

The peak picking algorithm is given in a. It reliably allocated a 

peak to the same relative location in a 15 second sample of speech 

intensity, namely, when the vowel energy was greatest. 



I* Pmgram which records a point about once every 30 msec from 2 
channels, for a total of 15.36 sec. The amplitude over every BUFLEN 
(usually 128) points is averaged DURING recording, producing envelopes 
of512 points * 2, which can be transformed to intensity envelopes. 
Intensity peaks are picked out by imposing a threshold at 1/10 maximum 
intensitv on the data. The threshold is level. but can be set to decline 
over the breathgroup (speech channel I ,  st8mulus data Channel 0) 
lntens~ty data and peaks can be saved onto dak. graphed on screen, ur 
<en1 to a ploner. Playback through DACF and check, of the raw data ran 
be done with SMALL.C. 

This version is specifically for use with the light detector. 
Property of C.Grovcr, Dcpanment of Psychology. Memar~al 

University of Newfoundland. */ 

#define LINT ARGS 

#define max(a,b) (((a) > (b)) ? (a) : (b)) 
#define min(a,b) (((a) < (b)) ? (a) : (b)) 
#define abs(a) (((a) < 0) ? -(a) : (a)) 
#define sqr(a) (a * a) 
#define SUCCESS 0 /* general-purpose return codes */ 
#define FAILURE (-1) 
#define YES 0 
#define NO (-1) 
#define LESS-THAN < 
#define MORE THAN > 



#define MASTER 
#include <labhead.h> 
extern int labpadint, ... ); 
#define SWEEPS 512 1' ooinu in envelooe "I 
/* globals */ 
double TEMPI, TEMP2, 
tnt far * BUFFER = (~nt far *) Ox800000M); 

I* assume area above 512K unused ' 1  
in1 BUFLEN; 
int AMPL[SWEEPS1[2], WWER[SWEEPSl[Z]; 
I* BUFLEN is analogous to LENV in smal1.c *I 
int FROM, POINTS; 
int A1801141: 

in1 BGP = 511: 
int FLAG = 0;' 
in1 TDIV; 
int W = 5, WLlSTI61 - ( I ,  2, 5, 10, 20, 40); 
I* first element in this series would have index = 0. 40 = usual value *I 
in1 ADIV - 4; 
I* amplitude selector *I 
in1 PEAK-UP = 0; r* PEAKS AT BOTTOM, IN NARROW GAP *I 
char DATEII11: 
char I N T F I ~ E ~ ~ ~ ] ;  
char FILENAME[15]; 
float TFACTOR = 10.0; float TFACTORO, TFACTORI; 
double SLOPE, SLOPM, SLOPEI; 
double XSCALE; 
#define GRID ( (char far *) Oxb8000WO) 
I* declining threshold function --- *I 
I* 
dec 0) 



int j; 
{ 
in1 t: 

t =(int) (((floa1)MAX-PK- (((10.00 -TFACTOR)/IO.O) 
*(float)MAX-PK)) 

-((float)j* SLOPE)); 
if (t < 0) t = 0: 

1 
I 

/* Keyboard BUFFER flush ---------- *I 
void kb-flush 0 
1 

while ( (char) bdos (OxOB, 0, 0) ) getch 0; 
1 
/* check for a loaded vector ' 1  
I* Is LabPac there? If so, there should be a vector for INT 0x66. *I 
void check-ve-tor(v) 

int v: 
< 

unsigned long far * zero = OxMXXXXXX); 

if (V < 0 1 1  v > 255) { 
printf ("No such intermpt.\nn): 
exit(FA1LURE); 

if ( '(zero + v) = = OL) { 
printf ("ERROR: Vector %xH isn't loaded.%c\n", v, 7); 
exit(FA1LURE); 

I 
1 
/* ------- long-to-pointer conversions *I 
union HUGE-FTR { 



int huge ' ptr; 
unsigned int i[21; 

i ;  

int huge * ltop (a) 
unsigned long a; 

' union HuGE-FTR p; 
p.i[Ol = a % 16; 
p.i[ll = a 1 16; 
return (p.ptr); 

1 

unsigned long pfol (p) 
union HUGE-FTR p: 

I 
uns~gned long a; 
a = p.i[ll; 
a <<= 4, 
a + = p.i[O]; 
return (a); 

I 
I* record sound sample * I  
in1 record O 

I 
static in1 gainla] = ( 0,0.0,0, 0,0,0.0 1; 
char ch, input[4], filename[I51; 
int oldintr, result, mean0, meanl, nku, j; 
register in1 m, k; 
long int toto, totl; 
unsigned int offset; 
in1 far *pointer; 

printf ("There is room for 
SWEEPS); 

%d points of envelope.\n\n", 



1' printf ("Press ENTER to begin.\n\n"): 
kt 'lush(); 
do ( ) while ( getcho != 13); 

I*- LabMaster board initialisation functions - *I  
result = labpac (RESET); 
result = labpac (TIINIT, TIMER); 

I* eight input channels: DMA channel I "/ 
result = labpac (AIINIT. ATOD. 8, 1. gain): 

printf ("TDIV = 7.  BUFLEN = 128\n"): 
TDIV = 7: BUFLEN = 128: 

/* printf ("TDIV parameter (Hit ENTER Ibr default = 
7).\nW): 

if (getchi) = = '\rS) TDIV = 7: 
else TDIV = atoi(gets(input)); *I 

I* use TDIV as frequency divisor *I 

I* printf ("BUFFER length (54, 128. 256. SI?l.\n"): 
printf ("Hit ENTER for default = 128.\n"): 
if (getch() = = '\r') BUFLEN = 128: 
else BUFLEN = atoi(gets(input)); */ 

1' use BUFLEN as number of samples takcn *i 

printf ("Hit ENTER to record for 15.36 seconds.\n"l; 
/* -15.36 - 1 secl33.3 ticks/sec *SWEEPS */ 

kb-flush(); 
do ( } while (getch 0 != '\r'): 

/* timer 5 controls basic sampling rate of 100 kHz I (TDIV (usually 7) * 
2 channels) = 7.143 kHz sampling rate per chnl. The actual sampling 
rate has been measured as being closer to 7.2 kHz. Sampling is done at 
this rate once every 30 ms (consolled by timer 2 ,  counted by timer 3). 



Each 30 ms sweep comprises BUFLEN (usually 128) readings. A total of 
usually 512 SWEEPS are made = 15360 ms record time. AMPL = 
measure of mean amplitude over k points. [O] for other, [I] for speech. 
Square produces measure of mean power, saved as POWER.*/ 

labpac (TIST, 2, IS, 3); 1' 15 = 100 Hz. 
I3 = 33.3 Hz.'/ 

/* was 14 = 25 Hz CHANGED 3/1/90 ' 1  
labpac (TIST, 3. 0, 0); I* counter of timer 2 *I 
labpac (TIST, 5 ,  12, TDIV); 1' 12 == 100 kHz */ 

nku = 0: 
pointer = BUFFER; 
offset = BUFLEN * 2; /* integers per scan *I 

crso; 
printf ("\n\n\t R E C 0 R D I N  G . . . (lakes 15.36 

sec)\n\nU); 
oldintr = labpac (INTCLR, 255); 

1' htrn off all interrupts *I 

for (i = 0: j < SWEEPS; j+ +) ( 
pointer = BUFFER + Gal)  ' offset; 
labpac CTISTAT, 3, j ) ;  1' time for a sweep? */ 
labpac (TIST. 4, 3. 0); I* count conversions */ 
result = labpac (AIDMA. 0. BUFLEN, 2, pointer); 
if (result) ( 

prinlf ("AIDMA error = %xH.\nm', result); 
labpac (INTSET, oldinrr); 
labpac (RESET); 
return (FAILURE); 

I* work up previous sweep */ 
if lj>O) ( 



pointer = BUFFER + ((j-I) & I) * offsct: 
tot0 = OL: 
tot1 = OL: 
for (k=O: k<BUFLEN: k c + )  ( 

I" tot0 + = (int) abs (*pointer+ +): *I 
I* tot1 + = (int) abs (*pointer++): *I 
I* lnline replacement of absO call. 

SEE: stdi0.h file from Alcyon ronlpilar 
* for Atari ST *I 

m = *poinler+ +; 
tot0 + = ((m) < 0 ? -(m) : (In)): 
m = *pointer+ +; 
tall += ((m) < 0 '? -(m) : (in)): 

I 
~ M P L ~ ~ I ! O ]  = (long) toto I BUFLEN: 
AMPLtjIII] = (long) tot1 I BUFLEN: 

I 

if ( labpac (TIRAW. 3) > j +  I) nku++: 

labpac (TISTAT. 4. BUFLENV:  
labpac (TIAB, 4); 

I 
labpac (INTSET. oldmtr); r' rcslorc interrupts ' I  
prlnlf ("%cimn\lRccording donc.\nW. 71: 
~f (nku > 0)  ~ r i n t f  ( Data bad, I d  po.nts mcasured 

iabpac (TIAB, 2): 
labpac (TIAB, 3): 
labpac (TIAB. 5 ) :  

I* now get the last sweep ---------- ' I  
pointer = BUFFER + ((SWEEPS-I) & 1) offset: 



tot0 = OL: 
tot1 = OL; 
far (k=0: k<BUFLEN: k + + )  ( 

tot0 += abs (*pointer+ +); 
toll + = abs (*pointer+ +); 

I 
AMPL[SWEEPS-I 1101 = (long, to10 1 BUFLEN; 
AMPL[SWEEPS-IIIII = (lonp) toll 1 BUFLEN; 

/* fix any DC offset .- *I 
1% pointer = BUFFER + ((SWEEPS-I) & 1) ' offset; 
* to10 - OL: 
* tot1 = OL; 
* for (k=O; k<BUFLEN; k + + )  ( 

tot0 + = *pointer+ +; 
tot1 + = *pointer+ +; 

* I * mean0 = (long) tot0 / BUFLEN, 
* rneanl = (long) tot1 / BUFLEN; 

* for (k=& ksSWEEPS; k++) { 
AMPL[kI[Ol -= mean& 
AMPL[kl[l] -= meanl; 

* I 
*I 

CALC = 0; 
FLAG = O; 
STBG = 0: 
BGP = 511; 
return (SUCCESS); 

1 
I*- two scope-like grids. 4 div high * 10 div wide -- */ 
void make-grid0 
1 

int j; 



for (j = 10: j < 171: j += 40) her-line (0. j. 500. j, 
I); 

for (j = 180: j < 341; j + =  401 hor-line (0, j. 500, j. 
1); 

f o r ( j =  O ; j < S O I : j + = 5 0 ) {  
line ( j ,  10. j, 170, I); 
line ( j. 180. j. 340. 1); 

I 
Ggoto-xy (3, 64); 

$text ("FROM"): 

Ggoto-xy (5. 64); 
gtext ("POINTS"): 

Ggoto_xy (7. 64); 
if (PEAK-UP < I) gtext ("NARROW"): 
else gtext ("WIDE); 

Ggoto-xy (9. 64): 
gtext ("TFACTORI "1: 

Ggoto-xy (1 1, 64); 
gtext ("SLOPE1 "): 

Ggoto-xy (13, 64); 
gtexl ("BOP"); 

Ggoto-xy (IS, 65); 
gtext ("power data"); 

Ggoto-xy (17, 65); 
gtext ("Page - of -"I; 

Ggoto-xy (19, 65); 
gtext ('CVZ/div " ) ;  



/X ..... smoothing */ 
void smooth (Array1 

in1 Array[SWEEPS][ZI; 
I 

in1 j, k; 
in1 smlh[SWEEPS]; 

float mn-str, sum_str, Oldgt, newgt; 

I' Firs! AMPL passed as Array, then smoolhed AMPL passed 
as POWER. div by 8 to keep number less Iban 32768 before square. 118 
for A-D to cv conversion. rmwthine over 3 Doinu twice (to maintain - .  
pelks m true locarlon) and discount of peala utlh rery sleep onset, as 
thfse are Ickrl) r o w  due lo slop consonant release, not rowel eierg). 'I 

for (k = 0; k < 2; k+ +) ( 
sum-str = 0 

f o r c j = O ; j < 3 ; j t t ) (  
mn-str = (Array(itFROM][k]); 
sum-str = sum-str + mn-str; 
I 

mn-slr = (float) sum-str 1 3: 
smlh[O] = (in0 mn-str; 
smth[l] = (in!) rnn-str; 

forcj = o : j  < ( P O I N T S - 3 ) ; j t + ) (  
o l d g t  = Arrayti + FROM]&]; 

newgt  = Array[itFROM+31[kl: 

I* getting rid of cliff jump 
if (Array[i+FROM+3][kl - 100 > Array[j+FROM+Z][k]) ( 
mn-str = ((mn-str * 3) t Array [i t FROM t 4l[k] - 

oldqt) 1 3 ;  



I 
else if (i+FROM > 0 && oldgt - 100 > Array ti - I t 

FROMl[kl) I 
mn-str = ((mn-str 3) t new-pt - Array + FROM 

+ ll[k1) 1 3; 

for (j = 0; j < WINTS; j+ +I ( 
POWERG][kl = smthtil; 
1 

I* -- picking peaks and placing thresholds ---- *I 
void pickgeak (k, cv2-pt) 
int k, cv lq t ;  

I 
I* Peak is taken as centered above threshold between threshold crosses up 
and down. Defaults: Threshold is set to stan at 1/10 value of the 
maximum peak. for monosvllables. Slope varies with threshold factor 
(TFACTOR) chosen. ~ e l a i l t  is 0.0. lf'default is not used. slopes tend 
toward a common endpoint, hut do not achieve it within 8 secs (the time 
for breath group). Each analysis starts at file start and goes to lile end 
(defaults). Smoothine orevents bias in oeak nlacement bv consonant -. . . 
release energy. Peak location is at vowel peak energy. Location of peaks 
is stored in Ann, which treats the first POWER index it looks at (from) 
as zero, no matter what it is. First 40 values for other data, chnnl 0 ( I  
here). A[01[21, last 40, chnnl I (2 here), A[401[2l for speechdata. * I  

349 



I* Note: noise is gated on as light beam is broken. Light beam is broken 
once on each excursion upwards and again on excursion downwards. 
Endooint of excursion is considered t o  be the event of interest. It is taken 
t o  occur halfway between n o  light beam breaks. In order to know which 
pair of peaks encloses the up excursion peak, it is impanant to set the 
light and sensor far from the midway polnl of the excursion. *I 

in1 oldflag, b, newflag, lastx. x, y ,  j, c, p, loc, pk, t, start, 
length, rrrsn, 1-end, ipil, ipi2; 
char string(201; 

In index la arrays = k=O for chn I (other), k= I for chn 2 
(speech) */ 

if (k EQ I) ( 
c = JO; 

else ( 
1 
c = O ;  

) 

oldflag = O; 
if (FLAG EQ 0) ( 

SLOPEO = O: SLOPE = O; SLOPE1 = O; 
I 
if (FLAG EQ I && k EQ 0) ( 

TFACTOR = TFACTORO; MAX-PK = MAX-PKO; 
SLOPE = SLOPEO; 
I 

if (FLAG EO I && k E O  1) l 
TFACTOR = T F ~ ~ ~ O R I ;  MAX-PK = MAX-PKI; 
SLOPE = SLOPE1; 

if (FLAG EQ 0) { 



start = FROM: 
length = POINTS: 

I 
else ( 

start = STBG; 1' start of breath group *I 
length = BGP; 

1 
1-stan = max (start. FROM); 
t end = min (length, POINTS); 

ior (i = 1-stan; j < 1-cnd + t-start: j+ +I ( 
1" if (WWERu][kl > dec(i1 && decljl > I1 newflag = 1: 
I 

if  (POWERGl[k] > TFACTOR) newllag = I: 
else newllag = 0; 
if (oldllag ! = newflag) ( 

A[cl[oldflagl = j; 
if (oldflag = = I1 ( 

A[cl[oldilagl = j - I : 
c t t ;  

1 
oldflag = newllag: 

1 
] 1% end for loop *I 

i f  (newflag --= I) ( 
A[c][l] = start t (lenglh - 11: 
c t -1- : 

1 
if (k EQ 01 ( 

foru = c ; j  <40:j++) ( 
A[i][O] = 0; 
Aljl[ll = 0; 
1 

1 



else ( 
fa r0  = c : j  < 8 O ; j + + ) (  

AlillOl = 0: 

l 
I* -- plot threshold for breathgroup ---------- *I 

lastx = 1-stan * XSCALE: 
1' t = dec (1-start)lcv2gl; 
*I I = TFACTORlcv2 01; 

if (k EQ I) y = 176 I* speech ul[lI plots top screen '1 
else y = 340; 

1-end = min(FR0M + POINTS, start + length); 
for (i = 1-start; j < 1-end; j ++) ( 

x = i * XSCALE: 
I* line ilanx, y -1, x, y - (dec(j)/cvZjt), I); 

I = dec (i)/ cv2 j t ;  
I 

line (lastx, y -1, x, y - (TFACTOR/cv2qt), I); 
1 = TFACTORI cv2gt ;  
Iastx = x; 

;" ~i rs t ' and  iast peak not plotted if beyond Threshold at data start or end. 
Peaks are taken to occur halfway between time of rise above threshold 
and fall beneath threshold for the stimulus. because random noise is eated 
equall) hefore and afler the s t~n .~  'us excursion: there isn'l a peak ,n the 
MEASURE of lhc stlrnulus. Each two ctimu.us peaks represents I cycle 
of finger movement. For speech, the peak is plotted at the point of peak 
intensity within the data above threshold. Where the peak would occur 
halfway through a frame, it is treated as being half a frame late. If onset 
at 40, offset at 45. plot is at 43, not 42. Peaks whose base is less than 60 
msec (2 pts) not plolted as these ~robablv reuresent enerev oeaks due to -. . 
stop consonants. counting the inclusive indimeans plotted peaks 
represent a t  least 60 msec above thresh. energy. *I 



else ( 
c = m  
I 

t = TFACTOR, 
if fA[cl[Ol > 0 && A[cl[ll != FROM t (POINTS - I)  

&& A[cl[I] - A[cl[Ol > I && t > 0) 
I 

I 
loc = A[cl[Ol; 
pk = POWER[loc][k]: 

for (p = 0; p  < (A[clIll- A[cl[Ol)+l; p t  t )  ( 
loc = A[c][O] + p: 
pk = max (pk. POWER[locl[kl): 
if (pk EQ POWER[locl[k]) A[c][?l= 

?[clIOl + p; 
1 

if (A[c][2] < (rtan + length)) 
I 

x = (in0 ((AlcI[21 -FROM) * XSCALE): 
line (x, y - 140. x, y- (t Icv2-pt). I): 

I 

else { 
I 
A[cI[Zl = A[clIOl + ((intl (I + A[cl[ll- 

ALcl[Ol) 12); 
I 

else ( 



I 
1% flatten the non-speech peaks, which are an a r t i b t  of Le noise gats. 
The solenoid follows a square wave. Find midpoint beween peaks = 
endpoints o f  excursion. PEAK-UP should never = I for the arm. 'I 

if (k EQ 0) ( 
ipil = A[11[2] - A[O][Z]; 

I* interpeak interval 1 ' I  
ipi2 = A[2][2] - A[l]IZl; 
if (ipi2 > 0) ( 

if ((PEAK-UP < I Br& ipi2 > = ipil) I I 
(PEACUP > 0 Bdc ipil > ipi2)) 

I* default: PEAK-UP = 0, and ipi2 > ipil 
and firs1 pair encloses down *I 

( 
A[Ol[?l = (ipil 1 2) + A[01[21: 

I* 1st true peak (top of cycle) *I 
r* remaining top of cycle peaks: *I 

f o r ( i = l : j  < c k j + t ) (  
if (A[(ja2)t11[21 > 0)  ( 

AIj)[3] = Afi*2)[21 + ((A[(j*2)tl]f2] . AIj821[2)) 12); 
I 
else A[j1[3] = 0: 
I 

I 
else ( I* firs1 pair encloses up *I 

if ((PEAK-UP < I && ipil > ipi2) I I 
(PEAK-UP > 0 && ipi2 > ipil)) 
I 



I 
else A[j1[3] = 0: 
I 

I 
I 

for (b = j; b < c: b t + )  ( 
A[b1[3] = 0; /*zero remaining peaks *I 
1 

I* sptkc for the non.speech peaks. The fingcr folloss a sinc uavc 
appro\lrnalcly but lam representing one pnint of 1 4  cyclc only. ' 

I 

else ( 
f o r ( i = O : j  < 8 O ; j + + ) (  

A01[3] = 0; 
I 

I 
c =O; 
forcj = o; j  < 4 0 ; j t + )  ( 

1' 1 = dec(A[c][O] + ((I + A[cl[l]-A[c][O]) n)); 
*/ 

t = TFACTOR; 
if (A[cl[Ol > 0 8r& A[c][I] != FROM t 

(POINTS - I )  && A[cl[ll - A[cl[O] > 1 && t > 0) 
I 
; = (int) ((A[c][3] - FROM) * XSCALE); 
if (A[c1[31 < (start + length)) ( 
line (x, y - 140, n, y - (t 

/~"291), 1); 
1 

c t + ;  
1 

1 
I* zero peak matrix outside the breathgmup *I 
f o r ( j = o : j < 4 0 ; j + t ) {  

if(A[j1[31 < STBG I A[j1[31 > (STBG + BGP)) 



} 
/* -------- send power contrur to plotter *I 
void send-env (chn) 

int chn; 
1% chn 2 = speech: I = other. Plot on screen is reproduced on paper. 
crcrpl the padding to make 10 horizontal divisions on screen is foregone 
an the plat (115 padding). POINTS = range of horizontal valuer in 
screen points. nisec = range of horizontal r ~ l u e s  in plotter values */ 
( 

intj ,  k, c, rf, t, pk, loc, p, thr, ipil, ipi2, b: 
float msgt: 
double cv2, x, y, start, msec: 
char strlng[60], xlabel[lOl. ylabel[lOl: 

FILE * unit: 
unit = fopan ("COMZ". "wb"); 
Teklnit (unit, 'D'): 
TekCharSize (0.18, 0.30): 

if (chn EQ 2) k = I ;  
else k = 0; I* k links index of POWER to chnnl * I  

m s g t  = 30.0; 
/' timers 2 and 3 set SWEEP rate at 33.3 Hz = 30 mrec*/ 

start = FROM ' ms 01: 
msec 5 POINTS * mqpt; 

/' reduction factor rf decreases the range plotted. It corresponds to the 
screen power plot labels factor. */ 



if (ADIV == 5) rf = 32: 
if (ADIV == 4) rf = 16: 
if (ADIV = = 3) rf = I?; 
if (ADN == 2) rf = 8; 
if (ADIV = = 1) rf = 4: 
if (ADIV = = 0) rf = 2; 

cv2 = 160 * rf; 

I* mv2 produces too large numbers, so cv2 uscd. POWER includcs a 
division by cv1A-D units BEFORE the square. Only factor needed lo 
convert screen labels to plotter range is rf. 

POWER: (A-D units * cv1A-D units) **? = cv? 
1 

if (k == 0) TekWindow (0.50, 9.50. 0.50. 3.50); 
if (k == 1) TekWindow (0.50. 9.50. 4.50, 7.50); 

I* plots 2 windows. I per chnl an 8.5" ' I I" paper. Plum long side of 
paper along BOTTOM of tablet, short side 0.5'' to right or tablcl's lctt 
margin (plotter refuses to do labels ilO.O = specified leli margin.).'/ 

TekScale (start. (double) start + mscc. 0.00, cv21; 
TekLAies (-(double)msecl8.00. (double)cv2N.00. 

(doublelstart, 0.00); 
TekMove ((double) start, 0.00); 

. . ,  
SLOPE = O; MAX-PK = MAX-PKO: 
TFACTOR = TFACTORO; 

else ( 
1 
SLOPE = SLOPEI; MAX-PK = MAX-PKI; 
TFACTOR = TFACTORI ; 



I* .......... data plot loop ---- 'I 

for ij = 0; j < POINTS; j t  +I { 
n = start + ti * msgt): 

if ik EQ 0) ( 
if (POWERlil[kl > 0) Y = MAX-PK; 
else y = 0: 

I else y = POWER[i+FROMI[k]: 
TekDraw ix, y); 

I 

rhr = max (0. (BGP + STBGI -PROM): 
lhr = min (POINTS. thrl; 

I* TrkMove ((double) Stan, (double) dec(0)); 
f o r ( i = 0 : j < l h i + l : j t + l (  

x = start + (i * msgt): 
y = dec (j + FROM): 
TekDraw ir, y): 
t 

TekMove i(doublc) stan, (double) dec(0)); 
TekMove ((double) stan, (double) TFACTOR); 
spriaf (string. "%5.3f". ( i d  TFACTOR); 
TekLbOrg (I); 
TekLabel (string); 

I 

I* plot peak locations ----*I 
I* same rules for peak picking here as in pickgeal: "I 

else { 



f o r ( : , = O : y  < 4 0 ; y + + l (  
t = TFACTOR: 

if (Alcl[Ol > 0 && A[cllll != FROM + (POINTS - I) 
&& A[clIll - A[cl[O] > I && 1 > 0) 

( 
if (k EQ I)  

( 
lac = A[cl[O]; 
pk = POWER[lor][k]; 

for fp = 0: p < (A[clIll- A[cl[O])-bl; p + + )  ( 
loc = A[cl[O] + p; 
pk = max (pt .  POWERLlocllkll; 

if fpk EQ P0WER[locl[~]) A[c1[21= A[cl[Ol +p: 
I 

x = ms-pt ' Alcl[2]: 

else ( 
I 

x = ( m s g t  * (Alcl[Ol + ((in0 I1 + 
AIcl[ll - A[cllOl~ 12))): 

1 
if (k EQ I) ( 

if (A[c1[21 < (lhr+FROMl && A[c1121 > 01 
( 
TekMove (x, (doublelj); 

TekDraw (x, (double) (cv2 - (cv2 I 8))): 
sprintf (string, "%dm,  (int) x): 

TekMove ((double) x, (double) (cv2 - fcv2 14))); 
TekLbDir (90.00); 
TekLabel (string); 
1 

1 
) 
c + + ;  



1- find midpoint between peaks = endpoinu of crcursion. *I 

i f  lk EQ 0) ( 
ipil = A[II[;I - A[OI[2]; 

1% inlemeak interval I *I 

~[01[31 = (ipil 12) t A[01[2]; 
I* 1st true peak (top of cycle) *I 
I* remaining top of cycle peaks: *I 

for( i= l : j<  c/Z; j++)(  
i f  (A[(i2)+l][2] > 0) ( 

ALil[3] = A[i?l[21 + ((AI~*2)+11[?1 - A[jX21[2]) 12); 
I 

else AU1[31 = 0; 
1 

I 
I 
else ( I' first pair encloses up 'I 

i f  ((PEAK-UP < I && ip i l  > ipi2) I I 
(PEAK-UP > 0 && ipi2 > ipil)) 



for (b = j; b < c; b+  +) ( 
A[b][3] = 0; I* zero remaining peaks */ 
) 

I* spike for the non-speech peaks. The finger lollows a sine wauc 
approximalely bul I am represenling one point 01 ila cycle only. "I 

I 
else ( 

lor fj = 0 ;  j < 80; j + + l  I 
AO]D] = 0: 
1 

c = 0; 
for( j  = O j  < 4 0 ; j + + J (  

t = TFACTOR; 
if (A[c][O]> 0 && A[c][l] != FROM +(POINTS-II 

&& A[c][l] - A[c][OJ > I && 1 > 0)  
I , 

x = m s g t  * A[cl[31: 
if (A[c][3] < (thr + FROM) && Alc1[31 > 0) ( 

TekMove (r. (duubletjl; 
TekDraw lr, (double) (cv2 - (cv2 / 8))); 

s ~ r i n l l  (strine. "76d". lint) rl: 
TekMove  d double)'^. (doublei(cv2 - (cv2 1 4))): 

TekLbD~r (90.M)): 
TekLabel (slringl; 
I 

I 

1% LbOrg Matrix 7 4 1 
origin: 5. 8 5 2 

9 6 3  * I  



I* \xOb moves the label plot up lwice the char height. \xOa = move plot 
down. \xOb = move plot up. \x08 = move plot left \x07 beep to signal 
finish *I  

sprintf (rlabel, "\xOa\rOa maec"): 
TekMove ((double) (msec116.00) + start. 0.W); 
TekLbOrg (4): 
TekLabei lxlabell; 
spriaf iylabel. "\xOS\x08cv"); 
TekMove (stan. ldoublel 0.63 ' cv2k 
TekLbOrg (5); 
TekLabel (ylabel): 
TekCharSire (0.15. 0.251: 
sorintf lvlabel. "\r082"): 

~ e k ~ b o r i ( 7 ) :  ' ' 

TekLabel (ylabcl); 
sprintf (ylabel, "\x07''): 
TekLabel ivlabell: 

1" -- plot the envelope: second-level function *I  
void plat_env (total, page, c v 2 j t )  

in1 lotal, page, c v 2 j t :  
I* points in  array, which page to plot, (RAW) counts per pixel, points 
per horizontal pixel. time (x axis) vs power (y axis). *I  
I 

int laslx, lastyo, laslyl, pp ,  slad, lenglh; 
in1 pages, pix-div, width, lo, x, y, j, k, chn, c; 
float ms-div, cv2-div; 
char string[401; 

pps = WLISTIWI * lolal 132: I* nb 1132 = 512116K *I 
i f  (total <2 1 1  pps<2) ( 

putch(7); 



return; 
I 

pages = (long) (total + pps - IL) I ops: 
page = min (page, pages-1); 
FROM = page * pps: 
to = min (FROM+pps-I, lolai-I): 
M INTS  = to - FROM + I; 
pix-div = 5121(lO *pages); 
ms-d~v = (floal) (I53M)ISWEEPS) * (float) pix-div; 

I* convert points to ms per div = timelpr (30 msee) * 512 pls * 
(pt/div)/pages. Valccs here are approximate due to imprecision ~n nagc. 
pages. Precise values are printed on the paper plots (with send-env) '1 

i f  (POINTS <2) ( 
putch(7); 
return; 
1 

c v 2 j t  = man (cv2j1, I); 

1' cv2 per pt here wil l  not be Ine square of  c vg t  for raw data as in 
 small.^ because AMPL, and therefore POWER, are measures of mean 
power or amplihlde, and don't necessarily 
reflect the maximum raw values which nltracl attention on 
the raw plots. Usual: 80 cvldiv on raw -> 320 ev2/d;v on power plots. 

No conversion from A-D units lo cv2 required for label. 
I t  oecurs before data square. cv2gt  * 40 screen puldiv = cv2ldiv *I 

cv2-div = (float) cv291 * 40: 

I* Calibralion with oscilloscope: 0.2 Volts-160 counts = IVISW counu 
venical. Vldiv = cpp * 401800. Volts are rao large a unit (require 
floats), mv too small, so work in  ceniivolts. lcvl8 counts. */ 

I* smooth dala to identify more clearly main peaks and lo isolate energy 
due to vowel (AMPL) and discount energy due lo stop C release. smooth 



for paints, rtaning at from. *I 

I* CALC flaes whether the data have alreadv been rmaothd (ie come , ~ ~ .... ~ .... ~ 

from datafile;. Smoothing puts data in the first channel into array u][O] 
and data in second channel (speech) into array fi][I]. *I 

i f  (CALC EQ 0) ( 
smooth(AMPL): 
smoolh(POWER, 0); 
for (k = 0: k < 2: k t  +I ( 

forcj = 0:j < WINTS;)++) ( 
WWER[il[kl = (int)(sqr((float) 
~ W E R t i l [ k l  18)); 

I 
CALC = 2: 
1 

I' set up for plot stan. Both cha~e ls  plot on screen automatically ch 2 
plots in upper half of screen, ch 1 in lower halt cbn = k + l  *I 

XSCALE = 512.W I pps; 
memcpy (PAGF.0, GRID, 32768): 
for (k = 0: k < 2: k t + )  I 

MAX-PK = O; I* was i f  (FTAG EQ o *I 
IastyO = (int)((floatl POWER[FROMlbll cv2gt); 

if(k EQ I 1  I 
0.- 170; 

I* speech [jl[l] plots top screen *I 

else ( 
I 
c = 340: I* [j1[01 plots below * I  
I 

1% ----data plot, both channels---------- *I 
I* Selection of maximum. As threshold is calculated based on the 



maximum in the section of data being plotted, it may havc a lower valuc 
over a subsection compared to its value over the whole file (wax 
POWERl3). 'I 

start = mas( FROM. STBG): 
length = mi"( BGP. POINTS): 

i f (k  EQ I) ( 
forf j  = O j  < ( P O I N T S - I ) : j + + )  ( 

y = (int)((tloat) POWERLi+FROMllkll c v 2 ~ t ) :  
n = j - XSCALE; 
line (lastx, c-lastyo, x, c-y. I I; 

if (FLAG EQ 0) ( 
MAX PK = max ly .  

MAX-PK): 

else ( 
I 

if f j  > = start && j < = start + length) 
I 

MAX-PK = max (y, MAX-PK): , 

else ( 
I 
for fj = 0; j < (POINTS-I); j +  +) 

( 
y = (int)((floal)POWER[i+FROM][k] 1 cv2gt): 

I* identify * I  hi (FLAG FiQ 0) ( 
I* MAX-PK *I MAX-PK = mas (y, 

MAX-PK): 
I 

else ( . 
if (j > = start && j < = start + length) 



MAX-PK = max (y, MAX-PK); 
( 

I 

I 
for (i = 0: j < (POINTS - I); j+ +) 

( 
if (POWERrj+PROM][k] < = I) ( 

1' eliminates random noise effects *I 
y = O ;  

else ( 
I 

y = MAX-PIC; 
I 

x = j * XSCALE; 
line (lastx, c - lastyo, x, c - y, I); 

lasty0 = y; 
lasrx = x: 
I 

I 
I* if (k EQ 0) ( 

Ggoto-xy (3, 70): 
sprintf (string, "%3dM, FROM): 
gtent (string); 

else ( 
I 
Ggoto-xy (5, 72); 
sprintf (string, "9634". POINTS); 
gtext (string); 
I 

*/ 
if (FLAG EQ 0) ( 

MAX-PK = MAX-PK * cv2gt;  
I 

if (FLAG EQ 0 && k EQ 0) ( 



MAX-PKO = MAX-PK: 
TFACTORO =TFACTOR; 
i 

if (FLAG EQ 0 && k EQ I )  { 
MAX-PKI = MAX-PK: 
TFACTORI = TFACTOR: 
i 

pickgeak (k, cv2-pt); 

I* Ggoto-xy (7, 73); 
i 

sprintf (string, '"%5dm', dec(0)); 
gtext (string); 

*/ 
Ggoto-xy (9. 73): 
sprintf (string, "%5.3f". TFACTORI): 
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (I 1, 73); 
sprintf (string, "%5.311", SLOPEI); 
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (13. 73); 
sprintf (string, "%4dV, length): 
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (17, 70); 
sprintf (string, "%3dW, page + I ) ;  
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (17, 77); 
sprintf (string, "%3d", pages); 
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (19, 72); 
sprintf (string, "%9.2f', cv2-div); 
gtext (string); 



I* ---- show :he envelope; calls above routine *I  
void show-env O ' 

static int amp[6]= (2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 32); 
I* old [ I ,  I, 2, 4, 8, 16) *I 

static int pege = 0: 
int tolal, pages, chn: 
char ch; 

total = SWEEPS; 
p a p  = (long) (total + WLIST[W] - 1L) I WLISTW; 

ciso; 
printf ("\n\n\n"); 

prinlf ("Plot of envelope data. The key list is: in\n8'); 
printf (" w, n !wider, narrower window. \n"); 
printf (" I, r prr* left, page right. \n3'); 
printf (" t, . ~n'rease, decrease signal W) ;  

printf (" s send speech envelope to plotter \n"); 
printf (" o send other envelope Lo plotter \n"); 

printf (" Esc quit. \n\n"); 

I* printf ("Current FILENAME: %s\n\nn, FILENAME); 
printf ("New FLENAME for paper plot ?\nV); 
printf ("Hit Enler if NO, any other key if yes.\nW); 
kb-flush0; 
ii (getcho != '\r9) [ 

kb-flusha; 
printf ("Type FLENAME.\n\nu); 



gas(FILEN AME); 
I 

graf_modeO: 
graf-cls0: 
makeqrido; 
memcpy (GRID, PAGEO, 32768): 
plot-env (total, page, amplADIV1): 
while ( 1.h = getchi)) != 27 ) ( 

switch (ch) ( 
case 'n': 
case 'N': 

if OK < I) ( pulch(7l: break: ] 
w-; 
pages = (long) (total + WLIST[W] - IL) 

I WLIST[W]; 
page = min (page, pages-I); 
Plot_env (tMal, page, amp[ADIV]); 
break; 

case 'w': 
case 'W': 

if (W > 4) ( putch(7); breat; ) 
W t t ;  
pages = (long) (total t WLISTDU] - IL) 

/ WLlST(W1; 
page = min (page, pages-I); 
plot-env (total, page, amp[ADN]); 
break: 

case 'r': 
case 'R': 

if (page > p a g e s 4  ( putch(7): break; ] 
page++; 
plot-env (total, page, amp[ADIV]); 
break; 

case 'I': 
case 'L': 



if (page < I) ( putch(7): break; ) 
page--; 
Plot-env (total, page, amp[ADIV]): 
break 

case 't': 
case '=': 

if (ADIV < I) ( putch(7): break: ) 
ADIV-; 
plot_env (total, page, amp[ADIV]): 
break; 

case '-': 
case '-': 

if (ADN > 4) ( putch(7): break: ) 
ADIV++: 
plot-env (total, page, amp[ADIV)); 
break; 

case 's': 
case 'S': 

c:d = ?; 
send-env (chn); 
break; 

case '0': 
case '0': 

chn = I; 
send-env (chn): 
break; 

default: 
putch (7): 

) I* end switch ' 1  
) I* end while *I 

I* ---------write contour to external file *I 



I 
FILE * unit: 
in1 result; 
char c; 

/* POWER saved as basis for data analysis. AMPL 
can be printed with sma1l.c 

/ 

result = access(INTF1LE,O); 
if (result!= FAILURE) ( 

printf ("Pile already exists.\nmt); 
printf ("Use the filename anyway ? \n''); 
c= getch0; 
if (c! = 'y'  && c! = 'y0 return (FAILURE); 
) 

if ((unit = fopen(lNTFILE, "wb0))==NULL) ( 
printf ("Can't open the file.\""); 
return (F.41LURE); 
t 

else ( 
fwrite((char far *) B U F L E N ,  2, 1, unit); 
fwrite((char far *) &TDIV, 2, 1, unit); 
fwrite((char far *) POWER, sireof(int), (SWEEPS * 

2), unit); 
fclose(unit); 
return(SUCCESS): 
) 

I* write peaks to external file */ 
savegeaks 0 

' FILE * unit: 



int result, j, b, ttU, tfl; 
char c, peakfile[lf; 

I* ADO saved as basis for data analysis. Recommend using tilrnarnu 
which associates peak tile with WWER source '1  

b = 0: 
printf ("Filename (end in .pk) ?\nm'); 
kb-flush 0; 
gets(peaktile); 
result = access(peaktile.0); 
if (result!= FAILURE) I . , 

printf ("File already exists.\ne); 
printf ("Use the filename anyway ? \nu); 
c= getch0; 
if ;-'= 'y' ti& c!= 'Y.1 return (FAILURE); 
1 

if ((unit = fopen(peaktile, "wb0))==NULL) ( 
printf ("Can't opcn the file.\nn); 
return (FAILURE); 
\ 

else ( 

tfl = (int) (TFACTORI): 
fwrite((char far *) &PEAK-UP, 2, I, unit); 
fwrite((char far *) &tfl, 2, 1, unit); 
fwrite((char far *) &STBG, 2, 1, unit); 
fwrite((char far *) &BGP, 2, I ,  unit); 
f o r ( i = 0 ; j  < 4 0 ; j + + ) (  

if (ACil[31 > 0) ( 
putw(A[il[31, unit); 
b++;  

I 
for (j = b; j < 40; j++)  putw(0, unit); 

372 



I* tilling in blanks in stimulus matrix *I 

b = 0 ;  
for f j  = 40: j < P.0; j++)  { 

if (A[il[21 > 0) ( 
~utw(A[il[ZI, unil); 

for f j  = b; j < 40; j + +) putw(3, unit): 
fclose(uni1); 

I' printf("TFACTOR0: %6.2f TFACTORI: %6.2t',n", 
TFACTORO, TFACTORI); 

printf("SLOPE1: %6.41fln", SLOPEI); ' I  

I 
I* load data from file --------- *I 
read-POWER () 
I 

in1 result; 
FILE * unit; 
if((unit = fopen(F1LENAME. "rbW))==NULL) ( 

printfrcan't open file. \n"); 
rearn(FA1LUIiE); 

I 
result = fread ( (char far *) BrBUFLEN, sizeof(int), I, 

unit); 
if (resull != I )  

prinlf ("Error reading BUPLEN.\n\n"); 

result = fread ( (char far ') &TDIV, sizeof(int), I ,  
unit); 

if (result != 1) printf ("Error reading TDN.\nW); 
if (fread((char far *) POWER, sizeof(int), SWEEPS * 2, 



unit)!= I) ( 
if (feof(unit)!= I): 
printf("File read. \nV); 
CALC = I; 
FLAG = 0; 

else ( 
1 

printf("Error reading file.\n\n"); 
I 

fclose(unit); 
prinlf("BUFLEN %d, TDIV %d\nm', BUFLEN. TDIV); 

1 
I* send contour to printer ---- */ 
void print-POWER 0 
I 
int j, c, sum, b; 
char ch, input[41; 
float freq; 

printf ("Print Power and Amplitude data (y]"): 
printf (" or Peak Location datl (n) ?\nV); 
kb-flush0; 
if (getchO EQ 'y') ( 

printf ("Press ENTER to staR.\n\n"): 
kb-flush(); 
do ( ) while (getch0 != '\I,); 
d (CALC EO I )  

printf ( " ~ m p l .  (pre-smooth) values are invalid\n\nn); 
I* Speech = chn 2 and Other = chnl *I 
printf (" Other Speech Other "I; 
printf (" Speech\nV); 
printf (* Amp Power Amp Power "I; 
printf (" Amp Power Amp Power\nU); 
printf ("Index. S[01 I[O] S[Il I[Il "); 
printf ("Index. S[Ol I[O] S[I] I[l]\n"); 
for (i = 0; j < (SWEEPSIZI; j++)  ( 



printf ("964.  $4 %4d %4d %4d ", j, AMPLIjIIO], 
POWER[jl[Ol,AMPLUl[ll, POWERLil[ll); 

printf ("%4d. %4d %4d %4d 14\11", j+(SWEEPSIZ). 
AMPLU+(SWEEPSI2)1[0], POWERIj+(SWEEPSI2)][0]. 

AMPLLj+(SWEEPS/Z)][I], POWER~+(SWEEPS/Z)][I]); 
) 

1 
else ( 

MAX-PK = M N P K I :  TFACTOR = TFACTORI; SLOPE = 
SLOPE1 ; 
I* printf ("\nSpeech Start Threshold: %5d\n\nU, dec (0)); 

1 

printf ("\nPpeech Smrt Threshold: %5.3fln\n", TFACTOR); 
printf ("Speech peaks\nm'); 
printf ("Index Start End Diff Diff (ms) "); 
printf (" Plot Period \nS); 
c = 0 ;  
j = 40, 
I* for i =40 *I 
if ( ~ I j i [ l l  -.A~~][OI != 0 ) ( 

printf ("%3d. %5d %5d %3d %7.2f %3d\nU, j ,  
AUl[OI, AtilIlI, (1 + Atil[ll-Atil[Ol), (float)(l + 

AUl[ll - AUl[Ol) *(15360/SWEEPS), A[j][2]); 
1 

for (i = 41; j < 80; j + + )  ( 
if (AIjl[ll - A[jl[Ol != 0 ) ( 

printf ("%3d. %5d %5d %3d %7.2f %3d %4d\n", j, 
AtiI[OI, AGl[ll, (1 + Atil[ll-ALil[Ol), (float)(l + 

A[jl[l] - AIjl[Ol)*(153M)ISWEEPS), A[i][Z], AU1~2l-Ati-l1[21); 
c++ :  

1 
I* check for extraneous second peak before save *I 

for (i = 41; j < 80: j++)  ( 
if (AUIDI < A[j-11[3] && A[j1[3] != 0) ( 

printf ("Delete extra peak A[%2d][3]: %3d (yln)\n", 



j, ALill31): 
kh-flush 0;  
if @etch() EQ 'y' I getchO EQ 'Y') ( 

A[i1[31 = 0: 
printf ("A[%2dl[31: %3d\nC'. j. Aljl[311: 

I 
I 

j = 40 + c; I* index ' 1  
sum = 0: b = 0: 
for (c = j; c > 40, c--) ( 

if (AIclI21 > 0) ( 
sum = A[cl[21 - Alc-11121 + sum: 

if(b > I ) (  
freq = 33.3 1 ((float) (sum) I bl; 

printf ("\nFrequency of speech:"): 
printf (" %4.?f over %2d interpeak intervals\n". freq, b): 
I* IOOO ms I (average pts ' 30 msgt) *I 

I 
else ( 

~ r i n t f  ("\nToo few peaks to calculate a"): 

I 
printf ("\nPress ENTER to print arm data.\n\n"); 
kb-flush0; 
do ( ) while (getchO != '\r9); 

I* The extra 1 in printf, parameter 4, is due to inclusion 01 both ends of 
the contour above threshold. sampling period between buffer averages 
(ms) = total record time (15.36 secs) I # SWEEPS (512 points) = 30 



mslpt of power data "I 

MAX-PK = MAX-PKO; TFACTOR = TFACTORO; SLOPE = 
0: 
printf ("\nArm Threshold: %5.3fin\n", TFACTOR); 
1' printf ("\nArm Threshold: %5d\n\nm', drc(0)); 

printf ("Arm peaks\nm'); 
prinlf (''Index Start End Diff Diff (ms) Peak Plot"): 
printf ("  Periodin"); 
c = 0: 

f o r 0  = O ; j  < 4 0 : j + + ) (  
if (A[jl[ll - A[il[O] != 0 ) ( 

printf ("%3d. %5d %5d %3d %7.2f %3dU, j, A[i][O], 
Atil[ll, 0 + Atillll-Atil[Ol), (float)(l + Atil[ll - 

Atil[Ol) '(153M)/SWEEPS), A[i][Z]); 
if (fmod(i,2) EQ 0) ( 

printf ("\nm'); 

else I 
1 

printf ("%5dM, AO-(ct 1)][3]); 
b = j -(c+l); 
if (c > 0 && A[b][3] > 0) { 

printf (" %4d\nV, Ab1[3] - A[b-1][3]); 
I 

else printf ("\n"); 
c + + ;  

I* check for extraneous second peak before save *I 
fori j  = l ; j  <40; j+t ) (  

if (Atil[31 < AD-11131 Br8r Ati1[31 !- 0) ( 
printf ("Delete extra peak A[%2d][3]: %3d (y/n)\nU, 

j, Ati1[31); 
kb-flush 0; 



if (getchO EQ 'y' I I getch0 EQ 'Y') ( 
Atill31 = 0; 
printf ("A[%?d][3]: %3d\n", j. A[i1[3],: 
I 

1 
I 

/* frequency talc ..........* I 
i = c; I* index "1 
s u m = @  b = O ;  
lor (C = j - I; c > 0: C--1 ( 

if (A[c1[31 > 0) ( 
sum = AIc1[31 - Arc-11[31 + sum: 
b+ +; 
I 

1 

i f(b > 1) ( 
freq = 33.3 /((float) (sum1 1 b); 

printf ("\nFrequency of arm:"); 
printf (" %4.2f over %Zd interpeak intervals\n". lrcq. b); 
/* 1000 ms I (average pts * 30 ms-pt) *I 

I 
else printf ("\"Too few peaks to calculate a frequency\n"): 
printf ("\"Peaks picked ONLY for data and threshold"); 
printf (" visible after Eh"); 

! 
I 
I* breathgroup ----- *I 
int breath0 
1 
int last, oldflag, count. zflag, j; 

zflag = 0; 
oldflag = 1; 
count = 0: 
for cj = I; j < 512;j++) I 



if (FQWERlj][I] EQ 0) zflag = 0; 
else zflag = I ; 
if (oldflag != zflag) { 

BR[countl = j - I; 
count+ +; 
I 
oldflag = zflag; 

I 
last = count- I; 
for ( j  = count; j < M). j + t )  { 

BRfil = 0: 
1 I' complete with zeros *I 

/ * f o r ( i = I ; j < 5 9 : j + = 2 ) {  
printf("%2d. Start BGP: %3d Length BGP: %3d\n8', 

j, BR[j], I t BR[j+l] - BR[il); 
I 

/* ......-.- change parameter values *I 
void linitO 
L 
int j, k, last; 
char r,  ch, c ,  str[lO], ttTlO1, sl[lOl; 

for (;:) 

printf("t TFACTOR\np PEAK UFtnb BREATHGROUP\nh"); 
printf(" HELP\nx EXIT\""); 
kb-flush(); 
switch (geehO) ( 



case 'h': 
case 'H': 
printf(" HELP\n\nn1: 
printf("t:change the height at which\n 'I; 

printf(" the speech threshold starts. The default\n"); 
prinrf(" is 10% of MAX-PK (speech).\n\n"); 

I* printf("s:change the slope of the\nU); 
printf(" threshold decline. The default is O.\n\n"l; 

1 
printf ("p: choose peaks in narrowlwide gaps.\"\""): 

printf("b:change the slaR and length\n"); 
printf(" of the hrearhgroup. The default is stan\n"): 
printf(" at 0 and length of 51 1 points.\n\nV); 

printf("h:help. This message.\n"); 
break; 

case '1.: 
case 'T': 

print[(" TFACTOR\n\nW); 
orintf("Curren1 TFACTOR (soeechl: %5.2nnm'. TFACTORI I: 
~rintf("curren1 MAX-PK (sp;ech): %4d\n\nm', MAX-PKI I: 
printf("New TFACTOR (speech = s; other = 0:''): 

print[(" default = d; no = nJ '?"); 
c = ptch(1; 
printf("%c\n", c); 

if (C EQ 's' I I c EQ 'S' I I c EQ '0' I I c EQ '0') 
{ 

otintf("\nEnter a double brmat number (Ex: 3.31\n\nW): . . 
gets(t0; 
if (C EQ 's' I I c EQ 'S') { 

TFACTORI = atof(t0; 
printfi"Tfac1orl: %5.3nn8', TFACTORI); 

\ 
else ( 

TFACTORO = ataf(t0; 
printf("Tfac1orfI %5.3nnU, TFACTORO); 



I 
) 

else if (c EQ 'd' I / c EQ 'D') ( 
printf ("Set defaults bin) ?\nV): 
kb-flush(); 
x = getch0; 
if (X EQ 'Y' I I x EQ 'Y') ( 

gets(t0; 
TFACTORO = atoNtfI: 
TFACTORI = TFACTORO; 
TFACTOR = TFACTORO; 

1 
printf("Defaul1 Tfactom: %5.3f instated\n", TFACTORO); 
printf("Defaul1 Tfactorl: %5.3f instated\nm', TFACTORI); 

I 

break: 
I* case 's': 

case 'S': 
printf(" SLOPE\n\nV); 
printf("Current SLOPE (speech): %4.2f\n", SLOPE]); 

printf("New SLOPE (speech = s; other = o; default = d; no = n) ?"); 
c = getcho; 
printf("%c\n", c): 
if (C EQ 's' I I c EQ 'S' I I c EQ '0' I I c EQ '0') 

I 
printf("\nEnter a float format number (Ex: 1.2)\nW); 

else { 
I 



SLOPEO = atof(sl): 
printf("Siope0: %4.2fln8'. SLOPEO); 

1 
1 

1 
break; 

I 
case 'o ' :  
race 'P'. ---- . . 

prlntf ('Peaks must be ptcked at bottom of rycle.\n"l. 
prtntf ('Tkpe ' w '  ~f p a k s  are hclng picked at top \n',. 
I I  (PEAK UP < I l orinti 1"Currentlv NARROWln'!. 

c = getch0; 
if (C E Q  'w' / I  c EQ 'W') I 

I* PEAK UP = I: *I 
printf ("Not possible to alter this value\nU); 

I 
else PEAK-UP = 0; 
break; 

case 'b': 
case 'B': 

printf("New BREATHGROUP (d = default;"); 
printf(" s = speech; n = no)\nV); 
c = getch0; 
printf("%c\nm, c); 
if (C != 'n' && c != 'N') ( 

if (c EQ 'D' I c EQ Id', 1 
I* strcpy(str,"O"); 
*I 

x E Q  'd'; 



printf ("Default is all breathgroups\n''); 
STBG = 0: 
BGP = 511; 
I 

else if (c EQ 's' I c EQ 'S') { 
printf("Current BGP start (speech): %3d\nV, STBG); 
printf("Current BOP lenglh (speech): %3d\n\nm', BGP); 

printfr New BGP\n\nm'); 
if (breath0 > 0) last = breath0; 
if (fmcd(last.2) != 0) last = last - 1; 

I* printf("Start speech: POWER"); 
printf("[%3dl End speech: POWER[%3dl\n\n",BR[I1, BR[lastl); 
printf("Breathgroups, listed by power matrix index:\nS); 
printf("last BR indtx for speech: %3d\n3', last); 

for(i = I: i < last: i += 2) 1 
printf("%Z"d. S ~ ~ ~ B G P :  %<d ' iength BGP: %3d\nm, 

j. BR[il, I + BRti+l] - BROI); 

I 
printf("Select a breathgroup\n3'); 

I* printf("0: all BGPs (default)\n"); 
printf ("I or more: index to single BGP\nU); 
I 

printf ("p: specify begin, endpoints of breathgroup\nN); 
kb-flush0; 
x = getch0; 

) I* end else if *I 
if (X EQ 'p' / I  ;. EQ 'P') 

I 
I 

printf ("Stan point ? Currently %3d\n\n", STBG); 
printf ("Type ENTER to accept, any other key to change\nU); 

kb-flush(); 
if (getchO != '\r') ( 

printf ("Type start point.\n\nM); 
kb-flush0; 



grts(rl); 
STBG = atoi(sl): 
1 

printf ("End point ? Currently %3d\n\n". STBG + BGP); 
printf ("Type ENTER to accept, any other key to changc\nfl); 

kb-tlush0: 
if (getchO != '\I,) ( 

printf ("Else type end poinl.\n\n"); 
kb-flush(): 

gets(t0; 
BGP = atoi(l0 - STBG; 

I* els'e if (x EQ '0') ( 
STBG = BR[I]; 
BGP = BR[lastl - BR[I]; 
j = x; 

I 
else if (x EQ 'd') ( 

STBG = 0; 
BGP = 511; 
j = 0; 
I 
I 

else ( 
j = atoi(str); 
STBG = BR[(j * 2) - 11; 
BGP = BRfi * 21 - STBG; 

I 

I 
printf("\nSelected: Stan %3d Length %3d\n\n". STBG. BGP); 

break; 
case 'x': 
case 'X': 

goto fixed: 
break; 



I 
fixed: prinlf("End of fixing\nma); 
printf("\n SUMMARY\n\n"); 
printf("Tfae1ar (speech): %5.3nnTfactor (arm): % 4 . 2 h n ,  

TFACTORI, TFACTORO); 
/*printf("Slope (speech): WS.3AnSlope (arm): %4.2nnU, 

SLOPEI, SLOPEO); 
*/ 

if (PEAK-UP < 1) 
printf("Peaks (arm) picked in narrow gaps\n"); 

else printf("Peaks (arm) WRONGLY picked in wide gaps\nV); 
printf("Brea1hgroup start: %3d", STBG); 
printfr Breathgroup length: %3d\nm', BGP); 

FLAG = I ;  

/* HELP */ 
void help0 
I 

printf ("\nYou can use these keys:\n\nU): 
printf (" T alter TDIV parameter\n"); 
printf (" R record sound \nu); 
printf (" E view envelope \nN); 
printf (" S plot speech power. Type E first. \nu); 
printf (" 0 plot other power. Type E first. \n"); 
printf (" I print power values. Type E first. \nu); 
nrintf (" W write Dower data to disk \n"): 
printf (" P write peak locations to disk \n"); 
printf (" D get data from power file \n"); 
printf (" Q quit program \n"); 
printf (" X change threshold \nu); 
printf (" H help; this message \n\n"); 



1 
/* */ 
main 0 
i 

static int channels[SI = (0,1,2.3.4,5.6.7); 
I* static int factorsI61 = {I.  2, 4. 8. 16. 32): */ 

int result; 
char ch, input[4], filename[lS]; 

check-vector (0x66); I* Is Labpac there *I 

/* .......-.- Introduction ' I  
cls0; 

printf ("\n\n\n Speech and two-bar light delector"); 
printf (" prograrn.\n\n"): 

printf (" DATE (dd-mm-yy) ?\n\nn); 
gets(DATE); 
for ( :  ( 1% forever * I  

printf ("----Main loop---\n"); 
printf ("Choices: X T R D E W P Q I S  0; H for help.\nn); 

kb-flush(); 
switch (getchO) { 

case 'h': 
case 'H': 

printf ("Help.\nN); 
help 0; 
break: 

case 'x': 
case 'X': 

printf ("Fix it "); 
fixit O: 
break: 

case 'r': 
case 'R': 

printf ("Record for 15 recs.\tl"); 
record 0;  



case 'd': 
case 'D': 

~r in t f  ("Get dala from file.\n"): 
kb-flush0; 
printf("Fi1ename (14 chars max) ? \nu): 
gets(F1LENAME); 
read-POWERO; 
break: 

case 'i': 
case '1': 

printf ("Print power data.\n"); 
print-FQWERO; 
break; 

case 'p': 
case 'P': 

printf ("Save peaks.\n"); 
savegeakso; 
break; 

case 'e': 
case 'E': 

show-env 0; 
break; 

case 'w': 
case 'W': 

printf ("Write power data to disk.\""); 
kb-flush 0: 
~r in t f  ("Filename (end in .in0 ?\nu): 

break; 
case 'q': 
case 'Q': 

goto bottom; 
break 

) I' end switch ' 1  



] I* end for *I 

bottom: 
printf ("Experiment over.\n\n"): 
labpac (RESET): 

I* hfree ((char far 9 pointer); ' I  
exit (0); 

1 



/*Program reads peak locations from .pk files (output of sol, solfin, spl, 
two bar.^), computes w, standard deviation, and n. for other (chnnl 
0) and speech (chnnl 1) converts period data to proportions. Print and 
save period matrix (F). Code the data for S, EXPT, treatment ID. 
Calculate number of changes in period that take the direction of the 
control condition. Save the matrix in form suitable for spss. 

Property of Cynthia Grover. Memorial University of Newfoundland *I  

#define LINT-ARCS 
#include <stdia.h> 

#define sqr(a) (a * a) 
#define rnar(a,b) (((a) > (b)) ? (a) : @)) 
#define min(a.b) (((a) < @)) ? (a) : @)) 
#define abs(a1 (((a) C 0) ? -(a) : (all 

I* general-purpose remrn codes *I  
#define SUCCESS 0 
#define FAILURE (-1) 
#define YES 0 
#define NO (-1) 
#define LESS-THAN < 
#define MORE-THAN > 
#define EQ = = 
#define ROW 30 
#deline COLS I5 
#define VARS 
#deline MS 30 
#define FVAkS 18 

13 
I* ms per point *I 



int FROM: 
int POINTS; 
in1 PU. TFACTORI: 

int RUNS = 6:, 
in1 K = 0; I* current row of F matrix * I  
in1 W = 0;  I* flags Wilcoxon test ' I  
int AXTI = 0; 
char STR-ARRAY[ROWI[COLSl; 
char FILENAME[COLSl; 
I* Keyboard BUFFER flush ---------- * I  
void kb-flush 0 
I 

while ((char) bdos (OxOB. 0, 0) ) getch 0;  

1% ------ write filename list la regisler ------ *I 
save-SO 

int result, j; 
char c,  regfile[l51; 

gets(regfile); 
result = access(regfile.0); 
if (result! = FAILURE) ( 

orintfff("File alreadv exists.\n"): 
brintf("Use the filinarne anyway ? \n"); 
c = getchO; 
if (c! = 'y' && c!= 'Y') return (FAILURE); 

';f ((unit = fopen(regftle, "wbU))= =NULL1 ( 

390 





unit): 
fclose(unit): 
retum(SUCCESS): 

i 

int result, j, m; 
FILE * unit: 
char freqfile[lS]; 

printf ("Read X M  file -.xm\nm); 
kb-flush(); 
gets (freqfile); 
result -- access(freqfile.0); 
if (result!= SUCCESS) printf (''File does not exist.\n"); 

if((unit = fopen(freqfile, "rbW))= =NULL) ( 
printf("Can't open file. \nu); 
return(FA1LURE); 
1 

result = fread ( (char far 7 &WARS, sizeof(int1. I ,  unit); 
if (result != 1) 

prinlf ("Error reading number of matrix mws.\n\nN); 
* I  

if (fread((ehar far *) XM, sizeoflint), (ROW ' FVARS), "nil)! = I) ( 
if (feof(unit)!= 1) printf("File read. \n"); 
1 

else ( 
prinVError reading file.\n\nN); 
I 



for (rn = 0; rn < 7; m + + )  ( 
fo ru  = 0:j < VARS:j++)( 

F[ml[jl = XM[mltil; 
I 

1 
I 

( 
int result; 
FILE ' unit; 
char freqfile[l51; 

printf ("Read SUMMARY file -.finv); 
kb flusha 

(freqfile); 
result = access(freqfile.0); 
if (result!= SUCCESS) printf ("Pile does not exist.\""); 

if((uni1 = fopen(freqfile, "rb"))= =NULL) ( 
printf("Can'1 open file. \n"); 
return(FA1LURE); 
I 

result = fread ( (char far *) &K, sizeof(int), I ,  unit); 
if (resuit != I) 

printf ("Error reading number of matrix rows.\n\nW): 

if (fread((rhar far *) F, sizeof(int), (ROW * VARS), unit)! 
( 
if (feof(unit)!= I )  printf("Fi1e read. \n"); 
! 

else ( 
printf("Error reading file.\n\nU); 
I 



i* reads name of .pk files which contributed to F * I  

in1 result, j: 
FILE * unit; 
char regtile[l5]; 

printf ("Read LABEL tile -.I\""); 
gets (regfile); 
result = a,cess(regfiIe,O); 
if (resu.:!= SUCCESS) printf ("File does not exisl.\n"); 

if((unit = fopen(regfile, "rbm'))= =NULL) ( 
printf("Can't open tile. \nu); 
return(FA1LURE); 
i 

if (fread((char far *) STR-ARRAY, sizeof(char1. (ROW *15l, unit)!= I 1  
I 
if (feof(unit)!= 1) printf("File read. \nu); 

else ( . 
?rintf("Error reading file.\n\n"); 
I 

fclose(unit); 
f o r b  - 0 : j  < K : j + + ) (  

printf("%Zd. %s\nV, j. STR-ARRAYOI); 
I 

I 
I* --- read .pk tile (output of rpl) ------*I 
readgeak (1 
{ 



int result, j; 
char c; 
FILE * unit; 

printf ("Read PEAKFILE -.pk \nM); 
kb-flush0; 
gets (FILENAME); 

result = access(FlLENAME,O); 
if (result!= SUCCESS) printi ("File does not exist.\n"); 

if((unit = fopen(FILENAMF2, "rbm'))==NULL) ( 
pr!nlf("Can'l open file. \n"); 
return(FA1LURE); 

result = fread ((char far *) &PU, sizeoqint), I, unit); 
if (result != 1) 

printf ("Error rcading Peak UplDown variable.\n\nM); 

result = fread ( (char far *) &TFACTORI, sizeof(int), 
I ,  unit); 

if (result != I) 
printf ("Error reading TFACTORl.h\nv); 

1' makes more sense to  record breathgroup lenglh & start 
than FROM & WINTS. given changes to so1.c 12189 *I 

result = fread ( (char far ') &STBG, sizeof(int), 1, unit): 
if (result != I) 

printf ("Error reading Shrl  of Group.\n\n"); 

result = iread ( (char far *) &BOP. rizeof(int), 1, unit); 
if (result != I) 

printf ("Error reading Group length.\n\n8'); 

if (fread((char far *) A, sizeof(int), 80, unit)!= 1) 



( 
if (feof(unit)!= I) printf("File read, \n"j; 

else ( 
printf("Ermr reading file.\n\nW); 
1 

fciose(uni1); 
f o r c j = O ; j < 8 O ; j + t ) {  

AGl = AUl * MS; 
P conversion to msec from points *I 
I 

1 I' lag "1 

lag-speech 0 
l 
int sum-abs, t, c, j, b, no, stan, ref-sp, i=fl_sp, final, count, sign; 
i a  L[40]; I* half size of AU *I 
float mean-abs, tau, sptau, tau-sd, sum-tau; 
char ch: 

pdntf ("\n----- Lag Calculation -----------\n8'); 
if (F[K-iJ[Zl < 2 I I FK-II[SI < 2) ( 

pdntf ("Can't calculate lag for row %2d.\n", K-I); 
rehlrn (FAILURE); 
1 

I* printf ("Lag:\nTime of the speech peak relative to "); 

printf ("the time\nof the nearest non-speech peak\n"); 
I 

/".=arch for start Y 
start = -I; 
fo: j - 4 O ; j  C80: j+ t )  

I 

refl-sp = j; 
I* 1st peak is speech reference peak * I  



far (b = 39; b > -1; b-) 
I* search non-speech peaks *I 
t 

start = b;/* start non-speech ref peak * I  
b = -1; 
I 

1 
if (b EQ -2) j = 80: I* non-sppech start found *I  
I 
if (start != -1) 
( I* final non-speech reference peak *I 

for (b = 0; b < 40: b++)  
I 

final = b; 
b = 41; 
goto phase; 

) 
I 

printf ("Too few data for calculation\n"); 
return (FAILURE); 

1 

phasc: 
count = 1; 
if (A[final] - A[start] EQ 0) 

I 
printf ("division by zero on first cycleh"); 
reurn (FAILURE); 

I 



( 
tau = (float) A[refl-spl - Alstan]: 
sum_tau = tau / (floa0 (A[finall - A[aan]); 

1 
~f ((tloa1)Alrefl-spl- Alstartl > ((loat)(A[linal]- A[sranl)l 2.0) 

tau = (float) A[refl_spl - A[finall; 
sum-tau = tau I (floal)(A[final] - A[starr]); 

I 

I* matrix of lag values*/ 
sign = 0; 
I* allows unbiased calculations about antiphase 

by avoiding zero crosses (enlarges SD) *I 

if (ANTI EQ I && tau < 0) sign = -1 ;  
if (ANTI EQ I && tau > = 0) sign = I: 
s e w u  = sqr(taul(floaQ (A[final] - A[swn])l: 
printf ("Cycles used: A[start] = A[%2dln, start); 
t = 1; I* matrix index *I 
ref-sp = refl-sp; 
for (c = ref-sp t I; c < 80; c + C )  

do 
( 
if (A[=] > 0) 

ref-sp = c; I* speech ref peak *I 
j = 80; 

) 
else c++;  

) while (i < 80 && c < 80): 



, 
for (b = 39; b > -1; b--) 

1 

start = b; 
b = -1. 

I 

1 (, EQ 3) 
I 
ior (i = 0; j <40; j + + )  

final = j ;  
j = 41; 

I 
I 

I 
if (i EQ 42) 

i f  ((ANTI EQ 0 && (float)A[ref-spJ-A[start] > (float) (A[final]- 
A[start])l 2.011 1 sign EQ -I) 

I 

tau = (float)(A[ref.spl -A[finaB)/ 
(float)(A[finall - Alstart]); 
if (tau > 0) 

( 
L[tl = (int) ((tau * 100.0) + 0.5); 
1 



L[tl = (in0 ((tau * 100.0) - 0.5): 
1 
t++ ;  
printf (" A[%Zd]", start): 

if (t EQ 8 1 I t EQ 16) printf ("\nm'): 
sum-tau = tau + sum-tau: 
s e t a u  =: sqr(tau) + s e r r u ;  

I 
I* else * I  

else if ((ANTI EQ 0 && (float)Alref_spl- 
A[start] < =(float)(A[finall- A[startl)l 2.0) 1 1  sisn EQ 1) 

I 
tk = (float)(A[ref_spl -A[nanl) 
I(float)(A[finall - Alslartl): 
if (tau > 0) 

L[t] = (int) ((tau * 100.0) + 0.5): 

t + + ;  
I* n of values a l r~ady  stored. storage starts at index 0 */ 

if (t EQ 8 1 I t EQ 16) printf ("\n"l; 
printf (" A[%2dlm', start): 
sum-tau = tau + sum-tau: 
s p t a u  = sqr(1au) + sq-tau; 
1 

) 
I 

1 
1 
f o r ( i = t ; j < % j + + )  

( I* zero remainder of LO*/ 
LC] = 0; 

1 



sum abs = 0: 
f o r 6 = 0 : j < t : j + + ) (  

sum-abs = abs(L[il) + sum-abs; 
1 
mean-abs = (float) (sum-abs) / (float) (t); 

I* count = ref-sp - refl-sp; 
tau-sd = sqrt ((sptau - (sqr(sum_tau)/ (float)(count))) / 

(float)(count - I)); 
tau = sum-lau ' 100.0 /(float) count; */ 

tau-d = 100.0 * sqn ((sttau - (sqr(surn-tau)/ (float)(t))) / 
(float)(t - I)); /* n - I SD */ 

tau = sum-tau * 100.0 /(float) (t): 
I* printf ("tau: %6.?f sum-tau: %6.2f tau_sd: %9.4f t: %3d \n", 
tnu, sum-tau, tau-sd. t): *I 

if (tau > 0 ) F[K-11[61 = (int) (tau + 0.5); 
else FIK-11161 = (in0 (tau - 0.5): 
~ ~ - 1 i [ 7 1  = iint) (tauid + 0.5); 
F[K-I][8] = t; 
printf ("Lag Matrix\n\nN); 
printf ("Peak Lag Peak Lag Peak Lag"); 
printf (" Peak Lag\nm'); 
for0  = o : j <  l O ; j + + ) (  

printfV%4d %4d %4d %4d %4d %4d %4d %4d\nm'. 
j. LUl, j+lO, L[i+lOI,j+?O, L[j+ZO], j+30, L[i+3OlJ; 

1 
printf i " \ n ~ e a n  Lag SD N Mean Abs Lag\nW); 
printf ("%5d %Sd %3d %5.llnn", F[K-1][6], 

F[K-11[7]. F[K-1][8], mean-abs); 
ANTI = 0;  

1 
1% ..-.--- calculate and sort proportions ----*I 
prop0 
( 
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,nt c; 
double prop, syn; 

for(c = O ; C  < K ; c + + ) {  
if (F[c][3] > 0 && F[cl[O] > 0) ( I' non-zero mcans ' 1  

if (F[cl[Ol > FIc1[31) { 
F[cl[lO] = 0; 

I* 0 -> forc longer period (lower F) than sp*/ 
F[c1[91 = (int)((IW * (double) F[cl[Oll 

(double) (F[c1[31)) + 0.5): 
I* proportion as percent to keep in integer form *I 

1 
else ( 

F[cl[lO] = 1; 
I* 1 for forc shorter period (higher freq) than sp *I 

F[c][9] = (int)((IW * (double) F[c][311 
(double) (F[c][O])) + 0.5); 

I 
prop = (double) F[c1[9] 1 1W.W: 
syn = (prop - ((int) prop)) * 1W.W: 
F[c1[121 = (int) syn; 

I* measure of entrainment. values 0 = synchronous; 50 = asynchronous 
I 

else ( 
F[c1[9] = 0; 
F[cl[lOl = 0; 

I* F[c][ll] = 0; *I 
I 

I 
/*----- Mean Period, stdev calcs ' I  
froq 0 
I 
int c, j, no, nl, speech: 
double sum, sumo, suml, mean0, meanl, dev, derO, devl, stddev0, 



printf ("Filing summary statistics in matrix\n"): 

I* find n per channel in A matrix *I 
for (c = 39; c > -1: C--) ( 

if (Arc1 > 0) ( 
nO = c + I ;  I* storage starts at index 0 * I  
break: 
I 

if (c EQ 0) ( 
printf ("File conlains only speech datah"]; 
no = 0: 
speech = I; 
F[K][II] = I ;  
I 

I 
for (C = 79: c > 39: C--J ( 

if (Arc] > 0) 1 
nl = ( c .  40) t I;  
break; 
I 

if (C EQ 40) ( 
printf ("File contains only non-speech data\nV); 
speech = 0: 
nl = 0; 
F[K][lI] = 0; 
1 

I 
if (speech != 0 && speech !- 1) speech = 2; 

I* F matrix: 1 row per pk tile. Each row contains: 
F[K][Ol: mean non-speech inler-peak period 
F[Kl[I]: standard deviation non-speech inter-peak period 



FrK1121: number of non-soeech subtractions Inl 
F [ K ] ~ ~ J :  mean speech ~nter-pcak pertmi 
F[K1[4l. standard deviation spee:h inter-peak pcrud 
F[KI[SI: number or speech slnbtractians (n) 
F[K1[61; mean lag 
F[K1[7]; standard deviation of lag 
F[K][8]; number of lag subtractions 
F(KIL91: proportion of speech to non-speech period 
F[KI[IO]: speechlnon-speech =I :  non-speechlrpeech = 0 
F[KI[IIl: speech only = I: non-speech only = O; both = 2 
F[KI[I;l: measure of entrainment between speech and forcer 

extensions with XM* 
F[K][13]: Subject Number 
F[K1[14]: Experiment Number 
F[K][15]: Session Number 
F[K1[16]: junk = O; or Wilcoxon score 
F[K1[171: junk = O; or direction of trend for Wilcoxon 
I 

I* calculate means and stdevs. *I 
sum = 0.00; sum1 = 0.00; sum0 = 0.00; 
dev0 = 0.00; devl = 0.00, 

I* d~visions by 30 to keep integers less than 32678 *I 

if (speech != I )  ( 
f o r ( c = O ; c < n O - l : c + + ) (  
sum = ((float)A[c+lll30.M)) - ((float)A[cl/30.00): 
sum0 = sum + sum@ 
I 

mean0'= (sum0 I ((double) n0 - 1.0)) * 30.00: 
I* sb = A[n0-111110-I *I 

F[KI[Ol = (int) (mean0 + 0.5); 
/*(in[) truncates. + .5 rounds *I 

I* printf("mean NON-speech: %6.21finm, mean0); *I 
I* There is one subtraction fewer than there are peaks: thus n - I */ 



f o r ( ~ = 0 ; c < n O - l ; ~ + + )  ( 
dev - ((double)(AIc+ 11130.00) - (doubIe)(Alcll30.00)) - fmean0130.00h 
dev = sqr (dev); 
dev0 = dev + dev0; 
1 

stddev0 = (sqrt (devO 1 (no - 1))) * 30.00; 
F[KI[Il = (int) (stddevO + 0.5); 

I' This is stdev based on n, NOT n - 1 '1 
I* printfPF[K][lI %5d\n\nU, F[KI[II): *I 
} 

if (speech != 0) ( 
for (C = 40; c < nl + 39; c + + )  ( 

sum = (double)(A[c+l]/30.00) - 
(double)(A[c1130.00); 

sum1 = sum + suml; 
I 

meanl = ((double) sum1 1 (nl - 1)) * 30.00; 
F[K1[31 = (in0 (meml + 0.5); 

I* number of subtractions *I 
I* printf("mean speech: %6,21nn", meanl); :':I 

for (C = 40: c < n1 + 39: c+ +) l 
dev = ((double)(~[c+lll30:Ob) - 
(double)(A[cl/30.00))- (mean1130.00); 
dev = sqr (dev); 
devl = dev t devl; 
I 

stddevl = (sqrt (devl / (nl - I))) * 30.00; 
FKI[41 = (int) (stddevl + 0.5); 

I* printfPFW[4] %5d\n", F(KI(41); *I 
) 

FKl[I I] = speech; 
FD(1[2] = n o - I ;  FR[5]  = n l - I ;  

I* true n: n of subtractions *I 



if (speech EQ I) F[K1[2] = 0; 
if (speech EQ 0) FW1[5] = 0; 
I* printf ("K: %2d. FROM: %4d. POINTS: 04d \n\nm. K. FROM. 
POINTS); *I 
prinlf ("\nSumrnary of Row %d %8.15s\n\n". K. STR-ARRAY[KI); 
printf ("Mean NON Sd N Mean SP Sd N\n\nX); 
prmtf ("%5d %7d %Zd %5d %7d %2d\n",F[K1[01. F[KI[II. 
F[KI[2I. FKlDI,  FW[4l. F[K1[51); 
K + + ;  1' increment for next F row *I 
if (speech EQ 2) ( 

lag-speech(); 
propO: 
1 

1 
/* ...--.-..- print peakfile contents * I  
show-data 0 
I 
intj; 
char c; 

printf ("Press ENTER to print contents of %s\n". FILENAME); 
kb-flush(); 
do ( ) while @etch() ! = '\r'); 
orinlfi0\n %s\nW. FILENAME): 
;* 'if (W EQ 32) prop0 = 0.33; ' 

else prop0 = (float) (W) I 10.0; 
if (PI EQ 32) propl = 0.33; 
else propl = (float) (PI) 1 10.0; 

printf("Prop. MAXPKO: %6.2f, Prop. MAXPKI: %6.2f, FROM %d, 
POINTS %d\nV, prop0, propl, FROM, POINTS); Y 

printf ("TFACTORI: %3d STBG: 4654 (ms) "); 
printf (" BGP: %5d (ms)\n\nU, TFACTORI, STBGI30, BGP 30); 
if (PU < 1) printf ("Peaks picked in narrow gaps\n\nW); 
else if (PU < 2) printf ("Peaks picked in wide gaps\n\n"); 
else printf ("PU irrelevant"); 



printf ("Channel l (Other) Channel 2"); printf 
("Speech/Finger)\n"); 
f o r ( i = @ j < Z @ j + + ) (  

printf("A[%2d]: %5d A[%2dl: %5dn, j, AD], j+20, 
Alj+201); 

printf(" A[%2d]: %5d A[%2d]: %5d\nU. j+40. 
ALi+40], j+60, AO+M)I); 

!f (i EQ 4 1 I j EQ 9 1 j EQ 14) printf ("\n"); 
o f  (i EQ 9) I 

prinrf ("Press ENTER for rest of display\nM): 
kb_flush(); 

( ) while @etch() != '\I,); 

int j: 
char ch, c ,  x[21; 

printf ("Zem calibration data (non-finger) ? W/n) b");  
kb-flush(); 
c = gelcho; 
if (c EQ 'y' I I c EQ 'Y') ( 

for (i = 0; j < 40, j++)  ( 
AD] = 0; 
1 

I 
else ( 

printf ("Zero peak A[x]. Type x . b  x:"); 
kh-flush0: 
gets(x); j = atoi(x); 
printf ("Zero A[%2d]: %5d (yln) ?\nM, j, Alj]); 
kb-flush(); 
ch = getch(); 



if (ch EQ 'y' I I ch EQ 'Y') AUl = 0; 

int j, a; 
char c; 

printf ("\nDo you want to zero the Fa): 
printf (" matrix (y/n) ?\n"): 
kb-flushO: 
c = eetchO: 

for = &-a < <A%: a++)  I 

I 
int j, b, sou, dest, temp; 
char c, ch, str[5]; 

printf("Sumrnary table\n\nW); 
printf("\nPr (Proportion): Mean Period Non-Speech : Mean Period 
Speech\nW); 
printf("Dir (Direction of Proportion): "): 
printf("0: speech faster, forcer slower\n0); 
printf(" 9; 
printfrl: speech slower, forccr fasler\nW); 



princf("0rigin: 0: forcer real, speech random\nm); 
printf(" I: speech real, forcer random\nm'); 
printf(" 2: speech real, forcer real\n\nU); 
printf("Row M Non Sd N M Sp Sd N M Ph Sd N"); 
printf (" Pr Dir Or Sync File.pk\n\n"); 
f o r ( j = 0 ; j < K ; j + + ) (  

prinlf("Z2d %4d %3d 4636 % a " ,  j, F[i][O], 
FtilIll, Ftil[ZI, Fti1[31); 

printf(" %4d 1 3 d  %4d %4d %2d %3d %d I d  %Zd %8.15s\n", 
Fti1[41, Fti1[51, Fti1[61, F@1[71, Fti1[81, F[i1[91, Ftil[lOl, 

F[il[lll, Pfi1[121. STR-ARRAY@]); 
) 
printf ("\nExit:x Choose Raw:c Delete Row:d \nu); 
kb-flush(); 
switch(getch0) ( 

case 'x':  
case 'X': 

return (SUCCESS); 
break; 

case 'C': 
case 'c': 

printf ("Reorder Rows. Enter number of row to move.\n"); 
kb-flush(); 
gets(s1rJ; 
sou = atoi(s1r); 
printf ("Move row %2d\nU, sou); 
printf ("Insert in front of which mw ?\nu); 
kb-flush0; 
gets(str); 
dest = atoi(str); 

ptintf ("Row %2d goes co mw %2d\nU, sou, dest); 
temp = K t l ;  
for (i = temp; j > dest - I; j--) ( 

for (b = 0; b < VARS; b++) ( 
F t i t  lltbl = Ftil[bl; 

I 



if (dest < sou) sou = sou + 1: 
for(b = O ; b  < V A R S ; b + + ) (  

F[destl[bl = F[sou]lb]: 
I 
I 
strcpy(STR-ARRAY[destl. STR-ARRAYlsuul): 
for (i = sou; j < temp; j + + )  ( 

for (b = O; b < VARS; b++) ( 
Ffil[b] = Flj+l][b]; 

) 

break; 
case 'd': 
case 'D': 

printf ("Delete which Row ?\om'); 
kb-flush(); 
gets(str); 
dest = atoi(st1); 
printf ("Row %2d\nU, dest): 

printf("Row M Non Sd N M Sp Sd N M Ph Sd N"); 
printf (" Pr Dir Or Sync File.pk\n\nW); 
printf("l2d $43 %3d %3d WIM",  j, F[dest][O], F[destl[ll. 

FldestI[Zl, F[destl[3l); 
printfr %4d %3d %4d %4d %2d %3d %d %d %2d %S.ISs\n". 
F[destl[4], F[dest][5], F[dcstl[61, F[destI[71, F[destl[8], 
F[dest][9], F[dest][lOl, F[destl[lll. F[destl[lZl. 

STR-ARRAY[destl); 
printf ("\"Hit 'd' to delete this row."); 
printf (" Else hit ENTER\n"); 
kb flushn: ". 
ch-= getch0; 
if (ch EQ 'd' I getchO EQ 'D') { 

fort i  = dest;j < K ; j + + )  { 
for (b = 0: b < VARS: b++)  I 



1 
strcpy(STR-ARRAYUI, STR-ARRAYOC I]); 
I 
K--: 

I 
break; 

) I* end switch *I 
I 
1% print XM */ 
print-XM 0 
{ 

int j; 

printf("Row M Non Sd N M Sp Sd N M Ph Sd N"); 
printf (" Pr Dir Or Sync NUM EX SES 0 O\n\n0); 
for() = 0;j < 7;j++) ( 

printf("%Zd %4d R3d %3d %4d", j, XMIj][O], 
XMtilIll, XMtill21, XMti1131); 

print{(" %4d 9634 %4d %4d %2d %3d %d %d %2d %2d %2d0, 
XMti1141, XMOIISI, XMtill61, XMtilI71. XMtiIlXI, XMOll91. 

XMOIIIOI, XMLil[lll, XMtiI[l21, XMtilll31, XMtilll41); 
printf (" %2d %2d %Zd\n", XM[i][l5], XM[i][l6], XMti][I7]); 

I 
1 
/*-.--code file */ 
code-file 0 
( 

int j, num, ses, exp, m; 
char innutl41: 

printf ("Add iubje;, session, experiment ID to file\nt'); 
printf ("Subject Number ? (I-ZO)\n"); 
printf (" I CD 2 PB 3 LR 4 CR 5 MP 6 KK 7 SN"); 
printf (" 8 MI \nn); 
printf ("9 YA 10 HB I1 SB 12 AF 13 SOL 14 BP 15 JT\nN); 
kb-tlush0; 
geu(input); 



num = atoi(input): 
printf ("Experiment type ? (I-B)\n"): 
printf ("FC: 1 SC: 2 FA: 3 FB: 4 FS: 5 SA: 6 SB: 7"); 
printf (" SS: a\""); 
kb-flush0; 
gets(input); 
exp = atoi(input); 
printf ("Session Number ? (1-lO)\nU); 
kb-flurho; 
gets(input1; 
ses = atoi(input); 
for(m = O; m < 7; m + + )  ( 

f o r ( i = O ; j < V A R S ; j + + ) (  
XMImltil = Flmltil; 
I 

XM[mlWARS] = num; 
XM[ml[VARS+I] = exp: 
XM[mlWARS+21 = ses; 
if (W EQ 0) ( 

XM[rnI[VARS+31 = O; 
XM[ml[VARS+4] = 0: 

( 
int j pos, dir, neg, num; 
char input[4]; 

printf ("control condition direction"); 
printf (" (I slows/ -1 speeds/ 0) ?\n"); 
kb-flush0; 
gets(input): 
dir = atoi(input): 



~r in t f  ("Period: %5d\nU, XM[01[31); . . 
pos = 0; neg = 0; num = 0; 
fo ru  = O ; j  < 6 ; j + + ) (  

if (((dir EQ 1 I I dir EQ 0) && XMti+ll[3] > XMtil[3]) I I 
(dir EQ -I && XM[j+l][3] < XM01[31)) 

( I* matches control; default is slowing *I 
XMUl[l61 = -I; 
arintf ("Matches control trend \n"); 

clse i f ' (~~ t i+11[31  EQ XMlil[31) 
XMmll61 = o; 
I 

clse ( 
XMtil[l61 = I; 
neg+ +; 
1 

printf ("Period: %Jd Direction: %d\nm', XM[i+ll[3], 
XMtil[l61); 

{ 
XM[6][17] = -I; I* control speeds up *I 
I 
I 

else XM[6][17] = I; I* default: control slows down *I 
if (dir EQ 1 I I dir EQ -1) XM[61[17] - dir; 

I* if (dir EQ 0 && XM[6][17] EQ -1) num = ncg; 
if (dir EQ 0 && XM[61[17] EQ 1) num = pos; 
if (dir != 0 && pos < neg) num = neg; 
else num pos; 

for SS whose overall trend did not show up in 
majority of sample intervals *I 

if (dir EQ 0) { 
if (pos < neg) num = neg; 



else num = pos: 
1 

else num = pos; 

I* score = # appropriate directional trends *I 
printf ("Number of slopes in control trend: %d\n", nun)); 

for (i = 0; j < 6; j++) XMOI[I7J = 0; I* zeros matrix "1 
XM[61[161 = num; I* score for Wilcoxon test *I 
W = l ;  

) /* main */ 

main () 
1 
char c; 
int j; 

I* ...-..........MENU - .......... */ 

for ; { I* forever *I 
printf ("\n-------\n\n MENU\n\nU); 
kb-flush(); 
p r i n t f ( " W R S I B G Z K C F A T L X P Q ; " ) ;  
printf (" H (Help)\n\nm'); 
printf ("Press one of the abave keys\nW): 
printf (" \nt'y 
switch (getch0) ( 

case 'h': 
case 'H': 

printf (" Help\n\n"): 
printf ("R Read a summary table of peakfiles\n"); 

printf ("W Write the XM uble of data\""): 
printf ("G Get a peakfile\nm'); 

printf ("Z Zero calibration data (right channel)\nV); 
printf ("C Calculate the summary table values\n"); 
printf ("F File Period, Lag, Entrain Index \n "); 
printf ("L Calculate speech-stimulus lag\n8'); 



printf ("S Show the current peakfile data\n8'); 
printf ("T Type the summary table to screen\n"); 
printf ("K Kill the F matrix\n"); 
printf ("X Expand matrix with coding \n"): 
printf ("B Read an XM table file\nm'); 
printf ("1 Calculations for Wilcoxon test\nW); 
printf ("P Print XM table\nU); 
printf ("A Calculate lag for antiphase files\n"); 

printf ("Q Quit\nm'); 
break 

case 'r': 
ease 'R': 

read-FO; 
read-SO: 
break 

case 'W': 
case 'w': 

save-data(): 
break 

case 'b': 
case 'B': 

read-XM 0; 
break 

case 'j': 
case '1': 

wilcoxon 0 ;  
break 

case 'p': 
case 'P': 

print-XM 0; 
break; 

case 'g': 
case 'O': 

printf ("Get a peakfile.\n\n"); 
printf("Files in the F matrix so far:\nV); 
f o r ( i = O ; j  < K ; j + + ) (  



readjeak0; 
break: 

case '2': 
case 'z': 

zero-right(); 
break; 

case 'A': 
case 'a': 

ANTI = I; 
printf ("Press L or F for antiphase calculation\n"): 

break; 
case 'S': 
case '9': 

show-data0; 
break: 

case 'F': 
case 'f: 

memcpy(STR-AKRAT.'IK].FILENAME,COLS): 
fresO; 
break: 

case '1': 
case 'L': 

printf ("Calculate la&"); 
lag-speech(); 
break: 

case 'k': 
case 'K': 

orintf ("Kill the current F matrix"); 
kll-matrin0; 
break; 

case 'c': 
ease 'C': 

printf ("Calculate summary table\nU); 
propo; 



case ' x ' :  
caa.: 'X': 

printf ("Introduce 
code-tile(); 
break; 

case 't': 
case 'T': 

print-table(); 
break 

case 'q': 
case 'Q': 

printf ("Quitb"); 
goto bottom; 

) I* end switch *I 
1 I* end for loop *I 
bottom: 

printf ("Bye\""): 
exit (0); 

) 

codes for statistics \n"); 



I* Program which records about 2 see o f  sound an 2 channels. displays 
oscilloscope style graphs of amplitude vs time for the raw sound and o f  
power vs time for the smoothed WWer  contour. Plotter displays and 
playback via DACs, write to disk functions too. Raw: 16384 pts ' 2 
channels; sampled at 100 Kh (50 Khz each) divided by TDIV. usually 7 
: sampling rate = 7143 Hz per channel (appron). One point o f  data 
represents 0.14 ms. SCANS and TDIV in file header. For the WWer  
data: 128 ~ o i n t s  (16384lLENV (usuallv 128)) total for the lotal time o f  
2.3 secs i8 ms per pntnl of POWcr iata.  Header con1a.n. LENV and 
TDIV Program assumes graph on  screen of POWcr dala before p'ot on 
plotter, and tnal spech 15 rcrorded on ~.hanncl I .  olhcr on channrl 0. 

Property o f  C. Grover, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1991 *I 

#define LINT-ARGS 

#include <math.h> 
#define max(a.b) (((a) > (b)) ? (a) : (b)) 
#define min(a,b) (((a) C (b)) ? (a) : (b)) 
#define abs(a) (((a) < 0) ?-(a) : (8)) 

I* general-purpose reNrn codes *I 
#define SUCCESS 0 
#define FAILURE (-1) 
#define YES 0 
#define NO (-1) 



#define LESS-THAN C 
#define MORE-THAN > 
#define EQ == 
#define MASTER 
#include Clabhead.h> 
extern i d  labpac(int, ... ); 
/* globals -------- *I 
in1 huge *BUFFER; 
in1 AMPL[1024IPl; 
in1 WW[IOZ4][ZI; 
int A[101[3]; 
/* int THRESH, THRI;  *I 
in1 FROM; 
in1 POINTS; 
in1 TDIV = 7; 
in1 SCANS = 16384; 
in1 ADIV = 4: 
int W = 5, WLIST[61 = (1,2, 5, 10,20,  40); 
I* first element in this series would have index 0. 40 = usual value *I 
double XSCALE; 
char FILENAMEIISI: 
char DATE1 1 11: 
char ~ ~ 1 ~ 6 2 7 6 8 1 ;  
#define LENV (128) 
#define SCANS (16384) 

I* char GRID[32768]; *I 
#define GRID ((char  far *) Oxb80000M)) 

I* Keyboard buffer flush *I 
void kb-flush 0 ' 

while ( (char) bdos (OxOB, 0. 0) ) gerch 0; 
1 



I' cheek for a loaded vector *I 
I* Is LabPac there? If so, there should be a vector for INT 0x66. *I 

I* *I 
void check-veclor(v) 

int v; 
1 

unsigned long far * zero = 0x00000000; 

if(v < O l 1 v > 2 5 5 ) (  
printf ("No such interupl.\n"): 
exil(FA1LURE); 

I 
if ( *(zero + v) = - OL) ( 

printf ("ERROR: Vector W x H  isn't loaded.Zc\n", v. 7); 
erit(FA1LURE); 

I 
I 
I* long-to-pointer conversions *I 

union HUGE-PTR ( 
int huge * ptr; 
unsigned int i[2]; 

1; 

int huge * Itop (a) 
unsigned long a; 

I 
union HUGE-FTR p; 
p.i[Ol = a  % 16; 
p.i[ll = a I 16; 
reNrn (p.ptr); 

I 



unsigned long ptol (p) 
urion HUGE-PTR p: 

I 
unsigned long a; 
a = p.i[ll; 
a < < =  4; 
a += p.i[Ol; 
return (a); 

1 

I* record sound sample *I 
in1 record ( p) 

int huge *p: 
I 

int oldintr, result, j; 

if (TDN < 3 ( 
TDIV = 3; 
printf ("<TDIV> increased to 3.\nm); 

1 

I*---- SCANS = 16384 * 2 channels -----*I 
oldintr = labpac (INTCLR, 255); I* turn off all interrupts * I  
labpac (TIST, 5, 12, TDIV); P 12 == 100 kHz */ 
Inbpac (TIST, 4, 3, 0); I* count conversions *I 

printf ("\n\nR E C 0 R D I N  G . . .\"\nu): 
result = labpac (AIDMA, 0, SCANS, 2, p); 
if Iresuit) f 

prink ("AIDMA error = %xH.\n", result); 
labpac (INTSET, oldintr); 
labuac (RESET): 
r e i m  (FAILURE); 

) 

labpac (TISTAT, 4, SCANS * 2); 

42 1 



labpac CTIAB, 4); 
labpac (TIAB. 5 ) ;  
labpac (INTSET, otdintr); I* restore interrupts *I 
printf ("Recording done.\nW): 
return (SUCCESS); 

1 
I* ---------write raw data to external tile *I 
save-raw0 

int result, blank 
char c, rawfile[l51; 

kb-flush(); 
text-mode(); 
printf("Datafi1e ?\nu); 
gets(rawfile); 

blank = SCANS; 

result = access(rawfile.0); 
if (result!= FAILURE) ( 

printf ("File already exists.\nU); 
prinlf ("Use the filename anyway? In"); 
c = getch0; 
if (c! = 'y' && c!= 'Y') return (FAILURE); 

) 

if ((unit = fopen(rawfile. "wb"))= =NULL) ( 
printf ("Can't open the tile.\n"); 
return (FAILURE); 

I 
else ( 

fwrite( (char far *) &blank, 2, 1, unit); 



fwrite( (char far *) &l'DW, 2, 1, unit); 
&rite( (char far *) BUFFER, sizeof(int), (SCANS * 2), unit); 

fclose(unit); 
retum(SUCCESS); 

1 
1 
I* -----write POWer data to external file -------- */ 
save-WWO 

( 
FILE * unit; 
in1 resull, blank; 
char c, intfiie[l5]; 

kb-flush(); 
text-mode(); 
printf("Fi1ename ?\na): 

geB(intfi1e); 
blank = LENY, 

result = access(intfile,O); 
if (result!= FAILURE) ( 

printf("File already exists.\nW); 
printf("Use the filename anyway ? ?); 
c = getcho; 
if (c!= 'y '  && c!= 'Y') return (FAILURE); 

I 
if ((unit = fopen(intfile, "wbU))==NULL) { 

printf("Can't open the fi1e.b"); 
reNm (FAILURE); 

I 
else ( 

fwrite( (char far *)&blank, 2, 1, unit); 
k i t e (  (char far *) &TDIV. 2, 1, unit); 
fwrite( (char far *) POW, sizeof(int), (SCANSILENV) * 2, 



unit); 
fclose(unit); 
rernrn(SUCCESS); 

I 
I 
I* load data from tile ' I  
nad_data() 
I 

int result, blank: 
FILE * unil; 

if ((unit = fopen (FILENAME, "rb") )==NULL) ( 
printf ("Can't open file. \n"); 
return (FAILURE); 

1 

printf("File open. \nRending..\nU); 
result = fread ( (char far 7 &blank, sizeof(int), I ,  unit); 
if (result ! = 1) 

printf ("Error rending SCANS.\n\n"); 

result = head ( (char far *) &TDN, sizwf(int), 1, unit); 
if (result != I )  

printf ("Error reading TDIV.\n\na); 

result = fread ( (char far 9 BUFFER, sizeof(inl), (SCANS * 2). 
unit); 

if (result !- (SCANS * 2)) 
printf ("Error rending dala- file seems short.\n\n"); 
felose(unit); 
printfrSCANS %d, TDIV %d \n\n8n", blank, TDN); 

I 
I* -- two scope-like grids, 4 div high * 10 div wide - *I 
void make~r id0  



' intj; 

for (j = 10; j < 171; j += 40) hot-line (0, j, 500, j, 1); 
for (j = 180: j < 341; j + - 40) hor-line (0, j, 500, j, I); 

f o r ( i =  Q j < 5 0 l ; j + = J O ) {  
line ( j ,  10, j, 170, 1); 
line ( j ,  180, j, 340, 1); 

I 

Ggoto-xy (1, 65); 
gtext ("Raw data"): 

Ggoto-xy (3, 65); 
gtext ("Page -of -"); 

Ggolo-xy ( 5 ,  65): 
gtext ("CVldi~ " 1 ;  

Ggoto-xy (7. 65); 
gtext ("MSldiv " ) ;  

Ggoto-xy (9, 65); 
gtext ("FROM " ) ;  

Ggoto-xy (1 1, 65); 
glext ("POINTS " ) ;  

Ggoto-xy (15, 65); 
gtext ("POWER data"); 

Ggoto-xy (17, 65); 
gtext ("Page - of -"); 

Ggoto-xy (19, 65); 
gtext ("CVZldiv " ) ;  



Ggoto-xy (21, 65); 
gtert ("MSIdiv " ) ;  

Ggoto-xy (23, 65); 
gtext 1"INT plsldiv " ) ;  

I* ---plot the raw data; second-level function - *I 
void plot-raw (page, A D j t )  

int page, AD-pt: 
i 

int pages, pix-div, width, j, y, lastv; 
int huge *p; 
float ms-div, cv-div; 
char string[40]; 

width = WLIST[W] ' 512: 
pages = [long) (16384L + width - IL) /width; 
page = min (page, pqes-I): 
p = BUFFER + page * width * 2: 
POINTS = min (16384 -page * width, widlh); 

pix-div = 2WOlpages; I* total = 2W00 pu l l0  divlpages *I 
ms-div = (float) pix-div * (float) TDIVl50.00; 

I*-- convert to ms per div = rns/pt * (pts/div)/pages. TDIV = 7: 
sampling rate sb 7143 Hz; actually about 7250 Hz. /I000 cyeieslMSEC 
(in msec, nu1 see) *I 

cv div = AD ot * 40 IS :  
- ~2 ~- 

I* conves lo APPROXIMATE ivldiv = A-D unitslper screen pt ' 40 
screen pWdiv * 100 cv1800 A-D units. The data come off the A to D 
board in nr particular units (volts uf some sort). A D g t  converts these 
data to points out of IM) to plot on screen. 118 converts there daLl to cv. 
40 converts the labels for the screen plot divisions. other j = 0, p at WO; 



speech 002 ; other plots in lower screen. speech plou in upper half '1 

memcpy (PAGEO, GRID, 32768); 
for (i = 0; j<POINTS; j + + )  { 

y = *p++ 1 A D j t ;  
selgix (ilWLISTpV1, 260 - y, 1): 
y = *p+ + I ADgl ;  
setgix (ilWLIST[WI, 90 - y, I); 

1 

Ggoto-xy (3, 70); 
sprintf (string, "%3d", page + I): 
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (3, 77): 
sprintf (string, "%3dU, pages); 
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (5, 72); 
sprintf (suing, jr%6.2f", cv-div): 
gtext (string): 

Ggoto-ny (7. 72); 
sprinlf (string, "%7.2f', ms-div): 
glext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (9, 72); 
sprintf (string, '"MY, FROM); 
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (I I, 72): 
sprintf (string, "%4dn. POINTS); 
gtext (string); 



I* play the raw data out the DACs *I 
void playback (page) 

in1 page; 
I 

static int channels[21 = (0, 1); 
int pages, result, width, j, y; 
in1 huge *p; 

width = WLIST[W] * 512; 
pages = (long) (16384L + width - IL) i width: 
page = min (page, pages-I); 
p = BUFFER + page *width * 2;  

Ggoto-xy (12, 65): 
gtext ("Audio."); 
ldbpac (TIST. 1. 12. TDIV); 
result = labpac (AOMAX. 1, POINTS. 2, channels, p); 
Ggoto-xy (12, 65); 
if (result) gtext ("-FAILURE-"); 
else gtext (" "): 

1 
/* ..---.-.-. send data to plotter --- ----- - ----- - */ 
void send-data (page, chn) 

int page, chn; 

int pages, amp, width, j. k, temp, cv; 
duuble hix, hiy, lox, loy; 
float msg t ,  msec; 
int huge *p; 
char string[M)l, xlabel[lO], ylabel[lO]; 

FILE * unit; 
unit = fopen ("COMZ", "wb) ;  
Teklnit (unit. 'D'): 



TekFxd (0, 0); 

if (chn EQ I) k = 0; 
else k = I; I* chnnl I other k =O; chnnl 2 speech k =1 */ 

if (k == 0) TekWindow (0.50, 6.50, 0.40, 4.40): 
if l k  == 1) TekWindow (0.50. 6.50. 5.60. 9.60k 

I* Speech at top d l  paper. ~ o v k  paper 0.5;' to right of graph tablet. 
(Labels don't print if 0.00, 6.03 specified). Leaves 0.5 margin */ 

width = WLISTW] * 512: 

I* ADIV = set (1.2,4,8,16,32) decreases range plotted */ 

if (ADIV = = 6) amp = 5120; 
if (ADIV = = 5) amp = 25M); 
if (ADN = = 4) amp = 1280; 
if (ADIV = = 3) amp = 640; 
if (ADIV = = 2) amp = 320; 
if (ADN == I) amp = 160; 

(int) cv = amp * 0.125; 
I* total cv = 40 screen ptsldiv * A-D unitslpt * I cvl */ 
I* 8 A-D units * 4 divisions. real range = + to - cv *I 

pages = (long) (16384L + width - IL) / width; 
page = min (page, pages-I); 
p = BUFFER + page * width * 2; 

msgt  = (float) T D N  / 50.00, 
/*5MXX) hd1000 mslsec=cyclcs/msec '1 

msec = msgt  * POINTS; 
/* fprintf (stdprn. "msec = 4bl0.2tb". msec); 

fyintf (sldprn, "msgt  = %10.2nn", msgt);  *I 
I* real tlme msec per pt: div. sampling freq by 50 Hz * total points = 
total msec in sample *I 

TekScale (0.00, (double)msec. -(double)cv. (double)cv); 



TekGrid ((double)msecl4.W. (double)cvl2.W. O.W. 
-(double)cv, 4, 4); 

for ij = -cviZ; j < cv; j += cv12) I 
TekMove (O.W, (doublelj); 
TekDraw ((double)msec. (doublelj): 

I 
for ij = (int)msec/4; j < (intlmsec; j += (int)msec/4) ( 

TekMove ((double)j, (double)(-cv)): 
TekDraw ((daublelj, (dauble)cv); 

I 

TekCharSize (0.18, 0.30); 
TekLAxes (-(double)msec/4.W, -(cv/2.00). 0.00, 

-(double)cv); 
TekMove (0.03, 0.W); 
TekCharSize (0.18, 0.30); 

I* -- j=50 yields about 72 zero crossings per inch - *I 

if (k EQ I) p++; 
I* speech. this agrees with plot-raw, and print-: 000 OTHER valuc *I 

for ij = 0: j < POINTS; j + =64) ( 
hiy = * p + t ;  
loy = hiy; 
hin = j * msgt; 
lox = j * msgl: 
p + + ;  

for (k=O; k<63; k + + )  ( 
temp = ' * p i + ;  
if (temp > hiy) ( 

hiy = temp; 
hix = 'j + k) * msgt; 
1 

if (temp < lay) ( 



lay = temp; 
lox = (j + k) * m s g t ;  
I 

p++;  
] I* end for k * I  

I* A-D units I cv18 A-D units *I 

if (hix > lox) ( 
TekDraw ((double)lox, (double)loy * 0.125); 
TekDraw ((double)hin, (double)hiy * 0.125): 

else I 
I 

TekDraw ((double)hix, (double)hiy * 0.125); 
TekDraw ((double)lox, (doub1e)loy * 0.125); 
1 

I 
sprintf (string, "Ch %d Raw Xs file %s page %2d of %2d", 

chn, DATE. FILENAME, page + I, pages); 
I* \xOb moves the label plot up twice the char height *I 

TekMove (5.00, (double)cv); 
TekLbOrg (I);  
TekLabel (string); 
sprintf (xlabel, "\xOa\xOa msec"); I* \xOa = move plot down *I 

TekMove ((double)msec/8.00, (double)-cv); 
TekLbOrg (4); 
TekLabel (xlabel); 

sprintf (ylabel, "cv"); I* \x08 = move plot left *I 
TekMove ((double)-msec18.00, (double) cvl4.00); 

TekLbOrg (5); 
TekLabel (ylabel); 
sprintf (string, "\xW"); I* beep to signal plot end *I 
TekLabel (string); 

Mush (unit): 
I 



I* - square hrnction used in WWer plot ----- */ 
sqr (x) 
float x; 
I 

/* - show the raw data: calls above routine *I 
void show-raw () 

( 
static Int amp161 = ( I .  2. 4. 8. 16. 32): 
static int page = 0: 
int pages, chn; 
char ch; 

POINTS = WLIST[W] ' 512; 
pages = (long) (163841. + POINTS - IL) / POINTS; 

cls0; 
printf ("\n\n\nm'): 
printf ("Plot of raw data. The key list is: \n\n"l; 
printf (" w. n wider, narrower window. \nm); 
printf (" I. r page left, page right. \n"); 
printf ( '  +, - increase, decrease signal \no); 
printf (" p play back through DACs \n"); 
printf l" o send other data to plotter \n8'); 
printf ("  s send speech data to plotter \a"); 
printf (" Esc quit. \n\nn); 

printf ("Hit Enter to start.\n\nM); 
kb-flush(); 
do ( ) while (getchO != '\r'); 

graf-modeO; 
graf-CIS(); 



make-grid0; 
memcpy (GRID, PAGEO, 32768): 
plot-raw (page, amp[ADIVI); 

while ( (ch = getchO) != 27 ) ( 
switch (ch) { 

case 'n': 
case 'N': 

if (W < I) ( putch(7); break; ) 
W-; 
POINTS = WLIST[WJ * 512; 

pages = (long) (16384L+POINTS-IL) I POINTS; 
page = min (page, pages-1); 
plot_raw (page, amp[ADN]); 
break; 

case 'w': 
case 'W': 

if (UI > 4) { putch(7); break; ) 
W + + ;  
POINTS = WLISTW] * 512; 

lages = (long) (16384LtPOINTS-IL) / POINTS; 
page = min @age, pages-I); 
plot-raw (page, amp[ADIV]); 
break: 

case 'r': 
case 'R': 

if (page > pager2) ( putch!7); break; ) 
page+ +; 
plot-raw (page, amp[ADNI); 
break; 

case '1': 
case 'L': 

if (page < I) ( putch(7); break, ) 
page-; 
plot-raw (page, amp[ADIVI); 
break: 



case ' =': 
if (ADIV < 1) ( putch(7); break; ) 
ADIV--: 
plot_raw (page, amp[ADIV]): 
break: 

case I-': 
case '-': 

if (ADN > 41 ( putch(71; break: ) 
ADIV++; 
olot-raw (page, amp(ADIV1): 
break: 

case 'a': 
case 'A': 

playback (page); 
break: 

case '0': 
case '0': 

chn = I ;  
send-data (page, chn); 
break; 

case 's': 
case 'S': 

chn = 2; 
send-data (page, chn): 
break: 

default: 
putch (7); 

) /* end switch */ 
) /* end while *I 



void smooth (Array, start) 
int Array[SCANSILENVI[21; 
int Start: 

intj, k; 
int smthlSCANS/LENVl; 
float mn-str, sum-str, oldgt, newgt; 

I* div by 8 before square to keep POW less than 32768. = divide by 64. 
1001800 for cv 1/8sqr. Scale adjustment below. div by A D g t  to ktrp 
amp values within roughly same range as on raw plot. low amp values 
flatter, high amp values more peaked than on raw due to power function. 
I 

f o r ( k = & k < 2 ; k + t ) (  
sum-str = 0; 

f o r ( j = & j < 3 ; j + + ) (  
mn-str = (Arrayfi+start][k]); 
sum-str = sum-str + mn-str; 

I 
mn-str = (float) sum-str 1 3; 
smth[Ol = (int) mn-str; 
smthIll = (int) mn-str; 

for (i = 0; j < (POINTS - 3); j++)  ( 
oldg t  = Arraylj+startl[kl; 

newgt  = Array~+start+3l[kl; 
if(Arraylj+start+3][k] - 1 0  > Arrayfi+slart+Zl[kl) ( 

mn-str = ((mn-str * 3) + Arrayfi+start+4l[kl 
- oldgt)  1 3 ;  

I 
else if (i+start > 0 && oldgt - 100 > 

Arrayti-l +start][k]) 
mn-str = ((mn-str * 3) + newgt  

Arraylj+start+ll[kl) / 3; 
else ( 



mn-str = max (((mn-str ' 3) + netv-pt - oldgtll3. 
0) ; 

I 

t 
smthfi+ZJ = smthfi + I]; 
smthti+3l = smthb+l]; 

for (j = 0; j < POINTS: j+ +) ( 
POWfil[kl = smthtil; 

i 
1 

1 

I* -peak picking - (removed 10.1-90) -----*I 
I* void pickgeak (k, cv2gt)  
int k, c v 2 j t ;  

i, 
I' [his dectdes Ihrcshold. Peak is wkcn as centcrud ahuvc Ihrsshold. T h ~ r  
prcbcnrr h~na by consonant release energy and snould corrrlrv wtth I . .. , vowel peak energy and 2. p-center. Location of peak stored in All11 
Last 5 values for speech data, first 5 for other data. */ 

I* int oldflag, flag, x, y, j, c; 
char stringLl51; 

else c = 5: 
oldtlsg = 0; 
THRES'I = THRESHN: 

f o r 0  = O;j < POINTS;j++) ( 
if (POWfil[k] > THRESH && THRESH > 0) flag = I ;  

else I 
flag = 0; 



if (oldnag != flag) ( 
A[cl[oldflagl = j; 
if (oldflag == 1) ( 

A[cl[oldflagl = j - I; 
c++ :  
I 
oldflag = nag; 

I 
1 *I  /* knd for *I 

I* i f  (flag == I) ( 
A[c][l] = POINTS - I; 
c + + ;  
I 

i f ( k  == 0) ( 
THRI = THRESH; 
h r J i = c : j < 5 ; j + + ) (  

A[il[O] = 0; 
A[il[ll = 0; 

I 

1 
I 

I* - plot threshold --*I 
I* THRI for channel I, THRESH for channel 2 *I 

I* if (k EQ a) y = 340; 
else y = 170; 

hor-line (0, y - (THRESH I cv2j t ) ,  500, y - ~ X R E S H  I C Y ~ J ~ ) ,  I); 

I' --plot peak locations-*/ 



/* First and last peak not plotted if beyond threshold at data swrt or end. 
Peaks whose base is 60 msec wide or less (4 pts) not plotted as hesl  
represent energy peak on something other than vowels, eS. stop 
consonants. Y 

I* if (k EQ 0) c 0; 
else c = 5: 

f o r c j = o ; j ' < ~ ; j + + ) (  
if (A[cl[Ol > 0 && A[clll] != WINTS -I 

&& A[cl[ll - A[cl[Ol > 4) 
I 

n ='XSCALE * (A[cl[Ol + (((A[cl[l] - A[cl[O]) 
+ 1) 1 21); 

line (x, y - 140, x, y - (THRESH I cv2-pt). I); 
A[c][Z] = x I XSCALE: 
I 
else ( 

A[cjlZ] = O: 
I 

I 
I 

/* --- generate envelope from data - * I  
void envelope (le) 

int le; 

intj, k, m, x; 
int huge *pr; 
long int tom, toti; 

pr = BUFFER; 
m = 16384 / Ie; 

I* points of raw per point of envelope *I 
if (m < 1) return; 
f o r c j = O : j < l e ; j + + ) (  



tot0 = OL: 
1011 = OL: 
for (k = 0 ;  k < m; k + + )  { 

x = 'PI++: 
tot0 + = abs (x); 
X = *pr++ ;  
tot1 += abs (x); 
I' beware macros with ride-effects *I 

1 
AMPLOI[OI = lot0 / m; 
AMPLLil[ll = toll I m; 

I* AMPL = measure of mean amplitude over k points of raw 
data. Thus, the peaks in the plot o f  its (power) envelope 
will not necessarily correspond to the square of rhe peaks 
in the raw data. Ex: peak of 80 cv in raw may correspond to peak of 320 
cv2, not 6400 cv2 in POWer plot.'/ 

I 

I* ---- send en1,elope data to plotter */ 
votd send-cnv (total, page, chn) 

in1 total, page, chn; 
I* points in array (usually 128), which page to plot (01, vertical index, 
horizont~l window size (lo), chn 2 = speech I = other *I 
I 
1' amppls = range of vertical values on plot '/ 
I* hrzpts = range ui horizontal values on plot */ 

int rf, j, k, c ,  hrzpts, pages; 
tloat m s g t ,  mrec; 
double cv2, x, y; 
char xlabel[lO], ylabel[lOl, stringl601; 

FILE * unit; 
unit = fopen ("COM?", "wb"): 
Trklnit (unit. 'D'): 



if (chn EQ I) k = 0; 
else k = I; IX speech k = I; other k =O ' 1  

hrzpts = WLIST[W] ' lotal 132 ;  I* nh 1,32 = 5111lhK % I  

if (total<2 ) I hrzp l sc l )  ( 
puch(7); 
return; 

1 
pages = (Ions) (total + hrzpts - IL) I hrzpls; 
page = min (page, pages-11; 

if (POINTS<Z) ( 
putch(7); 
return: 
) 

m s g t  = (float) TDIVISO * LENV; 
I' plotting factor for x axis */ 

msec = POINTS * msgt:  

I' real time msec per pt: div. sampling freq by 50 cyclcs1MSEC f =50 
Khrl * told horizontal points = total msec in sample 'I 

I* ADIV = set (2,4,8,12.16.32) decreases rang? plottcd 
corresponds to screen PO' 'er plot ranges *I 

if (ADIV = = 5) rf = 32; I* 5 120 "I 
if (ADIV == 4) lf = 16; 1- 2560 ' 1  
if (ADIV = = 3) rf = 12; I* 1280 *I 
if (ADIV = = 2) rf = 8: I* 640 *I 
if (ADIV = = I) rf = 4; I* 320 *I 



cv2 = 160 * rl; 
Iarange=40 screen paldiv* 4 divs' redur factor mv2 produces too large 
numbers. Usc cv2. POW includes a division by cvIA-D units BEFORE 
thc square. For the plotter, labels can't be manipulated independently of 
the data plotted. To get labels right, multiply the (screen) data by the 
redux factor. 
[POW]: [ (AD units ' I cv18 AD unils)*"2] = cv2 
*I 

I' fprintf (stdprn. "msec = '%10.2th", msec); 
fprinlf (sldprn. "msgt = %10.2tln", msgtl: 

"1 
if (k == 01 TekWindow (8.50, 14.50, 0.40, 4.40): 

if (k = = I) TekWindow (8.50. 14.50, 5.60. 9.W): 
I* Speech at lop of paper *I 

TekScale (0.00. (double)msec, 0.00. cv2): 
TekGrid ((double) msecl4.00, (double) cv214.00, 0.00, O.W, 4. 4); 
for (i = (intl cv214: i<(inD cv2: i += (tntl ~ ~ 2 1 4 )  1 . . ,  

TekMove (0.00, (doublrlj);. 
TekDraw ((doublelmsec, 1double)j): 
I 

for (i = (in11 msec1.l; j < (int)msec; j + = (int) msecl4) ( 
TekMove ((double)j, 0.W): 
TekDraw ((double)j, cv2); 
I 

TekLAxes (-(daublelmsecl4.W. 
TekMove (0.00, 0.00); 

(double) ~~214.00, 

1% loop which sends data from chnl 2. speech or chnl 1. lo plotter ---- *I 

for (i = 0: j<POINTS; jt t) ( 
x = j * ms-pt; 



y = pOWbl[kl: 
TekDraw  d double)^. 1double)y); 
1 

I* if (k EQ I1 , = THRESH: 
else j = THRI; 

TekMove (0.00, (double).i); 
TekDraw ((double)msec. (doubluljl; 
sprintf (string. " %dm', j); 
TekMove (0.00, (double)j~: 
TekLbOrg (3); 
TekL oel (string): 

I 

/* plot peak i~calioas-~/  
I* First and last peak not plotted if beyond thtcshold at data slat1 or end. 
Peaks whose base is 60 msec wide or less (4 pls) not plottcd as thesc can 
represent stop consonant energy peaks. *I 

. . 
for (k = 0: k < 5 ;  k+  +I ( 

if (A[cl[O] > 0 %sr A[c][l] ! = (intI(SCANS1LENVl -I 
&& A[cl[l] - A[cl[O] > 4) 

1 
x = m s j t  ' (A[cl[Ol + (((A[cl[ll - AlcllOll 

+ 1) 1 2 ) ) :  
TckMove ((doublelx, (douhleljl; 

TekDraw  d double)^, (doublel(cv2 - lcv' 18111; 
sprintf (string, '"%d", (int)xl; 

TekMove ((double)x. (doubleI(cv2 - lcv2 1 I?))); 
TekLbOrg (6): 
TekLabel (string): 

1 



=/ 
/* LbOrg Matrix 7 4 1 

origin: 5. 8 5 2 
9 6 3  'I 

sprinll'(string. "Ch %d Env R s  file %a page %2d of  %2dm'. 
chn. DATE. FILENAME, page + I, pages); 

TekMove (5.00, (double)cv21; 
TekLbOre (1): 
~ e k ~ a b e r ( d t k g 1 ;  
sprintf (xlabel, "\xOa\xOa msec"); 

I* \xOa = move plot down 'I 
TekMove ((double)msec/8.00, 0.00): 
TekLbOrg (4); 
TekLabel (xlabel): 
I* \xOb = move plot up -1 

sprintf (ylabel. "cv"); 
I* \x08 = move plot left */ 

TekMove ((double)-msec/20.00. (double) 0.63 * c\.?); 
TekLbOrg (5); 
TrkLabel ("label): .. . 

fflush (unit); 
sprintf (ylabel. " 2"); 
TekMove ((double)-msecn0.00, (double) 0.63 * cv2); 
TekLbOrg (I): 
TekLabel (ylabel); 

sprintf (string. "\xO7"); 
1% hecp to signal plot end * I  
TekLabel (siring); 

liluah (unit); 
1 

I* -- plot the envelope; second-level function ---------- *I 
void plot-env (total, page. c v 2 j t )  

int total, page, c v 2 j t ;  
I* points in array, which page to plot. 



* (RAW) counts per pixel. 
' points per horizontal pixel *I 

I 
int lastx, lastyo, lastyl, pps: 
int pages, pix-div, width, to, x, y. j, k ,  c: 
float ms-div, cv2-div: 
char string[401; 

pps = WLIST[W] * total 1 32: IX nh 1132 = 511116K *I 

if (tolal<2 1 1  pps<l) ( 
puvh(7); 
return; 

pages = (long) (total + pps - IL) I Pps: 
page = mi" (page, pages-11; 

FROM = page * pps; 
to = min (FROM+rros-I. total-I): 
POINTS = to -  FRO^ i I :  
pix-div = 512/(10 'pages); 
ms-div = ((float) TDIV ' 2W01(5 ' 5121) * (floal) 

oix div: 
I* convert pbini  to'msldiv = timelpl * (pl/div)/pages 'I 
I* TDIV * 20000(ttl PIS)/ 50 cycleslMSEC * 512 pls ---*I 

if (POINTS < I )  { 
putch(7); 
return; 

I 
cv2gt  = max (cv2gl. I): 

cv2-div = (float)cvZgt * 40: 

I* convert to APPROXIMATE cvldiv = cv2gt ' 40 screen ptsldiv, no 



AD unitslcv factor required here: it's in POW square. Calibration with 
osc~loscope: 0.2 Volts = 160 counts = IVl800 counts vertical. Vldiv = 
cpp * 401800. Vults are too large a unit (require floats). mv too small. so 
work in centivolts. lcvi8 counts. Y 

1' smooth AMPL. number of points to be smoothed = poinls. startinp 
point to smooth =FROM. *I 

smooth(AMPL. FROM); 
smooth(P0W. 0): 

XSCALE = 512.001 pps; 
rnerncpy (PAOEO, GRID, 32768); 

I* below: 118 = Icv 1 8 AD-units '1 
I' k = 0 for chnni 1; k = 1 for channel 2 *I 

for (k = 0; k C 2: k++) ( 
lastn = 0; 

lasty0 = (inO((tloat) sqr((float)POW[Ol[kl!8) 1 cv2-pt): 

I* THRESH = 0: *I 

if (k EQ 0) c = 340; 
else c = 170; 

I* ch 2 plots in upper half of screen *I 

for ti = 0; j C P O N S ;  j + + )  ( 
Y = (int)((float) sq!((~oat)POW~][k]/8) I ev2 j t ) :  

x = j * XSCALE; 
line (lastx, c - lastyo, x, c - y. I); 

I* THRESH = rnax (y, THRESH); *I 

POWlil[kl = y * cv?gt:  

445 



I 
I* THRESH = THRESH * P Y ~ J ~ ;  

pick_prak (k, cv2-ptl: 'I 

Ggoto xy (9. 72); 
sprintf(string, "%4". FROM): 
gtest (slring): 

Ggoto-xy (1 1. 72): 
sprintf (strmg, '"Cio4d". POINTS): 
gtext Irtring): 

Ggoto-xy (17, 70): 
sprintf (string. "Stjd", page + 11; 
gtext (stringl: 

Ggoto-xy ((17.771: 
sprintf (string, "TL3d", pagCS1: 
gtext (string); 

Ggoto-xy (19.72): 
sprintf (string. "%9.?1", cv2.div); 
gtext (string): 

Ggoto-xy (21, 72): 
sprintf (string. "%7.2f', ms-div ): 
etext (string): 

I*corresponds to INT point sire (40 ms per pt) in declin.c*l 

Ggoto xy (23. 75): 
sprintf(string, " 967.2P. ms-div140 1: 
ptext (string): 



I* --show the envelope; calls above routine ----- *I 
I* le used to be passed -1 
void show-cnv () 
I 

static int amp6]= (2, 4, 8, I?, 16, 32); 
I* old ( I ,  1, 2. 4,8. 16) *I 

static in1 page = 0: 
in1 mwl, pages, chn; 
char ch: 

total = 16384 1 LENY; 
pages = (long) (total + WLIST[W] - IL) I WLIST[W]; 
clsO; 
printf ("\n\n\nm'): 

nrintf ("Plot of envelo~e data. The kev lisl is: h \nUl :  
printf (" w. n wider, narrower window. \n"); 
printf (" I. r page lefi, page right. in"): 
printf (" +. - increase. decrease signal \nu); 

printf (" s send speech envelope to plotter \n"): 
printf (" o send other envelope to plotter in"); 

printf (" Esc quit. \n\nm'); 
printf ("Hit Enter to start.\n\n"): 
kb-flush0; 
do ( ) while (getch() != '\r'); 

graf-mode(); 
eraf clsil: 
makcgrid(); 
memcpy (GRID, PAGEO, 32768): 
plot-env (total, page, amp[ADIV]); 

while ( (ch = getchO) != 27 ) ( 
switch (ch) { 

case 'n': 



case 'N': 
if (W < I) { puch(7): hreak: ) 
W-: 
pages = (long) (total + WLIST[W] - IL) 

I WLIST[W]: 
page = min (page, pagcs-1): 
plol-env (lolal. page. amp[ADIVI); 
break; 

case .w,: 
case 'W': 

if (W > 4) ( putch(7): break; ) 
w + + :  
pages = (long) (total + WLIST[WI - ILI 

I WLIST[Wl: 
page = min (page, pages-11: 
plot-env (total, page, amp[ADIVI): 
break: 

case 'r': 
case 'R': 

if (page > pages-2) ( puah(7): hreak; ) 
page+ +: 
plo1.env (lolal, page, amp[ADIVI): 
break: 

case '1': 
case 'L': 

if (page < I) ( putch(7); break: I 
page-; 
plot-env (total, page, amp[ADIVI): 
break: 

Case '+': 
c s e  ' = ': 

i f  (ADIV < I )  ( putch(1): break; I 
ADIV--: 
plot-env (total, page, amp[ADIVl): 
break: 

case '-': 



ease '-': 
i f  (ADIV > 4) ( putch(7); break: ) 
ADIV + +; 
plot-env (total, page, amp[ADIVI); 
break; 

ease 's': 
case 'S': 

chn = 2; 
send-env (total, page, chnj: 
break; 

case '0,: 
case '0,: 

chn = I: 
send-env (total, page, chn); 
break; 

default: 
putch (7); 

I I* end switch *I 
) I' end while *I 

I' -- send raw data to printer ------ *I 
void print-data () 

( 
int j, n; 
int huge *pr; 
char ch, input[4]; 

p r  = BUFFER: 
I* printf ("*pr before 'if block = Ox%p\nm, pr); 
prinlf ("pointer value should be 7000: if not, ERROR\n\n"); 

1 



printf ("**' Raw Data Ibr Each AMPL Value **=\n\n\nV): 
printf ("AMPL index ?(O to 127)\n"): 
geB(input): 
n = atoi(input) * 2 ' LENV: 
p r = p r + n - I ;  

printf ("INDEX POINTER SPEECH OTHER\n"l: 
for(, = n : j  .c n + L E N V : j t = 2 ) (  

printf ("j %Id pr Bp B6d W6d\nm. 
j, pr, *pr t+ .  'pr++): 

1 
1 
I* -- send contour to printer ----.- 
void print-POW 0 
I 
int j, n: 
char ch, input[4]; 

printf ("ENTER to start\n"l; 
kb-flush0; 
do ( ) while (getchO ! = '\r'); 

orintf (" Other beech  "): 
brintf (' Other speeeh\n0); 

printf ("Ifidex. A101 P[Ol A[11 PI11 "1; 
printf ("Index. A[Ol P[Ol A[!] P[ll\n ). 
n = (in0 16384lcLENV ' 2): 
for (i'='0; j < n ; j++)  ( 
printf ("W4d. %4d $ 6 4  %4d W4d ", j. 

AMPLOI[O], POWOIlOI.AMPLCjl[l]. POWOILII): 
printf ("%4d. %4d %4d %4d %4d\n".j+ffl. 

AMPL[i+64[0]. POW[i+641[01, AMPLO+641I11, 
POW[i+ffl1[1l): 

1 

I* printf ("\n\n\nThreshold speech: %3d\nm', THRESH): ' 1  
printf ("\nSpeech peaks\nn); 
printf ("Index Stan End Diff (rns) Plot \n"); 



I' The extra I in printf, parameter 4, is due to inclusion of both ends of 
he contour above threshold. sampling period (raw 0.14) ' # points(raw 
16384) = time (2.3 sees) / #points POWer (128) = ms I pt of POWer 
data */ 

/*printf ("\n\n\nThreshold: Other data 83d\n\nM, THRI); *I 
printf ("Other peaks\""); 

printf ("Index Start End Diff (ms) Plot \n"); 
for (i = 0; j < 5: j+ +) ( 
if (Alj1[11 - ACjl[Ol != 0 )  ( 

printf ("%hi. %4d %4d %6.2f %4d\nV, j, 
Atil[Ol, Atil[ll, (floal)(l + AtiI[ll - 
ACjl[Ol) *(TDIVLLENV/50), ACjl[ZI); 

I 
1 

printf ("From: A4d for %4d points.\ne, FROM, POINTS); 
printf ("\nXSCALE factor on plot: WS.Zltln\n". XSCALE); 
1 

I* -- help message for the control loop in main() ------ */ 
void help() 
I 

printf ("\nYou can use these keys:\n\n"); 
printf (" T alter TDlV parameler\n"); 
printf (" R record sound \nu); 
printf (" A audio speech. Press V first \nu); 
printf (" V view raw sound\n"); 
printf (" C calculate envelope \nN); 
printf (" E view envelope \nW); 



printf (" S plot speech data. Type V Rrst In"): 
printf (" 0 plot other data. Type V nnt \n"): 

printf (" S plot speech envelope. Type E Rrst. \n"); 
printf (" 0 plot other envelope. Type E first \nu): 
printf (" P print raw values \no); 
printf (" I print POWER values \n"): 
printf (" W write POWER data to disk \no): 

printf (" F write raw data to disk\nm'); 
printf (" D get data from file \n"): 
printf (" Q quit program \"*I; 
printf (" H help: this message \n\n"): 

I 
/* main */ 
main lJ 

static int gainB1 = ( 0.0,O.O. 0.0.0.0 1; 
static int channels[8] = (0.1,2.3.4.5,6,1); 

int result, j, k: 
unsigned long a, b; 
char ch, inp~a[SOl; 
int huge *pi; 
int huge *BUF_BACKUP; 

P --- LabMaster board initialisation functions --- *I 
check-vector (0x66): 1' Is Labpac tbere */ 
result = labpac (RESET); 
result = lahpac (TIINIT, TIMER); 
result = labpac (AIINIT, ATOD, 8. I, gain): 

I* eight input channels; DMA channel I *I 
result = labpac (AO!NIT. DTOA, 2); 

/* .----...-- Introduction */ 
c1so; 
freopen ("PRN","w".stderr); 
printf ("\n\n\nSound program.\n\nW); 



orintf ("DATE ( dd-mm-vv1 ' \n\n"). 
 DATE); 
printf ("Press ENTER to begin.\n\nX); 
kh_flush(); do ( ] whlle ( getchO != 131; 

/* ...................... 
* H a l l ~ ~ ( )  memory; 128 KB is guaranteed to span a full 64 KB 
* regcon starting on some Ox?000:0000 boundary. 
* - ' /  

pl = (in1 huge *) halloc ( 32L '1024L. 2 ' sizeaf(int)l: 
if (pl  =- NULL1 ( 

printf ("Can not hallacO.\n"I; 
labpac (RESET): 
exit ( I  I: 

I 

a = otol (PI):  I* bvtes from start o i  mengorv -1 
b = ilongj (a + 0~06001fffl & OxfffRXM0: . 
BUFFER = ltop (b); 

BUF-BACKUP = BUFFER; 

printf ("start of buffer is %p.\nm', pl): 
printf ("record~ng starts at %p.\n", BUFFER); 

for ; ( I* forever */ 
BUFFER = BUF-BACKUP; 

orintf ("----Main looo----\n"l: 
printf ("chokes:  T R  A D F W 'P I  V c E S 0 Q;"); 

printf (" H for help.\n"): 
kb fiushO: 
sw&h (ge1ch0) ( 

case 't*: 
case 'T': 



printf (" TDlV = %d. Change to ". TDIVI: 
i = aloi(gets(input)): 
i fG != 0) ( 

j = max (i. 3). 
j = min (i, IWI; 
TDIV = j: 

1 
printf (" Sel lo Od.\n". TDIV): 
hreak; 

cast '1.: 

case 'R': 
prinli ("Record: hi1 Enter lo begin.\n"): 

kb-flush(): 
do { ) while (getch() != '\r'): 
record (BUFFER): 
break: 

case 'd': 
case 'D': 

prinlf ("Get data from file; press Enter.\""): 
kb_flush(): 
do ( ) while (getchl) !='\r'): 
printf("F1LENAME (14 chars mar) ? \nV): 
geLs(F1LENAME); 
read-data(): 
break; 

case 'a': 
case 'A': 

printf ("Audio. Press V lar access\n"): 
break: 

case 'v': 
case 'V': 

show-raw 0: 
break; 

case 'c': 
case 'C': 

prlnlf ("Envelope calculalion.\n"): 



printf ("How big an envelope?\n"); 
printf (" (Choose one of 1024. 512. 256. "1; 

prind ('128, 64. 32.)hn); 
printf (" (Old size was Id.)\"". LENV); 
do ( 

j = atoi (gets(input1); 
) while (i!=1024 && j!=512 && j!=256 && 

j!=128 && j!=64 && j!=32 && j!=O): 

if fj!=O) LENV = j; -1 
ptintf ("Envelope size = %d.\nm'. LENV): 
envelope (LENV); 
break: 

case 'e': 
case 'E': 

show-mv (LENV); 
break; 

case 'S'; 
case 's': 
case ' 0 ' :  

case '0': 
show-raw 0; 
break; 

case 'r:  
case 'F': 

printf ("Save raw data.\nm); 
save-raw 0; 
break; 

case 'w': 
care 'W': 

printf ("Save POWER data.\""); 
save-POWO: 
break; 

case 'i': 
case 'I': 

printf ("Print POWER data AFCER E.\n"); 



print_POWO: 
break: 

case 'p': 
case 'P': 

printf ("Print raw data.\n"l: 
print-data 0: 
break: 

case '4': 
case 'Q': 

goto bottom: 
break: 

case "?': 
case 'I': 
case 27: 
case 'h': 

helpO: 
break 

default: 
printf ("Try typing 'h' for help.$i'\n", 71: 

) 1' end swltcn -1 
) 1" end for *I 

bottom: 
printf ("Experiment over.\n\n"): 
labpac (RESET): 
hfree ((char far *)PI); 



APPENDIX 3 

THE ENTRAINMENT INDEX 

A$.! The Entrainment Index 

The entrainment index was devised to fill the need for a measure of 

the proximity of the subject's period to perfect multiples or submultiples 

of the stimulus period. Pictorially, the problem 1s represented in Figure 

A3.1. Figure A3.lA shows the subject's period approximating the 

stimulus period, and in Figure M.lB the mean periods are quite 

d~ilerent. (The mean period is caiculated as the mean interval between 

successive peak. The achlal stimulus data have not been plolted in  the 

figures in this appendix, as only the ~su l t i ng  stimulus peaks are 

necessary to illustrate the concepts discussed here.) 

The aim was to devise a measure that would represent the 

difference between the subject's period and the stimulus period in a 

uniform way. regardless of thc order of the subject's period with respect 

to the stimulus period. Qcdu here represents the degree of complexity of 

the ratio of the subject to the stimulus period. A 1 : I ratio is regarded as 

simple. and is referred to as first order; a ratio of 2 : I is referred to as 

second order, and so on.) So the aim is to represent by the same value on 

the measure a subject's period Ulal is just over double the stimulus period 



Figure A3.1. Relationships between the subjeet and stimulus 
movements. U ~ w r  eraohs show subid monovvllable rewtition. .. - .  
Lower graphs show stimulus movement. .Scale: The interval between 
the first two stimulus peaks equals 1560 mi. The mean rlimulus 
period in A and B is 1560 ma. Subiert's mean wriod: A. 1612 ms: 
:B. 2136 ms. 



(Figure A3.2). and a subject's period that is slightly longer than the 

stimulus period (Figure A3.1A). The following exposition considers first 

Figure A3.2. Periods that stand in close to 2 : 1 ratio. Upper graph: 
subjec movement. Lower graph: stimulus movement. kale: the 
interval between the first two stimulus peaks equals 1560 ms. Mean 
sti~nulus priod: 1560 ms; subjeft's mean period: 32M) ms. 

the case where the subject's period is longer than or equal to that of the 

stimulus under the heading of the multinle scale, and secondly, the case 

where the subject's period is shorter than that of the stimulus (the 



A3.1.1 The Multiple Scale 

The relative deviation of the subject's period from the st! aulus 

period was calculated by dividing the longer period by the shorter period. 

and retaining the (the digits to the &t of the decimnl point) 

for calculations. 

Relative Deviation = Longer Periodl SI.~rter Period ( I )  

The continuous scale that results is represented in Figure A3.3 as a clock 

face. The values of the argument range from .XI to .99, with .XI 

representing the case where the subject's mean period and the mean 

stimulus period are identical, or entrained. In this thesis I consider valucs 

from .90 to .I0 to indicate approximate entrainment of subject to stimulus 

period, as shown by the dashed lines on the clock face. This means that 

the mean subject period must be within +lo% (called the cul off value) 

of the stimulus period length to qualify as approaching entrainment. 

These values are more stringent than those adoptcd in the litersturc 

for a similar study (eg. Smith et al.. 1986). where entrainment-like 

behavior was considered lo occur if one movement period was within + 
a quarter of the length of the other, which corresponds to a value 

between +.25 and approximately .75 (about .XI) on the scale here. 



Figure A3.3. The relative deviation scale. 

The closer the argument is to 0, the closer to a perfect integer ratio 

is the ratio of the stimulus period to the subject's period. & i h O U & b  

was ereater than the s f i d s  oeriod. this rnoduced an 

unoroblematic muiti~le sc&. Table A3.1 presents the relative deviation 

for the data shown in Figures A3.1 and A3.2. The relative deviation has 

been multiplied by IM) and rounded to the nearest integer to produce an 



integer scale for the argument. The scale ranges front 0 to 99, so the two 

underlined digits lo the M of the decimal point now represent what 

earlier was the argument. The leftmust 

Table A3.1 The multiple scale of the entrainment index 

&E Periods are in ms: R. Dev. = relative deviation. Slim = stimulus. 
Sub = subject. 

digit (not underlined) represents the order of the relationship of thc 

periods. For example, if the subject's period is between twice and thrice 

as long as that of the stimulus, the leftmost digit will be 2, as in the third 

column of Table A3.1. 

It can be seen that the underlined digits in the relative deviation 

values for the data shown in Figures A3.1A and A3.2 are very similar. 

That is appropriate, given that the subject's period in Figure A3.1A is 

close to a multiple of the stimulus period, and in Figure A3.2 is close to 

double the stimulus period. The measure thus can indicate proximity to 

entrainment, irres~ective of the order of the relationshiv between subiect 

andstimulus It is also fining that the underlined value in the 

middle column of Table A3.1 is distant from 0 and 99, for the mean 



subject and stimulus period are dissimilar in Figure A3.1B. 

T o  avoid the problems of calculating with a clock-like scale that 

wraps around, as does that shown in Figure A3, the values of the relative 

deviation Ihal were greater than 50 were converted to values between 0 

and 50 as follows: 

Entrainment Index = 5 0  - (Relative Deviation - 50) (2 )  

This meant that a clock scale value of 90  became 10. The intervals on 

this new scale remain equivalent. An example of the way lhis scale would 

be used is shown in Table A3.2. 

If the subject's mean period were 11W msec, and that of the 

stimulus 1000, the value of 10 would ultimately arise from division using 

formula (I) and multiplication by IW (bottomr row, 2nd numeric 

column, Table A3.2). If, on the other hand, the subject's period is 1900, 

and that of  the stimulus remains 1000, application of formula (1) and 

multiplication by 100 would yield a value of 90, which would then be 

converted, following formula (Z), to 10 (bottom row, 4th numeric 

column. Table A3.2). Thus, lhe subject's period is 10% longer (case 1) 

or 10% shorter (case 2) than twice that of lhe stimulus, and so in 



Table A3.2. Derivation of entrainment index values 

&&: E.I.: Entrainment Index (multiple scale); Calc.: calculation; R. 
Dev.: relative deviation; period is in ms. 

percentage terms, the relative deviation of the subject's mean period from 

that of the stimulus, or of one of its multiples, is thc same. 

A3.1.2 The Submultiple Scale 

Up until now, only the cases where the subject's mean period has 

been longer than, or equal to, the stimulus period have been considered. 

This leaves the cases where the subject's period is shorter than that of thc 

stimulus. To these cases the submultiple scale applies. Formulas (I) and, 

where appropriate, (2) were applied to the data, just as described above 

for the multiple scale. 

The submultiple scale preserves the meaning of the multiple scale 



in two important respects: a) the closer a scale value is to 0, the closer to 

a perfect integer ratio stand the mean subject and stimulus period, and b) 

a value close lo 50 indicates that the ratio of the two mean periods is 

distant from perfect multiplicity. 

However, it must bc noted that once the subject's mean period 1 3  

placed in the divisor, which occurs when formula (I) is applied, the 

relative deviation is now that of the stimulus period as a percentage of the 

length of the period. To illustrate this point Figures M . 4  and 

A3.5 are provided. In Figure A3.4, the subject period is very slightly 

shorter than the stimulus period, while in Figure A3.5, the subject's 

mean period is much shoner than rhat of the stimulus. The entrainment 

index values that arise from the data shown in these lwo figures are given 

in Table A3.3. In Table A3.3, the enlrainment index value of 11 for the 

data of Figure A3.4 correctly implies that the subjec!' period is similar 

to that of the stimulus. The stimulus period deviats ttom the value of the 

subject period by 11% of the subject period. 

The entrainment index value that arises for the dala in Figure A3.5 

(see Table A3.3) indicates that the stimulus period should deviate from 

the subject's mean period by 13% of the subject's mean period. This is 

so, if the order of the ratio is included in calculation: 



Figure A3.4. The first order (awrurimatelv 1 : 1) case. Uooer eraoh: .. - . 
subject; lower graph: stimulus.'icnle: the i;iter~al hetween the Rm 
two stimulus peak equals 1560 r n s .  Mean rtimt~lur period: 1560 mi; 
subject's mean period: 1403 ms. 

Dev. = L- (3) 

Shorter Period 

13 = 1560 - R * 7321 

732 



Figure A3.5. The submultiple index. Upper graph: suhjwt. Lower 
graph: stimulus. Scale: lhe interval behveen the first two stimulus 
peaks equals 1560 ms. Mean Stimulus period: 1560 ms: suhjed's 
mean period: 732 ms. 

The submultiple scale value then indicates, as did the multiple scale. the 

deviation of one period from the other: it is just that the reference has 

changed. Now the subject period is the reference. 

This similarity in the meanings of the values of the two scales has 

been stressed because it is not common in experimental research to cast 

one's measures in terms of the dependent variable, here the mean subject 

period. Generally, one wishes lo look for changes that are due to an 



Table A3.3. Derivation of submultiple scale values 

W :  E.I.: Entrainment Index (multiple scale); Calc.: calculation; R. 
Dev.: relative deviation; period is m msec. 

independent variable, such as the stimulus period, and so deviations 

would sensibly be referred to as deviations from some value of the 

stimulus variable. 

The assumptions about entrainment that I have made are best 

served by allowing the stimulus period in the numerator where necessary 

First, if one assumes that the subject can entrain at submultiples of the 

stimulus period, for example, half of the stimulus period, then it is 

preferable to associate a single value, here 0,  with perfect multiple or 

submultiple relationships. This cannot be done if either the stimulus 

period cr the subject's period must invariably be in the denominator, 

irrespective of the relative length of the two periods. In addition, a 



similar study (Smith et al., 1986) has also consistent!y used period length. 

not period source, as the criterion for placement in the divisor for 

calculation of the ratio of finger movement and syllable repetition 

frequency. 

If entrainment does not tend to occur, values elosc to and distant 

from 0 on both submultiple and multiple scales should he equally 

probable in the data. That would not be true for the submultiple indcx if 

the stimulus period remained in the denominator at higher order 

relationships. 

Following the procedure that I have outlined above, the 

entrainment index indicates the degree of proximity of the subject lo the 

stimulus period, regardless of the order of the relationship, For example, 

for the data in Fieure A3.5, the entrainment index value of 13 correctly 

suggcsts that the subject period is close to a submultiple (halt7 of the 

stimulus period. 

A low entrainment index value on either scale suggests proximity 

of the subject period to the stimulus period, or proximity to a submultiple 

of the periods. The usual entrainment index cutoff value of 10 simply 

refers to 10% of the smaller of the subject's and the stimulus mean 

periods. 



A3.2 Ensuring the Validity of the Entrainment Index 

It was expected that period length would not vary radically and in a 

patterned way within a sample, for large and patterned variation could 

result in misleadingly low or high entrainment index values (see Figure 

9.5 in Chapter 9 and the accompanying discussion). At the same time, it 

was necessary to allow for changes in period that might occur as the 

subject switched from moving out of phase to in phase with the stimulus 

(see Kelso et al , 198i; Kelso et al., 1983; Scholz & Kelso, 1989 and 

1990 for examples), or as the subject began to synchronize with the 

stimulus rhythm. 

One way of checking that the pattern of variation in the period is 

acceptable is to monitor the lag of the subjecl's movement relative to that 

of the stimulus. (The stimulus period scarcely varied over a 15 sec 

sample. See section 8.2.2 for a defmition of kg.) The lag should not 

show an alternating pattern if the resulting entrainment index value is to 

be considered valid (eg. Figure 9.3.  

The variance of the relative phase is based upon the lag, and is a 

good indicator of entrainment, for it reveals if the subject is consistently 

repealing a syllable or reaching the lowest position with the finger at the 

same phase relative to the stimulus cycle. Since the interval between 

stimuli changed gradually over the experiment, the variance of the 

relative phase is particularly important to judging whether the subject 

470 



maintained a constant lag relative to the stiniuli. 

For these two reasons, standards for variability needed to be 

defined. Then, these standards could be used as filters. Samplcs with too 

high a variance of the relative phase could be removed from analyses in 

which a very stable period was particularly important, namely the relative 

phase analyses. This would honour the assumption that the mean period, 

upon which the index is based, represented a relatively cm&au s~mplc 

value. There is nothing in the literahlre to adopt as a standard, nor any 

discussion of the problem that could serve to guide the endeavour. Thus 

the standards were developed empirically. 

There were two intentions: a) to ensure that the Ing, and thercfore. 

the period, of the subject's movement was not patterned, a d  h) to Rltcr 

out data where the relative phase did not appear to be stable across the 

entire sample. The first intention (a) could be fulfilled by looking at the 

pattern of relative phase values for every sample to check that they did 

not alternate regularly and inappropriately, as in Figure 9.5. This was 

done for all entrainment index values that contributed to Tables 11.3 and 

11.4. 

The second intention (b) was particularly important for analyses in 

which the values from one sample would be examined in isolation, for 

example, the analysis of relative phase. In addition, the main interest in 

the analysis of relative phase was stable entrainment, and so a strict 

criterion for variability was required (see section 11.4). This criterion is 



described below. 

When the sample size was small, more stringent restrictions were 

placcd upon the level of variance that could b: deemed acceptable, since 

the sampling error is larger with smaller samples. 

Lag was calculated as the interval between the peak in the subject's 

data and the nearest peak in the stimulus data, relative to the bracketing 

peak to peak interval of the stimulus data. This number was cast as a 

percentage, and has been called relative o h m  (see section 8.2.2). 

Table A3.4 Lag calculation 

In Table A3.4, the first subject peak is not enclosed (bracketed) by 

stimulus peaks, and so no lag is calculated. The second subject peak is 

closer in time to the second stimulus peak than to the third stimulus w k ,  

and so the resulting relative phase is: 

-49.6% = 100 * (1620 - 2180) / (2180 - 1050) 

The value that arises from (1620 -2180) in the numerator is the lag, in 

ms. The next relative phase values are similarly calculated, using the 

third data value of the subject and the enclosing stimulus peaks: 



-5016 = IW * (2700 -3220) I (3220 - 2180) 

The negative relative phase value indicates that the suhjrcl pcak is in 

advance of the stimulus peak; positive phase values indicate that thc 

subject follows the stimulus. 

Table A3.5. hmples  with unacceptably high variance 

The mean relative phase value and the variance about the mean 

(based on N - i subject peaks) were calculated for each sample. Table 

A3.5 pres;nts data that were considered lo show loo much drift away 



from stable relative phase values, here approximately 50%, to be 

acceptable in Lhe analysis o f  relative phase. The sample size is given at 

the heading of each column, and the data presented are relative phase 

values cast as percenlages. The variance for each sample is given directly 

beneath the samplc size. The phase variance cutoff values that were used 

to filter out unacceptably inconsistent data are given in Table A3.6. 

Table A3.6 Criteria for entrainment index values in  relative phase 
analysis 

M. N: number o f  calcuiations o f  relative within the 15 second 
sample: Man s': Maximum acceptable varixnce of the relative phase value 
within a I 5  sec sample of dala. 

I n  the full set o f  experimental dala, the median was 9 relative phase 

calculations p r  15 second sample. Only one subject (S9) generally 

produced fewer than 5 peaks per sample; her repetitions were extremely 

slow. The relative phase variance cutoff value of 169 (for samples with 

12 calculations contributing to the variance) was also applied to samples 

with more than 12 calculations. 

To  qualify for the relative phase analysis, a 15 second sample had 

to yield a entrainment index value less than 10 and show a relative phase 

variance less than, or equal to, that appropriate for the given number o f  



calculations, as shown in Table A3.6. 

A3.3 Improvements upon Previous Experimentul 

Techniques 

The analytical methods inltoduccd hcrc improvc upon those usud 

by Smith et al. (1986). whose paper presents the most cxpcrimcntal dnls 

about entrainment in  human speech. I n  thc past, collecting and an~ly,.bp 

samples of speech sound by  computer have becn limitcd hy thu grva 

demand speech places on computer mcmory. Analysis o f  more than 5 

seconds of speech at once was difficult l o  achieve as rcccntly as 198.5. 

The samples used as basis for period calculation hcrc are lung, 1.5 

seconds, compared to 10 seconds in  Smith el  al:s work. Long ssmplcs 

are important for observing the stability of procusses like cntrainmca. 

The longer sample length was possible because frequency analysis 

procedures such as spectral analysis wcrc avoided, rcducinl computer 

memory requirements. Smith el al. (1986) state explicitly that a bctlcr 

method than spectral analysis could probably be deviscd for lhcir dals. 

The procedures followed here were devised la address some or 

Smith el  al.'s problems. My digitization and dala analysis programs 

discard as much irrelevant infotmation as possible, Ifurinv the dieilkration 

M, saving memory, and enabling longer samples to bc digitiad. 



The programs calculate only one period, rather than providing a spectrum 

of frequencies from which a human rater must select the main frequency 

(eg. Smith et al., 1986). The problenis of reliability that arise using 

humans are thus avoided. Instead. through pilot work, the programs were 

retined so that they reliably picked the peak vowel energy in certain types 

of monosyllables. 

Smith et al, cannot deal numerically with submultiple and multiple 

frequency ratios, which reduces the clarity of their presentation and 

unnecessarily limits their numerical analyses and conclusions. The 

entrainment index devised here solves that problem. 
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